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Essays on Risk Appetite and Uncertainty
Ran (Nancy) Xu
This dissertation focuses on the identification of the dynamics of risk aversion (price of
risk) and economic uncertainties (amount of risk) and their effects on both domestic and inter-
national asset markets. In the first essay, I study the differences between global equity return
comovements and global bond return comovements and use a consistent and flexible asset pric-
ing framework to motivate and quantify the role of various economic determinants in explaining
the comovement difference. This study contributes to the recent debate on how shocks trans-
mit across countries, and documents that the “risk compensation” channel plays a major role in
affecting international comovements.
In the second essay, I find that fundamental shocks (consumption growth) and cash flow
shocks (dividend growth) comove procyclically. This new stylized fact helps explain the “Duffee
Puzzle” (Duffee, 2005): stock returns and consumption growth covary procyclically, whereas the
conventional wisdom and extant consumption-based asset pricing models suggest that returns
respond to fundamental shocks more significantly in a bad economic environment. This research
contributes to an under-explored area in the consumption-based asset pricing literature: the
dynamics of the “amount of risk”. I then explore the asset pricing implications of this procyclical
source of amount of risk in a consumption-based workhorse model that allows for time-varying
risk aversion.
In my joint paper with Geert Bekaert and Eric Engstrom, we develop a new measure of
time-varying risk aversion that is consistent with a dynamic no-arbitrage asset pricing model,
using a wide range of observed asset moments, macro and option data. In addition, our findings
formally support the close relationship between variance risk premium and risk aversion (as
suggested in the literature), and propose a financial proxy to economic uncertainty, which is
a more significant predictor of future economic growth than VIX and true economic uncertainty.
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Global Risk Aversion and International
Return Comovements
This article addresses the ongoing debate about the relative importance of fundamental
sources of risk that transmit across countries, and provides evidence for the role of “global” risk
aversion. I first compare international equity and bond return comovements, and establish three
new stylized facts: (1) bond return correlations are smaller in magnitude than equity return cor-
relations, (2) equity returns have downside correlations that are significantly higher than upside
correlations, while bond return correlations are symmetric, and (3) equity return correlations are
countercyclical, while bond return correlations are weakly procyclical. I then interpret the styl-
ized facts in the context of a linear dynamic factor model, which is motivated using a dynamic
no-arbitrage asset pricing model. The theoretical model features time-varying global economic un-
certainties (of output growth, inflation, and real interest rates) and time-varying risk aversion (of
a global investor) and consistently prices international equities and Treasury bonds. I find that all
three stylized facts above can be explained by the different sensitivities of equity returns (strongly
negative) and bond returns (weakly positive or negative) to the global risk aversion shock. In ad-
dition, global risk aversion explains 90 percent of the fitted global equity conditional comovements
and 40 percent of the fitted global bond conditional comovements, after controlling for a wide set




Since the global financial crisis, there is renewed interest in understanding how asset re-
turns comove across countries, for both risky and safe asset classes. A large empirical literature
has focused on quantifying the evolution of international equity return comovements (see e.g.
Bekaert, Hodrick, and Zhang (2009), and Christoffersen, Errunza, Jacobs, and Langlois (2012),
among many others). However, given the important role of safe assets in both domestic and in-
ternational markets, there is surprisingly little research on how government bond returns comove
across countries (see Cappiello, Engle, and Sheppard (2006) for an exception). These correlations
are important inputs when evaluating the benefits of international diversification for bond and
equity investments. In addition, studying why the comovements among equities versus bonds
are different contributes to the ongoing debate about the relative importance of fundamental
sources of risk that transmit across borders. My paper formally contrasts global equity return
comovements and global bond return comovements, both unconditionally and dynamically, and
interprets the comovement differences in the context of a dynamic no-arbitrage asset pricing
model with time-varying global economic uncertainties (of output growth, inflation, and the real
interest rate) and risk aversion of a global investor.
In the first part of the paper, I formulate a new model of multi-dimensional dynamic depen-
dence to estimate the global equity and bond comovements of 8 developed countries from March
1987 – December 2016. A parametric model helps reveal substantive time variation in global cor-
relation, and provides testable empirical benchmarks in evaluating an asset pricing model (later).
The model belongs to the class of Dynamic Equicorrelation models (Engle and Kelly, 2012) but
with modifications to accommodate correlation asymmetry, and to ensure the simultaneous fit
of domestic equity-bond comovement. In addition, I conduct three tests within the model to
identify the differences between equity and bond comovements from three perspectives: magni-
tude, tail behavior, and cyclicality. Three new stylized facts are established and tested against
unconditional moments:
1. Bond return correlations are smaller in magnitude than equity return correlations;
2
2. Equity returns have downside correlations that are significantly higher than upside correla-
tions, while bond return correlations are symmetric;
3. Equity return correlations are countercyclical, while bond return correlations are weakly
procyclical.
As prices are the sums of discounted cash flows, asset return innovations can be explained
by cash flow (CF) shocks or discount rate (DR) shocks. Commonalities in asset returns across
countries come from a collection of “common” shocks, CF or DR, that are priced in individual
country assets. In particular, there has been growing interest regarding the role of global risk
aversion as a DR source of international comovements. For instance, Miranda-Agrippino and
Rey (2015) suggest that global risk aversion is a key transmission mechanism for exporting U.S.
monetary policy to countries worldwide, thus driving the global financial cycle of risky assets.
Jotikasthira, Le, and Lundblad (2015) suggest that around 70 percent of long-term bond yield co-
movement derives from the commonality of term premia. While these studies have indicated po-
tential economic determinants of global comovements within either risky or safe asset classes, no
research has formally explained global equity and bond return comovements in a unified frame-
work. Having a unified framework is helpful for identifying the relative importance of common
shocks.
In the second part of the paper, I formulate and solve a U.S.-centric dynamic no-arbitrage
asset pricing model, featuring time-varying global macroeconomic uncertainties and time-varying
risk aversion of a global (U.S.) investor, that prices both international equities and government
bonds. The state variable capturing risk aversion is motivated from a general HARA utility func-
tion; as in Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017; henceforth, BEX), it represents the non-fundamental
variable (in contrast to the macroeconomic variables) in the real pricing kernel. In BEX, a risk
aversion index is filtered using moments of risky assets, whereas in the current paper I also fo-
cus on government bond markets. Therefore, I consider a broader set of market-wide economic
uncertainties in order to price nominal bonds: adding to the real output growth uncertainties as
in BEX, inflation uncertainties and real short rate uncertainties. Furthermore, because the asset
moment of interest in this paper is comovement, my model admits (1) heteroskedasticity and (2)
3
conditional non-Gaussianity in the shock assumptions, which has the potential to capture (1) sub-
stantive time variation and (2) asymmetric properties as established in the first part of my paper
using the parametric model. In particular, I acknowledge left- and right-tail sources of macroeco-
nomic uncertainties, given the recent growing literature discovering their different asset pricing
implications (see e.g. Bekaert and Engstrom (2017) in a habit formation framework). Hence, I
adapt a realistic and tractable “Bad Environment–Good Environment” shock structure consist-
ing of two centered heteroskedastic non-Gaussian shocks to model the dynamics of upside and
downside uncertainties of the three macroeconomic variables. I estimate them using approximate
maximum likelihood methods.
Despite the non-Gaussian shock structure, the theoretical model still fits in the affine class
of asset pricing models with a closed-form solution. I use the model solution to motivate a dy-
namic factor model of asset returns where the factors are shocks of the aforementioned market-
wide economic determinants (global risk aversion and economic uncertainties); I refer to them
as “global shocks” in this paper. The dynamics of both global equity and bond return comove-
ments are driven by the second moments of these global shocks, and the difference between the
two comovements in my model is explained by the different sensitivities of asset returns to these
shocks. In the last part of the paper, I estimate the dynamic factor model with asset returns of
the 8 countries to interpret the three stylized facts.
The core finding is that different sensitivities of equity returns (strongly negative) and
bond returns (weakly positive or negative) to the global risk aversion shock dominantly drive all
three stylized facts. Regarding the first stylized fact, because not every country’s government
bonds are considered safe (i.e., some bond prices increase with risk aversion while others de-
crease) but all equities are considered highly risky (i.e., asset prices decrease with risk aversion),
bond return comovements are smaller in magnitude than equity return comovements. Second,
the fact that bond returns do not respond to the global risk aversion shock with the same sign
weakens the role of strongly positively-skewed risk aversion in driving global bond comovements.
Third, the finding that all bonds are safe in a good economic environment while only a few bonds
remain safe in a bad economic environment results in higher comovement among international
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bond returns in these good environments, explaining a (weakly) procyclical global bond comove-
ment.
In addition, factor models with time-varying betas spanned by economic uncertainties
increase the correlation between the model-implied conditional correlations and conditional cor-
relations implied by the flexible parametric model from the first part of the paper. The fit in-
creases from 55% to 69% for global equity comovement, and from 0% to 17% for global bond
comovement. Global risk aversion accounts for 90% (40%) of the fitted global equity (bond) co-
movement. As to the economic significance of economic uncertainties, real uncertainties (inflation
uncertainties) explain 7% (47%) of the fitted global equity (bond) comovement.
The paper contributes to the finance and economics literature in three ways.
First, the core finding in the paper stresses the importance of the “non-cash flow chan-
nel” of international return comovements: risk aversion of the global investor. Risk aversion has
featured as a source of capital flow waves (Forbes and Warnock, 2012), monetary policy shock
transmission to foreign stock markets (Miranda-Agrippino and Rey, 2015), interest rate correla-
tions (Jotikasthira, Le, and Lundblad, 2015). My contribution is to quantify the “price of risk”
or “risk compensation” channel simultaneously with the “cash flow” channel for explaining global
equity and bond return comovements.
Second, as documenting stylized facts of global equity and bond comovements, my em-
pirical contribution is oriented toward global bond comovements. For example, the asymmetry
of global equity return comovement is a widely-recognized fact and has been tested using dif-
ferent econometric approaches, such as exceedance correlation (Longin and Solnik, 2001), bi-
variate GARCH models (Cappiello, Engle and Sheppard, 2006), and asymmetric copula models
(Christoffersen et al., 2012). The countercyclical behavior of global equity correlation is also
well-known (see e.g. Longin and Solnik, 1995; De Santis and Gerard, 1997; Riberio and Veronesi,
2002). However, there is little formal research on these properties for global bond comovement.
Most importantly, the first stylized fact is a new and surprising finding because the existing lit-
erature documents that 10-year Government bond yields are highly correlated at around 92%
(Jotikasthira, Le, and Lundblad, 2015).
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Third, from a modeling standpoint, the new econometric model contains two innovations.
It allows for the possibility of asymmetric correlations in a multi-dimensional space. In addition,
it offers a parsimonious way to ensure the simultaneous fit of time-varying domestic equity-bond
comovement and within-asset comovements. Both innovations are shown to improve the statisti-
cal fit.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 presents the econometric
model and establishes the three stylized facts. Section 1.3 solves an asset pricing model and
presents estimation results for the global economic determinants. A more detailed international
model is relegated to the Appendix. Section 1.4 interprets the three stylized facts in a dynamic
factor model with global factors. Section 1.5 provides additional evidence with a “Jackknife”
exercise. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 1.6.
1.2 Stylized Facts of Global Comovements
In this section, I first exploit a high-dimensional dynamic dependence model to establish
three new stylized facts of international return comovements from three perspectives: magnitude,
tail behavior, and cyclicality. Then, I obtain unconditional, non-parametric data moments to
evaluate the fit of the parametric model. Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 present the econometric model,
while estimation methodology, data description, and estimation results follow in Sections 1.2.3–
1.2.5, respectively. Section 1.2.6 evaluates the model fit of unconditional moments.
1.2.1 Setup
Consider a world economy of N countries. The log equity return of Country i during pe-
riod t ` 1 is modeled as follows, rEi,t`1 “ µEi ` εEi,t`1 where µEi represents the constant mean,
and εEi,t`1 the return residual. The log bond return of Country i during period t ` 1 is modeled
similarly, rBi,t`1 “ µBi ` εBi,t`1. In the rest of the section, superscripts “E” and “B” denote equity
and bond, respectively, and subscripts indicate country ID and time stamp.

















where It denotes the information set at time t. I follow the dynamic dependence literature and
express HEt and H
B
t in a quadratic form to estimate the conditional variances and the condi-
tional correlation (off-diagonal elements) in separate steps,
HEt “ ΛEt CorrEt ΛEt , (1.3)
HBt “ ΛBt CorrBt ΛBt , (1.4)
where ΛEt (Λ
B
t ) contains square roots of the equity (bond) return conditional variances on the
diagonal, and zeros elsewhere; CorrEt (Corr
B
t ) is the equity (bond) return conditional corre-






t are N ˆ N symmetric matrices. In the first step,
return residuals are standardized using conditional variance estimates from univariate GARCH-
class models; I relegate univariate conditional variance models and distributional assumptions
to Appendices 1.1 and 1.2. The second step takes standardized residuals as given and focuses on
estimating the conditional correlation matrices, CorrEt and Corr
B
t .
1.2.2 A New Econometric Model for Global Comovements
A well-known multi-dimensional dynamic dependence model is the Dynamic Equicorrela-
tion (DECO) model introduced by Engle and Kelly (2012). They impose a strong assumption
that all pairwise conditional correlations are the same for all country pairs. This assumption is
suitable for my research because the goal is to obtain a series of global return comovements for
each asset class.
My model highlights two new features. First, it accommodates asymmetry, which is an
improvement on the original DECO model. Second, a DECO model estimates global comove-
ment within one asset class independently; my model also ensures a simultaneous fit of the time-
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varying domestic equity-bond comovement—which can be thought of as the flight-to-safety chan-
nel. In addition, my model is flexible enough to conduct three statistical tests within the model,
leading to the three stylized facts.
1.2.2.1 Global Bond Comovement and the Three Tests
Denote zBt`1 (Nˆ1) as the standardized residuals of country bond returns during period
t` 1. The conditional equicorrelation matrix of zBt`1 is defined by,
EtrzBt`1zB1t`1s “ CorrBt “ p1´ ρBt qIN ` ρBt JNˆN , (1.5)
where IN is an identity matrix and JNˆN is a matrix of 1s. The equicorrelation by definition is
an equally-weighted average of correlations of unique country pairs (i.e., total of N(N-1)/2 pairs)
at time t:








where qBi,j,t is the pi, jq-th element of a symmetric matrix QBt (N ˆ N) which follows a general-
ized autoregressive heteroskedastic process. Therefore, the dynamic process of QBt drives the





´ rQBt ¯´1{2QBt ´ rQBt ¯´1{2 ι´N,
where rQBt is QBt with off-diagonal terms equal to zeros (i.e., Aielli (2013)’s correction) and ι is a
N ˆ 1 vector of ones.
The original DECO framework, as in Engle and Kelly (2012), models the dynamic process
of Qt as follows, omitting superscript “B” for simplicity:
Qt “ Q` β1
ˆ rQ12t´1ztz1t rQ12t´1 ´Q˙` β2 `Qt´1 ´Q˘ , (1.7)
where Q (to be specific, Q
B
) is the pre-determined sample bond return correlation matrix (NˆN);
β1 and β2 are unknown parameters, to capture the relative importance of the cross products of
shock realizations and persistence.
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In this paper, I propose a more flexible dynamic process as follows:
Qt “ Q ˝Φt ` β1
ˆ rQ12t´1ztz1t rQ12t´1 ´Q ˝Φt´1˙` β2 `Qt´1 ´Q ˝Φt´1˘
` γ
ˆ rQ12t´1ntn1t rQ12t´1 ´Ξ ˝Q ˝Φt´1˙ , (1.8)
where “˝” denotes the Hadamard product operator (i.e., element-by-element multiplication). The
first term “Q ˝Φt” represents the time-varying long-run conditional mean of the conditional covari-
ance matrix. While Q captures the unconditional component of the long-run mean as before, this
model also has the capacity to capture cyclical behavior of global comovement through the new
term Φt defined below,
ΦtpN ˆNq “
»———————–
1 1` φt 1` φt ¨ ¨ ¨
1` φt 1 1` φt ¨ ¨ ¨







where φt “ φ rθworldt and rθworldt is the standardized world recession indicator.1 Therefore, by con-
struction, the unconditional mean of Φt is a symmetric matrix of ones, and φ is an unknown
constant parameter. As before, the second term captures the effect of news (scaled contemporane-
ous shock products) on the Qt process. The third term is an autoregressive term, capturing the
persistence of the process.
To capture potential asymmetry in joint downside events, I introduce an asymmetric com-
ponent to the conditional process. In the fourth term of Equation (1.8),
ntpN ˆ 1q “ Iztă0 ˝ zt, (1.10)
where Iztă0 (N ˆ 1) is assigned 1 if the standardized residual is less than 0, and assigned 0 oth-
erwise. The constant symmetric matrix Ξ “ E “Iztă0I 1ztă0‰ (N ˆ N) represents the expected
1The recession indicator is assigned 1 during recession periods, and 0 during non-recession periods; then, I
standardize the indicator so that the unconditional mean (sample mean) of φt is 0.
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covariance of joint negative shocks. The γ-coefficient is not constrained to be positive. The suffi-
cient conditions for a dynamic dependence model in the GARCH class to be positive definite for
all possible realizations are that the intercept is positive semi-definite, and the initial covariance
matrix is positive definite (see Ding and Engle (2001) for further details).
Three statistical tests are conducted within Equation (1.8), which leads to the three styl-
ized facts:
(1) Equality Test. The magnitude of the long-run conditional mean of the Qt process
has an unconditional component Q, which in the equality test is modeled as below,
Q
E ` ν pJNˆN ´ IN q (1.11)
where Q
E
is the pre-determined equity unconditional correlation matrix, and ν is a constant.
The diagonal terms of the pre-determined equity unconditional correlation matrix are equal to
1; by construction, ν increases all off-diagonal correlations by an equal amount, which is a rea-
sonable construct because the present research focuses on international return comovements at
the global level. A positive (negative) ν suggests that global bond comovement is on average
greater (smaller) than global equity comovement. The null hypothesis, ν “ 0, is that both asset
comovements have the same unconditional magnitude.
(2) Asymmetry Test. A positive γ indicates a higher left-tail (downside) comovement,
whereas a negative γ indicates a higher right-tail (upside) comovement. The closest paper to
introducing asymmetry to dynamic dependence models in the GARCH class is Cappiello, Engle,
and Sheppard (2006); however, their model is limited to a bivariate system, whereas the present
model works with a multivariate system.
(3) Cyclicality Test. A positive φ indicates that the long-run conditional mean of dy-
namic comovement behaves countercyclically, because the long-run conditional mean comoves
positively with the countercyclical world recession indicator, whereas a negative φ indicates pro-
cyclical behavior.





t) at relatively high frequency. However, my measurement of the business cycle
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involves the actual observed cycles and changes only at the lower frequency. Therefore, I argue
that introducing cyclicality in the long-run conditional mean is more realistic because cycles are
slow-moving, and thus they are more likely to influence the levels of global comovements rather
than higher-frequency dynamics. This way, my model differentiates cyclical behavior (which is
economic-based) from asymmetric tail behaviors (which is return-based). Similar instrument
approaches with macroeconomic variables are used in many empirical studies, a few of which
include Bekaert and Harvey (1995) on estimating the world price of risk, Duffee (2005) on testing
the cyclicality of the amount of consumption risk, and more recently Xu (2017) on uncovering
the procyclical comovement between dividend growth and consumption growth.
1.2.2.2 Global Equity Comovement with Duo-DECO: Return Decomposition
To model global equity return comovements, I propose a “Duo-DECO” framework. The
“Duo” part imposes salient feature of the time variation in domestic equity-bond return comove-
ments. This time-variation is difficult to explain with economic factors (Baele et al., 2013; Er-
molov, 2015) and sign-switches in the correlation are often associated with Flight-to-Safety (FTS;
see Connolly, Stivers, and Sun, 2005). On a global scale, Baele et al. (2013) identify and char-
acterize FTS episodes for 23 countries, and find that the majority of FTS events are country-
specific rather than global. The correlation between country stock and bond returns is generally
procyclical; that is, FTS episodes occur in a bad domestic economic environment. My model
aims to accommodate the two empirical observations of domestic comovements—procyclicality
and lack of synchronization—while estimating global equity return comovements in a parsimo-
nious fashion.
To be more specific, I impose a linear equity return decomposition. Denote zEi,t`1 (zBi,t`1) as
the standardized residuals of equity returns (bond returns) of Country i during period t` 1. Define
an unknown beta process for each country i, bi,t, to capture the time-varying sensitivity of equity
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returns to bond returns.
zEi,t`1 “ bi,tzBi,t`1 `
b
1´ pbi,tq2qzEi,t`1, (1.12)
bi,t “ 2 exppδ1 ` δ2xi,tq
1` exppδ1 ` δ2xi,tq ´ 1, (1.13)
where δ1 and δ2 are unknown constant parameters and xi,t is a country recession indicator, as-
signed 1 during recession months and 0 during non-recession months.
Equations (1.12)-(1.13) have four immediate implications. First, because zBi,t`1 and qzEi,t`1




˘ “ b2i,tV art `zEi,t`1˘` p1´ b2i,tqV art `qzEi,t`1˘ . (1.14)
Given that the conditional variances of standardized residuals are 1 at all times, Equation (1.12)
restricts the mean and conditional variance of qzEi,t`1 to 0 and 1, respectively.
Second, bi,t ranges from -1 to 1 (exclusively). The two unknown parameters in bi,t are the
same across all country pairs; however, because recession periods in different countries are non-
synchronized, the domestic equity-bond comovements are different across countries. Thus, qzEi,t`1
can be referred to as the “bond-purified” component of equity returns.
Third, this return decomposition conveniently implies a “correlation decomposition”. In a
matrix representation, I denote ­CorrEt (N ˆ N) as the conditional correlation matrix2 of qzEt`1
(N ˆ 1), or EtrqzEt`1qzE1t`1s “ ­CorrEt . I denote bt (N ˆ 1) as a vector of domestic equity-bond
comovement. Given the decomposition in Equation (1.12), the total conditional correlation of
equity returns, CorrEt , can be expressed as follows,
CorrEt “ diag pbtqCorrBt diag pbtq ` diag
ˆb
1´ pbtq˝2
˙ ­CorrEt diagˆb1´ pbtq˝2˙ , (1.15)
where “diagp¨q” is a matrix operator that generates a diagonal matrix with the vector on the
diagonal and 0 elsewhere, “p¨q˝2” indicates the Hadamard (element-by-element) squares, and 1
2 ­CorrEt is a conditional correlation matrix in general; to be more accurate, I define it as a conditional equicor-
relation matrix in Section 1.2.2.3.
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is a N ˆ 1 vector of ones; CorrBt is the conditional equicorrelation matrix of bond returns as
formulated in Section 1.2.2.1.
1.2.2.3 Global Equity Comovement with Duo-DECO: ­CorrEt
The conditional correlation matrix of the “bond-purified” equity returns is defined as a
conditional equicorrelation matrix,
­CorrEt “ p1´ qρEt qIN ` qρEt JNˆN , (1.16)
where the equicorrelation is similarly defined:
qρEt “ 2NpN ´ 1q ÿ
iąj
qEi,j,tbqEi,i,tqEj,j,t , (1.17)
where qEi,j,t is the pi, jq-th element of a symmetric matrix qQEt (N ˆN) which follows a generalized
autoregressive heteroskedastic process, omitting superscript E for simplicity:
qQt “ Q ˝Φt ` β1 ˆ rQ12t´1qztqz1t rQ12t´1 ´Q ˝Φt´1˙` β2 ´ qQt´1 ´Q ˝Φt´1¯
` γ
ˆ rQ12t´1qntqn1t rQ12t´1 ´ qΞ ˝Q ˝Φt´1˙ , (1.18)
where Q is the pre-determined equity return correlation matrix, qnt “ Iqztă0˝qzt, qΞ “ E ”Iqztă0I 1qztă0ı,
and similarly Φt is the cyclical component of the long-run conditional mean.
1.2.3 Estimation Procedure
I follow the dynamic conditional correlation literature (e.g., Engle, 2002; Engle and Kelly,
2012) to pre-estimate the return conditional variances of each return series independently. I use
the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) methodology to obtain the conditional variance esti-
mates for each return series, and standardize return residuals with the best conditional volatility
estimates given the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC).
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I consider four conditional variance models (see Appendix 1.1) and four univariate distributions
(see Appendix 1.2).
To estimate the global equity and bond correlations, I adopt a two-step procedure:
Step 1, Bond Comovement. Because there is no feedback from equity returns to bond
returns, I first estimate global bond correlations. According to Section 1.2.2.1, the bond model
has up to 4 (5) unknown parameters, tβ1, β2, pνq, γ, φu.3 The sufficient conditions for QBt to be
stationary are β1JNˆN ` β2JNˆN ` γΞ ă JNˆN and β1, β2 ą 0. The proof is relegated to
Appendix 1.3. No other parameter restrictions are imposed. The global bond correlation is esti-
mated using the MLE methodology where I allow for two multivariate distributional assumptions:

















ˇˇ` pdf `Nq log ´1` 1df zB1t`1`CorrBt ˘´1zBt`1¯ı, where df is the degree
of freedom of the N -variate t distribution (see Kotz and Nadarajah, 2004; Genz and Bretz,
2009).
The best estimates of CorrBt , according to the AIC and BIC, are used in the Step 2 estimation.
Step 2, Equity Comovement. As a key feature in the Duo construct, the return de-
composition implies a correlation decomposition as shown in Equation (1.15). That is, the to-
tal equity correlation CorrEt is a “weighted” average of the estimated bond correlation (from




˙ ­CorrEt diagˆb1´ pbtq˝2˙—where the time-varying weights (this step)
are strictly positive by design. Therefore, the equity model has up to six unknown parame-
ters, tδ1, δ2, β1, β2, γ, φu. It is noteworthy that DECO is a special case of Duo-DECO; when
δ1 “ δ2 “ 0, bit is 0 for all countries during all periods. The stationary conditions for qQEt are
similar to the ones for QBt . As in the first step, the total global equity correlation is estimated
3The equality test parameter ν is not considered in the full model because estimation results with Q “
Q
E ` ν pJNˆN ´ IN q do not exploit the full cross-country information in the true unconditional correlation
matrix of bond return.
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using the MLE methodology and two multivariate distributional assumptions. Model selection
relies on the AIC and BIC.
1.2.4 Data
I use monthly USD-denominated log returns of eight developed countries: the United
States, USA; Canada, CAN; Germany, DEU; France, FRA; United Kingdom, GBR; Switzerland,
CHE; Japan, JPN; Australia, AUS. Log equity returns refer to changes in the log total return
index of the domestic stock market (United States: S&P500; Canada: S&P/TSX 60; Germany:
DAX 30; France: CAC 40; United Kingdom: FTSE 100; Switzerland: SMI; Japan: NIKKEI 225;
Australia: S&P/ASX 200); the CRSP value-weighted return (including dividend) is used as the
USA equity return; for other countries, the total return index can be obtained from DataStream.
Log bond returns refer to changes in the log 10-year government bond index constructed by
DataStream. The sample is from March 1987 to December 2016 (a total of 358 months). Country
and world recession indicators are obtained from the OECD website.
Table 1.1 shows the summary statistics of log returns, with mean and standard deviations
presented as annualized percentages. According to Panel A, the average of all pairwise uncon-
ditional correlations of raw log equity returns (before standardization) is 0.639, and that of raw
log bond returns is 0.465. Using standardized returns, the average equity return correlation is
0.627, whereas the average bond return correlation is 0.461. In Panel B, U.S. equity and bond
return volatilities are both the lowest among the eight countries, which is expected because re-
turns for other countries are denominated in USD. In fact, when expressed in local currencies,
the U.S. equity volatility remains the lowest. I comment on comovements in local currencies in
the conclusions.
1.2.5 Estimation Results
In this section, I discuss the estimation results of the global equity and bond return co-
movements.
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1.2.5.1 Global Bond Comovement
The parameter estimates of global bond comovement models are reported in Table 1.2.
Model “B(1)” is Engle and Kelly (2012)’s DECO model. Recall, DECO is a special case of the
model in the current paper (Section 1.2.2.1); therefore, the DECO model is used as an informa-
tive null hypothesis to test whether there are improvements on the statistical fit by introducing
a time-varying long-run conditional mean, and correlation asymmetry. According to the stan-
dard model selection criteria (i.e. AIC and BIC), models with the asymmetry term denoted as
Model “B(2)” perform the best. Between the two multivariate distributional assumptions, fitting
standardized bond returns with a multivariate t distribution consistently increases the statistical
fit (in terms of likelihoods, AIC, and BIC), demonstrating that the data exhibits comovement
non-Gaussianity.
The conditional equicorrelation process in the best model is highly persistent (β2 “ 0.9017).
The asymmetry parameter γ is borderline significant in the best model (γ “ 0.0263, t = 1.654,
one-sided p-value = 0.0645), and remains borderline significant after controlling for the time-
varying long-run conditional mean (φ “ ´0.0420) as in Model B(4). Therefore, I fail to reject
the null that bond correlations are symmetric at the 5% significance level. Note that Model
B(4) performs better than the best model in terms of the AIC. According to Model B(4), the
cyclicality parameter φ is estimated to be -0.0420 (t = -1.76, one-sided p-value = 0.05), which
indicates a weakly procyclical global bond comovement. Economically, the long-run conditional
mean during recession periods is significantly lower than that during non-recession periods by an
average of 0.086 (i.e., ´0.04200.491 where 0.491 is the standard deviation of the OECD world recession
indicator). As a result, I find that global bond comovement is a persistent, weakly procyclical,
and symmetric process.
Model B(5) conducts the equality test.4 By construction, the inequality parameter ν cap-
tures the average difference between the off-diagonal terms of equity and bond return correlation
matrices. Using the multivariate Gaussian distributional assumption, ν is significant and negative
4The equality test is discussed separately here because it does not improve statistical fit, but is applied as a way
to test equality within my dynamic model.
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(-0.275), suggesting that the bond correlations are on average smaller than equity correlations; a
significant and negative ν is also found using the multivariate t distributional assumption.
In Figure 1.1, I graph the time variation in global bond comovement given the best model
(dotted black line) together with the OECD world recessions (shaded regions). The correlation
between the OECD world recession indicator and the global bond comovement is -0.0981 (two-
sided p-value = 0.0635), which is consistent with the finding of weak procyclicality in the param-
eter estimation results above. Global bond comovement experienced a two-year drop beginning
in 1992, and bounced back in 1994 for the next 17 years or so. The biggest monthly increase
occurred during July 1987, which coincided with the Single European Act of 1987. The second
biggest monthly increase occurred during January 1999 when the euro was formally introduced.
In my sample, four out of eight countries are European. The formation of the monetary union in
Europe certainly increased comovements among national assets. This increase in bond comove-
ment around January 1999 is consistent with the pairwise evidence shown by Cappiello, Engle,
and Sheppard (2006). The biggest monthly drop occurred during October 2008, the peak of fi-
nancial crisis after the Lehman Brothers collapse; in two months, the global bond correlation
dropped from 0.54 to 0.36. The Online Appendix shows that, during the same period, global
bond return variances experienced the biggest increase since 1987—partly through an increase in
currency volatilities—further contributes to the drop in correlation. However, during the full sam-
ple period, the dynamics of volatilities and correlations (given my estimations) are uncorrelated
(ρ “ ´0.0608, p-value = 0.251).
1.2.5.2 Global Equity Comovement
In Table 1.3, I report the estimation results of the global equity comovement model, given
the best global bond comovement estimates. The multivariate t distributional assumption im-
proves the model fit, in terms of likelihood, the AIC, and the BIC, across all models. Model
“E(1)” is the Duo system in which the purified equity return correlation is modeled with En-
gle and Kelly (2012)’s DECO model. The parameter estimates of γ are significant and positive
whether controlling for the time-varying long-run conditional mean or not, which rejects the null
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that global equity comovement is symmetric. The positive sign of γ supports excessive downside
comovement. This finding is consistent with the literature (Longin and Solnik, 2001; Ang and
Chen, 2002; Cappiello, Engle, and Sheppard, 2006; among many others). Next, the cyclicality
parameter φ is significant and positive—around 0.04—in all models. In particular, the φ estimate
in the best model—Model “E(4)” with the multivariate t distribution—is 0.0457 (p-value=0.022),
which can be interpreted as follows: the long-run conditional mean during recession periods is
significantly higher than that during non-recession periods by an average of 0.093 (i.e., 0.04570.491 ).
The Duo part—consisting of the country-specific domestic comovement process bi,t and the
return decomposition/correlation decomposition—uses minimal assumptions to potentially cap-
ture the FTS channel. In Table 1.3, δ2 is estimated to be significant and negative in all models,
suggesting a procyclical bi,t. The moment matching exercise in Appendix Table 1.13 enhances
the estimation plausibility. In Appendix Table 1.14, I re-estimate the equity correlation mod-
els using a continuous business cycle variable: the standardized country industrial production
growth, which is a procyclical business indicator. Although the standard model selection with the
AIC and BIC rejects these models in Appendix Table 1.14, procyclical domestic comovement is
still found with significant and negative δ2 estimates. Moreover, I show that models that include
the Duo part perform better than those that do not. In Appendix Table 1.15, Model E(13) with
multivariate t distribution retains all the features of the best equity model (Table 1.3) except
for the restriction that δ1 “ δ2 “ 0, and performs worse than the best equity model in terms
of likelihood, the AIC, and the BIC. Note that it is hard to make an exact comparison among
multivariate t models because the shapes of the multivariate t distribution (governed by df) are
estimated to be different; however, the multivariate Gaussian models without the Duo part are
rejected by those with the Duo part, once introducing realistic features—such as asymmetry and
cyclical conditional means—according to Appendix Table 1.15.
Figure 1.1 depicts the time variation in global equity comovement (solid red line), given
the best model. Two interesting observations emerge. First, at 0.218, the equity correlation has
a weak (but statistically significant) positive correlation with the bond correlation. However,
their movements diverge during recession periods, for instance during the early 1990’s recessions
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(Gulf war), the 1994 Mexican economic crisis, and the 1998 Asian crisis. The recent 2007-08
global financial crisis and the 2012 European debt crisis witness the largest differences between
global equity and bond comovements in my sample: 0.50 and 0.36, respectively. This observation
confirms my findings of countercyclical global equity comovement and procyclical global bond
comovement. Apart from recession periods, global equity comovements also peaked during the
October 1987 global stock market crash.
Second, during the sample period, a significant and positive upward trend is found in
global equity comovement. However, there is no evidence of a positive trend for global bond
comovement (denominated in USD). Global equity and bond comovements both reached a low
point after the euro debt crisis in January 2015, when Switzerland’s central bank stunned fi-
nancial markets by abandoning a cap limiting the value of the Swiss franc against the euro and
caused high currency volatility. Therefore, this drop in correlations during a non-recession period
is volatility-induced.
Given the estimation results of the parametric model, this paper formally establishes the
following:
 Stylized Fact 1: Bond return correlations are smaller in magnitude than equity return
correlations.
 Stylized Fact 2: Equity return correlations are higher following joint negative shocks, while
bond return correlations are symmetric.
 Stylized Fact 3: Equity return correlations are strongly countercyclical, while bond correla-
tions are weakly procyclical.
1.2.6 Model Fit
In this section, I document the stylized facts using unconditional, non-parametric data
moments. Then, I compare these data moments with model moments implied from simulated
datasets of the parametric models described in Sections 1.2.2.1–1.2.2.3 in order to evaluate the
model fit. Given the estimation results assuming multivariate t or multivariate Gaussian distri-
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butions, country equity and bond returns are simulated 1,000 times with finite samples (T=358)
and exogenous variables (country and world OECD recession indicators). Although the multivari-
ate Gaussian model is rejected, I simulate it for the purpose of comparison, which serves as the
null hypothesis when evaluating the fit of asymmetry.
1.2.6.1 Model Fit: Equality
In Table 1.4, I test the equality between pairwise equity and bond unconditional correla-
tions using the Jennrich (1970)’s χ2 test (see the description in Appendix 1.4). According to
Panel A of Table 1.4, the average pairwise correlation using standardized returns during the sam-
ple period is 0.6271 for equities and 0.4606 for bonds; the difference is significant (χ2 “ 227.087
under the degree of freedom 28). The average global conditional correlations from the best mod-
els, denoted with “Conditional Model”, are 0.6568 for equities and 0.4926 for bonds, which are
insignificantly different from the data moments. However, the unconditional correlation does not
equal the average of conditional correlations. Thus, I calculate the average of the pairwise uncon-
ditional correlations using the simulated datasets. The best model is denoted with “Simulated
Model (t)”, and I fail to reject that the model moments equal the data moments at the 5% signif-
icance test. In addition, I examine the fit in three 10-year subsamples and find: (1) global equity
comovements are significantly higher than global bond comovements in all three subsamples; and
(2) the simulation moments calculated using the best model are statistically close to the actual
data moments. The subsample results also capture the widening equity-bond correlation differ-
ence after the 2007-08 financial crisis, as also found in the parametric model estimation results
(see Section 1.2.5).
1.2.6.2 Model Fit: Asymmetry
In order to replicate the second stylized fact non-parametrically, I follow Longin and Sol-
nik (2001) and Ang and Chen (2002) and use exceedance correlations to demonstrate correlation
asymmetry.5 The core objective is to quantify the comovement of return realizations that are
5The exceedance correlation of standardized daily returns (rx and ry) at a certain threshold quantile τ is
ρprx, ry|rx ă Φ´1x pτq, ry ă Φ´1y pτqq if τ ă 0.5 or ρprx, ry|rx ą Φ´1x pτq, ry ą Φ´1y pτqq if τ ą“ 0.5, where Φ´1x pτq de-
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jointly in the lower or upper parts of their distributions. Figure 1.2 depicts exceedance correla-
tions from the 20th to 80th quantiles. Apart from the data exceedance correlations, I compare
exceedance correlations implied by three global comovement models from Tables 1.2 and 1.3: (1)
Best models assuming the multivariate t distribution (“B (2)”, Table 1.2; “E (4)”, Table 1.3); (2)
Models assuming the multivariate t distribution but with no asymmetry term (“B (1)”, Table 1.2;
“E (3)”, Table 1.3); and (3) Best models assuming the multivariate Gaussian distribution (“B
(2)”, Table 1.2; “E (4)”, Table 1.3). Simply put, I demonstrate the contribution of correlation
asymmetry, and non-Gaussianity, by comparing the exceedance correlations implied by models in
(1) and (2), and (1) and (3), respectively.
I discuss four relevant observations next. First, the data reveal significant asymmetry in
equity return correlations. The equity plot in Figure 1.2 demonstrates a clear gap around the
median, which is consistent with the literature. To be more specific, according to Table 1.5, the
exceedance correlation jumps from 0.2619 at the 50th quantile to 0.3292 at the 49th quantile,
and the gap is statistically significant. In contrast, symmetry in bond correlations is not rejected.
Second, according to the equity plot in Figure 1.2, the best model using the multivariate
t distribution is able to match general patterns as seen in the data: equity exceedance correla-
tions significantly increase around the median, whereas the bond exceedance correlation pattern
is smooth. Quantitatively, bond exceedance correlations from the simulated datasets of the best
model (see Row “Simulated Model (t)” of the bottom panel of Table 1.5) are within 95% confi-
dence intervals of the data exceedance correlations across the spectrum of threshold quantiles;
the Wald test that jointly test 4 quantiles-of-interest as indicated in this table fails to reject the
null that the simulated best model is close to the data (χ2 “ 3.07, p-value = 0.55). On the other
hand, the best model for equity return comovements is able to match the general pattern and
most key exceedance correlations (i.e., at the 25th, 49th, and 75th quantiles, according to the
top panel of Table 1.5). However, the joint Wald test rejects the null that the model statistically
matches the data. It is noteworthy that, for equities, an exact fit of asymmetry across threshold
notes the value of a given percentile τ for variable x. Global exceedance correlations can be further defined as
equally-weighted bivariate exceedance correlations across 28 unique country pairs. Exceednace correlations are
typically found to be smaller than time-series correlations.
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quantiles is not expected because of the slightly different asymmetry identification criteria. In
my model, asymmetry is introduced when both returns are negative, whereas in the exceedance
correlation literature, asymmetry arises when both returns are below the median. In my sample,
the 43rd quantile, rather than the median, is where all equity returns turn negative; 14 out of 28
unique country pairs show joint negative returns at the 46th quantile.
Third, I simulate models without asymmetry to demonstrate that it is the asymmetry term
in the new econometric model that explains the gap (around the median). In Table 1.5 with re-
gard to equities, the model without asymmetry is strongly rejected (see Row “Simulated Model
(t), No Asymmetry”). For bonds, the model-implied point estimates are mostly within 95% con-
fidence interval, but the joint test is rejected at the 5% level. Interestingly, among the three
models, the model with a multivariate t distribution but without asymmetry is closer to the data
than the model with a multivariate Gaussian distribution and an asymmetry term. This supports
the discussion in Campbell et al. (2008) about the importance of “fat” tails in understanding
correlation asymmetry.
Lastly, Gaussian models do not produce enough asymmetry or capture fat tails for either
equity or bond returns, and are thus rejected. This result is consistent with the estimation re-
sults (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). The tent-shaped exceedance correlation with Gaussian fundamentals
is also typically found in the literature (see e.g. Ang and Bekaert, 2002; Campbell et al., 2008).
The difference between equity downside comovements calculated using data, and equity downside
comovements using the simulated dataset grows wider, as the threshold quantile grows smaller.
The joint test regarding fitting data for all four exceedance correlations is rejected for both equity
and bond Gaussian models of the 1% level.
1.2.6.3 Model Fit: Cyclicality
In Table 1.6, I calculate the average pairwise correlations during OECD recession and non-
recession periods within both asset classes. During non-recession periods, the pairwise equity
return correlation averages 0.5952, which is significantly different from the 0.6571 average found
during recession periods. The bond return correlation is slightly higher during non-recession pe-
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riods, which is consistent with the weak procyclicality result from the model estimation. These
unconditional patterns are replicated in the parametric model. For the simulated best model
(“Simulated Model (t)”), all correlations are within 95% confidence interval of the data moments
and the recession / non-recession pattern is matched for both equity and bond return correla-
tions.
1.3 Economic Determinants
Asset return innovations can be explained by either cash flow or discount rate shocks.
Therefore, the economic determinants of global comovements are the second moments of these
shocks that are commonly priced in individual country assets. In Section 1.3.1, I formalize this
intuition and identify the economic determinants using a dynamic no-arbitrage asset pricing
model that consistently prices international equities and Treasury bonds. Then, I provide the
estimation strategy and results of these economic determinants in Section 1.3.2. A dynamic fac-
tor model implied from the theoretical model solution is estimated using actual return data in
Section 1.4.
1.3.1 An Asset Pricing Model
The reduced-form asset pricing model is defined by a global real pricing kernel and state
variables. In this paper, I focus on the perspective of a U.S. (global) investor, which is consistent
with the previous empirical section (i.e., USD-denominated returns). The U.S. state variables are
proxies for global state variables. The global model has closed-form solutions, which immediately
motivates the economic determinants of the global conditional comovements. Given that the as-
set moment of interest in this paper is a second moment, the shocks structure and the dynamics
of the economic determinants are modeled carefully with realistic and sophisticated dynamic pro-
cesses. The focus of the present research is to evaluate the ability of a global model to interpret
all three stylized facts.
Note that under the assumption of market completeness, a reduced-form international asset
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pricing model assuming partial integration (i.e., the existence of different real pricing kernels for
each country) can be shown to have similar model implications on the economic determinants of
global comovements. A detailed solution is derived in closed form in Appendix 1.6.
1.3.1.1 The Global Real Pricing Kernel
The real pricing kernel in this paper is a variant of the Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017;
BEX) kernel6, but accommodates more economic state variables in order to price nominal bonds.
The minus real pricing kernel is,
´mt`1 “ xt ` Jt ` δ1m
„
ωθu,t`1 ωθd,t`1 ωpiu,t`1 ωpid,t`1 ωq,t`1
1
, (1.19)
where xt is the real short rate, Jt Jensen’s inequality term (see Appendix 1.6 for a full expres-
sion) and δm a 5-by-1 constant vector,
„
δmθu δmθd δmpiu δmpid δmq
1
. The five kernel shocks
include real upside and downside uncertainty shocks, ωθu,t`1 and ωθd,t`1, inflation upside and
downside uncertainty shocks, ωpiu,t`1 and ωpid,t`1, and a preference shock ωq,t`1. All shocks are
non-Gaussian, heteroskedastic and mutually independent. I present each of the kernel state vari-
ables and shocks in more detail in Sections 1.3.1.2–1.3.1.3.
Note that the first four shocks—filtered from two macro fundamental processes, real output
growth and inflation—are referred to as “uncertainty” shocks. The non-Gaussian property of
these macro shocks allows them to govern the shape of one tail of the fundamental distribution
at a time, e.g. upside and downside output growth shocks. Take the real uncertainty shocks for
example. Decomposed from the output growth innovation, the two real shocks also drive the dy-
namics of the upside and downside uncertainties, respectively, in order to capture this simple in-
tuition: increases in upside (“good”) or downside (“bad”) uncertainty are likely to coincide with
increases or decreases in the fundamentals, e.g. output growth is likely to increase when good
6The BEX pricing kernel is derived from the general HARA utility function UpCq “ pC{Qq1´γ
1´γ ; when Q increases,
consumption delivers less utility, and marginal utility increases. A special case can be found in Campbell and
Cochrane, where Q “ C
C´H is the inverse surplus consumption ratio and H represents the habit stock. In this
case, the relative risk aversion is γQ. Therefore, there are two drivers for log real pricing kernel mt`1: consumption
growth ∆c and changes in log relative risk aversion ∆q. In BEX, ∆c is spanned by real economic fundamental
shocks (filtered from industrial production growth) and cash flow shocks; ∆q is spanned by fundamental shocks
and an orthogonal preference shock.
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volatility increases. Therefore, with no restrictions on δm, Equation (1.19) implicitly assumes
that both level shocks and uncertainty shocks drive the real pricing kernel. Formal mathematical
expressions are presented in Section 1.3.1.2.
Regarding the economic motivation, consumption-based models (as in Campbell and
Cochrane, 1999) allow real fundamental shocks to span the real pricing kernel. BEX addition-
ally consider in an orthogonal preference shock. The presence of inflation uncertainty shocks
may induce an inflation risk premium, which is an important component of the nominal term
structure.
Assets are risky to the extent that they have negative returns when the macroeconomic
environment is in a “bad” state defined by realizations of macro shocks, and when risk aversion
increases, as captured by a positive preference shock. The quantity of economic risk is measured
by the second moments of the real and inflation shocks. Both the quantity and price of prefer-
ence risk are determined by the second moment of the preference shock.
1.3.1.2 The Global Macro Environment
Macro shocks are likely to be non-Gaussian and asymmetric with time-varying volatili-
ties (see e.g. Hamilton, 1990; Fagiolo, Napoletano, and Roventini, 2008; Gambetti, Pappa, and
Canova, 2008). Therefore, I adopt the “Bad Environment-Good Environment” (BEGE) frame-
work of Bekaert and Engstrom (2017), to construct the innovations of industrial production
growth and inflation. BEGE is particularly suitable in this paper because it admits heteroskedas-
ticity and non-Gaussianity in shocks, while the theoretical model remains in the affine asset
pricing class, which demonstrates simplicity.
1.3.1.2.1 Real-Side Shocks and Uncertainties
I follow BEX in modeling the change in the log industrial production index, θt`1. The
innovation is decomposed into two independent shocks each period, one governing the upside
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skewness (ωθu,t`1) and the other one governing the downside skewness (ωθd,t`1):
θt`1 “ mθ,t ` δθθuωθu,t`1 ´ δθθdωθd,t`1, (1.20)
where the conditional mean mθ,t is a persistent process to accommodate a time-varying long-run
mean of output growth;7 the two shocks follow centered gamma distributions with time-varying
shape parameters:
ωθu,t`1 „ rΓ pθut, 1q , ωθd,t`1 „ rΓ pθdt, 1q ,
where rΓ px, 1q denotes a centered gamma distribution with shape parameter x and a unit scale
parameter. The shape factors, θut and θdt, follow autoregressive processes,
θut`1 “ θu` ρθupθut ´ θuq ` δθuωθu,t`1, (1.21)
θdt`1 “ θd` ρθdpθdt ´ θdq ` δθdωθd,t`1. (1.22)
In this paper, θut and θdt govern the higher conditional moments of the real upside and down-
side shocks, respectively (see Appendix 1.5 for properties of a gamma-distributed shock). More
specifically, because the two shocks are mutually independent, the conditional variance and the
conditional unscaled skewness of output growth are as follows,
Conditional Variance: δ2θθuθut ` δ2θθdθdt,
Conditional Unscaled Skewness: 2δ3θθuθut ´ 2δ3θθdθdt
This reveals why θut represents “good” and θdt represents “bad” volatility. θut (θdt) increases
(decreases) the skewness of industrial production growth, and thus represents the real upside
(downside) uncertainty at time t. Shocks θut`1 and θdt`1 represent real upside and downside
uncertainty shocks, respectively.
7mθ,t “ θ ` ρθpθt ´ θq `mθupθut ´ θuq `mθdpθdt ´ θdq.
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1.3.1.2.2 Nominal-Side Shocks and Uncertainties
Regarding modeling the inflation process, I allow inflation to respond to output shocks,
which is approximately in line with a standard New Keynesian AS curve relating inflation to
the output gap. To be specific, inflation is assumed to have constant exposures to the two real
shocks, and the residual is decomposed into two nominal-side shocks governing the behavior of
left- or right-tail, respectively. Denote pit as the change in the log consumer price index for all
urban consumers, piut the nominal upside uncertainty, and pidt the nominal downside uncertainty.
Inflation system follows these reduced-form dynamics,
pit`1 “ mpi,t ` pδpiθuωθu,t`1 ` δpiθdωθd,t`1q ` pδpipiuωpiu,t`1 ´ δpipidωpid,t`1q , (1.23)
where the conditional mean is a persistent process,8 and the two inflation shocks follow centered
gamma distributions with time-varying shape parameters,
ωpiu,t`1 „ rΓ ppiut, 1q , ωpid,t`1 „ rΓ ppidt, 1q .
The time-varying shape parameters follow autoregressive processes,
piut`1 “ piu` ρpiuppiut ´ piuq ` δpiuωpiu,t`1 (1.24)
pidt`1 “ pid` ρpidppidt ´ pidq ` δpidωpid,t`1. (1.25)
Similarly, piut and pidt (ωpiu,t`1 and ωpid,t`1) represent nominal upside and downside uncertainties
(uncertainty shocks), respectively.
The four macro shocks, both real and nominal, are by design mutually independent, cen-
tered gamma shocks with heteroskedastic shape parameters. Thus, the conditional variance and
8mpi,t “ pi ` ρpiθpθt ´ θq ` ρpiθupθut ´ θuq ` ρpiθdpθdt ´ θdq ` ρpipippit ´ piq ` ρpipiuppiut ´ piuq ` ρpipidppidt ´ pidq.
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˘` `2δ3pipiupiut ´ 2δ3pipidpidt˘ .
1.3.1.3 Global Risk Aversion
The state variable capturing risk aversion, qt, according to BEX is motivated using a repre-
sentative agent economy with a HARA utility. In the present research, the stochastic risk aver-
sion process follows a reduced-form process:
qt`1 “ mq,t ` δqθuωθu,t`1 ` δqθdωθd,t`1 ` δqpiuωpiu,t`1 ` δqpidωpid,t`1looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
fundamental shock exposure
`δqqωq,t`1, (1.26)
where the conditional mean mq,t is a linear function of qt, θt, θut, θdt, pit, piut and pidt, and the
preference innovation receives macro shocks and an orthogonal preference shock which follows a
centered heteroskedastic gamma distribution,
ωq,t`1 „ rΓpqt, 1q. (1.27)
Note that qt does not have a feedback effect on the macro variables, which enables ωq,t`1 to rep-
resent a non-fundamental preference shock. The variance and unscaled skewness of ωq,t`1 are
proportional to its level: While controlling for current business conditions, when current risk
aversion is higher, there is a greater chance that the future preference shock will see a large and
positive realization.
The risk aversion disturbance contains three parts: exposure to real shocks as motivated by
consumption-based habit models, exposure to nominal shocks as suggested by Brandt and Wang
(2003), and the preference shock as appeared in BEX. Given the distributional assumptions re-
















`2δ3qqqt. In other words, the higher moments of risk
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aversion are perfectly spanned by macroeconomic uncertainties on one hand and pure sentiment
on the other.
As mentioned before, the idea that fundamental shocks span the risk aversion process is
motivated by Campbell and Cochrane (1999) where the real pricing kernel is spanned by one
shock. At first glance, the CC model looks very different as non-linearities in the pricing kernel
are introduced through time-varying sensitivity function of the surplus consumption ratio (´qt)
to consumption shocks, whereas in my model the kernel shock exposures appear time-invariant.
However, the framework here, as well as in BEX, does not explicitly require a time-varying sensi-
tivity function to induce non-linearity in the real pricing kernel. To be more specific, the condi-
tional variance of mt`1 in Campbell and Cochrane (1999) is γ2p1`λtq2σ2c , where σ2c is the constant
variance of consumption growth, γ the constant curvature parameter, and λt the time-varying
sensitivity function that causes non-linearity in the pricing kernel. In my paper, the conditional
variance of mt`1 is δ2mθuθut`δ2mθdθdt`δ2mpiupiut`δ2mpidpidt`δ2mqqt. The presence of qt alone suffices
to make it non-linear as it has an asymmetric non-Gaussian shock.
1.3.1.4 Real Short Rate
The reduced-form process of the real short rate is as follows,
xt`1 “ mx,t ` fx pωθu,t`1, ωθd,t`1, ωpiu,t`1, ωpid,t`1, ωq,t`1qlooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
Fundamental & Preference shock exposures
`δxuωxu,t`1 ´ δxdωxd,t`1, (1.28)
where the conditional mean is a linear function of xt, xut (later), xdt (later), qt, θt, θut, θdt, pit, piut
and pidt. The real short rate innovation has a systematic component which not only comprises
the fundamental shocks but also the risk aversion shock. Note that this is potentially consistent
with the Campbell and Cochrane model reflecting the effect of risk aversion on the real short
rate (through precautionary savings and intertemporal substitution effects). The residual is then
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decomposed into two centered gamma distributions with autoregressive shape parameters,
ωxu,t`1 „ rΓ pxut, 1q ;xut`1 “ xu` ρxupxut ´ xuq ` δxuωxu,t`1, (1.29)
ωxd,t`1 „ rΓ pxdt, 1q ;xdt`1 “ xd` ρxdpxdt ´ xdq ` δxdωxd,t`1. (1.30)
The two real short rate shocks can be interpreted as discretionary monetary policy shocks in my
framework. There is no feedback from real short rate shocks to the risk aversion process.
1.3.1.5 Closed-Form Solution
To price U.S. equities, the cash flow growth processes are modeled to receive global real
shocks (ωθu and ωθd), and the residual is referred to as the global cash flow shock (a homoskedas-
tic shock denoted ωg). In order to price individual country equities, cash flow processes are pro-
jected on global shocks (ωθu, ωθd and ωg), and the idiosyncratic residuals are assumed to be
homoskedastic and mutually independent (across countries). In order to price nominal assets,
individual inflation processes are subject to global real and nominal shocks and an idiosyncratic
shock.
This global model, from the perspective of a global investor, has a closed-form solution
that fits in the affine class of asset pricing models because the moment generating function of a
gamma shock is exponentially affine. The government bond prices can be expressed as an exact
affine function of the state variables. The equity price-dividend ratios can be expressed as a
quasi-affine function of the state variables. For either asset of country i, equity or long-term
government bond, the log asset return can be written as the following general process,
rit`1 “ Etprit`1q `Global Shock Exposure `Orthogonal Idiosyncratic Residual
p`Approximation Errorq,
where the global shocks are: the six heteroskedastic economic uncertainty shocks, the heteroskedas-
tic preference shock (ωq), and the homoskedastic cash flow shock (ωg). The approximation error
is primarily introduced to account for the quasi-affine solutions of equity price-dividend ratios;
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for simplicity, the error is assumed homoskedastic and Gaussian. Because a linear combination
of Gaussian shocks still follows a Gaussian distribution,9 the country return processes can be
further written as a global dynamic factor model with seven heteroskedastic gamma shocks,
tωθu, ωθd, ωpiu, ωpid, ωxu, ωxd, ωqu,
and a single homoskedastic Gaussian residual that is orthogonal to the seven heteroskedastic
global factors and allowed to have non-zero covariances with other country residuals due to its
exposure to the homoskedastic global cash flow shock.
As a result, the model solution indicates a reduced-form dynamic factor model, implying
that the time variation in the global return comovement is driven by the time variation in the
second moments of relevant global shocks. Therefore, the second moments of global shocks are
motivated as the economic determinants of global comovements. It immediately follows that the
difference in global equity and bond comovements can be explained by the different sensitivities
of equity and bond returns to (some of) these global shocks.
1.3.2 The Identification of the Economic Determinants
In what follows, I describe the estimation strategy as well as estimation results of these
economic determinants described in Section 1.3.1.5.
1.3.2.1 Procedure
1.3.2.1.1 Real and Inflation Uncertainties:
I pre-filter the real uncertainties θut and θdt using the monthly changes in the log indus-
trial production index (source: FRED), to ensure these variables are identified from macroeco-
nomic information alone, and not contaminated by asset prices. I use Bates (2006)’s Approxi-
mate Maximum Likelihood estimation methodology, which allows filtering non-Gaussian shocks
9In data, after controlling for heteroskedastic fundamental shocks, the cash flow growth is not rejected from
Gaussianity nor homoskedasticity.
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and exploits exponential affine characteristic functions. Therefore, the estimation provides time
series of the latent uncertainty state variables and their shocks, given the observed growth se-
ries. Next, given the filtered real uncertainty shocks, and the assumption that the real shocks are
orthogonal to inflation shocks, I project inflation (changes in log Consumer Price Index; source:
FRED) onto output growth, real uncertainties and real shocks. Then, I filter the nominal un-
certainty shocks from the inflation residual using Bates (2006). I use the longest period of data
available for the estimations of these four economic uncertainties, tθu, θd, piu, pidu; the sample
period is January 1947 to December 2016.
1.3.2.1.2 Risk Aversion:
Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017) estimate a utility-based risk aversion index from a no-
arbitrage framework using a wide set of macro and financial information. I argue that their risk
aversion estimate is still consistent with my framework. First, as discussed earlier, my framework
is a modified version of theirs to accommodate short rate shocks and uncertainties that do not
feed back on risk aversion. In addition, although BEX’s risk aversion process does not control for
inflation uncertainty shocks as my model here does, according to my estimation, filtered inflation
shocks (after controlling for real shocks) are insignificantly correlated with the risk aversion shock
in the overlapping sample (ρpωq, ωpiuq “ 0.038, ρpωq, ωpidq “ ´0.037). I therefore use the BEX risk
aversion process in this article. The sample period spans June 1986 to February 2015.
1.3.2.1.3 Real Short Rate Uncertainties:
The estimation procedure of latent real short rate uncertainties exploits the no-arbitrage
condition and the assumed pricing kernel shock structure. Given the closed-form solution (Ap-
pendix 1.6), observed nominal 30-day T-bill rate (source: CRSP), and macro and preference
shocks, the real short rate as well as its shocks can be filtered using Bates (2006)’s methodology.
The general estimation strategy—i.e., using the no-arbitrage condition and a pricing kernel to
estimate the real term structure—is commonly used in the literature (e.g., Chen and Scott, 1993;
Ang, Bekaert, and Wei, 2008). However, my model is more complicated because I also filter two
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shocks from the real short rate innovation, namely upside and downside short rate uncertainties.
1.3.2.2 Results
In Figure 1.3, I show the time variation in the seven economic determinants of global co-
movements. Full sample plots are shown in the Online Appendix.
First, the weak countercyclicality of the BEX risk aversion (calculated as γ exppqtq where
γ “ 2 represents the utility curvature) is immediately apparent, with risk aversion spiking in all
three recessions, but also showing distinct peaks in other periods. The highest risk aversion of
11.58 is reached at the end of January in 2009, at the height of the Great Recession. But the risk
aversion process also peaks during the October 1987 crash, the August 1998 crisis at the time
of Russia default and LTCM collapse, after the TMT bull market ended in August 2002, and in
August 2011 during the Euro area debt crisis.
Second, the real downside uncertainty is strongly countercyclical with a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.71 with a NBER recession dummy (in the long sample). The correlation coefficient
between the real upside uncertainty and NBER recessions is positive as well, but not statistically
significant using the full sample. However, using the short sample (1987.03–2015.02), real upside
uncertainty is weakly procyclical with a correlation coefficient of -0.38 with a NBER recession
dummy. The two real uncertainty state variables are negatively correlated at -0.31 (statistically
different from zero).
While downside uncertainty delivers the countercyclicality in real uncertainty, among in-
flation uncertainties, the inflation upside uncertainty exhibits more cyclical behavior than the
inflation downside uncertainty. In the long sample (beginning in 1947), the time variation is less
spiky, in the sense that high inflation upside uncertainty seems to appear in clusters, for example,
the 1973 recession, the 1980s recession, and the recent financial crisis. The full sample plot is lo-
cated in the Online Appendix. The source of the countercyclicality of inflation variation is consis-
tent with Ball (1992). When actual and expected inflation are low, there is a consensus that the
monetary authority will try to keep them low. However, when inflation is high, the public does
not know whether the policy maker will disinflate or keep inflation high with the fear that dis-
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inflation could result in a recession. This dispersion in beliefs potentially results in fluctuations
in inflation upside uncertainty. This “high inflation-high upside uncertainty” theory is consistent
with the modeling of inflation shocks appearing in both the inflation process and the inflation un-
certainty processes, as in Section 1.3.1.2. Empirically, the estimated inflation upside uncertainty
is significantly countercyclical (i.e., a 0.52 correlation with a NBER recession dummy) which may
reflect the wider dispersion in general beliefs in a bad economic environment. (The two nominal
uncertainty state variables are weakly positively correlated with a coefficient of 0.16.) Because
macro shocks are independent by design, it is now possible to quantify the relative importance
of the four shocks in explaining total inflation uncertainty. According to my estimation, inflation
upside and downside uncertainties account for 47.63% and 50.25% of the total inflation variance,
respectively. Surprisingly, real upside and downside uncertainties together explain less than 3% of
total variance within the short sample period.
Lastly, the real short rate innovation process depends on the risk aversion shock, real-side
shocks filtered from industrial production growth, and nominal-side shocks filtered from inflation;
the residual is then decomposed into two shocks. Thus, these two shocks are “cleansed” from all
systematic monetary policy determinants; therefore in my framework, the residuals can poten-
tially be interpreted as discretionary monetary policy shocks. In this sample, inflation shocks
explain around 64% of the total real short rate variability to reflect the close relationship be-
tween the two; for example, to disinflate, monetary authorities are likely to increase the interest
rate. Risk aversion explains 17% of the variability; when risk aversion increases, investors save
more, driving down the interest rate (i.e., the precautionary savings channel dominates). In the
full sample, of the total variance explained by xu and xd, the downside uncertainty has a share
of 73%. In the past 10 years, during which the nominal short rate is close to the zero boundary,
expected inflation is positive, and real short rate is negative, the share increases to 88%. Accord-
ing to the last two plots of Figure 1.3, the real short rate upside uncertainty (xu) during 1986
– 1989 was high when the Federal Reserve responded to high inflation by raising interest rates;
in the early 1990s, however, the downside uncertainty starts to become relatively more elevated.
The Online Appendix provides detailed estimation results.
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1.4 A Theory-Motivated Factor Model
In this section, I evaluate the ability of the asset pricing model in Section 1.3 to interpret
the three stylized facts established in Section 1.2. Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 present the factor
model and estimation strategy. Section 1.4.3 evaluates the model fit. Section 1.4.4 conducts a
global conditional comovement decomposition for both covariance and correlation, followed by
a discussion of the economic significance of the factors in interpreting the three stylized facts in
Section 1.4.5.
1.4.1 Dynamic Equity and Bond Return Factor Model
Suppose there are N (8) asset return series for each asset class and P (7) global factors.
Denote log asset returns (raw, not standardized) of two asset classes during month t` 1 with rt`1







Ωt`1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 Ωt`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
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where Et rrt`1s denotes a vector of expected returns which, in my model, is a linear function of
the state variables. Ωt`1 denotes a row vector of the factors (shocks) introduced in Section 1.3,
Ωt`1 “
„
ωq,t`1 ωθu,t`1 ωθd,t`1 ωpiu,t`1 ωpid,t`1 ωxu,t`1 ωxd,t`1

,
where each shock follows a centered gamma distribution with time-varying shape parameters as
discussed before.
Given the empirical focus of the paper, I also allow the possibility that betas of global
factors are time-varying. For each country-asset class, the return sensitivity to each shock is
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defined as follows:
βt “ β0 ` β1st, (1.32)
where st denotes a standardized shape parameter.
Time-varying betas, or conditional betas, can be motivated both empirically and economi-
cally. First, empirical studies have found that the response of volatility to macroeconomic news
depends on the conditional states of the business cycle (Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Vega,
2007). Second, time-varying betas can also arise in economic models with various be motivated
by various departures of rational expectations. I discuss two plausible mechanisms below: the
Bayesian Learning theory by David and Veronesi (2013), and the Confidence Risk theory by
Bansal and Shaliastovich (2010). According to the Bayesian Learning theory, investors learn
about (unobserved) shifts in economic states by observing signals in fundamentals and asset
prices. In times of precise prior beliefs, large news is not necessary to move posterior probabili-
ties (that is, betas are small); but when there is large uncertainty, which may be correlated with
economic uncertainty measures, even small news moves posterior distributions (that is, betas are
large). According to the Confidence Risk theory, a widening cross-section of variance in economic
signals lowers investor’s confidence placed in future growth forecasts, leading to Through this
channel, large moves in the confidence measure lead to large declines (negative jumps) in asset
prices, though there are no large moves in consumption.
Both empirical evidence and the economic mechanisms discussed above have been docu-
mented in the equity markets. Given that inflation upside uncertainty reflects the widening dis-
persion in beliefs (Ball, 1992), I consider standardized piut as st in modeling the log equity return
betas; in addition, this instrument is shown to improve the empirical fit the most, among the
six economic uncertainties in this paper. On the other hand, there is little research on directly
examining the time-varying betas in bond returns; therefore, the beta instruments for bond re-
turns are selected based on the best empirical fit. As a result, betas in bond returns are spanned
by real uncertainties. As both real uncertainties filtered from industrial production growth ex-
hibit strong business cycle behavior, the modeling of bond betas is potentially consistent with
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the modeling of the domestic comovement channel in Section 1.2 where I use the OECD recession
indicator that is also identified from industrial production growth.
The residuals in Equation (1.31) are mean zero, and assumed to be correlated:




‰ “ Σ. (1.34)
The model-implied pairwise conditional covariance between country-asset i and j of the
same asset class that is explained through the heteroskedastic global shocks is,
β1i,tV art pΩt`1qβj,t, (1.35)
where βi,t (P ˆ 1) and βj,t (P ˆ 1) are return sensitivities to Ωt`1, and V art pΩt`1q (P ˆ P ) a
conditional covariance-variance matrix of Ωt`1 with zeros in all off-diagonal terms because all
these common shocks are by design mutually independent.
Then, the model-implied pairwise conditional correlation through the heteroskedastic global
shocks is,
β1i,tV art pΩt`1qβj,tb
β1i,tV art pΩt`1qβi,t ` V arpεi,t`1q
b
β1j,tV art pΩt`1qβj,t ` V arpεj,t`1q
. (1.36)
The global correlation is the equal-weighted average of the pairwise correlations, to be consistent
with the parametric model in Section 1.2; this is referred to as the factor model-implied global
correlation.
1.4.2 Estimation
The dynamic factor model is a system of regression equations with correlated residuals,
which is in the class of Zellner (1962)’s Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR). I use feasible
Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) estimators for betas and the residual covariance matrix (see
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Zellner, 1962; Zellner and Huang, 1962), and estimate them jointly with MLE.10 The theoreti-
cal model (see Section 1.3.1.5) implies a multivariate Gaussian residual structure with non-zero
correlations is indicated. However, the residuals could be heteroskedastic empirically; there are
two potential remedies: (1) model the time series variation in Σ, and (2) change the estimation
methodology to Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). The concern with (1) is misspecifica-
tion error. The concern with (2) is that the estimation speed with GMM is significantly slower
than MLE in this case, mainly because of the large number of moment conditions involved.11
Due to the large number of parameters involved in the system, I relegate detailed equation-
by-equation estimation results to Appendix Tables 1.16 (with constant betas) and 1.17 (with
time-varying betas).
1.4.3 Model Fit
Figures 1.4 and 1.5 compare the factor model-implied global conditional correlations with
the best global correlation estimates implied from the DECO class in Section 1.2 (henceforth, the
empirical benchmarks). In both figures, the top plots assume constant betas, and the bottom
plots assume time-varying betas.
The constant beta model generates a 0.55 correlation with the empirical benchmark. Ac-
cording to Figure 1.4, it matches the October 1987 spike, the correlation decrease during the
early 1990s, and the drop during the expansion between the dot-com bubble and the 2007 finan-
cial crisis. However, the constant beta model underestimates the global comovement level during
the peak of the 2007-2008 financial crisis by 0.1, and overestimates by as much as 0.2 during the
1990s. This is because constant betas do not introduce enough non-linearity, and most economic
determinants considered here do not have trends, while the empirical benchmark is tested with
significant and positive time trend during the sample period (see Figure 1.1).
10The reason is as follows: With correlated residuals, the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimators are no longer
Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE), whereas Generalized Least Squares (GLS) estimators are, by construc-
tion (Greene, 2003). Both OLS and GLS estimators are unbiased and consistent; however, the variance of the OLS
estimator is biased and inefficient. Then again, GLS assumes a known residual covariance matrix, which is an
unrealistic assumption. The FGLS estimator is preferred because it assumes Σ is unknown.
11There are 16 asset returns, and 7 main factors; with time-varying betas, the total number of unknown parame-
ters are 224 (16ˆ7ˆ2); with (at least) an exact identification, a convergence for a 3-step GMM takes 30 minutes,
whereas the MLE procedure takes less than 1 minute.
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According to the equity return estimation, the time-varying beta instrument is the time-
varying inflation upside uncertainty; a high inflation upside uncertainty potentially captures a
wide dispersion in beliefs (Ball, 1992). Linking to Bansal and Shaliastovich (2010)’s confidence
risk theory for example, this wide dispersion in beliefs could result in large negative jumps in
investor confidence and thus large declines in asset prices given a unit of negative fundamental
shock. Given the estimation results, the time-varying beta model improves the constant beta
model fit (i.e., the correlation with the empirical benchmark) from 55% to 69%. In particular,
the time-varying beta model is able to match the global equity comovement during the 2007-2008
financial crisis and generate a positive albeit weak trend.
The constant beta model generates a global bond comovement that is uncorrelated with
the empirical benchmark comovement from Section 1.2. However, the time-varying beta model,
at a 17% correlation with the empirical benchmark, shows improvements during certain periods.
Between the two real uncertainties serving as beta instruments, real upside uncertainty improves
the model fit more. For example, when the Single European Act is introduced during June/July
1987, the empirical benchmark reflects this major monetary union integration event with a large
spike. In Figure 1.5, while the constant beta model generates a negative jump, the time-varying
beta model generates a positive jump. The economic reason behind this divergent behavior is
that, in the time-varying beta model, the sensitivity of almost all foreign bond returns in this
sample to the global risk aversion shock becomes positive when real upside uncertainty increases
substantively (see Appendix Table 1.17), which drives up the comovement among bonds. Because
beta instruments are standardized, a one standard deviation increase in real upside uncertainty
would change the signs of bond sensitivities to the risk aversion shock from negative to positive
for all four European countries (Germany, France, United Kingdom, Switzerland), which drives
up global comovement. With a 2.79 standard deviation increase, all bonds are “safe”. The July
1987 integration event comprises a 1.67 standard deviation increase in real upside uncertainty.
As another improvement, the time-varying beta model matches the increase in global bond co-
movement from 1993 to the introduction of the euro in 1999. This improvement is again due to
the beta instrument reflecting good and bad states of the global economy in terms of the output
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growth uncertainty; the peak corresponds to a 2.8 standard deviation increase in the instrument.
The main goal of this section is to explain the three stylized facts established in the first
part of the paper. Therefore, I formally evaluate the ability of this theory-motivated dynamic fac-
tor model—featuring changes in global risk aversion and fundamental economic uncertainties as
factors—in fitting the three stylized facts. To do so, I first summarize and represent the stylized
facts in terms of six numerical moments, two for each fact; they are calculated from the empirical
benchmarks (i.e., conditional correlations implied from the parametric model), rather than the
simulated ones. Then, I obtain the factor model-implied moments to confront the benchmark mo-
ments. Both moments and their closeness tests are presented in Table 1.7. Columns with “Full”
indicates that models are implied from a dynamic factor model with the full set of seven het-
eroskedastic global shocks. Here are several observations. The time-varying beta model is able to
match all three stylized facts, whereas the constant beta model fails to match Fact 2 because the
upside comovement difference 0.2245 is insignificant from the downside comovement difference
0.2368. The time-varying model is statistically closer to the empirical benchmarks according to
the higher p-values in brackets, which is consistent with the dynamic fit shown in Figures 1.4
and 1.5. I conclude that, despite that fitting the true values in correlations is imperfect, the
dynamic factor model with only global state variabels suffices to match the three stylized fact
motivated in the article.
1.4.4 Global Conditional Comovement Decomposition
I now examine the contributions of each factor to the fit by conducting global conditional




Given the total pairwise conditional covariance shown in Equation (1.35), I calculate the




where βi,t “ βi,0 ` βi,1st and βj,t “ βj,0 ` βj,1st are scalars, indicating the beta for that particular
factor; the values of βi,0, βi,1, βj,0 and βj,1 are given by the estimation results; the conditional
variance of that factor, V artpωκ,t`1q, is a scalar.
Table 1.8 presents the average conditional covariance decomposition (across all months and
across 28 unique country pairs). Three observations stand out. First, the risk aversion factor
explains around 90% of the equity return covariance both in the constant beta and time-varying
beta models. This quantitative result formally contributes to the ongoing debate about the rel-
ative importance of fundamental sources of risk that transmit across countries (see Miranda-
Agrippino and Rey, 2015; Jotikasthira, Le, and Lundblad, 2015), and supports a potentially
stronger role for the risk compensation channel in explaining international return comovement
as opposed to the cash flow variables (industrial production and inflation) or the interest rate.
Adding to the recent, growing literature on the strong predictive power of the variance risk pre-
mium for equity returns (see Bollerslev, Tauchen, and Zhou, 2009; Bekaert and Hoerova, 2014;
Bollerslev et al., 2014; among many others), the current work establishes an important role of
risk aversion for second moment dynamics.12 Besides the dominant role of risk aversion in ex-
plaining international equity return covariances, real economic uncertainties also explain an
amount (5.2% in constant beta models and 7.4% for time-varying beta models). Figure 1.6 shows
the conditional covariance decomposition over time. While the share of total equity return con-
ditional covariance explained by risk aversion dominates during my sample period, the relative
weights of real and inflation uncertainties occasionally spike but their magnitudes always remain
below 40%. Note that, even though the relative weight of risk aversion decreases during the fi-
12Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017) show that their risk aversion index is highly correlated with the variance
risk premium.
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nancial crisis, both the total conditional covariance and the conditional covariance accounted for
by risk aversion spike. It is more of a surprising finding on the strictly dominant role of risk aver-
sion relative to a wide range of economic uncertainties in explaining the dynamics of conditional
covariance during good times, which is not suggested by extant theories.
Second, inflation upside uncertainty—the part of inflation uncertainty that comoves strongly
with business cycles (see the discussion in Section 1.3.2)—explains 48.6% of the fitted bond re-
turn conditional covariance in thes factor model with time-varying betas. The constant part
“[β0]”,
βi,0V artpωt`1qβj,0
β1i,tV artpΩt`1qβj,t , already accounts for 43.1%. In the time-varying beta model, risk aver-
sion is a less dominant factor (40% of the total explained covariance instead of 78% in the con-
stant beta model), whereas inflation uncertainty (47% instead of 34%) and real short rate upside
uncertainty (22% instead of a negative contribution) now play a larger role. My model reveals
non-linearities in the effects of qt and xut on global bond comovements. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 1.4.3, the risk characteristics of bond returns might be different during good and bad times.
The fact that all bond returns are positively correlated with risk aversion (i.e., safe) during good
times drives up global bond comovement; when the world is entering a bad economic environ-
ment, several foreign bonds become risky, resulting in lower global bond return comovement. As
a result, this non-linear effect of risk aversion contributes positively to the third stylized fact,
a weakly procyclical global bond comovement. On the other hand, in a bad economic environ-
ment, when the real short rate upside uncertainty increases (i.e., there is a higher chance of an
increase in interest rate), bond prices drop for all countries except for the USA in this sample,
also indicating higher global bond comovement. Therefore, the non-linear effect of xu contributes
negatively to the third stylized fact, which renders the effect of risk aversion the dominant force
in fitting the stylized facts.
Third, global factor model with constant betas explains 49.4% of the total equity return
covariance. Allowing for time-varying betas, the factor model explains covariances slightly better,
at 54.6%.13 On the other hand, fitting bond return covariances with a constant-beta factor model
13The share of total explained covariance is calculated by dividing the time-series average of pairwise conditional
covariance by the unconditional pairwise covariance matrix, and then taking the equal-weight cross-sectional
average.
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is not successful, with only 0.9% of the ocovariance explained. The fit improves with a time-
varying beta model to a 15.4% explained fraction.
1.4.4.2 Correlation
While covariances can be easily decomposed, a correlation decomposition is not as straight-
forward. Here, I propose a new correlation decomposition test. I denote CORR0,t as the factor
model-implied global conditional correlation using all 7 factors, CORRzκ,t as the factor model-
implied global conditional correlation using all factors except for factor ωκ (where the parameters
are re-estimated), and BMt as the empirical benchmark. Then, under the null of the factor hav-
ing zero contribution to the model fit, ρpCORR0,t, BMtq ´ ρpCORRzκ,t, BMtq should not be
indifferent from zero. I show the statistics in Table 1.9.
The first line reports the correlations between the empirical benchmark for the case of
comparison. Clearly, risk aversion has the largest marginal contribution to the correlation fit.
Let’s focus on the time-varying beta models which exhibit better statistical fit than the constant
beta models given the previous analysis. A dynamic factor model without the risk aversion shock
has -21% (-12%) correlation with the empirical benchmark for global equity comovement (global
bond comovement). This indicates that risk aversion has the largest marginal contribution to the
fit of global equity and bond conditional correlations, according to the second line. Moreover, I
report the marginal contribution of economic uncertainties in the dynamic fit. By adding any of
the 6 uncertainty shocks to the equity model, the factor model-implied global equity comovement
fits the empirical benchmark better by less than 0.1—which are weakly significant, albeit small
and significantly smaller than the 0.9 marginal contribution by risk aversion. In the case of the
bond model, the inflation upside uncertainty shock improves the model fit the most among all 6
uncertainty shocks by around 0.14, leaving the risk aversion shock still the largest contributor in
terms of statistical fit.
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1.4.5 Economic Significance of Risk Aversion
The global comovement decompositions establish risk aversion as a critical economic de-
terminant of global comovements. In this section, I formally quantify the economic significance
of risk aversion (and other factors for comparison), and explain why ωq helps interpret all three
stylized facts. Because the constant beta model fits bond comovement poorly to begin with, I
focus on the models with time-varying betas in this section.
In the last two columns of Table 1.7, I report the fit of a factor model omitting the risk
aversion shock (ωq). The time-varying beta model without ωq fails to jointly fit the facts.
14 The
top right plot of Figure 1.7 suggests that the biggest misfit (in terms of both magnitude and dy-
namics) in global equity-bond correlation difference occurs during and after the 2007 financial
crisis, when global equity and bond comovement decoupled. The decoupling is an interesting phe-
nomenon, which requires more detailed examination. In my framework, the decoupling is likely
an FTS effect (equity to bond) coupled with a large positive risk aversion shock. Table 1.10 eval-
uates the fit of factor models omitting economic uncertainty shocks is at a time. These models
are still able to generate reasonable comovement differences between international equities and
government bonds markets, as the three stylized facts are not rejected. That is, they are not the
core factors delivering the comovement stylized facts established in the current paper.
Next, I revisit the three stylized facts and provide details on why risk aversion helps inter-
preting the three stylized facts:
First, equity return sensitivities to the risk aversion shock are significant and negative (i.e.
risky), whereas bond return sensitivities to the risk aversion shock are not only much smaller
in magnitude but have different signs in different countries. Therefore, equity comovements are
higher in magnitude than bond comovements.
Second, the second moment of the risk aversion shock is positively-skewed, skewpqtq ą 0.
With bond returns displaying relatively weaker return sensitivities to the risk aversion shock,
asymmetry in bond return comovements is naturally less strong than in equity return comove-
ments.
14The constant beta model without ωq is also immediately rejected.
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Third, the U.S. (global) investor demands higher risk compensation from risky assets when
her risk aversion is high; moreover, the risk compensation channel is strengthened during periods
when dispersion in beliefs is wider (captured by high inflation upside uncertainty in this model).
Therefore, stock prices drop across all countries simultaneously and global equity comovement
increases in a bad economic environment.
In a good economic environment when real upside uncertainty (or good volatility associ-
ated with positive skewness of future output growth) is higher than average, almost all bond
prices increase with the risk aversion shock, rendering them safe assets. In a bad economic envi-
ronment with low real upside uncertainty, six foreign bonds turn risky while the USA and JPN
bonds remain safe assets. Therefore the commonality in bond returns is higher during good
times, implying a procyclical bond comovement.
1.5 Countercyclical Divergence of Bond Risk Character-
istics
In this paper, I interpret the procyclical global bond comovement with divergence in coun-
try bond risk characteristics during global economic turmoil. The sensitivities of country bond
returns to the global risk aversion shock depend on different states of the world economy. In
a good environment with high good real-side volatility, all country bonds are identified as safe
assets, meaning their prices increase in response to increases in risk aversion. In a bad environ-
ment, some country bond prices soar when global risk aversion is higher, indicating safe heaven
behaviors, whereas other country bond prices drop, constituting the higher-risk segment of the
global bond market; hence, there exhibits a divergence in the risk characteristics of country gov-
ernment bonds. An intuition explanation is a Flight-To-Quality effect within the international
bond market. In this country sample, I identify United States and Japanese government bonds as
safe assets; other foreign country bonds become risky during recessions.
To further demonstrate the significant role of countercyclical divergence of bond risk char-
acteristics in resulting in the substantive time variation in global bond correlations as observed
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in Figure 1.1, in this final section, I conduct a “Jackknife” exercise. I re-estimate the global bond
correlations with subsets of the full country set using the parametric model in Section 1.2, and
compare them with the empirical benchmark (with a full country set).
In the first three plots of Figure 1.8, I omit one country at a time in the re-estimations.
Clearly by omitting either USA or JPN bonds, global bond correlations (depicted by thin black
lines) become significantly higher than the empirical benchmark (depicted by wide red lines). It
is because the strongly comoving risky bonds now have more weights in the aggregate bond re-
turn comovement of this subsample. Note that the global bond comovement omitting Japanese
government bond is higher and exhibits less time variation than the one omitting United States
government bond, which suggests that the JPN bond might play a more significant role of a
“safe” asset. Moreover, according to the second plot of Figure 1.8, omitting any of the European
government bonds does not influence the level or cyclicality of the global bond comovement sig-
nificantly.
The final plot depicts the time variation in the global bond comovement without USA and
JPN government bonds. The global comovement of risky bonds is higher than the empirical
benchmark value, which is expected; most importantly, it is uncorrelated with the NBER reces-
sion indicator. Major declines in global bond comovements during economic turmoil as in the
empirical benchmark (e.g., 2007-08 global financial crisis, 2012 European debt crisis) do not ap-
pear in this plot. In fact, the risky bond comovement is extremely persistent (AR(1)=0.98) than
the empirical benchmark using a full country set (AR(1)=0.90). Thus, this jackknife exercise
further demonstrates that the divergence of bond risk characteristics is an important driver of
the dynamics of global bond comovemnet documented in this paper. However, I do not explain
why bond risk characteristics diverge in this paper; but eventually, it is closely related to the
monetary policy regime and/or the exchange rate regime, which deserves more scrutiny.
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1.6 Conclusion
In this paper, I formally establish three new stylized facts contrasting global equity and
bond comovements, both conditionally and unconditionally. The three facts are as follows: (1)
bond return correlations are smaller than equity return correlations, (2) equity returns have
higher downside than upside correlations, while bond return correlations are symmetric, and
(3) equity return correlations are countercyclical while bond return correlations are weakly pro-
cyclical. The stylized facts regarding bond comovements are new contributions. The new global
dynamic comovement model accommodating asymmetry and domestic comovement (Duo-DECO)
is potentially a methodological contribution. Next, I motivate and identify economic determi-
nants of global comovements in a dynamic no-arbitrage asset pricing model with time-varying
global economic uncertainties (of output growth, inflation, and the real short rate) and the risk
aversion (of a global investor). Finally, I inerpret the three stylized facts in the context of a dy-
namic factor model motivated by the theoretical model. I find that different sensitivities of equity
returns (strongly negative) and bond returns (weakly positive or negative) to the global risk aver-
sion shock dominantly drive all three stylized facts. While Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2015)
suggest that global risk aversion drives the global risky-asset cycle, my paper documents global
risk aversion as a major source of asset return comovements across countries, for both equities
and government bonds, which contributes to the ongoing debate about the relative importance of
fundamental sources of risk in affecting global comovements.
The paper also leaves three puzzles for future research. First, bond comovement remains
poorly explained. Second, although this paper focuses on return comovements from the per-
spective of a global investor, comovements denominated in local currencies are also potentially
interesting given the increasing demand for currency-hedged bonds (see Viceira, Wang, and Zhou,
2017). In fact, I also examine properties of global bond comovement denominated in local cur-
rencies, and find four facts: it is smaller than global equity comovement, it is symmetric, it is
acyclical, and it has a clear upward trend that disappears in the global bond comovement de-
nominated in USD. Lastly, the three stylized facts suggest that international bond investments is
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more attractive for a U.S. investor from a diversification perspective. However, world bond home
bias is significantly higher than world equity home bias (Coeurdacier and Rey, 2013).
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Appendices
1.A Univariate Conditional Variance Models
The univariate variance model for each return series is selected using the Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) from a class of models capable of capturing the common features of financial
asset return variance: persistent, clustering, and (sometimes) asymmetric. Although commonly-
acknowledged, these features do not appear in conditional variances of all asset returns. For
example, as asymmetry in both domestic stock returns and international stock returns is widely
documented (see, e.g., French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987), Hentschel (1995), Wu (2001),
Li et al. (2005); Kenourgios, Samitas, and Paltalidis (2011) among many others), little evidence
of asymmetry is found in bond returns, both domestically or internationally (see a thorough ex-
amination in Cappiello, Engle, and Sheppard (2006) for instance). As a result, in this paper, I
consider four conditional variance models in the GARCH class with four residual distributional
assumptions; thus, 16 models are included in the model selection.
Suppose the residual follows a conditional distribution, εt`1 „ Dp0, htq where ht de-
notes the conditional variance. The first conditional variance model follows an autoregressive
conditional heteroskedastic process with one lag of the innovation and one lag of volatility, or
“GARCH” as in Bollerslev (1986):
ht “ α0 ` α1ε2t ` α2ht´1 (1.38)
where α1 denotes the sensitivity of conditional variance to news and α2 the autoregressive coef-
ficient. Then, I use three widely-used asymmetric GARCH models that introduce non-linearity
to different transformations of the conditional variance ht. The second model is the exponen-
tial GARCH, or “EGARCH” as in Nelson (1991), which includes a signed standardized residual
term to capture the (potential) higher downside risk variance. The third model is the thresh-
old GARCH, or “TARCH” as in Zakoian (1994), which introduces asymmetry to conditional
volatility, whereas the fourth model, Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle (1993)’s “GJR-GARCH”,
introduces asymmetry to conditional variance. The model specifications are shown below:
lnphtq “ α0 ` α1 |εt|a
ht´1
` α2 lnpht´1q ` α3 εta
ht´1
, (1.39)a
ht “ α0 ` α1|εt| ` α2
a
ht´1 ` α3Iεtă0|εt|, (1.40)
ht “ α0 ` α1ε2t ` α2ht´1 ` α3Iεtă0ε2t , (1.41)
where α3 is the asymmetry term. If the downside uncertainty is higher than the upside uncer-
tainty, then α3 in Equation (1.39) is expected to be negative because downside risk in these
models is identified when residuals are negative, whereas α3 in Equations (1.40) and (1.41) are
expected to be positive because the asymmetry terms in last two models are sign-independent.
The standardized residuals, zt`1, are defined to be εt`1?ht .
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1.B Four distributional assumptions in estimating the conditional variances of
return series in Section 1.1.
I consider four distributions. First, Gaussian distribution; εt`1 „ Np0, htq with conditional




2ht . Second, Student’s t distribution; εt`1 „
STDp0, ht, ζ1q with conditional probability density function equal to
Γr 12 pζ1`1qs?








where ζ1 ą 2 denotes the degree of free-
dom capturing the thickness of both tails and Γ denotes the gamma distribution. A higher ζ1
indicates a thinner tail. Third, Generalized error distribution; εt`1 „ GEDp0, ht, ζ1q with condi-












. Platykurtic densities (with
tails lighter than Gaussian) are defined if ζ1 ą 2; on the other hand, leptokurtic densities (with
tails heavier than Gaussian) are defined if 1 ă ζ1 ă 2. Fourth, Skewed student t distribution;
εt`1 „ SKEWT p0, ht, ζ1, ζ2q where conditional probability density function (according to Hansen,
1994) equals




































, b2 “ 1 ` 3ζ22 ´ a2, and
c “ Γr 12 pζ1`1qs?
piΓp 12 ζ1q rpζ1 ´ 2qhts
´ 1
2 . The density function is continuous, and has a single mode at ´ab ,
which is of opposite sign with the parameter ζ2. Thus if ζ2 ą 0, the mode of the density is to the
left of zero and the distribution is right-skewed, and vice-versa when ζ2 ă 0. To summarize, all
distributions except for the first distribution allow for thick tails; in addition, the last distribu-
tion also captures the skewness.
1.C Prove Covariance Stationarity of the Global Dynamic Comovement Model
in Equation (1.8).
In this section, I prove that Qt (N ˆ N) is a stationary process. As introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2.2.1, Qt follows a generalized autoregressive heteroskedastic process,
Qt “ Q˚ ˝Φt ` β1
ˆ rQ12t´1ztz1t rQ12t´1 ´Q˚ ˝Φt´1˙` β2 ´Qt´1 ´Q˚ ˝Φt´1¯
` γ
ˆ rQ12t´1ntn1t rQ12t´1 ´Ξ ˝Q˚ ˝Φt´1˙ , (1.43)
where “˝” denotes the Hadamard product operator (element-by-element); Q˚ is the uncondi-
tional component of the long-run conditional mean; rQt is Qt with off-diagonal terms being ze-
ros, which is a modification to Engle (2002) proposed by Aielli (2013); ntpN ˆ 1q “ Iztă0 ˝ zt,
where Iztă0 (N ˆ 1) is assigned 1 if the residual is less than 0, and assigned 0 otherwise; Ξ “
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ErIztă0I 1ztă0s; ΦtpN ˆ Nq “
»———–
1 1` φt 1` φt ¨ ¨ ¨
1` φt 1 1` φt ¨ ¨ ¨





fiffiffiffifl where φt “ φ rθworldt , rθworldt is the
standardized θworldt and φ is an unknown constant parameter.
1.C.1 Time-Invariant Mean





˘ “ Corrt´1 “ rQ´12t´1Qt´1 rQ´12t´1, one-period conditional mean
has the following process,
Et´1 pQtq “ Q˚ ˝ Et´1 pΦtq ` β1
ˆ rQ12t´1Et´1 `ztz1t˘ rQ12t´1 ´Q˚ ˝Φt´1˙` β2 ´Qt´1 ´Q˚ ˝Φt´1¯
` γ
ˆ rQ12t´1Et´1 `ntn1t˘ rQ12t´1 ´Ξ ˝Q˚ ˝Φt´1˙ , (1.44)
“ Q˚ ˝ Et´1 pΦtq ` β1






˘ ˝ rQ12t´1Corrt´1 rQ12t´1 ´Ξ ˝Q˚ ˝Φt´1˙ , (1.45)













˘ ˝Qt´1 ´Ξ ˝Q˚ ˝Φt´1¯ . (1.46)





˘‰ “ Ξ, the unconditional mean of
Qt can be shown to be time-invariant as below,
E rEt´1 pQtqs “ Q˚ ˝ E rΦts ` pβ1ι` β2ι` γΞq ˝
´
E rQt´1s ´Q˚ ˝ E rΦt´1s
¯
, (1.47)
“ Q˚ ˝ E rΦts ` pβ1ι` β2ι` γΞq ˝
´
E rQt´1s ´Q˚ ˝ E rΦt´1s
¯
, (1.48)
where ι is a N ˆN matrix of 1s. Given that by construction E rΦts “ ι,
E rQts pι´ β1ι´ β2ι´ γΞq “ Q˚ ˝ E rΦts pι´ β1ι´ β2ι´ γΞq, (1.49)
E rQts “ Q˚. (1.50)
1.C.2 Time-Invariant Variance






















rAs “ V ar
ˆ rQ12t´1ztz1t rQ12t´1˙ “ E „V art´1 ˆ rQ12t´1ztz1t rQ12t´1˙` V ar „Et´1 ˆ rQ12t´1ztz1t rQ12t´1˙ ,
(1.52)
“ E



















fiffiffifl` V ar rQt´1s , (1.54)
rBs “ V ar
ˆ rQ12t´1ntn1t rQ12t´1˙ “ E „V art´1 ˆ rQ12t´1ntn1t rQ12t´1˙` V ar „Et´1 ˆ rQ12t´1ntn1t rQ12t´1˙ ,
(1.55)
“ E
” rQt´1V art´1 `ntn1t˘ rQt´1ı` V ar “Et´1 `Iztă0I 1ztă0˘‰ ˝ V ar rQt´1s , (1.56)
“ E
»——– rQt´1













` V ar “Et´1 `Iztă0I 1ztă0˘‰ ˝ V ar rQt´1s . (1.57)
Given that zt is assumed to be a stationary vector, higher moments of zt is time-invariant; it im-
mediately suggests that the unconditional means of Components rC1s and rC2s in the equation
above are time-invariant. Given the stationary rQt´1 process as shown earlier, the unconditional
mean of products of stationary processes in rAs are time-invariant. Similar arguments can be
applied to rBs.
1.D The Jennrich (1970) Correlation Test
Suppose two N -variate sample correlation matrices, R1 (N ˆ N) and R2 (N ˆ N) with
sample sizes t1 and t2 (per variate), the test statistics is, χ
2 “ 12 trpZZq ´ diagpZq1S´1diagpZq
where “tr” calculates the matrix trace and “diag” the diagonal terms; ZpN ˆNq “ c1{2R¯´1pR1 ´
R2q where c “ t1t2t1`t2 and R¯ “ pt1R1` t2R2q{pt1` t2q; SpN ˆNq “ IN ` R¯˝ R¯´1 where IN is the
identity matrix and “˝” denotes the Hadamard product operator (element-by-element). The test
statistics (see further details in Jennrich, 1970) has an asymptotic χ2 distribution with degrees of
freedom NpN ´ 1q{2.
1.E Review on the Statistical Properties of a Gamma Distribution
For a Gamma random variable, y „ Γps, θq where s denotes the shape parameter and θ the
scale parameter, it has the following PDF,







where Γpvq is a complete Gamma function.
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The moment generating function is,
MGammaY pt; s, θq “ p1´ θtq´s,@t ă 1θ . (1.59)
The mean is θs; the variance is θ2s; the unscaled skewness is 2θ3s.
1.F Solving an International Asset Pricing Model
In the main text (Section 1.3), for simplicity, I assume that there exists a global investor
who prices both U.S. and foreign country assets (equities and Treasury bonds), and thus the
asset prices are solved from the perspective of this global investor. The advantage of that parsi-
monious framework is to motivate a global dynamic factor model examined in Section 1.4.
In this appendix section, I acknowledge the exchange rates dynamics and different real
pricing kernel of each country. For each country, its domestic investor prices domestic assets
where (1) the domestic macro environment and investor risk aversion receive global state vari-
able exposures, and (2) the domestic investor’s pricing kernel reflects partial integration. Sec-
tion 1.6.1 introduces the U.S. state variables and real pricing kernel and solves the U.S. asset
prices; Section 1.6.2 discusses the individual country real pricing kernels and state variables as
well as model solutions.
The main take-away is that a global dynamic factor model still holds.
1.F.1 The U.S. Asset Market
1.F.1.1 U.S. State Variable Dynamics
1.F.1.1.a Matrix representation
In a matrix representation, the U.S. state vector at time t is denoted as Xt`1 (11 ˆ 1),»—————————————————–
θt`1 Industrial production growth
θut`1 Real upside uncertainty
θdt`1 Real downside uncertainty
pit`1 Inflation
piut`1 Nominal upside uncertainty
pidt`1 Nominal downside uncertainty
xt`1 Real short rate
xut`1 Real short rate upside uncertainty
xdt`1 Real short rate downside uncertainty
gt`1 Dividend growth
qt`1 Global risk aversion
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
,
which follows this general dynamics:
Xt`1 “ ξX,t ` Jensen1s pδX ,Stq ` δXωt`1, (1.60)
ωt`1 „ ΓpSt,1q ´ St, (1.61)
where ξX,t (11 ˆ 1) denotes the conditional mean vector; ωt`1 (8 ˆ 1) denotes the global state
variable shock matrix
“
ωθu,t`1 ωθd,t`1 ωpiu,t`1 ωpid,t`1 ωxu,t`1 ωxd,t`1 ωg,t`1 ωq,t`1
‰1
where the shocks are mutually independent; δX (11 ˆ 8) denotes the constant coefficient ma-
trix to the state variable shocks ωt`1; St (8 ˆ 1) is the vector of the shock shape parameters“
θut θdt piut pidt xut xdt v qt
‰1
; Jensen1s pδX ,Stq denotes the Jensen’s inequality term
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from Gamma distributions; Γps, 1q denotes the Gamma random variable with a shape parameter
s and a scale parameter 1.
The six uncertainty state variables and their shocks are denoted as,
Ut “
“





ωθu,t`1 ωθd,t`1 ωpiu,t`1 ωpid,t`1 ωxu,t`1 ωxd,t`1
‰1
.
1.F.1.1.b Output growth and uncertainties
I follow Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017) to model industrial production growth innova-
tion with two centered independent gamma shocks where each shock has a time-varying shape
parameter that governs the higher moments of the shock. I name the shape parameter that gov-
erns the right-tail (left-tail) skewness the real upside (downside) uncertainty, θu (θd).15 Formally,
θt`1 has the following process,
θt`1 “ θ ` ρθθpθt ´ θq ` ρθθupθut ´ θuq ` ρθθdpθdt ´ θdq ` uθt`1, (1.62)
where the growth shock is decomposed into two independent shocks,
uθt`1 “ δθθuωθu,t`1 ´ δθθdωθd,t`1. (1.63)
The shocks follow centered Gamma distributions with time-varying shape parameters,
ωθu,t`1 „ rΓ pθut, 1q (1.64)
ωθd,t`1 „ rΓ pθdt, 1q , (1.65)
where rΓ py, 1q denotes a centered Gamma-distributed random variable with shape parameter y
and a unit scale parameter. The shape factors, θut and θdt, follow autoregressive processes,
θut`1 “ θu` ρθupθut ´ θuq ` δθuωθu,t`1 (1.66)
θdt`1 “ θd` ρθdpθdt ´ θdq ` δθdωθd,t`1, (1.67)
where ρy denotes the autoregressive term of process yt`1, δy the sensitivity to ωy,t`1, and y the
constant long-run mean. Given that Gamma distributions are right-skewed by design, the growth
shock with a negative loading on ωθd,t`1 models the left-tail events; hence, ωθd,t`1 is interpreted
as the downside uncertainty shocks, and θdt the real downside uncertainty.
State variables: tθ, θu, θdu.
State variable shocks: tωθu, ωθdu.
1.F.1.1.c Inflation and uncertainties
Inflation process receives contemporaneous shocks from the real side. Denote pit`1 as the
change in the log consumer price index for all urban consumers, piut the nominal upside uncer-
tainty and pidt the nominal downside uncertainty. The inflation system follows this reduced-form
dynamics,
pit`1 “ pi ` ρpiθpθt ´ θq ` ρpiθupθut ´ θuq ` ρpiθdpθdt ´ θdq
` ρpipippit ´ piq ` ρpipiuppiut ´ piuq ` ρpipidppidt ´ pidq ` upit`1, (1.68)
where the inflation disturbance is sensitive to the two real uncertainty shocks, and the residual is
decomposed into two nominal uncertainty shocks that are mutually independent of one another,
upit`1 “ pδpiθuωθu,t`1 ` δpiθdωθd,t`1q ` pδpipiuωpiu,t`1 ´ δpipidωpid,t`1q . (1.69)
15Note that Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017) name them “good” and “bad” uncertainties to assign economic
meanings of real uncertainties, whereas my notation here is more general and consistent as, for example, inflation
upside uncertainty (later) is not typically considered as “good” uncertainty.
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The shocks follow centered Gamma distributions with time-varying shape parameters,
ωpiu,t`1 „ rΓ ppiut, 1q (1.70)
ωpid,t`1 „ rΓ ppidt, 1q , (1.71)
piut`1 “ piu` ρpiuppiut ´ piuq ` δpiuωpiu,t`1 (1.72)
pidt`1 “ pid` ρpidppidt ´ pidq ` δpidωpid,t`1. (1.73)
Importantly, the theoretical structural representation of the inflation dynamics above is,
pit`1 “ ξpi,t ` rδpi ´ lnp1` δpiqsSt ` δpiωt`1, (1.74)
where δpi “
“
δpiθu δpiθd δpipiu ´δpipid 0 0 0 0
‰
so that the relevant shocks are ωθu,t`1,
ωθd,t`1, ωpiu,t`1, and ωpid,t`1. The signs of the the innovation loadings on the two real uncertainty
shocks, ωθu,t`1 and ωθd,t`1, are not restricted in the model, whereas δpipiu and δpipid are assumed
to be positive.
State variables: tpi, piu, pidu.
State variable shocks: tωpiu, ωpidu.
1.F.1.1.d Risk aversion
Denote qt as the time-varying risk aversion variable,
16
qt`1 “ q ` ρqθpθt ´ θq ` ρqθupθut ´ θuq ` ρqθdpθdt ´ θdq
` ρqpippit ´ piq ` ρqpiuppiut ´ piuq ` ρqpidppidt ´ pidq ` ρqqpqt ´ qq ` uqt`1, (1.75)
where the risk aversion shock is sensitive to the real and nominal uncertainty shocks, the short
rate shock and a risk aversion-specific heteroskedastic shock,
uqt`1 “ pδqθuωθu,t`1 ` δqθdωθd,t`1q ` pδqpiuωpiu,t`1 ` δqpidωpid,t`1q ` δqqωq,t`1, (1.76)
where the risk aversion-specific shock follows a centered heteroskedastic Gamma distribution,
ωq,t`1 „ rΓ pqt, 1q . (1.77)
State variables: tqu.
State variable shocks: tωqu.
1.F.1.1.e Real short rate and uncertainties
Denote xt as the latent real short rate,
xt`1 “ x` ρxθpθt ´ θq ` ρxθupθut ´ θuq ` ρxθdpθdt ´ θdq
` ρxpippit ´ piq ` ρxpiuppiut ´ piuq ` ρxpidppidt ´ pidq
` ρxxpxt ´ xq ` ρxxupxut ´ xuq ` ρxxdpxdt ´ xdq ` ρxqpqt ´ qq ` uxt`1, (1.78)
where the short rate shock is sensitive to the real and nominal uncertainty shocks as well as a
short rate-specific homoskedastic shock,
uxt`1 “ pδxθuωθu,t`1 ` δxθdωθd,t`1q ` pδxpiuωpiu,t`1 ` δxpidωpid,t`1q ` δxqωq,t`1 ` δxxuωxu,t`1 ´ δxxdωxd,t`1,(1.79)
where the (exogenous) short rate shocks follow centered Gamma distributions with time-varying
shape parameters,
ωxu,t`1 „ rΓ pxut, 1q , xut`1 “ xu` ρxupxut ´ xuq ` δxuωxu,t`1, (1.80)
ωxd,t`1 „ rΓ pxdt, 1q , xdt`1 “ xd` ρxdpxdt ´ xdq ` δxdωxd,t`1. (1.81)
State variables: tx, xu, xdu.
16It is a risk aversion variable, because the exact definition is risk aversion (motivated form a HARA utility is
γ exppqtq).
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State variable shocks: tωxu, ωxdu.
1.F.1.1.f Real dividend growth
Denote gt as the change in log real dividend per share,
gt`1 “ g ` ρgθpθt ´ θq ` ρgθupθut ´ θuq ` ρgθdpθdt ´ θdq ` ρggpgt ´ gq ` ugt`1, (1.82)
where the dividend growth shock is sensitive to the real and nominal uncertainty shocks as well
as a dividend-specific homoskedastic shock,
ugt`1 “ pδgθuωθu,t`1 ` δgθdωθd,t`1q ` δggωg,t`1, (1.83)
where the sign of δgg is not restricted, and the dividend-specific shock is assumed to follow a
homoskedastic Gamma distribution,
ωg,t`1 „ rΓ pv, 1q . (1.84)
Importantly, the theoretical structural representation of the real growth dynamics above is,
gt`1 “ ξg,t ` rδg ` lnp1´ δgqsSt ` δgωt`1, (1.85)
where δg “
“
δgθu δgθd 0 0 0 0 δgg 0
‰
so that the relevant shocks are ωθu,t`1, ωθd,t`1, and
ωg,t`1.
State variables: tgu.
State variable shocks: tωgu.
1.F.1.2 U.S. Real Pricing Kernel
I specify the (minus) logarithm of the real global pricing kernel to be affine to the global
state variable levels and shocks,
´mt`1 “ xt ` rδm ´ ln p1` δmqsSt ` δmωt`1, (1.86)
where the drift xt is the real short rate, δm (1 ˆ 8) prices of risks, ωt`1 (8 ˆ 1) the state vari-
able shock matrix defined earlier, and rδm ´ ln p1` δmqsSt the Jensen’s inequality term given
the Gamma distributional assumptions.
The real global pricing kernel is spanned by five global shocks: the real upside and down-
side uncertainty shocks (ωθu and ωθd), the inflation upside and downside uncertainty shocks (ωpiu
and ωpid), and the risk aversion shock (ωq). First, the two real-side uncertainty shock and the risk
aversion shock span the pricing kernel, which can be motivated in Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
and Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017). Second, the two inflation uncertainty shocks span the
real pricing kernel, which is to induce the inflation risk premium.
1.F.1.3 U.S. Asset Prices and Risk Premiums
1.F.1.3.a Nominal Treasury Bonds
The real global short rate (yt,1 “ ´ lntrEtrexppmt`1qsu) and the nominal global short rate
(ryt,1 “ ´ lntrEtrexppmt`1 ´ pit`1qsu) are solved in closed forms,
yt,1 “ xt, (1.87)




17 where “lnp.q” is the element-wise logarithm operator, “˝” the Hadamard product of two iden-
tically sized matrices (or element-by-element matrix multiplication), and “p.q˝´1” the Hadamard
inverse. The three components in nominal short rate are the real short rate (xt), the expected
inflation rate (ξpi,t), and the inflation risk premium to compensate investors for bearing the infla-
tion risk associated with the nominal bonds. It is noteworthy that the linear approximation of
the inflation risk premium, ln
“p1` δm ` δpiq ˝ p1` δmq˝´1 ˝ p1` δpiq˝´1‰, is ´pδm ˝ δpiqSt, or
Covtpmt`1, pit`1q as derived in the Gaussian-augmented nominal term structure literature (see,
e.g., Campbell, Sunderam, and Viceira, 2017).
The price of the n-period zero-coupon nominal bond ( rP bt,n) can be then solved recursively
in exact closed forms, and is an exponential affine function of a set of time-varying state vari-





xt`1 ` ξpi,t`1 ` ln
“p1` δm ` δpiq ˝ p1` δmq˝´1 ˝ p1` δpiq˝´1‰St`1 `mt`1 ´ pit`1˘‰
(1.90)
“ exp pA0,n `A1,nXtq , (1.91)
where A0,n,A1,n are constant scalars or matrices.
The log return of the global nominal n-period zero-coupon bonds from t to t ` 1 can be
expressed as follows,
rbt`1,n ” ln
˜ rP bt`1,n´1rP bt,n
¸
,









where bt`1,n „ Np0, σ2b q is a homoskedastic Gaussian shock to potentially capture approximation
error.
1.F.1.3.b Bond Risk Premium
Given the no-arbitrage condition, Etrexpprmt`1 ` rbt`1,nqs “ 1, the global bond risk premium
(ignoring the Jensen’s inequality terms) has a closed-form solution,
Etrrbt`1,ns ´ ryt,1 ` 12σ2b “ ln ”p1` δm ` δpi ´Ωb2,nq ˝ p1` δm ` δpiq˝´1 ˝ p1´Ωb2,nq˝´1ıSt,
(1.93)
18 which in a quadratic Gaussian approximation has the following expression,
«
”
pδm ` δpiq ˝Ωb2,n
ı
St “ ´Covtprmt`1, rbt`1,nq. (1.94)
19 where δm is the SDF loading on the four global uncertainty shocks subject to the time-varying
global risk aversion as discussed in Section 1.6.1.2, and δpi is the inflation rate loading on the
four global uncertainty shocks as discussed in Section 1.6.1.1.
17In this paper, Ăp.q denotes nominal variables.
18Note that, the non-linearity is due to the non-linearities in the moment generating function of gamma shocks.





Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu (2017) show that log equity returns is quasi-affine to the state
















where et`1 „ Np0, σ2eq is a homoskedastic Gaussian shock to potentially capture approximation
error.
1.F.1.3.d Equity Risk Premium
Given the no-arbitrage condition, Etrexpprmt`1 ` ret`1qs “ 1, the global equity risk premium
has a closed-form solution using the return process,
Etrret`1s ´ ryt,1 ` 12σ2e “ ln “p1` δm ` δpi ´Ωe2q ˝ p1` δm ` δpiq˝´1 ˝ p1´Ωe2q˝´1‰St, (1.97)
« “pδm ` δpiq ˝Ωe2‰St “ ´Covtprmt`1, ret`1q. (1.98)
1.F.1.3.e Variances
The physical variance for Asset a P tb, eu,
V a,Pt ” Et
”`rat`1 ´ Etprat`1q˘2ı , (1.99)
“ Ωa2StΩa12 ` σ2a, (1.100)
where the parameter matrices are discussed in Equations (1.92) and (1.95).
The risk-neutral variance for Asset a P tb, eu,
V a,Qt ” EQt















Ωa2 ˝ p1` δm ` δpiq˝´1
ı1 ` σ2a, (1.103)
where the moment generating function is mgfQt prat`1; νq “ Etrexpp rmt`1`νrat`1qsEtrexpp rmt`1qs . “˝” is the Hadamard
product of two identically sized matrices (or element-by-element matrix multiplication), and
“p.q˝´1” is the Hadamard inverse. Ωa2 is the asset return loading vector on the common shocks,
or an “amount-of-risk” loading vector; pδm ` δpiq represents the nominal pricing kernel loading
vector on the common shocks, or a “price-of-risk” loading vector. Intuitively, a positive down-
side uncertainty shock is perceived as bad news, driving up the intertemporal marginal rates of
substitution; the sensitivity of the pricing kernel on the downside uncertainty shock is expected
to be higher (positive) than that on the upside uncertainty shock, or δmθd,t in the minus mt`1
expression is smaller than 0 and less than δmθu,t.
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1.F.1.3.f Variances as Assets: Variance Risk Premium
Hence, the solutions of variances in closed form imply a premium of V a,Qt over V
a,P
t . For
asset a P tb, eu,
V RP at “ V a,Qt ´ V a,Pt
“
”




Ωa2 ˝ p1` δm ` δpiq˝´1
ı1 ´Ωa2StΩa12 . (1.104)
1.F.2 Other Asset Markets
This world economy is partially integrated. Each market is complete. Each country-level
state variable has a global component with constant exposures to the global levels and shocks
and an idiosyncratic component. Idiosyncratic shocks are uncorrelated across countries. Un-
der the no-arbitrage assumption, there exists closed-form solutions for country equity and bond
prices.
1.F.2.1 Local State Variables: Matrix representation
In a matrix representation, the regional state vector denoted as Xit`1 (11 ˆ 1),“
θit`1 θuit`1 θdit`1 piit`1 piuit`1 pidit`1 xit`1 xuit`1 xdit`1 git`1 qit`1
‰1
,
follows this general dynamics:
Xit`1 “ αiX ˝ ξX,t ` p1´αiXq ˝ ξiX,t ` Jensen1s
´
















ωit`1 „ ΓpSit ,1q ´ Sit , (1.106)
where ξX,t (11 ˆ 1) denotes the conditional mean vector of the global state variables Xt`1 in
Section 1.6.1.1, ωt`1 (9 ˆ 1) the global state variable shock matrix, δiX (11ˆ 9) the constant
local coefficient vector to the global state variable shocks ωt`1 (which are not constraint to be
the same with global state variable loadings on global shocks δX), St (9 ˆ 1) the time-varying
shape parameters of global shocks, and Υ
`
αiX ˝ δiX ,St
˘
is the Jensen’s inequality term from
Gamma distributions. The local counterparts are defined as follows. ξiX,t (11 ˆ 1) denotes the
local component of the conditional mean vector of the regional state variables, ωit`1 (11 ˆ 1) the
local state variable shock matrix,“
ωiθu,t`1 ωiθd,t`1 ωipiu,t`1 ωipid,t`1 ωix,t`1 ωixu,t`1 ωixd,t`1 ωig,t`1 ωiq,t`1
‰1
,
Xiω (11 ˆ 9) the constant coefficient vector to the local state variable shocks ωit`1, Sit (9 ˆ 1)















Most important, αiX (11 ˆ 1) captures the constant global exposures.
The shock structures of each local state variables follow the global counterparts to ensure
local shocks are also mutually independent from each other.
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1.F.2.2 Local Real Pricing Kernel
I specify the logarithm of the local real local pricing kernel to be affine to the global and


























where ωt`1 (9 ˆ 1) and ωit`1 (9 ˆ 1) are the global and local state variable shock matrix defined
earlier. δim (1ˆ9) denotes a vector of constant sensitivities to global shocks. Similarly, miω (1ˆ7)
denotes a vector of constant sensitivities to local shocks.
The drift term, αimxt ` p1´ αimqxit, is the real regional short rate.
1.F.2.3 Local Asset Prices and Risk Premiums
1.F.2.3.a Nominal Treasury Bonds
The real local short rate (yit,1 “ ´ lntrEtrexppmit`1qsu) and the nominal regional short rate
(ryit,1 “ ´ lntrEtrexppmit`1 ´ piit`1qsu) are solved in closed forms,
yit,1 “ αimxt ` p1´ αimqxit, (1.108)ryit,1 “ αimxt ` αipiξpi,t ` p1´ αimqxit ` p1´ αipiqξipi,t
` ln
”









where “lnp.q” is the element-wise logarithm operator, “˝” is the Hadamard product of two identi-
cally sized matrices (or element-by-element matrix multiplication), and “p.q˝´1” is the Hadamard
inverse. The three components in nominal short rate represent the real short rate (αimxt ` p1 ´
αimqxit), the expected inflation rate (αipiξpi,t ` p1 ´ αipiqξipi,t), and the inflation risk premium ( +
Jensen’s inequality term).
The price of n-period zero-coupon nominal bond ( rP b,it,n) can be then solved recursively in
exact closed forms, given the shock specifications. The nominal local bond return from t to t` 1
can be approximately expressed as follows,
rb,it`1,n ” ln
˜ rP b,it`1,n´1rP b,it,n
¸
, (1.110)

















where b,it`1 is a homoskedastic Gaussian shock with volatility σib to capture approximation error.
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1.F.2.3.b Bond Risk Premium
Given the no-arbitrage condition, Etrexpprmit`1 ` rb,it`1,nqs “ 1 where rb,it`1,n is the nominal
bond return, the regional bond risk premium has a closed-form solution,
Etrrb,it`1,ns ´ ryit,1 ` 12σib2 “ ln
„´




1` αimδm ` αipiδipi
¯˝´1 ˝ p1´Ωb,i2,nq˝´1Stlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
(1) compensation for global risk exposure
` ln
„´




1` p1´ αimqmiω ` p1´ αipiqpiiω
¯˝´1 ˝ p1´Ωb,i4,nq˝´1Sitlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
(2) compensation for regional risk exposure
,
(1.112)

















The nominal local equity return from t to t` 1 can be approximately expressed as follows,
re,it`1 ” ln
˜ rP e,it`1,n´1rP e,it
¸
, (1.114)

















where e,it`1 is a homoskedastic Gaussian shock with volatility σie to capture approximation error.
1.F.2.3.d Equity Risk Premium
Given the no-arbitrage condition, Etrexpprmit`1 ` re,it`1qs “ 1 where re,it`1 is the nominal equity
return, the regional equity risk premium has a closed-form solution,
Etrre,it`1s ´ ryit,1 ` 12σib2 “ ln
„´




1` αimδm ` αipiδipi
¯˝´1 ˝ p1´Ωe,i2 q˝´1Stloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
(1) compensation for global risk exposure
` ln
„´




1` p1´ αimqmiω ` p1´ αipiqpiiω
¯˝´1 ˝ p1´Ωe,i4 q˝´1Sitloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
(2) compensation for regional risk exposure
, (1.116)
20Note that, the non-linearity is due to the non-linearities in the moment generating function of Gamma shocks.




















The physical variance for Asset a P tb, eu,
V a,i,Pt ” Et
„´ra,it`1 ´ Etpra,it`1q¯2 , (1.118)
“ Ωa,i2 StΩa,i12 `Ωa,i4 SitΩa,i14 ` σi
2
a , (1.119)
where the parameter matrices are discussed in Equations (1.110) and (1.114).
The risk-neutral variance for Asset a P tb, eu,
V a,i,Qt ” EQt
„´ra,it`1 ´ Etpra,it`1q¯2 , (1.120)
“
”

















¯˝´11 ` σi2a . (1.121)
1.F.2.3.f Variances as Assets: Variance Risk Premium
The present tripartite model derives closed-form solutions for VRP which show potentials
to capture its empirical time variation characteristics. For asset a P tb, eu,
V RP at “ V a,Qt ´ V a,Pt
“
”

















¯˝´11 ´Ωa,i4 SitΩa,i14 , (1.122)
where Ωa2 and Ω
a,i
4 are the “amount-of-risk” coefficients, and δm and m
i
ω are the “price-of-risk”
coefficients that are linear to the global and regional risk aversions respectively. In the tripar-
tite framework, the variance risk premium can be decomposed into a global component and a
regional component.
1.F.2.3.g Foreign Exchange Returns
Denote s${i as the log of the spot exchange rate in units of dollars per foreign currency i at
region i. As stated in the Proposition 1 of Backus, Foresi, and Telmer (2011), the change in the
nominal exchange rate, ∆s
${i




t`1 “ mit`1 ´mt`1 ` pit`1 ´ piit`1. (1.123)
22Note that, the non-linearity is due to the non-linearities in the moment generating function of Gamma shocks.
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An increase in s${i means a depreciation in dollars (and an appreciation in region i currency).
In this model, a hypothetical world with perfect integration (i.e, αim “ 1@i) still obtains a time-
varying spot rate to address the inflation risk amid the real macroeconomic risks. The regional
currency excess return is the log return to U.S. investors of borrowing in dollars to hold foreign
investment currency i can be expressed as an exact dynamic factor model,
rfx,it`1 ” ∆s${it`1 ` ryit,1, (1.124)
“ Ωfx,i0 `Ωfx,i1 Xt `Ωfx,i2 ωt`1 `Ωfx,i3 Xit `Ωfx,i4 ωit`1 ` εfx,it`1 ` Jensen1s` fx,it`1 , (1.125)








4 are constant matrices; 
fx,i
t`1 is the approximation error
term that follows a homoskedastic Gaussian distribution with volatility σifx.
1.F.2.3.h Foreign Exchange Risk Premium
Given the no-arbitrage condition, Etrexpprmt`1 ` rfx,it`1 qs “ 1 where rfx,it`1 is the nominal
foreign exchange return (from the U.S. investor’s view point), the foreign exchange risk premium
has a closed-form solution,
Etrrfx,it`1 s ´ ryt,1 ` 12σifx2 “ ln ”´1` δm ` δpi ´Ωfx,i2 ¯ ˝ p1` δm ` δpiq˝´1 ˝ p1´Ωfx,i2 q˝´1ıSt, (1.126)
23 which in a quadratic Gaussian approximation has the following expression,
« pδm ` δpiq ˝Ωfx,i2 St “ ´Covtprmt`1, rfx,it`1 q. (1.127)
23Note that, the non-linearity is due to the non-linearities in the moment generating function of Gamma shocks.
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Table 1.1: Summary Statistics.
This table presents the unconditional correlation matrices of USD-denominated log returns of 8 developed
countries (United States, USA; Canada, CAN; Germany, DEU; France, FRA; United Kingdom, GBR;
Switzerland, CHE; Japan, JPN; Australia, AUS) in Panel A and unconditional univariate moments (with
bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses) in Panel B. Mean and standard deviations are presented in
annualized percentages. “Equity” return refers to the change in log total return index of domestic country
stock market (United States: S&P500; Canada: S&P/TSX 60; Germany: DAX 30; France: CAC 40;
United Kingdom: FTSE 100; Switzerland: SMI; Japan: NIKKEI 225; Australia: S&P/ASX 200); CRSP
value-weighted return is used to obtain the USA equity return; other return series are obtained from
DataStream. “Bond” (“Gov-Bond”) return refers to the change in log 10-year government bond index
constructed by DataStream. Data is at monthly frequency. The sample is from March 1987 to December
2016 (T=358). Bold (italics) values indicate ă5% (10%) significance level.
Panel A. Unconditional Correlation Matrices, 8 countries, 1987/03 - 2016/12
North America Europe Australasia
USA CAN DEU FRA GBR CHE JPN AUS
(A.1) Equity
USA 1 0.782 0.725 0.720 0.759 0.671 0.434 0.672
CAN 1 0.649 0.649 0.696 0.578 0.442 0.723
DEU 1 0.872 0.743 0.726 0.436 0.606
FRA 1 0.763 0.740 0.477 0.625
GBR 1 0.741 0.509 0.720




USA 1 0.457 0.436 0.436 0.343 0.344 0.324 0.282
CAN 1 0.415 0.439 0.396 0.267 0.201 0.599
DEU 1 0.958 0.685 0.812 0.503 0.440
FRA 1 0.666 0.768 0.464 0.460
GBR 1 0.573 0.402 0.385
CHE 1 0.540 0.360
JPN 1 0.239
AUS 1
Panel B. Unconditioanl Univariate Moments (annualized percentages)
North America Europe Australasia
USA CAN DEU FRA GBR CHE JPN AUS
(B.1) Equity
Mean 9.321 8.331 7.476 7.138 7.347 8.820 2.299 9.284
(2.741) (3.552) (4.220) (3.907) (3.120) (3.195) (3.853) (4.198)
S.D. 15.017 19.551 23.143 21.340 17.177 17.497 21.169 23.174
(0.950) (1.317) (1.224) (1.018) (0.948) (0.890) (0.907) (2.264)
Skewness -1.149 -1.374 -0.961 -0.566 -1.244 -1.265 -0.504 -3.175
(0.364) (0.386) (0.252) (0.255) (0.596) (0.441) (0.244) (1.661)
(B.2) Bond
Mean 5.863 7.348 6.287 7.333 7.178 6.224 5.112 9.781
(0.984) (1.652) (1.879) (1.861) (1.823) (2.001) (2.180) (2.173)
S.D. 7.240 9.972 11.537 11.360 11.135 12.307 13.238 13.170
(0.330) (0.500) (0.520) (0.509) (0.526) (0.539) (0.672) (0.616)
Skewness 0.016 -0.416 -0.006 -0.014 0.049 0.230 0.278 -0.550
(0.230) (0.261) (0.186) (0.188) (0.197) (0.181) (0.244) (0.195)
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Table 1.2: Estimation Results of Global Bond Comovement.
This table presents the estimation results of the global bond return comovement models as described in Section 1.2.
The full model builds on Engle and Kelly (2012)’s Dynamic Equicorrelation (DECO) model and features three new
tests: (1) whether global equity and bond comovements are equal, (2) whether global bond comovement is
symmetric and (3) whether it is cyclical. Model details: Denote zBt`1 (N ˆ 1) as the standardized residuals of
country bond returns during period t` 1. The conditional equicorrelaotion matrix of zBt`1 is defined by
EtrzBt`1zB1t`1s “ CorrBt pN ˆNq,
CorrBt “ p1´ ρBt qIN ` ρBt JNˆN , (1.T1)
where IN is an identity matrix; JNˆN is a matrix of ones. The equicorrelation (by definition) is an equal-weighted










where qBi,j,t is the pi, jq-th element of a symmetric matrix QBt (N ˆN) which follows a generalized autoregressive
heteroskedastic process, (omitting superscript “B” below for simplicity)
Qt “ Q˚ ˝Φt ` β1
ˆ rQ 12t´1ztz1t rQ 12t´1 ´Q˚ ˝Φt´1˙` β2 ´Qt´1 ´Q˚ ˝Φt´1¯
` γ
ˆ rQ 12t´1ntn1t rQ 12t´1 ´Ξ ˝Q˚ ˝Φt´1˙ , (1.T3)
where “˝” denotes the Hadamard product operator (element-by-element); rQt is Qt with off-diagonal terms being
zeros, which is a modification to Engle (2002) proposed by Aielli (2013). Tests: [1. Equality] The constant part of
the long-run conditional mean (Q
˚ ˝Φt), Q˚, can be defined as QE ` ν pJNˆN ´ IN q (to test) or QB , where QE
(Q
B
) is the pre-determined unconditional correlation matrix of equity (bond) returns respectively. [2. Asymmetry]
ntpN ˆ 1q “ Iztă0 ˝ zt, where Iztă0 (N ˆ 1) is assigned 1 if the residual is less than 0, and assigned 0 otherwise;
Ξ “ E “IztI 1zt‰. [3. Cyclicality] ΦtpN ˆNq “ JNˆN ` φtpJNˆN ´ IN q, where φt “ φ rθworldt and rθworldt is the
standardized world recession indicator (source: OECD). Estimation: The unknown parameters are
tβ1, β2, pνq, γ, φu, where ν is estimated separately. Sufficient stationarity conditions for QBt are
β1JNˆN ` β2JNˆN ` γΞ ă JNˆN and β1, β2 ą 0. Two distributions are considered to obtain log likelihood

























, where df is the degree of freedom of the
N -variate t distribution. Best estimates of CorrBt according to AIC and BIC are used in the second step
estimation. Model estimation uses MLE at monthly frequency covering period from March 1987 to December 2016
(T=358), and model selection follows BIC. Bold (italics) values indicate ă5% (10%) significance level.
Multivariate Gaussian Multivariate t
B (1) B (2) B (3) B (4) B (5) B (1) B (2) B (3) B (4) B (5)
β1 0.0808 0.0705 0.0701 0.0581 0.0858 0.0845 0.0407 0.0894 0.0311 0.0745
(0.0332) (0.0330) (0.0287) (0.0279) (0.0334) (0.0060) (0.0218) (0.0144) (0.0159) (0.0222)
β2 0.9121 0.9073 0.9255 0.9245 0.9141 0.9155 0.9017 0.9106 0.9216 0.8776
(0.0406) (0.0423) (0.0304) (0.0325) (0.0335) (0.0060) (0.0284) (0.0144) (0.0246) (0.0285)
ν -0.2746 -0.1665
(0.0551) (0.0621)
γ 0.0195 0.0170 0.0263 0.0214
(0.0138) (0.0166) (0.0158) (0.0129)
φ -0.0375 -0.0572 -0.0434 -0.0420
(0.0253) (0.0466) (0.0284) (0.0238)
df 11.0408 9.5987 11.1170 9.8033 10.0123
(2.5590) (2.0717) (2.6198) (2.3917) (2.1231)
LL -3509.93 -3506.17 -3507.87 -3504.27 -3508.88 -3374.47 -3339.31 -3373.51 -3337.75 -3345.14
AIC 7023.87 7018.34 7021.74 7016.53 7023.75 6754.93 6686.62 6755.01 6685.50 6698.29
BIC 7031.63 7029.99 7033.38 7032.06 7035.40 6766.57 6702.14 6770.53 6704.90 6713.81
BEST BEST
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Table 1.3: Estimation Results of Global Equity Comovement.
This table presents the estimation results of the global equity return comovement models that ensures the
simultaneous fit of domestic equity-bond comovement, as described in Section 1.2. The model is also referred to as
“Duo-DECO” in this paper. Model details: Denote zEi,t`1 as the standardized residual of Country i’s equity
return during period t` 1. Define an unknown beta process of each country i, bi,t, that captures the time-varying
beta of equity standardized residual to bond standardized residual of the same country:
zEi,t`1 “ bi,tzBi,t`1 `
b
1´ pbi,tq2qzEi,t`1, (1.T4)
bi,t “ 2 exppδ1 ` δ2xi,tq
1` exppδ1 ` δ2xi,tq ´ 1, (1.T5)
where δ1 and δ2 are unknown constant parameters and xi,t is a country recession indicator assigned 1 during
recession months and 0 during non-recession months (source: OECD). By design, the bond-purified equity return
residual qzEt`1 (N ˆ 1) has variance equal to 1. The conditional equicorrelaotion matrix of qzEt`1 is defined by
EtrqzEt`1qzE1t`1s “ ­CorrEt pN ˆNq “ p1´ qρEt qIN ` qρEt JNˆN . The equicorrelation is qρEt “ 2NpN´1q řiąj qEi,j,tbqEi,i,t qEj,j,t ,
where qEi,j,t is the pi, jq-th element of a symmetric matrix qQEt (N ˆN) which follows an isomorphic generalized
autoregressive heteroskedastic process (see Equation (1.18)). Tests: The asymmetry and cyclicality tests are
similarly conducted within the model. Estimation: Given the return decomposition above, total equity
conditional correlation is:
CorrEt “ diag pbtqCorrBt diag pbtq ` diag
ˆb
JNˆN ´ pbtq˝2
˙ ­CorrEt diagˆbJNˆN ´ pbtq˝2˙ , (1.T6)
where “diagp¨q” is a matrix operator that generates a diagonal matrix with the vector on the diagonal and 0
elsewhere and “p¨q˝2” indicates the element-by-element (Hadamard) squares; CorrBt is the best bond model
according to Table 1.2. The unknown parameters are tδ1, δ2, β1, β2, γ, φu. Sufficient stationarity conditions for qQEt
(and thus qQEt given stationary QBt ) are β1JNˆN ` β2JNˆN ` γΞ ă JNˆN and β1, β2 ą 0. Similarly, I consider
multivariate Gaussian and multivariate t distributions. Model estimation uses MLE at monthly frequency, and
model selection follows AIC and BIC. The sample period is from March 1987 to December 2016 (T=358). Bold
(italics) values indicate ă5% (10%) significance level.
Multivariate Gaussian Multivariate t
E (1) E (2) E (3) E (4) E (5) E (1) E (2) E (3) E (4) E (5)
β1 0.0883 0.0775 0.0722 0.0630 0.0515 0.0745 0.0182 0.0476 0.0173 0.0225
(0.0296) (0.0560) (0.0346) (0.2528) (0.1016) (0.0364) (0.0087) (0.0488) (0.0176) (0.0104)
β2 0.8708 0.8803 0.8961 0.9015 0.9058 0.8879 0.9069 0.9341 0.9089 0.9617
(0.0397) (0.0460) (0.0496) (0.4759) (0.1418) (0.0568) (0.0115) (0.0808) (0.0169) (0.0142)
ν
γ 0.0554 0.0583 0.0588 0.0521 0.0507 0.0533
(0.0172) (0.0112) (0.0136) (0.0158) (0.0128) (0.0065)
φ 0.0381 0.0366 0.0394 0.0426 0.0457 0.0386
(0.0198) (0.0187) (0.0201) (0.0246) (0.0199) (0.0207)
δ1 0.6126 0.5997 0.6114 0.6000 0.6470 0.6303 0.6461 0.6296
(0.0333) (0.0376) (0.0334) (0.0354) (0.0306) (0.0316) (0.0308) (0.0354)
δ2 -0.1383 -0.1315 -0.1387 -0.1319 -0.1539 -0.1372 -0.1549 -0.1389
(0.0429) (0.0483) (0.0426) (0.0457) (0.0404) (0.0425) (0.0404) (0.0353)
df 6.7254 6.6772 6.6921 6.7167 6.1025
(0.9285) (0.8372) (0.9195) (0.8433) (1.9130)
LL -3117.02 -3107.47 -3110.08 -3103.18 -3114.15 -3041.22 -3025.99 -3037.92 -3021.07 -3027.17
AIC 6242.04 6224.94 6230.15 6218.37 6236.31 6092.44 6063.99 6087.85 6056.15 6064.33
BIC 6257.56 6244.34 6249.55 6241.65 6251.83 6111.84 6087.27 6111.13 6083.31 6083.74
BEST BEST
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Table 1.4: Model Fit: (In)Equality between Global Equity Comovement and Global Bond Co-
movement.
This table replicates the test results on the inequality between global equity comovement and global bond
comovement with data. Data Moments & Test Statistics: Rows “Data” report the equally-weighted
unconditional pairwise correlations (excluding diagonal terms) of returns denominated in USD. Bootstrapped
standard errors are reported in parentheses. “Jennrich’s χ2 (E-B)” is a statistical test adapted from Jennrich
(1970) to test the equality of two sample correlation matrices (in this paper, equity and bond). Test details are
relegated to Appendix 1.4. “***” denotes ă1% significance level, or the equality hypothesis is rejected. Model
Moments: Three model moments are considered. (1) Rows “Conditional Model” reports time-series averages of
the model-implied global equity and bond comovements obtained from the best model according to Tables 1.2
and 1.3. (2 and 3) Given the estimation results assuming multivariate t or multivariate Gaussian distributions,
Rows “Simulated Model (t)” (“Simulated Model (n)”) report averages of 1000 unconditional global correlations
obtained from finite-sample simulations assuming multivariate t distribution (multivariate Gaussian distribution).
Bold (italics) values indicate the model point estimates are within 95% (99%) confidence intervals of the
corresponding data moments. Panels: Full sample and three subsample periods are considered.
Equity Bond Equity Bond
Panel A. Full Sample Panel B. 1987/03 - 1997/02
Data 0.6271 0.4606 0.5923 0.3907
S.E. (0.0254) (0.0233) (0.0299) (0.0213)
Jennrich’s χ2 227.087(***) 91.701(***)
Conditional Model 0.6568 0.4926 0.5784 0.3997
Simulated Model (t) 0.6712 0.4179 0.6151 0.3563
Simulated Model (n) 0.5831 0.4184 0.5502 0.3568
Panel C. 1997/03 - 2007/02 Panel D. 2007/03 - 2017/01
Data 0.6401 0.5469 0.7538 0.5021
S.E. (0.0270) (0.0223) (0.0268) (0.0225)
Jennrich’s χ2 116.729(***) 124.005(***)
Conditional Model 0.6614 0.5391 0.7319 0.5384
Simulated Model (t) 0.6409 0.4637 0.7578 0.4336
Simulated Model (n) 0.5997 0.5088 0.5993 0.3896
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Table 1.5: Model Fit: (A)symmetry in Global Comovements.
This table evaluates the fit of global dynamic comovement model(s) to the non-parametric estimates of global
upside and downside comovements. Data Moments: Following Longin and Solnik (2001) and Ang and Chen
(2002), the exceedance correlation of standardized daily returns (rx and ry) at a certain threshold quantile τ is
ρprx, ry|rx ă Φ´1x pτq, ry ă Φ´1y pτqq if τ ă 0.5 or ρprx, ry|rx ą Φ´1x pτq, ry ą Φ´1y pτqq if τ ą“ 0.5. Global exceedance
correlations are equally-weighted bivariate exceedance correlations across 28 unique country pairs. Daily returns
(from 1987/03 to 2016/12) are standardized using the best GARCH-class conditional volatility estimates. Standard
errors for “bivariate” exceedance correlations are obtained using Cohen and Cohen (2003); then, standard errors for
global exceedance correlations are obtained using Delta’s Method. Model Moments: Three global comovement
models are considered: (1) Best models assuming multivariate t (“B (2)”, Table 1.2; “E (4)”, Table 1.3). (2)
Models assuming multivariate t but with no asymmetry term (“B (1)”, Table 1.2; “E (3)”, Table 1.3). (3) Best
models assuming multivariate Gaussian (“B (2)”, Table 1.2; “E (4)”, Table 1.3). Column “Distance” reports the
sum of squared standardized distance between model and data moments (of the four quantiles); p-value of the
distance is reported in the last column. Bold (italics) values indicate the model point estimates are within 95%
(99%) confidence intervals of the corresponding data moments. More quantile choices can be found in Figure 1.2.
Equity Distance, p-value
25% 49% 51% 75% χ2p4q
Data 0.3682 0.3292 0.2619 0.2469 0.00 -
S.E. (0.0199) (0.0147) (0.0153) (0.0216) - -
Simulated Model (t) 0.3229 0.3326 0.3024 0.2872 15.68 0.35%
Simulated Model (n) 0.2316 0.2763 0.2631 0.2161 62.12 0.00%
Simulated Model (t), No Asymmetry 0.3094 0.3133 0.3115 0.3197 31.67 0.00%
Bond Distance, p-value
25% 49% 51% 75% χ2p4q
Data 0.3029 0.3024 0.3079 0.3245 0.00 -
S.E. (0.0209) (0.0149) (0.0149) (0.0206) - -
Simulated Model (t) 0.3365 0.3098 0.3114 0.3337 3.07 54.69%
Simulated Model (n) 0.2165 0.2767 0.2774 0.2394 41.26 0.00%
Simulated Model (t), No Asymmetry 0.2718 0.2865 0.2888 0.2723 11.41 2.23%
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Table 1.6: Model Fit: Cyclicalities of Global Equity Comovement and Global Bond Comovement.
This table evaluates the fit of best global models for cyclicality moments in data. Data Moments:
“Non-recession” (“Recession”) periods are identified when the OECD world recession indicator is 0 (1). Then the
average pairwise unconditional correlations are calculated within each subsample. Model Moments: Three model
moments are considered. (1) Rows “Conditional Model” reports time-series averages of the model-implied global
equity and bond comovements as shown in Tables 1.2 and 1.3. (2 and 3) Given the estimation results assuming
multivariate t or multivariate Gaussian distribution, Rows “Simulated Model (t)” (“Simulated Model (n)”) report
averages of 1000 unconditional global correlations obtained from finite-sample simulations assuming multivariate t
distribution (multivariate Gaussian distribution). Bold (italics): point estimates within 95% (99%) confidence
intervals of the data moments.
Equity Bond
Non-Recession Recession Non-Recession Recession
Data 0.5952 0.6571 0.4705 0.4520
S.E. (0.0334) (0.0161) (0.0302) (0.0480)
t Statistics 1.67 (*) -0.33
Conditional Model 0.6479 0.6740 0.5285 0.4437
Simulated Model (t) 0.6364 0.6761 0.4188 0.4169
Simulated Model (n) 0.5777 0.5885 0.4112 0.4256
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Table 1.7: Dynamic Factor Model Fit & Economic Significance of Risk Aversion
This table evaluates the fit of the full models and demonstrates the economic significance of risk aversion in
explaining global return correlations. Models: “Empirical BM” denotes the empirical benchmarks obtained from
the first part of the paper. Four dynamic factor models are considered: (a full set of factors, a subset of factors
excluding the risk aversion shock ωq)ˆ(constant betas, time-varying betas). Details estimation results of the return
loadings are relegated to Tables 1.16 (constant beta) and 1.17 (time-varying beta). Fact Checks: Each stylized
fact is summarized by 2 moments in this table to be matched. On Fact 1, average conditional global correlations
are calculated over the sample. On Fact 2, periods are considered “downside” (“upside”) when the world return
(equal average of all 8 countries) is less than or equal to 0. On Fact 3, the model-implied conditional correlations
are regressed on the OECD world recession indicator. The p-values in brackets correspond to the t test results of
the closeness between the empirical benchmark moments and the factor model-implied moments; standard errors of
the empirical benchmark moments are calculated using Delta’s method. Bold (italics) values indicate the point
estimates are within 95% (99%) confidence intervals of the corresponding data moments. “Yes” (“No”) indicates
that the model fits (fails to fit) the stylized facts.
Empirical BM: Dynamic Factor Models:
constant time-varying constant time-varying
Full Full Exclud. ωq Exclud. ωq
Test Fact 1: Equity Correlation ą Bond Corrleation
{Moment 1: Average Conditional Global Correlations}
Global Equity Correlation 0.6568 0.6919 0.6762 0.5000 0.5008
Closeness to BM [p-value] [41.5%] [64.9%] [0.3%] [0.4%]
Global Bond Correlation 0.4926 0.4628 0.4523 0.6219 0.4482
[42.1%] [28.4%] [0.5%] [24.1%]
Fit Fact 1? Yes Yes No No
Test Fact 2: Excessive Left-Tail Global Correlation in Equities
{Moment 2: Global Equity Correlation – Global Bond Correlation}
rWorld ą 0 0.1579 0.2245 0.2191 -0.1219 0.0523
[13.6%] [16.7%] [0.0%] [2.8%]
rWorld ă“ 0 0.1725 0.2368 0.2322 -0.1220 0.0530
[10.5%] [12.9%] [0.0%] [0.8%]
Fit Fact 2? No Yes No No
Test Fact 3: Countercyclical Equity Correlation, Weakly Procyclical Bond Corrleation
{Moment 3: Sensitivity to OECD World Output Growth}
Global Equity Correlation -1.2511 -0.6688 -0.7710 0.0646 0.2851
[19.7%] [28.1%] [1.1%] [0.4%]
Global Bond Correlation 0.5880 0.5114 0.5288 0.0382 -0.0258
[72.5%] [78.6%] [2.7%] [1.6%]
Fit Fact 3? Yes Yes No No
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Table 1.8: Global Return Covariance Decomposition.
This table calculates the extent to which each state variable contributes to the global equity conditional covariance




where βi,t,κV artpωκ,t`1qβj,t,κ can be further decomposed into a constant-beta part, βi,0,κV artpωκ,t`1qβj,0,κ, and a
time-varying beta part, βi,1,κV artpωκ,t`1qβj,1,κs2t (st is the standardized instrument). Lines in bold indicate the
four types of factors; “[β0]” (“[β1]”) indicates the constant (time-varying) part of the explained covariance. The
share of total explained comovement is obtained by dividing the time-series average of the pairwise conditional
covariance by the unconditional pairwise covariance matrix.
˝ Constant Beta ˝ Time-Varying Beta
Equity Bond Equity Bond
Risk Aversion: ωq 90.3% 78.2% 90.5% 40.0%
[β0] 88.6% [β0] 27.2%
[β1] 1.9% [β1] 12.9%
Real Uncertainties: Total 5.2% -1.9% 7.4% -3.8%
ωθu 5.5% -0.4% 5.1% 3.2%
[β0] 4.9% [β0] -3.8%
[β1] 0.2% [β1] 7.0%
ωθd -0.3% -1.5% 2.3% -6.9%
[β0] 0.9% [β0] -5.3%
[β1] 1.4% [β1] -1.7%
Inflation Uncertainties: Total 2.8% 33.6% 1.1% 46.8%
ωpiu 1.8% 10.8% 1.3% 48.6%
[β0] 0.1% [β0] 43.1%
[β1] 1.2% [β1] 5.5%
ωpid 1.0% 22.8% -0.2% -1.8%
[β0] 0.3% [β0] 0.7%
[β1] -0.5% [β1] -2.5%
Real Short Rate Uncertainties: Total 1.7% -9.9% 1.0% 17.0%
ωxu -0.2% -10.1% -0.1% 21.9%
[β0] -0.3% [β0] 14.7%
[β1] 0.2% [β1] 7.2%
ωxd 1.9% 0.1% 1.1% -4.9%
[β0] 1.1% [β0] -5.5%
[β1] -0.1% [β1] 0.5%
Share of Explained Comovement 49.4% 0.9% 54.6% 15.4%
Excluding Risk Aversion 4.8% 0.2% 5.2% 9.2%
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Table 1.9: Global Return Correlation Decomposition.
This table presents the extent to which each factor contributes to fitting the global correlations (empirical
benchmarks). Row “All Shocks” shows the correlation between factor model-implied correlation and the empirical
benchmarks where the factor model includes all shocks, denoted as ρpCORR0,t, BMtq; asymptotic standard errors
are shown in the parentheses. Then, denote the correlation between factor model-implied correlation and the
empirical benchmarks where the factor model excludes shock ωκ as ρpCORRzκ,t, BMtq. In rest of the rows,
ρpCORR0,t, BMtq ´ ρpCORRzκ,t, BMtq are reported with the corresponding shock name in the first column.
Constant Beta Time-Varying Beta
Equity Bond Equity Bond
All Shocks 0.549 (0.046) 0.004 (0.055) 0.685 (0.040) 0.172 (0.054)
Risk Aversion 0.332 0.029 0.898 0.292
Real Upside Uncertainty 0.028 0.063 0.086 0.121
Real Downside Uncertainty 0.024 0.063 0.095 0.111
Inflation Upside Uncertainty 0.032 0.069 0.076 0.136
Inflation Downside Uncertainty 0.027 0.062 0.095 0.115
Real Short Rate Upside Uncertainty 0.037 0.062 0.090 0.078
Real Short Rate Downside Uncertainty 0.030 0.060 0.092 0.122
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Table 1.10: Dynamic Factor Model Fit & Economic Significance of Other State Variables
This table evaluates the fit of the models excluding a specific factor shock and illustrate the economic significance
of that shock in explaining global asset comovements. Panel A considers constant beta models, and Panel B
considers time-varying beta models. Details on the model fit are described in Table 1.7. Bold (italics) values
indicate the point estimates are within 95% (99%) confidence intervals of the corresponding data moments.
A. Dynamic Factor Model with Constant Betas:
Excluding: ωθu ωθd ωpiu ωpid ωxu ωxd
Test Fact 1: Equity Correlation ą Bond Corrleation
{Moment 1: Average Conditional Global Correlations}
Global Equity Correlation 0.7732 0.7733 0.7751 0.7737 0.7729 0.7747
Closeness to BM [p-value] [1.8%] [1.8%] [1.7%] [1.8%] [1.8%] [1.7%]
Global Bond Correlation 0.4713 0.4624 0.4622 0.4656 0.4602 0.4641
[56.2%] [41.5%] [41.2%] [46.5%] [38.4%] [44.1%]
Fit Fact 1? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Test Fact 2: Excessive Left-Tail Global Correlation in Equities
{Moment 2: Global Equity Correlation – Global Bond Correlation}
rWorld ą 0 0.2852 0.2937 0.2957 0.2912 0.2955 0.2935
[1.1%] [0.8%] [0.7%] [0.9%] [0.7%] [0.8%]
rWorld ă“ 0 0.3213 0.3309 0.3330 0.3278 0.3326 0.3304
[0.2%] [0.1%] [0.1%] [0.2%] [0.1%] [0.1%]
Fit Fact 2? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Test Fact 3: Countercyclical Equity Correlation, Weakly Procyclical Bond Corrleation
{Moment 3: Sensitivity to OECD World Output Growth}
Global Equity Correlation -0.2929 -0.3227 -0.2849 -0.2868 -0.2898 -0.2854
[4.6%] [5.2%] [4.5%] [4.5%] [4.6%] [4.5%]
Global Bond Correlation 0.5518 0.5408 0.5819 0.5464 0.5463 0.5547
[86.8%] [82.8%] [97.8%] [84.8%] [84.8%] [87.8%]
Fit Fact 3? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
B. Dynamic Factor Model with Time-Varying Betas
Excluding: ωθu ωθd ωpiu ωpid ωxu ωxd
Test Fact 1: Equity Correlation ą Bond Corrleation
{Moment 1: Average Conditional Global Correlations}
Global Equity Correlation 0.7601 0.7600 0.7645 0.7622 0.7592 0.7618
Closeness to BM [p-value] [3.1%] [3.1%] [2.6%] [2.9%] [3.2%] [2.9%]
Global Bond Correlation 0.3527 0.3458 0.3528 0.3501 0.3596 0.3599
[0.3%] [0.2%] [0.3%] [0.2%] [0.4%] [0.4%]
Fit Fact 1? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Test Fact 2: Excessive Left-Tail Global Correlation in Equities
{Moment 2: Global Equity Correlation – Global Bond Correlation}
rWorld ą 0 0.3844 0.3905 0.3888 0.3887 0.3756 0.3789
[0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%]
rWorld ă“ 0 0.4347 0.4423 0.4383 0.4398 0.4289 0.4292
[0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%] [0.0%]
Fit Fact 2? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Test Fact 3: Countercyclical Equity Correlation, Weakly Procyclical Bond Corrleation
{Moment 3: Sensitivity to OECD World Output Growth}
Global Equity Correlation -0.4693 -0.5162 -0.4105 -0.4639 -0.4943 -0.4624
[9.3%] [11.2%] [7.4%] [9.1%] [10.3%] [9.1%]
Global Bond Correlation 0.7083 0.7324 0.7009 0.7736 0.9312 0.7756
[58.3%] [51.1%] [60.6%] [40.2%] [13.7%] [39.7%]
Fit Fact 3? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes73
Table 1.11: Conditional Variance Decomposition.
Panel A. Constant Beta
ωq ωθu ωθd ωpiu ωpid ωxu ωxd Explained
USA Equity 93.6% 4.0% 0.0% 1.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.6% 56.7%
CAN Equity 71.3% 7.2% 0.2% 2.4% 17.1% 0.0% 1.7% 47.4%
DEU Equity 95.4% 0.5% 0.1% 1.6% 0.9% 1.0% 0.6% 39.6%
FRA Equity 88.1% 3.9% 0.2% 2.9% 0.2% 3.2% 1.5% 37.3%
GBR Equity 84.6% 8.8% 2.0% 1.0% 0.6% 2.6% 0.4% 33.9%
CHE Equity 89.8% 7.0% 0.8% 0.4% 0.4% 0.1% 1.5% 33.7%
JPN Equity 76.2% 1.8% 7.8% 3.4% 3.7% 0.1% 7.1% 8.2%
AUS Equity 72.9% 15.0% 2.2% 1.7% 3.1% 1.3% 3.9% 33.8%
USA Gov-Bond 43.4% 0.2% 5.6% 9.0% 40.5% 0.1% 1.3% 13.9%
CAN Gov-Bond 57.0% 0.6% 7.7% 18.1% 10.6% 1.9% 4.0% 9.4%
DEU Gov-Bond 3.2% 1.2% 2.4% 12.2% 80.7% 0.2% 0.1% 8.7%
FRA Gov-Bond 0.9% 0.3% 1.3% 17.5% 79.8% 0.1% 0.1% 7.4%
GBR Gov-Bond 38.7% 6.4% 0.5% 8.6% 30.7% 15.1% 0.0% 5.1%
CHE Gov-Bond 20.7% 7.6% 2.0% 15.5% 43.8% 10.0% 0.4% 2.1%
JPN Gov-Bond 78.8% 1.7% 0.5% 5.2% 13.0% 0.3% 0.6% 3.3%
AUS Gov-Bond 36.3% 16.2% 7.3% 9.4% 21.1% 4.4% 5.3% 14.3%
Panel B. Time-Varying Beta
ωq ωθu ωθd ωpiu ωpid ωxu ωxd Explained
β0 β1
USA Equity 87.6% 0.1% 3.6% 0.2% 0.9% 0.8% 2.4% 0.2% 0.6% 2.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.9% 0.0% 60.2%
CAN Equity 68.1% 0.2% 8.2% 0.3% 0.6% 1.8% 1.3% 0.1% 14.2% 0.1% 0.4% 1.8% 2.4% 0.6% 52.7%
DEU Equity 87.2% 2.2% 0.4% 0.0% 1.7% 0.7% 0.0% 1.9% 1.3% 2.9% 1.5% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 50.3%
FRA Equity 86.0% 1.1% 3.0% 0.4% 0.2% 0.7% 0.4% 1.2% 0.1% 2.8% 3.2% 0.2% 0.7% 0.0% 41.3%
GBR Equity 82.1% 0.2% 7.6% 0.1% 0.5% 2.6% 0.1% 1.0% 0.3% 2.7% 2.7% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 38.3%
CHE Equity 87.4% 2.6% 5.1% 1.9% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.8% 0.5% 0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0.7% 0.1% 35.8%
JPN Equity 55.0% 6.7% 0.7% 2.0% 19.0% 1.1% 0.1% 1.0% 0.3% 9.1% 0.4% 0.0% 4.1% 0.4% 19.5%
AUS Equity 72.3% 2.8% 15.2% 0.0% 0.3% 0.8% 0.0% 1.1% 0.9% 0.2% 2.2% 1.3% 2.7% 0.0% 38.6%
USA Gov-Bond 33.2% 0.3% 0.2% 0.5% 8.8% 1.9% 0.1% 5.4% 31.2% 7.0% 0.3% 4.1% 4.4% 2.7% 24.1%
CAN Gov-Bond 46.9% 3.7% 0.2% 0.3% 17.1% 10.1% 2.8% 12.0% 2.4% 1.0% 2.4% 0.8% 0.3% 0.0% 20.1%
DEU Gov-Bond 0.2% 18.6% 1.6% 4.7% 5.8% 2.3% 0.1% 3.5% 52.8% 3.3% 1.9% 0.7% 3.8% 0.8% 15.8%
FRA Gov-Bond 2.2% 17.8% 0.8% 6.6% 5.7% 3.5% 0.1% 4.0% 44.6% 6.9% 2.2% 1.9% 3.3% 0.4% 16.9%
GBR Gov-Bond 10.6% 16.9% 7.8% 10.9% 0.5% 0.4% 1.5% 1.7% 11.6% 0.2% 18.2% 5.1% 10.1% 4.4% 10.6%
CHE Gov-Bond 0.1% 38.6% 6.6% 7.8% 0.3% 0.5% 1.7% 1.7% 20.7% 3.2% 10.7% 1.0% 7.1% 0.2% 8.5%
JPN Gov-Bond 33.8% 0.0% 1.0% 2.6% 1.0% 2.4% 1.6% 3.5% 5.4% 43.9% 1.4% 0.6% 2.8% 0.0% 15.8%
AUS Gov-Bond 40.3% 7.6% 9.8% 0.0% 4.0% 1.5% 4.8% 7.0% 5.6% 8.8% 6.2% 3.5% 0.9% 0.0% 29.0%
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Figure 1.1: Global Dynamic Comovement Estimates.
The red line depicts the global equity correlations and the black dashed line the global bond correlations.
The shaded regions are OECD world recession months from the OECD website. Model details are
presented in Tables 1.2 and 1.3.
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Simulation Model(t) without asymmetry
Best Simulated Model(n)











Simulation Model(t) without asymmetry
Best Simulated Model(n)
Figure 1.2: Global Exceedance Correlations of Asset Returns Denominated in USD.
This plot compares empirical global exceedance correlations calculated using standardized returns with model
exceedance correlations calculated using simulated datasets, at full spectrum of the distribution. Table 1.5 provides
more details on data moment and model moments (from simulated data). Lines: In this plot, black dashed lines
and the yellow bandwidth depict the empirical global exceedance correlations and their 95% confidence intervals.
Three global models from Tables 1.2 and 1.3 are considered. (1) Best models assuming multivariate t (“B (2)”,
Table 1.2; “E (4)”, Table 1.3). (2) Models assuming multivariate t but with no asymmetry term (“B (1)”,
Table 1.2; “E (3)”, Table 1.3). (3) Best models assuming multivariate Gaussian (“B (2)”, Table 1.2; “E (4)”,
Table 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Dynamics of the Seven Economic Determinants.
The U.S. state variables used as global proxies. They are estimated at monthly frequency. For economic
uncertainties, each state variable is estimated using the longest sample available: real and inflation upside and
downside uncertainties, 1947/01–2016/12; real short rate, 1987/03–2015/02. The shaded regions are NBER world











Figure 1.4: Data-Implied (Empirical Benchmark) and Model-Implied (Dynamic Factor Model)
Global Equity Return Comovements.















Figure 1.5: Data-Implied (Empirical Benchmark) and Model-Implied (Dynamic Factor Model)
Global Bond Return Comovements.
The shaded regions are OECD world recession months from the OECD website.
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A. Fitted Equity Conditional Covariance Decomposition
















B. Fitted Bond Conditional Covariance Decomposition
Figure 1.6: Time Variation in Shares of Economic Determinants in Explaining the Fitted Condi-
tional Covariance Decomposition.
The share is first calculated within each country pair (excluding self pairs), and then obtain the cross-section
average across all country pairs. The shaded regions are OECD world recession months from the OECD website.
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Figure 1.7: Fit of Equity and Bond Comovement Differences. Global Return Comovements When
Omitting One Factor.
The data-implied differences are depicted in dashed blue lines, and the model-implied differences in solid black
lines. The shaded regions are OECD world recession months from the OECD website.
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Figure 1.8: Global Dynamic Comovement Estimates, Omitting Certain Countries
The thick red lines in all four plots depict the empirical benchmark of global bond return correlations (from
Figure 1.1). In the top three plots, the rest of the lines depict the (re-estimated) time-varying global bond return
correlations omitting one country at a time. The three plots correspond to the three regions in my sample. In the
fourth plot, the black line shows the (re-estimated) time-varying global bond return correlations omitting both
USA and JPN bonds; both are identified as safe assets in this sample. The shaded regions are OECD world
recession months from the OECD website.
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Table 1.12: Conditional Volatility Models for Asset Returns.
This table presents best GARCH-class models and distributional assumptions for asset return conditional
volatility. The four GARCH-class models are GARCH (“GARCH”), exponential GARCH (“EGARCH”),
Threshold GARCH (“TARCH”), and Glosten-Jagannathan-Runkle GARCH (“GJRGARCH”). The four
distributions-of-interest are Gaussian (“ ”), Student t (“t” characterized by a tail parameter ζ1), GED
(“GED” characterized by a tail parameter ζ1), and Skewed t (“Skewt” characterized by a tail parameter ζ1
and an asymmetry parameter ζ2) distributions. Suppose rt`1 “ µ` εt`1, where εt`1 „ Dp0, htq.
(1) GARCH, Bollerslev (1986) : ht “ α0 ` α1ε2t ` α2ht´1
(2) EGARCH, Nelson (1991) : lnphtq “ α0 ` α1 |εt|a
ht´1
` α2 lnpht´1q ` α3 εta
ht´1
(3) TARCH, Zakoian (1994) :
a
ht “ α0 ` α1|εt| ` α2
a
ht´1 ` α3Iεtă0|εt|
(4) GJRGARCH, Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle (1993) : ht “ α0 ` α1ε2t ` α2ht´1 ` α3Iεtă0ε2t .
Model estimation uses MLE at monthly frequency covering period from March 1987 to December 2016
(T=358), and model selection follows BIC. Bold values indicate ă5% significance level.
Asset Best Model Variance Equation Parameters Distribution Parameters
α1 α2 α3 Thick Tail (ζ1) Skew (ζ2)
USA Equity EGARCH-Skewt 0.2652 0.8694 -0.1635 7.9925 -0.3664
CAN Equity GARCH-Skewt 0.1111 0.8079 7.5999 -0.2775
DEU Equity EGARCH-Skewt 0.2178 0.8603 -0.1164 7.3323 -0.2923
FRA Equity EGARCH-Skewt 0.1749 0.8325 -0.2215 21.9996 -0.2914
GBR Equity EGARCH-Skewt 0.1515 0.8269 -0.1881 11.3674 -0.1898
CHE Equity GJRGARCH-Skewt 0.0345 0.2317 0.2989 6.5014 -0.1673
JPN Equity EGARCH 0.2339 0.9369 -0.1193
AUS Equity EGARCH-Skewt 0.1257 0.9192 -0.0685 6.4191 -0.2395
USA Gov-Bond TARCH 0.3669 0.6959 -0.1259
CAN Gov-Bond GARCH-t 0.0702 0.6549 9.4227
DEU Gov-Bond TARCH 0.2506 0.7814 -0.0644
FRA Gov-Bond GARCH 0.0774 0.8484
GBR Gov-Bond GARCH-GED 0.0463 0.9278 1.3353
CHE Gov-Bond GARCH 0.1284 0.4380
JPN Gov-Bond GARCH-GED 0.1093 0.7756 1.3036
AUS Gov-Bond GARCH-Skewt 0.1330 0.5543 13.7548 -0.2537
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Table 1.13: Model Fit: Flight-to-Safety Channel, Given Best Model in Table 1.3
The model implicitly include a FTS channel. To provide the right empirical moments to be compared with,
“Empirical” reports the average of time-varying correlation (estimated using a parsimonious dynamic conditional
correlation model as in Engle, 2002) between standardized monthly equity returns and bond returns—both
denominated in USD as consistently used in this paper. Three model moments are reported. (1) “Conditional
Model” reports the time-series averages of the model-implied equity beta Table 1.3. (2 and 3) Because simulations
do not effect the beta realizations, “Simulated Model (t)” and “Simulated Model (n)” report averages of
model-implied beta averages given parameter estimates in Table 1.3. Because best conditional model is also the
best model assuming multivariate t distribution, (1) and (2) report the same numbers. States: Good (Bad) states,
when country recession indicator = 0 (1). Bold (italics) values indicate the model point estimates are within 95%
(99%) confidence intervals of the corresponding data moments.
Full States Good Bad
Empirical 0.3360 0.3799 0.2946
S.E. (0.0481) (0.0468) (0.0494)
Conditional Model 0.2829 0.3051 0.2417
Simulated Model (t) 0.2829 0.3051 0.2417
Simulated Model (n) 0.2698 0.2913 0.2299
Table 1.14: Estimation Results of Global Equity Comovement: xi,t “Standardized Country Out-
put Growth.
This table provides one of the robustness checks of the global equity correlation estimates involving the FTS
channel (as in Table 1.3). Here, I use standardized country output growth (industrial production growth) as xi,t in
the FTS process. Model estimation uses MLE at monthly frequency covering period from March 1987 to December
2016 (T=358), and model selection follows BIC. Bold (italics) values indicate ă5% (10%) significance level.
Multivariate Gaussian Multivariate t
E (6) E (7) E (8) E (9) E (6) E (7) E (8) E (9)
β1 0.0884 0.0777 0.0724 0.0634 0.0753 0.0176 0.0490 0.0172
(0.0291) (0.0355) (0.0341) (0.0539) (0.0353) (0.0082) (0.0566) (0.0200)
β2 0.8708 0.8801 0.8958 0.9008 0.8864 0.9676 0.9315 0.9692
(0.0390) (0.0450) (0.0487) (0.0828) (0.0547) (0.0111) (0.0935) (0.1289)
ν
γ 0.0555 0.0305 0.0518 0.0505
(0.0124) (0.0183) (0.0155) (0.0081)
φ -0.0382 -0.0364 -0.0421 -0.0457
(0.0190) (0.0195) (0.0257) (0.0223)
δ1 0.5958 0.5856 0.5943 0.5855 0.4238 0.4130 0.4221 0.4123
(0.0265) (0.0270) (0.0263) (0.0263) (0.0243) (0.0185) (0.0242) (0.0656)
δ2 0.0686 0.0623 0.0678 0.0605 0.0387 0.0328 0.0377 0.0331
(0.0214) (0.0219) (0.0212) (0.0214) (0.0175) (0.0185) (0.0176) (0.0166)
df 7.0510 6.6308 7.1301 6.8784
(2.5636) (1.6799) (2.6175) (1.9001)
LL -3116.94 -3108.74 -3110.54 -3104.85 -3041.29 -3028.77 -3037.87 -3025.04
AIC 6241.87 6227.48 6231.07 6221.70 6092.58 6069.53 6087.75 6064.08
BIC 6257.39 6246.88 6250.47 6244.99 6111.99 6092.82 6111.03 6091.24
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Table 1.15: Estimation Results of Global Equity Comovement: DECO Estimates, No Domestic
Comovement Part.
This table provides one of the robustness checks of the global equity correlation estimates involving the FTS
channel (as in Table 1.3). Here, I directly estimate the DECO model with tests. Model estimation uses MLE at
monthly frequency covering period from March 1987 to December 2016 (T=358), and model selection follows BIC.
Bold (italics) values indicate ă5% (10%) significance level.
Multivariate Gaussian Multivariate t
E (10) E (11) E (12) E (13) E (14) E (10) E (11) E (12) E (13) E (14)
β1 0.0883 0.0725 0.0497 0.0515 0.0985 0.0612 0.0281 0.0599 0.0225 0.1041
(0.0313) (0.0384) (0.0219) (0.1016) (0.0329) (0.0138) (0.0249) (0.0117) (0.0104) (0.0287)
β2 0.8905 0.8942 0.9485 0.9058 0.8693 0.9388 0.9520 0.9401 0.9617 0.8482
(0.0431) (0.0449) (0.0281) (0.1418) (0.0444) (0.0143) (0.0348) (0.0123) (0.0142) (0.0349)
ν 0.2072 0.2800
(0.0539) (0.0358)
γ 0.0559 0.0588 0.0579 0.0533
(0.0106) (0.0136) (0.0135) (0.0065)
φ 0.0432 0.0394 0.0259 0.0386
(0.0252) (0.0201) (0.0141) (0.0207)
δ1
δ2
df 7.3522 5.8748 7.6657 6.1025 6.6052
(2.5334) (1.8115) (2.6764) (1.9130) (2.1257)
LL -3120.24 -3118.03 -3117.13 -3114.15 -3120.47 -3042.07 -3030.19 -3038.64 -3027.17 -3042.15
AIC 6244.48 6242.06 6240.25 6236.31 6246.94 6090.13 6068.37 6085.28 6064.33 6092.29
BIC 6252.24 6253.70 6251.89 6251.83 6258.58 6101.77 6083.90 6100.80 6083.74 6107.81
BEST BEST
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Table 1.16: Factor Exposures of Global Asset Returns in a Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) Frameworks; Constant Beta.
In this table, I jointly estimate the constant exposures of global equity and bond returns to global factor shocks in a SUR framework. The error terms
may have cross-equation contemporaneous correlations. SUR models are estimated with MLE. The sample period covers from March 1987 to February
2015; February 2015 is the last month given the availability of the risk aversion estimate from Bekaert, Engstrom, and Xu, 2017. Standard errors are
shown in the parantenses. Bold (italics) values indicate ă5% (10%) significance level.
Seemingly Unrelated Regressions with Returns in USD; Constant Beta
ωq ωθu ωθd ωpiu ωpid ωxu ωxd
USA Equity -0.1734 (0.0128) -0.0003 (0.0001) -0.0001 (0.0008) -0.0022 (0.0010) 0.0001 (0.0004) 0.0002 (0.0002) 0.0003 (0.0002)
CAN Equity -0.1811 (0.0178) -0.0005 (0.0001) -0.0006 (0.0011) -0.0038 (0.0015) -0.0016 (0.0005) -0.0001 (0.0003) 0.0006 (0.0003)
DEU Equity -0.2245 (0.0218) -0.0001 (0.0001) 0.0004 (0.0014) -0.0032 (0.0018) -0.0004 (0.0006) 0.0004 (0.0003) 0.0003 (0.0004)
FRA Equity -0.1942 (0.0202) -0.0003 (0.0001) -0.0005 (0.0013) -0.0040 (0.0016) -0.0001 (0.0006) 0.0007 (0.0003) 0.0005 (0.0003)
GBR Equity -0.1452 (0.0163) -0.0004 (0.0001) -0.0014 (0.0010) -0.0017 (0.0013) -0.0002 (0.0005) -0.0005 (0.0003) 0.0002 (0.0003)
CHE Equity -0.1524 (0.0170) -0.0003 (0.0001) -0.0009 (0.0011) -0.0010 (0.0014) 0.0002 (0.0005) 0.0001 (0.0003) 0.0004 (0.0003)
JPN Equity -0.0833 (0.0225) -0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0018 (0.0014) -0.0021 (0.0018) -0.0003 (0.0006) -0.0001 (0.0004) 0.0005 (0.0004)
AUS Equity -0.1829 (0.0220) -0.0007 (0.0001) -0.0020 (0.0014) -0.0031 (0.0018) -0.0007 (0.0006) -0.0005 (0.0004) 0.0008 (0.0004)
USA Gov-Bond 0.0280 (0.0076) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0007 (0.0005) -0.0016 (0.0006) 0.0005 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0001) -0.0001 (0.0001)
CAN Gov-Bond -0.0345 (0.0103) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0009 (0.0007) -0.0027 (0.0008) -0.0003 (0.0003) -0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0002 (0.0002)
DEU Gov-Bond 0.0095 (0.0123) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0005 (0.0008) -0.0024 (0.0010) -0.0009 (0.0004) 0.0000 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0002)
FRA Gov-Bond 0.0043 (0.0121) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0004 (0.0008) -0.0027 (0.0010) -0.0008 (0.0003) 0.0000 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0002)
GBR Gov-Bond 0.0241 (0.0119) 0.0001 (0.0001) 0.0002 (0.0008) -0.0014 (0.0010) -0.0004 (0.0003) -0.0003 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0002)
CHE Gov-Bond 0.0125 (0.0134) 0.0001 (0.0001) 0.0003 (0.0009) -0.0014 (0.0011) -0.0003 (0.0004) -0.0002 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0002)
JPN Gov-Bond 0.0334 (0.0142) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0002 (0.0009) 0.0010 (0.0012) -0.0002 (0.0004) 0.0000 (0.0002) 0.0001 (0.0002)
AUS Gov-Bond -0.0467 (0.0132) -0.0003 (0.0001) -0.0014 (0.0008) -0.0030 (0.0011) -0.0006 (0.0004) -0.0003 (0.0002) 0.0004 (0.0002)
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Table 1.17: Factor Exposures of Global Asset Returns in Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) Framework; USD; Time-Varying
Beta.
In this table, I jointly estimate the time-varying exposures of global equity and bond returns (in USD) to global factor shocks in a SUR framework. The
error terms may have cross-equation contemporaneous correlations. SUR models are estimated with MLE. The sample period covers from March 1987 to
February 2015. Standard errors are shown in the parantenses. Bold (italics) values indicate ă5% (10%) significance level.
β0 ωq ωθu ωθd ωpiu ωpid ωxu ωxd
USA Equity -0.1687 (0.0129) -0.0003 (0.0001) 0.0011 (0.0010) -0.0034 (0.0018) 0.0002 (0.0004) 0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0003 (0.0002)
CAN Equity -0.1790 (0.0179) -0.0005 (0.0001) 0.0011 (0.0015) -0.0031 (0.0024) -0.0015 (0.0005) -0.0003 (0.0003) 0.0007 (0.0003)
DEU Equity -0.2254 (0.0220) -0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0020 (0.0018) 0.0001 (0.0030) -0.0005 (0.0007) 0.0006 (0.0004) 0.0002 (0.0004)
FRA Equity -0.1932 (0.0205) -0.0003 (0.0001) 0.0007 (0.0017) -0.0016 (0.0028) -0.0001 (0.0006) 0.0008 (0.0004) 0.0003 (0.0004)
GBR Equity -0.1432 (0.0163) -0.0004 (0.0001) 0.0007 (0.0013) -0.0006 (0.0022) -0.0002 (0.0005) -0.0005 (0.0003) -0.0001 (0.0003)
CHE Equity -0.1493 (0.0172) -0.0003 (0.0001) 0.0001 (0.0014) -0.0003 (0.0023) 0.0002 (0.0005) 0.0001 (0.0003) 0.0003 (0.0003)
JPN Equity -0.0858 (0.0225) -0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0035 (0.0018) 0.0005 (0.0031) -0.0001 (0.0007) -0.0001 (0.0004) 0.0005 (0.0004)
AUS Equity -0.1846 (0.0222) -0.0007 (0.0002) -0.0008 (0.0018) 0.0004 (0.0030) -0.0004 (0.0007) -0.0006 (0.0004) 0.0007 (0.0004)
USA Gov-Bond 0.0303 (0.0078) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0010 (0.0006) 0.0001 (0.0013) 0.0005 (0.0002) 0.0001 (0.0001) -0.0002 (0.0002)
CAN Gov-Bond -0.0386 (0.0105) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0016 (0.0008) 0.0013 (0.0017) -0.0002 (0.0003) -0.0002 (0.0002) 0.0001 (0.0002)
DEU Gov-Bond -0.0024 (0.0125) 0.0001 (0.0001) 0.0010 (0.0010) 0.0003 (0.0020) -0.0008 (0.0004) -0.0002 (0.0002) -0.0002 (0.0002)
FRA Gov-Bond -0.0083 (0.0122) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0009 (0.0010) 0.0002 (0.0020) -0.0007 (0.0003) -0.0002 (0.0002) -0.0002 (0.0002)
GBR Gov-Bond 0.0134 (0.0122) 0.0001 (0.0001) 0.0002 (0.0010) 0.0006 (0.0020) -0.0003 (0.0003) -0.0004 (0.0002) -0.0003 (0.0002)
CHE Gov-Bond -0.0012 (0.0137) 0.0001 (0.0001) -0.0001 (0.0011) 0.0005 (0.0022) -0.0003 (0.0004) -0.0003 (0.0002) -0.0002 (0.0003)
JPN Gov-Bond 0.0314 (0.0146) 0.0000 (0.0001) -0.0003 (0.0012) -0.0008 (0.0024) -0.0002 (0.0004) -0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0002 (0.0003)
AUS Gov-Bond -0.0614 (0.0132) -0.0002 (0.0001) -0.0013 (0.0010) 0.0027 (0.0022) -0.0004 (0.0004) -0.0005 (0.0002) 0.0002 (0.0003)
β1 for Equities ωq ˚ se ωθu ˚ se ωθd ˚ se ωpiu ˚ se ωpid ˚ se ωxu ˚ se ωxd ˚ se
USA Equity -0.0068 (0.0142) 0.0001 (0.0001) -0.0011 (0.0006) 0.0006 (0.0008) 0.0006 (0.0006) -0.0004 (0.0003) 0.0000 (0.0002)
CAN Equity -0.0144 (0.0198) -0.0001 (0.0002) -0.0020 (0.0008) -0.0004 (0.0011) 0.0002 (0.0008) -0.0009 (0.0005) -0.0003 (0.0003)
DEU Equity -0.0527 (0.0243) 0.0000 (0.0002) -0.0016 (0.0010) -0.0029 (0.0014) -0.0011 (0.0010) 0.0003 (0.0006) -0.0001 (0.0004)
FRA Equity -0.0299 (0.0226) 0.0002 (0.0002) -0.0013 (0.0010) -0.0018 (0.0013) -0.0009 (0.0009) -0.0003 (0.0005) -0.0001 (0.0003)
GBR Equity -0.0109 (0.0181) 0.0001 (0.0002) -0.0020 (0.0008) -0.0013 (0.0010) -0.0007 (0.0007) -0.0001 (0.0004) 0.0001 (0.0003)
CHE Equity -0.0349 (0.0190) 0.0003 (0.0002) -0.0007 (0.0008) -0.0010 (0.0011) -0.0002 (0.0008) 0.0001 (0.0005) 0.0001 (0.0003)
JPN Equity -0.0537 (0.0249) 0.0002 (0.0002) -0.0013 (0.0011) -0.0015 (0.0014) 0.0011 (0.0010) -0.0001 (0.0006) 0.0003 (0.0004)
AUS Equity -0.0500 (0.0245) 0.0000 (0.0002) -0.0014 (0.0010) -0.0017 (0.0014) 0.0002 (0.0010) -0.0008 (0.0006) 0.0000 (0.0004)
β1 for Bonds ωq ˚ sb ωθu ˚ sb ωθd ˚ sb ωpiu ˚ sb ωpid ˚ sb ωxu ˚ sb ωxd ˚ sb
USA Gov-Bond 0.0035 (0.0068) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0006 (0.0005) 0.0018 (0.0010) -0.0003 (0.0003) -0.0003 (0.0001) -0.0002 (0.0001)
CAN Gov-Bond 0.0138 (0.0092) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0017 (0.0007) 0.0036 (0.0013) -0.0001 (0.0003) 0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0002)
DEU Gov-Bond 0.0372 (0.0109) 0.0002 (0.0001) 0.0008 (0.0008) 0.0018 (0.0015) -0.0003 (0.0004) 0.0001 (0.0002) -0.0002 (0.0002)
FRA Gov-Bond 0.0370 (0.0106) 0.0002 (0.0001) 0.0011 (0.0008) 0.0020 (0.0015) -0.0004 (0.0004) 0.0002 (0.0002) -0.0001 (0.0002)
GBR Gov-Bond 0.0276 (0.0106) 0.0002 (0.0001) 0.0003 (0.0008) 0.0010 (0.0015) 0.0001 (0.0004) 0.0003 (0.0002) -0.0003 (0.0002)
CHE Gov-Bond 0.0411 (0.0120) 0.0002 (0.0001) -0.0003 (0.0009) 0.0010 (0.0017) 0.0002 (0.0004) 0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0002)
JPN Gov-Bond -0.0011 (0.0128) 0.0001 (0.0001) -0.0010 (0.0009) -0.0021 (0.0018) -0.0012 (0.0005) 0.0001 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0003)
AUS Gov-Bond 0.0350 (0.0116) 0.0000 (0.0001) 0.0010 (0.0008) 0.0042 (0.0016) -0.0007 (0.0004) 0.0005 (0.0002) 0.0000 (0.0002)
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2
Procyclicality of the Comovement
between Dividend Growth and
Consumption Growth
I document that dividend growth and consumption growth comove procyclically. This new
stylized fact empirically resolves the “Duffee Puzzle”—stock returns and consumption growth co-
vary procyclically (Duffee, 2005)—but contradicts extant theoretical assumptions in asset pricing
models. I then design a new data generating process (DGP) for the joint consumption-dividend
dynamics which fits the procyclical comovement and a wide set of other related second moments.
Lastly, I solve a variant of Campbell and Cochrane’s habit formation model with this new DGP
and the procyclical consumption-dividend growth comovement as a new state variable. The new
procyclical component in the amount of risk induces a more volatile price-dividend ratio at the
cost of a lower equity premium due to the now counterbalancing dynamics of the price (counter-
cyclical) and amount (procyclical) of risk. In addition, the new state variable accounts for 13%
of the variability of the price dividend ratio in the data and carries a positive price of risk in the
cross-section of stock returns.
2.1 Introduction
Duffee (2005) documents that the amount of consumption risk, that is the conditional
covariance between equity returns and consumption growth, is procyclical. Provided that many
well-accepted theories imply a constant (e.g., Bansal and Yaron, 2004) or countercyclical (e.g.,
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Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) amount of risk, I identify and coin Duffee (2005)’s finding the
“Duffee Puzzle.”
In this article, I first empirically demonstrate that this procyclicality is generated by a pro-
cyclical comovement between the cash flow part of the market return and consumption growth,
and establish a set of new empirical facts regarding consumption growth, dividend growth, and
the amount of risk. Then, I propose a new data generating process (DGP) for the joint dynamics
of consumption and dividend growth that makes the empirical findings amenable to consumption-
based asset pricing models. Lastly, I explore how incorporating more realistic dynamics into the
amount of risk affects the performance of extant dynamic asset pricing models.
Using a flexible empirical framework and a longer sample period (January 1959–June 2014)
than the one used in Duffee (2005), the empirical part of this article continues to find robust
evidence for the procyclical conditional correlation and conditional covariance between market












where rmt`1 is the log market return, ∆ct`1 the log consumption growth, and ∆dt`1 the log div-
idend growth. The decomposition of the amount of consumption risk yields a conditional co-
variance, Covt p∆dt`1,∆ct`1q, which is modeled exogenously in the extant consumption-based





Although there is limited research on the cyclicality of the endogenous component above, both
extant theories and empirical evidence suggest that the comovement between changes in the log
price dividend ratio—a linear proxy for the non-dividend part of the market return—and con-
sumption growth is not procyclical. Therefore, the covariance between dividend and consumption
growth must be strongly procyclical in order to explain the Duffee Puzzle. Such procyclical co-
movement between dividend and consumption growth could arise from managers’ preference for
dividend smoothing. According to Lintner (1956) and a follow-up study by Brav, Graham, Har-
vey, and Michaely (2005), a “prudent foresighted” manager is reluctant to cut dividends when
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the economy is in a downturn unless he/she expects the decrease in earnings to be persistent.1
As a result, changes in financial payouts are expected to be less associated with macroeconomic
shocks during bad times than during normal times.
Indeed, I find that the exogenous component of the amount of risk behaves procyclically
and the endogenous component behaves countercyclically. My results are robust to using vari-
ous measures of the consumption growth innovations, different estimates of the conditional vari-
ances, and different proxies for cash flow growth rates (e.g., earnings growth instead of dividend
growth). To quantify the significance of the procyclical exogenous component in explaining the
procyclical amount of risk, my empirical results reveal that the share, Covtp∆dt`1,∆ct`1q
Covtprmt`1,∆ct`1q , is sur-
prisingly volatile over the business cycle, reaching a peak of 106% during the 1960s expansion
and a trough of -89% following the 1969-70 recession. The empirical part of the paper concludes
with a comprehensive list of ten stylized facts pertinent to the Duffee Puzzle and its components.
In particular, all three comovement statistics (the conditional correlation, covariance and beta
of dividend growth to consumption growth) are shown to be procyclical, while the conditional
variance of consumption growth is heteroskedastic and countercyclical.
Next, I formulate a parsimonious DGP for the joint dynamics of consumption and dividend
growth with a minimum number of state variables that matches the stylized facts. In contrast,
as I discuss in detail in Section 3.3, state-of-the-art consumption-based asset pricing models
mostly assume unrealistic joint dynamics between consumption growth (which enters the utility
function) and dividend growth (which constitutes the cash flow process of the equity claim to be
priced).
The new DGP exhibits two empirically salient features. First, I introduce a new state
variable b capturing a time-varying sensitivity of dividend growth to consumption growth (or
dividend-consumption beta). In particular, this state variable is procyclical as it comoves posi-
tively with consumption growth (the only macroeconomic variable in consumption-based asset
pricing framework). The procyclical dividend beta is new to the literature, both empirically and
1Since Lintner (1956), theories of why firms smooth their dividends are primarily based on either asymmetric
information (Kumar, 1988; Brennan and Thakor, 1990; Fudenberg and Tirole, 1995; DeMarzo and Sannikov, 2008;
Guttman, Kadan, and Kandel, 2010) or agency considerations (Allen, Bernardo, and Welch, 2000; DeAngelo and
DeAngelo, 2007; Lambrecht and Myers, 2012).
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theoretically.
Second, to ensure the simultaneous fit of (1) procyclical correlation and covariance between
consumption and dividend growth and (2) countercyclical consumption growth variance, I allow
consumption growth to receive two independent shocks each period, a homoskedastic Gaussian
shock named the “fundamental shock” and an asymmetric heteroskedastic gamma shock named
the “event shock”. To justify the decomposition, I apply the filtration-based maximum likelihood
methodology (Bates, 2006) to obtain the fundamental and event shock realizations, and provide
economic interpretations of the two consumption shocks:
The (filtered) fundamental shock, behaving procyclically, explains most of the total con-
sumption growth variability during the sample period and has a significant and negative cor-
relation with the detrended consumption-wealth ratio introduced by Lettau and Ludvigson
(2001)—which is consistent with my DGP. In my DGP, dividend growth is sensitive to the con-
temporaneous consumption fundamental shock with a persistent procyclical beta that also co-
moves positively with the fundamental shock. Suppose a positive fundamental shock arrives this
period. The persistent procyclial dividend beta is expected to remain high in the future. Be-
cause dividend growth variance increases with dividend beta, it is the persistently high dividend
growth variance in expectations that gets capitalized in financial wealth, driving up the wealth-
consumption ratio in the current period. The event shocks, behaving countercyclically, drive the
countercyclicality of the consumption growth variance. The conditional variance of the event
shock constitutes the second state variable of the new DGP: macroeconomic uncertainty, denoted
as n.
In the last part of the paper, I formally demonstrate the ability of the new DGP to gener-
ate realistic dynamics of the amount of risk in a variant of the Campbell and Cochrane model
(henceforth, CC)—thus accommodating the Duffee Puzzle—and explore new asset pricing impli-
cations of the new state variable b. While the time variation in the price of risk, as in the stan-
dard CC model, is driven by the procyclical surplus consumption ratio (s), the time variation in
the amount of risk is now determined by two countervailing sources, which is consistent with the
empirical evidence of the Duffee Puzzle decomposition. More precisely, the amount of risk now
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contains both procyclical and countercyclical sources generated from the dividend-consumption
comovement (b) and the macroeconomic uncertainty (n), respectively. Hence, in my model, the
procyclical comovement risk counteracts the countercyclical volatility risk and the endogenous
countercyclical price of risk, rendering the equity claim less risky. In addition, this economy
generates a more volatile price-dividend ratio than a standard CC model due to the additional
variability introduced by the additional amount-of-risk state variables (b and n). The relationship
between the price-dividend ratio and the new state variable b, controlling for the pricing effects of
the other two state variables in this economy, is positive through a dominant cash flow channel:
the persistent procyclical consumption-dividend comovement results in persistent procyclical cash
flow volatility, which gets capitalized in equity prices.
As an important byproduct, this theoretical framework allows me to study the relative
importance of time-varying price and quantity of risk in price variability. According to both
empirical and simulated datasets, I find that the two amount-of-risk state variables (b and n)
jointly explain about 30% of the fitted price-dividend ratio variance, leaving the only price-of-risk
state variable (s) the dominant source.
To further support the procyclical comovement channel, I provide direct evidence for the
pricing of the consumption-dividend comovement risk in the cross section, controlling for market
excess returns and innovations to the other two state variables. Using Fama and MacBeth (1973)
regressions for the 25 size– and book-to-market–sorted portfolios of Fama and French (1993), I
find a significant and positive price of consumption-dividend comovement risk, consistent with
the theory. That is, stocks covarying more with aggregate dividend risk are riskier, because the
dividend risk is procyclical. Growth stocks exhibit significantly lower (or even negative for the
Large-Growth bin) b loadings than value stocks; this model thus explains 75% of the value pre-
mium.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 3.2 replicates the main empirical finding
in Duffee (2005) and examines the cyclicality of the exogenous and endogenous amount-of-risk
components. Section 3.3 formulates and estimates the new DGP. Section 3.4 analyzes a variant
of Campbell and Cochrane’s habit formation model that accommodates the Duffee Puzzle. Sec-
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tion 3.6 provides the cross-sectional evidence. Concluding comments are offered in Section 3.7.
2.2 The Duffee Puzzle Revisited, Econometrically
The decomposition of the amount of consumption risk, as shown in Equation (2.T1), yields





. In this section, I exploit a bivariate dynamic dependence
model in the GARCH class in a flexible way to replicate the Duffee Puzzle and identify the cycli-
cality of the two conditional comovements that constitute the puzzle.
2.2.1 The Model
The empirical analysis uses four variables as follows: consumption growth, the change in
the log monthly consumption level, ∆ct`1 “ logpCt`1q ´ logpCtq; dividend growth, ∆dt`1 “





; and the difference between
the log market return and dividend growth (namely, the non-dividend part of the market return),
rmt`1 ´ ∆dt`1. First, I project each series or its filtered counterpart (see Section 3.3) onto an
exogenous business cycle indicator (1=recession, 0=non-recession) to obtain the series residuals.
Consider a bivariate system,
rt`1 ” „r1,t`1 r2,t`11 , (2.T2)
where, in this paper, r1,t`1 is the consumption growth residual (denoted by rc,t`1) from t to t` 1,
and r2,t`1 is either the market return residual (rrm,t`1), the dividend growth residual (rd,t`1),
or the non-dividend part residual (rrmd,t`1). The conditional variance-covariance matrix of the
residuals is defined as,
Ht ” Et
“rt`1r1t`1‰ . (2.T3)
I follow Engle (2002) and express Ht in a quadratic form in order to estimate the conditional
variances (diagonal elements) and the conditional correlation (off-diagonal elements) in two sepa-
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rate steps,
Ht “ ΛtCorrtΛt, (2.T4)
where the diagonal terms of Λt (2 ˆ 2) are the square roots of the conditional variances of r1,t`1
and r2,t`1 and the off-diagonal terms of Λt equal 0, or ΛtΛ1t “
»—–h1,t 0
0 h2,t
fiffifl (discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.1.1); Corrt (2 ˆ 2) is the conditional correlation matrix (discussed in Section 2.2.1.2).
2.2.1.1 Conditional Volatility
The empirical literature lacks consensus about how to model the dynamics of consumption
and dividend growth volatility, although researchers have provided empirical evidence for het-
eroskedasticity (e.g., Kandel and Stambaugh, 1990; Lettau, Ludvidgon, and Wachter, 2008) and
non-Gaussianity (e.g., Bekaert and Engstrom, 2017). In contrast, the evidence for heteroskedas-
ticity and non-Gaussianity in market returns is usually found to be strong and robust. Here, I
consider four conditional variance models (in the GARCH class) that identify the cyclicality of
the conditional variance within the model and test for heteroskedasticity and non-Gaussianity.
The first conditional variance model assumes constant variances that are allowed to be
different during recession and non-recession periods. Suppose the residual follows a conditional
Gaussian distribution, rt`1 „ Np0, htq,2 and the conditional variance follows a process,
ht “ h p1` qtq . (2.T5)
where h denotes the predetermined unconditional variance and the process of qt is a multiple of
the standardized NBER recession indicator (denoted as SNBERt)
3 so that the average condi-
2The subscript i to denote a specific series in all conditional variance models of Section 2.2.1.1 is omitted for
simplicity.
3
SNBERt ” INBER,t ´ EpINBER,tq
SDpINBER,tq “
"
SNBERrece. ą 0 during recession periods
SNBERnon´rece. ă 0 during non-recession periods ,
where INBER,t is the NBER recession indicator obtained from the NBER website.
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tional variance, Ephtq, is h,
qt “ νSNBERt, (2.T6)
where ν is a scalar. The zero-mean business cycle indicator, qt, is the key variable to identify the
cyclicality within the model. A positive (negative) coefficient estimate of ν suggests a counter-
cyclical (procyclical) conditional variance; a zero estimate fails to reject the null of a constant
variance.4
In the second and third models, the conditional variances follow autoregressive conditional
heteroskedastic processes where the long-run conditional means are allowed to be different during
recession and non-recession periods,
ht “ h p1` qtq ` α
“r2t ´ h p1` qt´1q‰` β “ht´1 ´ h p1` qt´1q‰ , (2.T7)
where α ` β ă 1, α ą 0, β ą 0; “h p1` qtq” denotes the long-run conditional mean of the
conditional variance and qt was introduced in Equation (2.T6). The second and third models
impose different distributional assumptions: the second model assumes a conditional Gaussian
distribution, rt`1 „ Np0, htq, and the third model assumes a symmetric leptokurtic conditional
Generalized Error Distribution, rt`1 „ GEDp0, ht, τq where the shape parameter τ determines
the thickness of both tails. In particular, a zero ν estimate reduces Equation (2.T7) to a GARCH
model (Bollerslev, 1987) in the second model or a GED-GARCH model (Nelson, 1991) in the
third model. The first model is a special case of the second model.
The fourth model is introduced to account for conditional asymmetry. I adapt the “Bad
Environment-Good Environment” (BEGE) framework in Bekaert, Engstrom, and Ermolov (2015)
to include a long-run conditional mean that depends on the cycle variable qt. The residual is
a composite shock with two centered gamma shocks: rt`1 “ σcprωcp,t`1 ´ σcnrωcn,t`1 whererωcp,t`1 „ rΓpcp, 1q denotes a centered homoskedastic gamma shock governing the right-tail
skewness and rωcn,t`1 „ rΓpcnt, 1q denotes a centered heteroskedastic gamma shock governing
4This instrument approach is popular in empirical studies (see, e.g., Campbell, 1987; Shanken, 1990; Bekaert
and Harvey, 1995; Duffee, 2005, among many others).
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the left-tail skewness (given the minus sign); cp (ą 0) and cnt (ą 0) denote the shape param-
eters of the two independent gamma shocks, respectively; σcp and σcn denote the scale param-
eters (ą 0), and the conditional variance and unscaled skewness are ht “ σ2cpcp ` σ2cncnt and
skewt “ 2σ3cpcp´ 2σ3cncnt, respectively. Thus, cnt drives the time variation in the total conditional
variance, and has the following process:
cnt “ cn p1` qtq ` αcn
„ r2t
2σ2cn
´ cn p1` qt´1q

` βcn rcnt´1 ´ cn p1` qt´1qs , (2.T8)
where αcn ` βcn ă 1, αcn ą 0, βcn ą 0; “cn p1` qtq” denotes the long-run conditional mean
of the downside uncertainty where cn pą 0q is the long-run unconditional mean. Note that, as
in Bekaert, Engstrom, and Ermolov (2015), the squared residual is scaled by the squared scale
parameter of the respective gamma distribution. Because the dynamics of the shape parameter
cnt depend on the observed residual rt and not the latent gamma shock rωcn,t, the model remains
in the GARCH class without requiring filtering these gamma shocks.
2.2.1.2 Conditional Correlation
I follow Engle (2002) to model the conditional correlation matrix Corrt in Equation








, where Qt˚ is the diagonal matrix with the
square roots of the diagonal elements of Qt on the diagonal (so the diagonal entries of Corrt
are strictly equal to 1). The off-diagonal element of Corrt is the conditional correlation (or






The present model differs from Engle (2002)’s dynamic conditional correlation model
(DCC), who assumes a constant long-run mean of the dynamic correlation, and from Colacito,
Engle, and Ghysels (2011), who use a weighted average of past correlations to model the long-run
conditional mean. Instead, the DCC-qt model proposed here models the long-run conditional
mean as a linear function of an exogenous business cycle indicator. Thus, the DCC-qt model
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directly tests the cyclicality of the conditional correlation between the two variables-of-interest:
Qt “ Q12














where the parameter Q12 denotes the the predetermined constant conditional correlation between
the standardized residuals. Note that Engel (2002)’s DCC model is a special case with ν “ 0. To
summarize, the bivariate GARCH DCC-qt model captures correlation clustering as observed in
data, while the long-run conditional mean links the conditional correlation to the business cycle.5
2.2.2 Data
The empirical part of the paper involves four key variables: consumption growth, dividend
growth, the equity market return, and the non-dividend part of the market return. I follow Duf-
fee (2005) to use monthly data indexed with t. The sample spans the period from January 1959
to June 2014. Monthly real consumption per capita is defined as the sum of seasonally adjusted
real aggregate expenditures on nondurable goods and services divided by monthly estimates of
population (source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, BEA). Note that the realized deflators
for aggregate nondurable and services consumption are different (source: BEA). Monthly season-
ally adjusted dividend and earnings per market share are collected by Shiller (1989) and available
on his website. The number of market shares is obtained by dividing the monthly total mar-
ket value by the S&P 500 index (source: Center for Research in Security Prices, CRSP). Hence,
monthly nominal dividends (earnings) per capita are calculated by multiplying the monthly div-
idends (earnings) per market share with the number of market shares and then dividing the
aggregate dividends (earnings) by the monthly estimates of population. I use changes in the log
Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) to calculate monthly real dividend (earnings) per
5In earlier versions of the paper, I use a wide set of instruments to approximate business conditions such as
output growth, the employment rate and changes in the yield spread. In this version, I keep the NBER recession
indicator as the only instrument for simplicity without loss of economic significance.
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capita. Monthly real consumption (dividend or earnings) growth is defined as log-differenced real
consumption (dividend or earnings) per capita. The market return is defined as the change in
the log market index including dividends (source: CRSP) minus the change in the log PCE. The
non-dividend part of the market return is the difference between the market return and dividend
growth.
It is well-known that measured aggregate consumption data are flow data which are re-
ported as total consumption over an extended period; this temporal aggregation results in a
non-zero autoregressive coefficient of aggregate consumption growth (Working, 1960) even if the
true consumption growth is i.i.d.. The temporal aggregation effect could also potentially induce
biases in the estimated conditional covariances.6 Therefore, I follow Duffee (2005) and construct
a measure of monthly consumption growth removes the autoregressive terms up to the third or-
der, ∆ct`1 ´ř31 φip∆ct`1´i ´ cq where φi is the ith-order autoregressive coefficient and c is the
unconditional mean.7
2.2.3 Estimation Methodology and Cyclicality Inferences
2.2.3.1 A Two-Stage Procedure
Many dynamic covariance models in the GARCH class (such as the bivariate model in En-
gle (2002) and the multivariate model in Engle and Kelly (2012)) are estimated using a two-stage
quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimator. Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992) and White (1994)
show that, under standard regularity conditions, the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator is still
consistent and asymptotically Gaussian when a Gaussian log likelihood is maximized even though
the distributional assumption of Gaussianity is violated. Thus, the log quasi-likelihood of the
dynamic covariance model can be written as the sum of a volatility part and a correlation part
(as is true for the log likelihood of a Gaussian model). Therefore, it is customary to maximize
6Duffee (2005), 1691-1694, provides a thorough discussion on why the purely contemporaneous covariance
between returns and consumption growth underestimates the true covariance.
7In all the Tables and Figures of the current section, “consumption growth” refers to this new measure
that controls for the temporal aggregation issue. In Tables OA1, OA4„OA6 of the Online Appendix, I repli-
cate the main results using one-period consumption growth (∆ct`1) and AR(1)-de-meaned consumption growth
(∆ct`1 ´ φ1p∆ct ´ cq) and two de-meaned dividend growth measures to provide a comprehensive set of robustness
checks.
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the sum of log quasi-likelihoods of individual conditional variance models in the first stage, and
maximize the log quasi-likelihood of the bivariate conditional correlation model in the second
stage, given the first-stage estimation results of conditional variances.
Here, I modify the two-stage QML estimation methodology and estimate the four condi-
tional variance models of each residual series using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
methodology with the actual density functions. For each residual series, the best conditional vari-
ance estimate according to the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) is selected to standardize the
residuals for use in the second-stage estimation. Note that the four conditional variance models
impose different time-series and distributional assumptions, and identifying the correct condi-
tional distribution and volatility model is important for the theoretical modeling of the new DGP
in Section 3.3.
Then, the second stage appeals to the QML asymptotic theory to estimate the conditional
covariance/correlation of the standardized residuals in two dynamic dependence models: the
DCC model and the DCC-qt model as introduced in Section 2.2.1.2. The standard errors of the
quasi-maximum likelihood estimators are calculated following Engle and Sheppard (2001).
2.2.3.2 Cyclicality Inference
Recall that the primary goal of my empirical framework is to parameterize the dynamic
comovement processes in a flexible way so as to simultaneously identify the cyclicality of the co-
movements between consumption growth and (1) market returns (i.e., the Duffee Puzzle), (2)
dividend growth (i.e., the exogenous component), and (3) the non-dividend part of market re-
turns (i.e., the endogenous component).
To test the cyclicality of the relevant correlations, I use the estimation results of parameter
ν within the model, and conduct Wald and Likelihood Ratio tests using post estimation inference.
By design, the DCC model is the null hypothesis of the DCC-qt model with the cyclicality coeffi-
cient ν equal to 0. The probability distribution of both test statistics is a χ2 distribution with a
unit degree of freedom. Lastly, given the estimates of the conditional correlations and variances
from the empirical model, conditional covariances and betas are obtained ex post. The regression
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coefficients of the implied covariances and betas on the NBER indicator provide direct tests on
their cyclicality. This inference may differ from the t-test because the variance process itself may
induce cyclicality.
2.2.4 Empirical Analysis
In this section, I begin with a discussion of the first-stage conditional variance estimation
results. Then, I report the second-stage conditional comovement estimation results on the decom-
position of the Duffee Puzzle.
2.2.4.1 Conditional Variance Estimation Results
Table 2.1 presents the first-stage estimation results of the univariate conditional variance
models for each of the four variables in the empirical framework—consumption growth (Panel
A), market return (Panel B), dividend growth (Panel C) and the non-dividend part of the market
return (Panel D). First, the empirical evidence supports that the conditional variances of all
the four variables are heteroskedastic with the conditional models in all panels outperforming
the unconditional models (according to both the BIC and AIC criteria). Moreover, in all panels,
the best models feature a long-run mean depending on the cyclical indicator (qt), supporting
cyclicality.
According to Panel A of Table 2.1, the conditional variance of consumption growth be-
haves countercyclically, given the significant and positive coefficient estimates of the standardized
NBER recession indicator in all four models. The best qt-conditional model (“GED-GARCH, qt”
with BIC = -5808.60) identifies a smaller cyclicality coefficient estimate (pν=0.0428, SE=0.0099)
than the unconditional model (pν=0.1014, SE=0.0066) because the GARCH process already cap-
tures some cyclical variations in the conditional variance through the squared residuals. This
significant cyclicality coefficient estimate indicates that the long-run conditional mean of monthly
consumption growth volatility reaches as high as 0.0034 (annualized=0.0117) during recession
periods and as low as 0.0032 (annualized=0.0110) during normal periods. The finding of counter-
cyclical consumption growth volatility is in line with the literature (see, Kandel and Stambaugh,
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1990; Bansal and Yaron, 2004; Bekaert and Engstrom, 2017). Moreover, given that the GED-
GARCH model assumes a symmetric distribution with fat tails and that this model outperforms
other conditional variance models, excess kurtosis is a salient feature of the consumption growth
innovations.
The conditional variance of market returns also exhibits countercyclical behavior, which is
consistent with the literature (see, e.g., Bollerslev, Engle, and Wooldridge, 1988; Schwert, 1989;
Hamilton and Lin, 1996). According to Panel B of Table 2.1, the cyclicality coefficient estimate
in the best model (“GED-GARCH, qt”) is significant and positive (pν=0.6935, SE=0.1084). In
economic terms, the long-run conditional mean of market volatility varies between 0.0616 (an-
nualized=0.2138) during NBER recession periods and 0.0310 (annualized=0.1100) during non-
recession periods; the monthly unconditional market volatility in the sample is 0.0374 (annual-
ized=0.1298).
The market return contains a dividend part (∆d) and a non-dividend part (rm ´∆d). The
conditional variance of dividend growth is found to be (weakly) procyclical, according to the best
model (“BEGE-nt-GARCH, qt”) in Panel C of Table 2.1. The cyclicality coefficient is estimated
to be -0.1114 (SE=0.0592) in the best model, indicating that the long-run conditional mean of
dividend growth volatility varies between 0.0058 (annualized=0.0201) during recession periods
and 0.0069 (annualized=0.0241) during normal periods.
On the non-dividend part of the market return, the estimation results in Panel D of Ta-
ble 2.1 indicate strong evidence for countercyclial conditional volatility, given that all the cyclical-
ity coefficient estimates in all the four models are significant and positive. In particular, the
significant and positive coefficient estimate in the best model (“GED-GARCH, qt”), 0.6689
(SE=0.0991), indicates that the long-run conditional volatility is around 0.0611 (annualized=0.2117)
during NBER recession periods, and around 0.0311 (annualized= 0.1077) during non-recession
periods; the sample monthly volatility is 0.0375 (annualized=0.1299).
Table 2.2 displays the detailed estimation results of the best conditional variance models
for each of the four variable residuals. Apart from the main result on cyclicality, the consumption
growth variance is found to be highly persistent (α ` β “ 0.9985). Consumption growth (Panel
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A), the market return (Panel B) and the non-dividend part of the market return (Panel D) are
best fitted with leptokurtic distributions of which the shape parameters (τ) are between 1 and 2.
Note that the generalized error distributions allow for tails that are either heavier than normal
(when τ ă 2) or lighter than normal (when τ ą 2). The best model for dividend growth (“BEGE-
nt-GARCH, qt”) features conditional non-Gaussianity including time-varying skewness. This
is not surprising as the unconditional scaled skewness of monthly dividend growth is -1.2271
(SE=0.5145).
2.2.4.2 The Duffee Puzzle Revisited
As illustrated in Equation (2.T1), variation in the amount of risk (the conditional covari-
ance between market returns and consumption growth) are driven by variation in either the
amount of dividend risk (the conditional covariance between dividend growth and consumption
growth) or the amount of non-dividend risk (the conditional covariance between the non-dividend
part of market returns and consumption growth). In this section, I identify the source of pro-
cyclicality in the Duffee Puzzle by formally examining the cyclicality of the three comovements. I
report the core results in Table 2.3.
I first replicate the Duffee Puzzle using a longer sample. The cyclicality coefficient estimate
in the consumption-return correlation is significant and negative (pν=-0.1539, SE=0.0359), accord-
ing to the third column of Table 2.3, Panel A. In other words, the long-run conditional mean of
the consumption-return conditional correlation is higher during non-recession periods (at 0.2147)
and decreases during recession periods (to 0.1251), and the difference is statistically significant.
The Likelihood Ratio test indicates that the less restrictive DCC-qt model fits the data signif-
icantly better than the more restrictive DCC model; namely, a constant long-run conditional
correlation is rejected with a p-value of 0.329%. Given the conditional correlation estimates and
the conditional volatility estimates, the conditional covariance and the conditional beta are cal-
culated. To test the cyclicality of the other two comoverment measures, Panels B and C of Ta-
ble 2.3 report the regression results of the model-implied conditional covariance and beta on the
NBER indicator. Both are procyclical and the beta significantly so. This is particularly surpris-
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ing for the conditional covariance (between consumption growth and market returns) because, as
established before, both the conditional volatilities of market returns and consumption growth
are countercyclical. Thus, these results support the main findings in Duffee (2005)—procyclical
conditional correlation and covariance between consumption growth and market returns—using
13 additional years of data.
Next, I examine the consumption-dividend comovements. According to the fourth and
the fifth columns of Table 2.3, both the Wald test and the LR test reject a constant long-run
mean of the consumption-dividend conditional correlation at a significance level smaller than 1%.
The cyclicality coefficient estimate is significant and negative (pν=-0.7999, SE=0.0987), which
implies procyclical behavior of the conditional correlation—the main result of this article. The
magnitude of pν implies that the long-run conditional correlation can drop to close to zero during
bad times times and increase to around 0.3039 during good times, with the sample correlation
of the residuals being 0.2298. Given the estimated conditional correlation from Panel A and
the estimated conditional variances from Table 2.2, Panels B and C of Table 2.3 show strong
evidence that the conditional covariance and the conditional beta are both procyclical, with the
procyclicality of the conditional beta stronger due to the countercyclicality of the consumption
growth volatility in the denominator.
To support the claim that the exogenous component is the source of procyclicality of the
puzzle, I complement the analysis on the exogenous component with an analysis on the endoge-
nous component. The empirical evidence shows that the endogenous component behaves coun-
tercyclically. According to the seventh column of Panel A of Table 2.3, the long-run conditional
correlation between the non-dividend part of the market return and consumption growth covaries
positively with the countercyclical NBER recession indicator (pν=0.0445, SE=0.0221). In eco-
nomic terms, the long-run conditional mean of the conditional correlation increases to around
0.2363 during recession periods and decreases to 0.2090 during non-recession periods, with the
long-run unconditional mean being 0.2128 during the sample period; this difference is statisti-
cally significant. The Wald test and the LR test confirm this result at significance levels of 5%
and 10% respectively. Panels B and C show that the conditional covariance and the conditional
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beta are both strongly countercyclical with this countercyclical endogenous component in the
amount of risk counteracting the procyclical exogenous component. The procyclicality of the
return-consumption correlation (pν=-0.1539, SE=0.0359) is naturally weaker than the procyclical-
ity of the consumption-dividend correlation (pν=-0.7999, SE=0.0987), comparing the third and
the fifth columns of Table 2.3. Analogously, Panel C shows the market return-consumption beta
w.r.t. the NBER indicator to be less negative than the dividend-consumption beta.
One interesting implication of these findings is that the share of the exogenous component
in the Duffee Puzzle varies greatly through time. Figure 2.1 depicts the implied exogenous (solid
black line) and endogenous (dashed red line) components in the top plot, and the time-varying
share of the exogenous component in the amount of risk in the bottom plot. The weights of
the two counteracting forces vary drastically over the business cycle. In particular, the share of
dividend risk in the total amount of risk is procyclical. Given my estimates, the exogenous part
explains on average 13.79% (SE=1.12%) of the total risk during the sample period. Its share
drops to 0.54% during recession periods, which is statistically significantly lower than the share
(16.58%) during non-recession periods (t stat=-6.35); it becomes as high as 106% during the
1960s expansion and as low as -89% following the 1969-70 recession.
2.2.4.3 Robustness
I conduct three robustness checks of the main empirical finding in this paper—the procycli-
cal comovement between consumption and dividend growth. All estimation results can be found
in the Online Appendix.
First, I use the best conditional variance estimates without the NBER indicator to stan-
dardize the residual series innovations that are used in the second-stage estimation. According
to Table OA3 of the Online Appendix, the cyclicality coefficient estimate remains significant and
negative (pν=-0.5544, SE=0.1298), indicating a procyclical conditional correlation; analogously,
the conditional covariance and beta coefficients are also significant and negative, indicating pro-
cyclicality.
Second, I use different consumption growth data. In particular, I conduct the same two-
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stage estimation procedure using (1) the original consumption growth and (2) the AR(1)-de-
meaned consumption growth. Again, the procyclicality result is shown to be robust (see Tables
OA4„OA6 of the Online Appendix).
Third, while many consumption-based asset pricing papers use dividend data to measure
the actual cash flows received by the representative agent investing in equities, Longstaff and
Piazzesi (2004) propose to use earnings data to proxy for aggregate economic dividends.Using
earnings instead of dividend growth, I continue to find a procyclical comovement with consump-
tion growth (pν=-1.0875, SE=0.2314; LR=15.41, p-value=0.009%), according to Table OA7 of the
Online Appendix. Earnings growth—which is not smoothed over time—and consumption growth
comove procyclically because of the dividend part of earnings growth. Log earnings growth has
two components, dividend growth and the change in the log payout ratio. The comovement be-
tween the non-dividend part of earnings growth and consumption growth is acyclical (pν=0.1734,
SE=1.0125). Therefore, my results consistently explain the procyclical comovement between cash
flow growth and consumption growth through dividend smoothing.
2.2.5 Summary of the Empirical Part of the Paper
This section has confirmed Duffee (2005)’s main finding that the amount of risk behaves
procyclically using a longer sample, despite several major recessions during this period. I then
provide strong and robust evidence that it is the procyclical exogenous component (covariance
between consumption and dividend growth) that accounts for the procyclicality in the amount
of risk, given the endogenous component being strictly countercyclical. Figure 2.1 illustrates
the core of the empirical section. To build a DGP for the joint dynamics of consumption and
dividend growth, it is useful to summarize the results of this section in 10 stylized facts:
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(a). The conditional variance of ∆c is countercyclical. Kandel & Stambaugh (1990)
(b). The conditional variance of ∆d is procyclical. New
(c). The conditional correlation between ∆c and ∆d is procyclical. New
(d). The conditional covariance between ∆c and ∆d (i.e., dividend risk) is procyclical. New
(e). The conditional sensitivity of ∆d to ∆c is procyclical. New
(f). The conditional variance of rm ´∆d is countercyclical. New
(g). The conditional variance of rm is countercyclical. Schwert (1989)
(h). The conditional covariance between ∆c and rm ´∆d is countercyclical. New
(i). The conditional covariance between ∆c and rm (i.e., amount of risk) is procyclical.xxDuffee (2005)
(j). The share of dividend risk in the total amount of risk varies procyclically. New
Note that some stylized facts are implied by other two facts; for example, (a) and (d) immedi-
ately implies (e), and (d) and (h) immediately implies (j).
2.3 A New DGP for the Joint Consumption-Dividend
Dynamics
State-of-the-art consumption-based asset pricing models tend to assume unrealistic joint
dynamics between consumption and dividend growth. In a Lucas tree economy (Lucas, 1978),
dividends equal consumption. Most of the literature since then has separated the modeling of
consumption from dividends. Often, these two processes are modeled as unit root processes with
constant correlations. For example, Campbell and Cochrane (1999) assume constant comovement
(and variances). Bansal and Yaron (2004) assume a zero consumption-dividend conditional co-
movement because their model imposes independence among all level and uncertainty shocks.
Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012) allow the dividend growth innovations to have a constant ex-
posure to the consumption shock. However, it can be easily shown that all three consumption-
dividend comovement measures (correlation, covariance and beta) are not procyclical in their
models.
In Table 2.4, I report a thorough evaluation of the (in)abilities of seven extant represen-
tative consumption-based asset pricing models to match the key empirical facts established in
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the present research (see Section 2.2.5): three models fall within the habit-formation workhorse
framework, i.e. Campbell and Cochrane (1999), and four long-run risk workhorse framework, i.e.
Bansal and Yaron (2004). Note that there is a large literature on improving the performance of
these two workhorse models; however, these seven models especially focus on accommodating
more realistic dynamics of fundamental shocks, which is in line with the theme of this article.
I find that all models fail to match the procyclical consumption-dividend comovement and the
Duffee Puzzle, i.e. Facts (c, b, i).8
In this section, I formulate a parsimonious DGP for the consumption-dividend joint dy-
namics with only two state variables that has the potential to fit all stylized facts analytically,
which is then verified empirically. In addition, I am able to assign economic interpretations to
these state variables and their shocks using actual data and direct evidence, which enhances the
plausibility of the new DGP. While the ultimate goal is to accommodate stylized facts into an
asset pricing model, the GARCH-class dynamic dependence model in Section 3.2 is not appealing
because it involves at least four state variables to generate realistic consumption-dividend joint
dynamics.9
8All three habit-formation models show the potential to fit the countercyclical endogenous component (Fact
(h)), whereas all four long-run risk models fail to fit this empirical fact. This advantage becomes one of the key
reasons why this paper focuses on a variant of the Campbell-Cochrane model to accommodate the Duffee Puzzle in
Section 3.4.
9They are (1) consumption and (2) dividend variances, hc,t and hd,t, (3) the consumption-dividend correlation,
Corrt, and (3) the time-varying long-run conditional mean of the conditional correlation, qt.
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2.3.1 The New DGP
Consumption and dividend growth have the following joint dynamics:
∆ct`1 “ c` σcrωc,t`1 ` σnrωn,t`1, (2.T10)
nt`1 “ p1´ φnqn` φnnt ` σnnrωn,t`1, (2.T11)
∆dt`1 “ d` φd
`
Vc,t ´ V c
˘` btσcrωc,t`1 ` σdrωd,t`1, (2.T12)
bt`1 “ p1´ φbqb` φbbt ` λbσcrωc,t`1, (2.T13)
Vc,t “ σ2c ` σ2nnt, (2.T14)
V c “ σ2c ` σ2nn, (2.T15)
where consumption and dividend growth are observables; the two latent state variables in the sys-
tem are the macroeconomic uncertainty nt and the sensitivity of dividend growth to consumption
growth bt (which is new to the literature). Both state variables are assumed to follow autore-
gressive processes. Vc,t denotes the conditional variance of consumption growth, which is a linear
function of nt, and V c represents the average conditional variance. A constant parameter x de-
notes the unconditional mean of process xt, and φx denotes the conditional mean feedback of
process xt to itself or another variable.
This model allows time variation in expected dividend growth that may help generate a
negative effect of macroeconomic uncertainty on valuation ratios through a cash flow effect (φd ă
0), but assumes a constant mean in the consumption growth equation. According to Table OA1
of the Online Appendix, regressing AR(3)-de-meaned consumption growth on a NBER recession
indicator delivers an insignificant coefficient of -0.0008 (SE=0.0005), whereas the corresponding
coefficient for dividend growth is significant and negative, -0.0042 (SE=0.0008). Therefore, the
conditional mean specifications are consistent with the data. The autoregressive coefficients for
the state variables (φn and φb) are expected to be positive.
The new DGP features three mutually independent shocks. The consumption “fundamen-
tal shock”, rωc,t`1, is a Gaussian shock with unit standard deviation; the consumption “event
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shock”, rωn,t`1, follows a centered heteroskedastic gamma distribution with a strictly positive
shape parameter nt (using a subscript to denote that nt varies over time) and a unit scale param-
eter; the dividend-specific shock, rωd,t`1, follows a centered homoskedastic gamma distribution
with a strictly positive shape parameter Vd and a unit scale parameter. That is,
rωc,t`1 „ i.i.d.Np0, 1q; rωn,t`1 „ Γpnt, 1q ´ nt; rωd,t`1 „ ΓpVd, 1q ´ Vd.
In particular, the probability density function for rωn,t`1, denoted fprωn,t`1q, is given by,
fprωn,t`1q “ 1
Γpntqprωn,t`1 ` ntqnt´1 exp p´rωn,t`1 ´ ntq , (2.T16)
for rωn,t`1 ą ´nt and with Γp¨q representing a complete gamma function. The moment generating
function of rωn,t`1, denoted Mpκq ” E rexp pκrωn,t`1qs, is exp r´κnt ´ ln p1´ κqnts. It can be
easily shown that the conditional mean of rωn,t`1 is zero, the conditional variance nt (ą 0), the
conditional unscaled skewness 2nt (ą 0)10 and the conditional unscaled excess kurtosis 6nt (ą 0).
Similar results hold for the distribution of rωd,t`1 with Vd governing the shape of the distribution.
Gamma shocks are not as commonly used as Gaussian shocks in the literature, but they
are appealing for my purposes for two reasons. First, they help fit the evidence of thick and
skewed tails found in consumption and dividend growth residuals (see Section 3.2). Second,
higher-order moments of gamma-distributed variables can be expressed as linear functions of
their shape parameters (see above), which helps produce neat and tractable analytical solutions
given that this paper focuses on second (cross) moments. It turns out that, conditional on the
constant shock sensitivity parameters having the appropriate signs (σc, σnn, λb ą 0; σn, σd ă 0),
the new DGP has the ability to match all five stylized facts about the consumption-dividend
joint dynamics (Facts (a)„(e) as documented in Section 3.2) and match their distributional prop-
erties.
To see this, let me first discuss the consumption system. Each period, consumption growth
responds positively to the “Gaussian” fundamental shock (σc ą 0) and negatively to the “gamma”
10It is noteworthy that a gamma shock is always right-skewed, and thus the minus gamma shock is left-skewed.
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event shock (σn ă 0). Given the moment generating functions of Gaussian- and gamma-distributed
shocks and that the two shocks are assumed to be independent, the total consumption growth
variance has an analytical solution, σ2c ` σ2nnt in which σ2c captures the “fundamental-shock” vari-
ability and σ2nnt captures the “event-shock” variability. With rωn,t`1 right-skewed, a negative
σn implies that the event-shock component of the consumption innovation provides a source of
heteroskedasticity that is coming from the left tail of consumption growth (with large negative
events). It is a realistic and parsimonious assumption because Bekaert and Engstrom (2017)
who model consumption innovations with both positively- and negatively-skewed gamma shocks
find that the shape parameter of the positively-skewed gamma shock is large (or, the shock is
Gaussian-like) and time-invariant (or, the shock is homoskedastic). In addition, the negative σn
enables the new DGP to generates countercyclical consumption growth volatility:
 Fact Check (a): nt`1 is countercyclical, given that Covtr∆ct`1, nt`1s “ σnσnnnt ă 0.
Thus, the conditional variance of consumption growth, σ2c ` σ2nnt, is countercyclical.
Dividend growth loads on the fundamental consumption shock with a time-varying beta
(bt), and is further influenced by a homoskedastic left-skewed gamma disturbance (given that σd
is negative and rωd,t`1 is right-skewed). The time-varying bt is procyclical as σc and λb are strictly
positive constants:
 Fact Check (e): bt`1 is procyclical, given that Covtr∆ct`1, bt`1s “ λbσ2c ą 0.
The conditional variance of dividend growth, b2tσ
2
c ` σ2dVd, increases with bt (if bt ą 0),
which immediately implies a procyclical dividend growth variance. Given the countercyclicality
of the consumption volatility state variable nt above, the new dividend growth process is thus
modeled conveniently to generate a strictly procyclical comovement between dividend growth and
consumption growth (i.e., correlation, covariance, and beta).
 Fact Check (b): the conditional variance of dividend growth, b2tσ2c ` σ2d, is procyclical.







, is procyclical given a countercyclical nt and a procyclical bt.
 Fact Check (d): the conditional covariance between dividend and consumption growth,
btσ
2
c , is procyclical.
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2.3.2 DGP Estimation Results
In this section, I first present the estimation results for the new DGP. To enhance the plau-
sibility of the new DGP, I then discuss the economic interpretation of the latent shocks in Sec-
tion 2.3.2.2, the evidence on fitting the cyclicality with over-identification in Section 2.3.2.3, and
the possibility of other DGPs that might satisfy the 5 exogenous facts in Section 2.3.2.4. The
parameter estimates are used when exploring the theoretical economy later in Section 3.4.
2.3.2.1 Parameter Estimation Results of the New DGP
Given that there is no feedback from dividend growth dynamics to consumption growth
dynamics, I estimate the consumption growth system (t∆c, nu) and the dividend growth sys-
tem (t∆d, bu) in a two-step estimation procedure. During the first step, the consumption growth
system is estimated using a filtration-based approximate maximum likelihood methodology de-
veloped by Bates (2006) to obtain parameter estimates, realizations of the latent macroeconomic
uncertainty state variable (tpntuTt“1)11 and realizations of the two consumption shocks (tprωc,tuTt“2,
tprωn,tuTt“2). Given the first-step estimation results, the dividend growth system is estimated using
the maximum likelihood methodology to obtain the remaining parameter estimates, estimates of
the comovement state variable (tpbtuTt“1) and the dividend-specific shock (tprωd,tuTt“2). I provide a
detailed description of the estimation procedure in Appendix 2.1.
According to Panel A of Table 2.5, consumption growth depends positively on the symmet-
ric homoskedastic fundamental shock (pσc=0.0029, SE=0.0001) and negatively on the right-skewed
heteroskedastic event shock (pσn=-0.0023, SE=0.0005). Moreover, the sensitivity of the macroe-
conomic uncertainty state variable nt to the event shock is positive, pσnn=0.2772 (SE=0.1027),
which analytically implies a countercyclical nt as it covaries negatively with consumption growth.
Therefore, the first-step estimation results deliver countercyclical consumption growth volatility,
i.e. Fact (a); I defer its graphical evidence (Figure 2.2) to Section 2.3.2.2.
The estimation results of the dividend growth system show that the sensitivity of bt to
the fundamental shock is significant and positive (pλb=14.0978, SE=1.3764), which immediately
11In this paper, “px” indicates an estimate of the unknown parameter/variable/shock x.
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implies that the conditional beta bt is procyclical given that yCovt ´∆ct`1,pbt`1¯ “ pλbpσ2c ą 0.
Thus, the conditional covariance and correlation between dividend and consumption growth are
also procyclical, given the analytical solutions derived before. Next, because the bt estimates
are positive (see Figure 2.3), admitting an one-to-one correspondence between pbt and pb2t , the
conditional variance of dividend growth—that increases with b2t—is also procyclical. Therefore,
the parameter estimation results demonstrate the ability of the new DGP to fit Facts (b)„(e)
analytically.
In addition, I find the unconditional distribution of prωd,t`1 to be right-skewed (skewness=0.3070,
SE=0.0751; Panel C of Table 2.5), and the estimate of σd is significant and negative (pσd = -
0.0008, SE=1.88E-05). Because the consumption fundamental shock is a Gaussian shock, the
dividend-specific disturbance (σdrωd) is designed to capture the strong negative skewness of divi-
dend growth innovations as observed in data (skewness=-1.2271, SE=0.5145) and the conditional
evidence in Table 2.1 featuring time-varying negative conditional skewness. Therefore, the new
DGP has the potential to match the distributional properties of the dividend growth innovations.
2.3.2.2 Economic Interpretation
Here, I analyze the time variation in the estimated state variables (pn and pb) in Figures 2.2
and 2.3. Moreover, given that the DGP shock structure plays a crucial role in simultaneously
matching all five stylized facts, I compare the time variation in the filtered shocks (prωn and prωc)
against various business cycle indicators in Figure 2.4 to motivate their economic interpretation
and thus to enhance the plausibility of the new DGP.
Figure 2.2 depicts the two estimated components of the total consumption growth variabil-
ity, pσ2c contributed by the fundamental shock and pσ2npnt contributed by the event shock. While
the fundamental shock clearly plays a dominant role in explaining the total consumption growth
variability during normal periods, the event shock accounts for as high as 57.95% of the total
variance during NBER recessions. For example, the largest spikes occurred during the 1973 oil
crisis and during the oil crisis followed by Volcker’s monetary policy tightening in the early 1980s.
The third largest spike occurred in the early 1960s, again coinciding with an NBER recession.
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During the recent 2007-08 financial crisis, the fraction of the total consumption variance ex-
plained by the event shock soared to around 34%, but did not exceed the three largest spikes
mentioned above. These spikes also clearly show up in the quarterly shocks graphed in the bot-
tom panel of Figure 2.4.12
The filtered homoskedastic consumption shock explains (on average) 82.29% of the total
consumption growth variability during the sample period. The correlation between the fundamen-
tal shock and the NBER recession indicator is -0.182*** at the monthly frequency and -0.2703***
at the quarterly frequency. It immediately follows that this shock is procyclical. The top panel of
Figure 2.4 depicts filtered fundamental shocks aggregated to a quarterly frequency. The shock is
consistently negative during NBER recessions, with the largest negative shocks occurring during
the 2007-08 recessions.
The fundamental shock is the only shock that determines both the consumption and divi-
dend growth innovations. According to Panel D of Table 2.5, I find that the detrended quarterly
consumption-wealth ratio from Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) (source: Martin Lettau’s website)
has a significant and negative correlation (-0.215***) with the filtered fundamental shock, but is
uncorrelated with the filtered event shock (0.0561) and the dividend-specific shock (0.0350). The
top panel of Figure 2.4 illustrates the negative correlation between the fundamental shock and
the detrended ycay. Therefore, the fundamental shock is not only a procyclical shock but is also
positively correlated with the wealth-consumption ratio. Because the dividend-consumption beta,
bt, is persistent (with a half life of 5.5 months), a unit fundamental shock at time t increases bt
and will have persistent effects on expected future dividend-consumption comovement and cash
flow variance. It is the persistent effects that get capitalized in financial wealth, inducing a higher
wealth-consumption ratio.
Several extant models in the consumption-based literature have modeled consumption
growth disturbances with two independent shocks. The continuous-time model in Longstaff and
Piazzesi (2004) models the consumption growth innovation with a Brownian motion (analogous
12The quarterly shocks are calculated as the sum of monthly shocks in the same quarter; quarterly aggregation is
necessary for computing correlations with Lettau and Ludvigson (2001)’s cay variable which is only available at the
quarterly (or lower) frequency (see Panel D of Table 2.5).
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to the Gaussian fundamental shock here) and a jump process (analogous to the gamma event
shock here). My model is also related to the “BEGE” model in Bekaert and Engstrom (2017)
featuring two independent shocks, one associated with the “good” volatility and the other one
“bad” volatility. Segal, Shaliastovich, and Yaron (2015) adapt this model in a long-run risk frame-
work. However, my model also ensures the fit of realistic dynamics of dividend volatility and
dividend-consumption comovements, which potentially improves all three models above.
Lastly, Figure 2.3 depicts the heteroskedastic part (pb2t pσ2c ) and the homoskedastic part
(pσ2d pVd) of the total dividend growth variance. Consumption shocks explain on average 3.18%
of the total dividend variance.
2.3.2.3 Fitting the Cyclicality: Evidence and Over-identification
Even though the empirical evidence regarding cyclicality in Section 3.2 pertains to dynamic
conditional moments, I replicate it here in terms of moments calculated during recession and
non-recession periods. Specifically, I simulate the DGP for 100,000 months given the shock distri-
butional assumptions and the parameter estimates, and then test the closeness between sample
moments and simulation moments during recession and non-recession periods.
Because the empirical recession dummy variable uses the NBER recession indicator which
(according to the NBER White Paper) is created based on patterns in GDP growth, I therefore
develop an algorithm to identify recession patterns in the consumption growth—the only macroe-
conomic variable in consumption-based asset pricing models (see Appendix 2.2 for a detailed
description). When applying this algorithm to consumption growth during January 1959 – June
2014, it identifies seven out of the eight NBER recessions. More formally, the consumption-based
recession indicator is highly correlated with the actual NBER recession indicator at 0.80, and
projecting the consumption-based recession indicator onto the actual NBER recession indicator
recessions produces a coefficient of 0.9038 (SE=0.0507), which is insignificantly different from 1.
In Table 2.6, I calculate cyclical data moments regarding the five stylized facts established
in Section 3.2 on consumption and dividend growth (i.e., Facts (a)„(e)). The evidence for the
procyclicality of the comovement (correlation, covariance, and beta) between dividend and con-
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sumption growth remains strong in the data moments, which is consistent with the strong and
robust empirical evidence found in the conditional framework in Section 3.2. Column “M(3)”13
in Panel A shows that all the model moment point estimates calculated from both recession
and non-recession periods are within 95% confidence intervals of the data moments. The DGP-
implied moments also look economically very close to the data moments, with a few exceptions.
For example, the correlation between dividend and consumption growth is 0.0639 in comparison
to 0.0148 in the data. Given an imperfect recession identification scheme, such gap is understand-
able.
In Table 2.7, I investigate the fit of the DGP with respect to a number of other data mo-
ments as an over-identification test. These moments include the means, standard deviations,
skewness, and excess kurtosis of consumption and dividend growth (8), the heteroskedastic na-
ture of their innovations (2), and their unconditional comovement moments (3). According to
Column “M(3)” of Table 2.7, these moments are matched statistically well except for the skew-
ness and excess kurtosis of dividend growth, which are underestimated.
2.3.2.4 On the Uniqueness of DGPs Accommodating the Duffee Puzzle
Duffee (2005) uses a simplified two-asset model with constant discount rate and growth
rates to show that consumption growth is more positively correlated with stock returns when
stock market wealth is relatively more important in determining consumption than other asset
wealth—this is what he calls the “composition effect”. Therefore, his framework essentially sug-
gests a procyclical component in the consumption variance.
Inspired by the Duffee model, one intuitive alternative (to the new DGP) is to assume a
“constant” exposure of dividend growth to the consumption fundamental shock but assign this
consumption shock a “procyclical” conditional variance, whereas the current model assumes a
procyclical exposure and a homoskedastic fundamental shock. Then, each period, the consump-
tion growth innovation in this alternative DGP receives a heteroskedastic Gaussian shock with
procyclical volatility and a heteroskedastic gamma shock with countercyclical volatility. This
13In short, “M(3)” denotes the model in this paper; I defer further explanation to Section 2.4.3.
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alternative model can in theory generate a procyclical consumption-dividend covariance, correla-
tion and beta.
However, this alternative DGP generates two problems. First, the identification of con-
sumption growth variance becomes harder. Analytically, the consumption growth conditional
variance is now the sum of a procyclical component (through the fundamental shock) and a coun-
tercyclical component (through the event shock), which makes the ultimate cyclicality unclear.
However, both the empirical evidence in Section 3.2 and the recession/non-recession sample
moments in this section suggest strongly countercyclical consumption growth variance. From
the viewpoint of an econometrician, given that a Gaussian distribution is symmetric and not
bounded, the heteroskedastic fundamental shock might act as the event shock to try to fit the
left-tail events in the estimation. Hence, the estimation results might generate countercyclical
fundamental shock volatility and thus countercyclical consumption-dividend comovement, which
contradicts the empirical findings. Restricting the fundamental shock volatility to be procyclical
(e.g., restricting the signs of certain parameters) could resolve the technical problem; then, the
estimation results obtained from a constrained estimation usually become harder to interpret,
which makes this alternative DGP less appealing.
Second, and more importantly, this alternative DGP likely generates a positive correlation
between consumption and dividend growth variances because the heteroskedastic fundamental
shock now positively explains the dynamics of both variances. However, the best GARCH-class
conditional variance estimation results suggest that the consumption growth variance is weakly
negatively correlated with dividend growth variance (ρ=-20.41%, SE=3.82%). This negative
correlation is consistent with Fact (a), countercyclical consumption growth variance, and Fact
(b), procyclical dividend growth variance. The new DGP nails this moment: according to the
estimation results, my model implies a correlation of -13.11%, which is within the 95% confidence
interval of the data moment.
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2.4 An External Habit Model
In this section, I explore how incorporating more realistic dynamics into the amount of risk
affects the performance of the extant dynamic asset pricing models. In Section 2.4.1, I describe
the assumptions regarding the preferences of the representative agent. In Section 2.4.2, I provide
approximate analytical solutions of asset prices that demonstrate various features of the model.
In Section 2.4.3, I confront the numerical solution of the model with a wide range of empirical
moments.
The key moments to be matched by the model are the cyclicality of the two components
of the Duffee Puzzle. The procyclical conditional covariance between dividend and consump-
tion growth (or the exogenous component) is immediately satisfied given the new DGP (see
Section 3.3). However, different consumption-based asset pricing models have different impli-
cations regarding the cyclicality of the conditional covariance between the non-dividend part
of the market return and consumption growth (or the endogenous component). The (external)
habit-formation framework naturally entails a countercyclical endogenous component through
countercyclical risk aversion; the effects of consumption shocks on the valuation ratio are ampli-
fied during bad times when risk aversion is higher. On the other hand, the long-run risk frame-
work assumes that shocks (i.e., consumption shock, dividend shock, volatility shock, long-run
expected growth shock) are independent of one another, resulting in a zero covariance between
the price dividend ratio and consumption growth and thus a zero endogenous component. In
addition, I show later that an endowment economy with procyclical dividend risk requires a coun-
tercyclical price of risk to generate realistic cyclical behavior for the price dividend ratio and the
equity premium. As a result, in this paper, I consider the more natural external habit paradigm
as developed in Campbell and Cochrane (1999).
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2.4.1 Habit-Based Preferences









where Ct is the real consumption level and Xt the external habit level at time t (Ct ą Xt). The
parameter β is the time discount factor, and γ is the curvature parameter. The relative risk
aversion (the local curvature of the utility function) is γ CtCt´Xt ” γSt , where the surplus consump-
tion ratio St is defined as the percentage gap between consumption and habit level. When the
consumption level is closer to the habit level (i.e., lower surplus consumption ratio), the agent
becomes more risk averse (instantaneously). The log surplus consumption ratio st, logpStq, fol-
lows an AR(1) process with its shock structure perfectly spanned by the two aforementioned
consumption shocks:
st`1 “ p1´ φsqst ` φsst ` λt pσcrωc,t`1 ` σnrωn,t`1q , (2.T18)
where φs is the persistence coefficient of st, st the time-varying long-run mean, and λt the sen-
sitivity function. Note that st is assumed constant in the CC model, but countercyclical in my
model (see Section 2.4.2.1). The stochastic discount factor (SDF) is the ratio of marginal utilities,





; the log real pricing kernel is,
mt`1 “ lnβ ´ γ∆ct`1 ´ γ∆st`1
“ lnβ ´ γc´ γp1´ φsqpst ´ stq ´ γp1` λtq pσcrωc,t`1 ` σnrωn,t`1q . (2.T19)
2.4.2 Asset Prices
In this section, I present salient features of asset prices implied by the model with (quasi)
analytical solutions.
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2.4.2.1 The Risk Free Rate and the Sensitivity Function
The risk free rate, rft, is solved from the usual first-order condition for the consumption-
saving ratio, rft “ lntEtrexppmt`1qs´1u. Given the moment generating functions of the two
independent shocks in the kernel process (Equation (2.T19)), the risk free rate has an exact
closed-form solution,









Similar to the Campbell and Cochrane model, one source for time variation in the risk free rate
is the “intertemporal substitution effect”. When risk appetite is low (st ă st) and thus expected
to be high in the future, the agent borrows to smooth marginal utility, driving up the interest
rate. Another source is the “precautionary savings effect”, when the agent wants to save more
during volatile periods, driving down the interest rate.
The literature proposes various ways of specifying the sensitivity function, which plays an
important role in the Campbell and Cochrane (1999) model as it represents the price of consump-
tion risk. First, in Campbell and Cochrane (1999), the two effects perfectly cancel out, rendering
the risk free rate constant; however, a constant short rate is counterfactual. Second, in Wachter
(2005, 2006), the intertemporal substitution effect dominates in order to generate an upward
sloping real yield curve and a positive bond risk premium. This framework results in a counter-
cyclical risk free rate—which is counterfactual given that Ang, Bekaert, and Wei (2008) find the
U.S. real risk free rate to be procyclical. Third, Bekaert and Engstrom (2017) propose a time-
varying risk free rate such that the relative importance of the two effects varies over time. Their
risk free rate also depends on nt.
I propose a fourth way delivering a risk free rate that is strictly procyclical (i.e., the precau-
tionary savings effect dominates). The sensitivity function is solved such that the second-order
Taylor approximation of Equation (2.T20) is a constant, which is referred to as the rfCC compo-
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1´ 2pst ´ stq ´ 1, st ď smax,t
0, st ą smax,t
(2.T21)
where st “ logpStq and smax,t are derived as functions of the free parameters and nt,
St “
c
pσ2c ` σ2nntq γ1´ φs , (2.T22)
smax,t “ st ` 1
2
p1´ S2t q. (2.T23)
Note that St is defined endogenously to CC’s S with the only difference that the consumption
growth variance varies through time. The smax,t variable is likewise the time-varying equivalent
to the expression in CC. The dynamics of the sensitivity function are thus determined by st and
nt. The surplus consumption ratio state variable st has an intuitive negative effect on λt (as in
the Campbell and Cochrane model); when the consumption level is closer to the habit level, the
price of risk increases. The uncertainty state variable nt has a negative effect on λt through St
(as also assumed in Bekaert and Engstrom, 2017) and a positive effect through st. Given the pa-
rameter choices in this paper (see Section 2.4.3 for more details), the countercyclical nt exhibits
an overall negative effect on λt. The negative effect of the procyclical st on λt dominates the neg-
ative effect of the countercyclical nt, implying an overall countercyclical sensitivity function in
my model.
With this sensitivity function, a third order Taylor approximation of the risk free rate is
given by:








In this expression, the constant term “rfCC” is identical to the risk free rate in Campbell and
Cochrane (1999). The appended “precautionary savings” term, 13γ
3p1` λtq3σ3nnt, is determined by
the countercyclical sensitivity function (ultimately driving the price of risk) in Equation (2.T21)
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and the countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty. Because σn is negative according to Ta-
ble 2.5, the appended term and the risk free rate are strictly procyclical. The actual risk free
rate has a negative and procyclical nonlinear term appended to rfCC instead of the approximate
cubic term above (see Appendix 2.3).
2.4.2.2 Approximate Analytical Solution for Equity Prices
The endowment economy features three state variables: the procyclical risk appetite (st),
the countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty (nt), and the procyclical consumption-dividend
comovement (bt).
14 Campbell and Cochrane (1999)’s state variable, st, ensures variation in the
price of risk; the two new state variables, nt and bt, introduce dynamics into the amount of risk.
Note that the model does not have exact closed-form solutions and thus is formally solved with
numerical methods (see Section 2.4.3). Nevertheless, approximation analytical solutions help
provide economic intuitions.






pdt “ A0 `A1st `A2bt `A3b2t `A4nt. (2.T25)
The analytical solutions rely on two additional approximations. First, I apply the Campbell and





« ∆dt`1 ` a1pdt`1 ´ pdt ` a0
where a0 and a1 are linearization constants that only depend on the average level of pd. The
approximate market return is used in the Euler equation. Second, given the shock assumptions
and the pd conjecture, there are three types of shocks in the log market return: a Gaussian shock,
a χ2p1q shock, and a gamma shock. I then use a quasi quadratic Taylor approximation to the
Euler equation: 1 “ Et
“
exppmt`1 ` rmt`1q
‰ « exp “Etpmt`1 ` rmt`1q ` 12VtpEpmt`1 ` rmt`1qq‰ (see
Appendix 2.4). Conditional on these three approximations, the coefficients in the conjectured
price dividend ratio are solved in closed form in Appendix 2.5. The state variables affect the
14The cyclicality of the state variables can be easily proved. Risk appetite (introduced in Section 2.4.1) is pro-
cyclical because Covtpst`1,∆ct`1q “ λpstqpσ2c ` σ2nntq ą 0. As discussed in Section 3.3, macroeconomic uncertainty
is countercyclical because Covtpnt`1,∆ct`1q “ σnσnnnt ă 0, and consumption-dividend comovement is procyclical
because Covtpbt`1,∆ct`1q “ σ2cbt ą 0.
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price dividend ratio via a discount rate (DR) channel and/or via a cash flow (CF) channel:
2.4.2.2.1 [1]. The risk aversion effects:
A1 ą 0.
When risk appetite (risk aversion) is low (high), the required compensation per unit of
consumption risk to investing in risky assets increases; hence, the price dividend ratio decreases
as the risk compensation demanded increases.
Risk aversion has another DR channel, operating through the interest rate. As shown in
Equation (2.T24), the precautionary savings effect on the interest rate is amplified when risk
aversion is high. Thus, interest rate decreases with risk aversion, driving down the total return
demanded; hence, price the dividend ratio increases. This effect is, however, dominated by the
risk premium effect above, given the parameter choices and numerical solutions in Section 2.4.3.
2.4.2.2.2 [2]. The comovement effects (New):
A2, A3 ą 0.
Through a pure CF channel, the price dividend ratio can be interpreted as reflecting the
outlook on future dividend growth. The persistent procyclical bt induces a persistent procycli-
cal dividend growth variance, which gets capitalized in equity prices. Analytically, the expected
value of the exponential of dividend growth increases with both the expected growth and condi-
tional variance.15 The conditional variance component has a closed-form solution that strictly
increases with b2t . Therefore, this pure CF channel suggests a positive relationship between bt and
pdt.
However, there is a potentially countervailing risk premium effect. The total risk premium
to compensate changes in dividend growth can be intuitively approximated with ´Covtpmt`1,∆dt`1q “
γp1 ` λtqbtσ2c . The compensation for cash flow risk increases with both bt and λt. When a posi-
tive fundamental shock arrives, bt and st increase and λt decreases simultaneously. If λt was not
countercyclical, the model would generate a higher risk premium, potentially resulting in a coun-
15The Gaussian analogue is, Et rexpp∆dt`1qs “ exp “Etp∆dt`1q ` 12Vtp∆dt`1q‰.
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terintuitive negative relationship between the procyclical bt and the procyclical pdt. Given the
parameter choices and numerical solutions, this habit formation model has the ability to gener-
ate a positive pdt „ bt relationship. This is another reason why the habit formation paradigm
is preferred in comparison with the long-run risk framework (which assumes a constant price of
risk).
2.4.2.2.3 [3]. The macroeconomic uncertainty effects:
A4 ą 0.
The CF channel of uncertainty is well-recognized. When macroeconomic uncertainty (nt)
is higher, future dividend growth is expected to be lower, driving down the current price—which
is in the spirit of the long-run risk story. On the other hand, a higher nt induces more precau-
tionary savings, driving down the interest rate and lowering the total return demanded; this DR
channel of nt also appears in Bekaert and Engstrom (2017). Given my parameter choices, the DR
channel dominates the CF channel in the current model during almost all periods.
Given these results, I verify Facts (f) and (g) regarding the cyclicality of price-dividend
ratio and market return variances.
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 Fact Check (f) and (g): The log market return in the approximate analytical solution is
∆dt`1 ` a1pdt`1 ´ pdt ` a0. Given the dividend growth dynamics in the new DGP and the
price dividend ratio conjecture, the conditional variances of the log price dividend ratio and
the log market return have the following approximate expressions,
V artppdt`1q « ςpd ` ς1λt ` ς2bt ` ς3nt ` ς4λ2t ` ς5b2t ` ς6λtbt ` ς7λtnt ` ς8λ2tnt, (2.T26)




A2 ` 2A3p1´ φbqb
˘‰
bt ` a21ς3nt ` a21ς4λ2t
` `a21ς5 ` 2a1ς2 ` σ2c˘ b2t ` `a21ς6 ` 2a1ς1˘λtbt ` a21ς7λtnt ` a21ς8λ2tnt, (2.T27)
where ςpd, ςrm, ς1, ς2, ς3, ς4, ς5, ς6, ς8, a1, λb, σc, φb and b are strictly positive constants,
and ς7 “ 2A1A4σnσnn is negative when the discount rate effect of nt dominates its cash flow
effect, and positive vice versa. Thus, the model has the potential to generate a countercyclical
price dividend ratio (a linear proxy for the variance of the non-dividend part of the market
return) and market return variances.
2.4.2.3 The Duffee Puzzle Revisited, Theoretically
The empirical evidence in Section 3.2 finds that the exogenous component Covt p∆dt`1,∆ct`1q









procyclical. In particular, the latter two empirical facts are
important testable hypotheses in evaluating the theoretical model.
According to the approximate analytical solution (see Appendix 2.5), the model-implied
amount of risk contains a procyclical exogenous component as assumed in the new DGP; the






1 . Exogenous Component
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2 . Endogenous Component: benchmark amount of risk in Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
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4 . Endogenous Component: additional amount of risk induced by uncertainty
,
(2.T28)
where the parameters σc, σnn, b, φb, λb and a1 are positive and σn is negative according to the
DGP estimation results in Table 2.5. The procyclical exogenous component, Term 1 , is directly
obtained from the new DGP. The next three terms constitute the endogenous component. The
strictly countercyclical Term 2 captures the amount of risk implied from linearizing the origi-
nal Campbell and Cochrane model. As discussed in Section 2.4.2.2, it reflects the positive effect
of risk appetite on the valuation ratio. Term 3 captures the procyclical amount of “comove-
ment risk” that emerges from the positive sensitivity of the valuation ratio to the time-varying
consumption-dividend comovement. The last term captures the amount of risk that is associated
with the countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty; the cyclicality of Term 4 is parameter-
dependent, but has the potential to generate a countercyclical process.
With these expressions, I examine the model’s ability to deliver Facts (h)„(j).
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 Fact Check (h): The model has the potential to generate a countercyclical endogenous
component if the procyclical part(s) is counteracted by the countercyclical part(s).
 Fact Check (i): The procyclical terms (Terms 1 and 3 ) in the amount of risk expres-
sion (Equation (2.T28)) must counteract the countercyclical sources in order to obtain
procyclical amount of risk, thus resolving the Duffee Puzzle.
 Fact Check (j): The share of the procyclical exogenous component in the total amount of
risk has the potential to be procyclical if the implied endogenous component is not strongly
procyclical.
2.4.2.4 The Equity Premium
The equity premium in this revised habit formation model is approximately the product of
a countercyclical price of risk, γp1` λtq, and a time-varying amount of risk that comprises both
procyclical and countercyclical sources according to Equation (2.T28). The detailed derivation is
included in Appendix 2.5.
The interactions between the two additional risk sources from the two new state variables
(the countercyclical volatility risk and the procyclical dividend risk) and the countercyclical price
of risk have direct implications for the magnitude of the equity risk premium. On the one hand,
the introduction of the countercyclical volatility risk makes the asset riskier as the volatility risk
is higher when risk aversion is higher during economic turmoil; from this perspective, a higher
unconditional equity premium is expected. On the other hand, the introduction of the procyclical
dividend risk—the core contribution of the present research—potentially lowers the level of the
unconditional equity premium. This is because the amount of risk now contains a procyclical
component which counteracts the countercyclical price of risk; in other words, the asset becomes
less risky. Moreover, the conditional equity premium no longer monotonically increases with the
price of risk.
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2.4.3 Numerical Solutions and Results
The final model features three state variables: the habit state variable, s, and two new
state variables, n and b. Therefore, in the numerical analysis, I introduce two intermediate mod-
els to analyze the effects of the two new state variables in the final model.
The first intermediate model “M(1)” is an adapted Campbell and Cochrane model which
features homoskedastic fundamentals. To be more precise, consumption growth innovations de-
pend on a homoskedastic Gaussian fundamental shock and a homoskedastic gamma event shock
(i.e., shape parameter = n¯), and dividend growth has a constant exposure to the consumption
fundamental shock (i.e., the dividend beta = b¯). M(1) features only one state variable, as present
in Campbell and Cochrane (1999), the surplus consumption ratio. The second intermediate
model “M(2)” is an adapted Bekaert and Engstrom (2017) model that builds on M(1) but in-
corporates countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty as the second state variable. Thus, the
final model “M(3)” can be viewed as a generalization of M(2) where the consumption-dividend
comovement is now procyclical. The comparison between the numerical solutions of M(3) and
M(2) (M(2) and M(1)) reveals the pricing implications of bt (nt). All three models price dividend
claims. Appendix 2.3 presents M(1) and M(2) in detail.
In the remainder of the section, Section 2.4.3.1 describes the calibration of the preference
(non-DGP) parameters. Then, I confront the three models with a wide range of asset price statis-
tics. Specifically, in Section 2.4.3.2, I evaluate the model fit in terms of conventional asset price
statistics and over-identify the models with additional unconditional fundamental and cross mo-
ments. In Section 2.4.3.3, I focus on the implications of the uncertainty and comovement state
variables on fitting the 10 stylized facts revolving the Duffee Puzzle. I conclude by revisiting
how the three state variables affect price dividend ratios and then their relatively importance in
driving equity prices in Section 2.4.3.4.
2.4.3.1 Calibration and Simulation
There are four non-DGP parameters to be determined: γ, φs, rfCC , and β. I fix the utility
curvature parameter γ at 2. As commonly assumed in the literature, the AR(1) coefficient of the
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st process, φs, equals the AR(1) coefficient of monthly log price dividend ratio. The benchmark
constant risk free rate, rfCC , as appeared in Equation (2.T20), is chosen to match the average
monthly real short rate proxied by the difference between the change in log nominal 90-day Trea-
sury index constructed by CRSP and the continuously compounded inflation rate. β is the time
discount parameter inferred from the rfCC equation. Table 2.8 summarizes the non-DGP param-
eters.
The log valuation ratios are solved numerically using the “series method” from Wachter
(2005). M(1) is solved using a one-dimensional grid (20ˆ1) for the one state variable: the log
surplus consumption ratio; M(2) is solved over a two-dimensional grid (20ˆ20) for the two state
variables: the log surplus consumption ratio and macroeconomic uncertainty. The final model
M(3) uses a three-dimensional grid (20ˆ20ˆ20) for all three state variables.
For each model, I draw 100,000 months of fundamental shocks and then construct the
state variable processes according to their data generating processes. Given the grid solutions,
I apply the piecewise polynomial cubic interpolation for M(1), and the piecewise polynomial
spline interpolation for M(2) and M(3) to obtain the log price dividend ratio for each simulated
month given the state variable values. All the reported theoretical moments in this paper are
calculated using the second half of the simulated dataset, i.e., 50,001-100,000. As mentioned in
Section 2.3.2.3, the recession periods in the simulated dataset are identified using patterns in
simulated consumption growth (see Appendix 2.2 for details).
2.4.3.2 Unconditional Moments
Table 2.9 reports the fit of the models with respect to the unconditional moments of fun-
damentals and asset prices. The equity risk premium increases a lot from 4.4520% in M(1) to
5.9374% in M(2) because the time-varying macroeconomic uncertainty introduces additional
countercyclical dynamics into the amount of risk, which also results in a lower price dividend
ratio. The average price dividend ratio implied from M(2) is below the sample 95% confidence in-
terval. However, the log valuation ratio variability implied from M(2), 0.2882, is not statistically
significantly different from the data moment, which is an improvement to M(1) and is consis-
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tent with Bekaert and Engstrom (2017). The standard CC model and its adapted version fail to
generate sufficient price dividend ratio variability.
Adding procyclical dividend risk, in M(3), the unconditional equity premium is slightly
lower compared to that in M(2) with a constant dividend risk, which is consistent with economic
intuition. In M(3), the amount of risk now contains a procyclical component which counteracts
the countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty in the amount of risk and the countercyclical risk
aversion in the price of risk. Thus, equities are less risky in M(3). Quantitatively, the annualized
equity premium drops from 5.9374% in M(2) to 5.3537% in M(3)—both not rejected by the
sample counterpart (4.8780%). With procyclical dividend risk affecting the price dividend ratio
positively, σppdq implied from M(3) increases to 0.3037, which is the closest to the data moment
(0.3946) in this row.
The variability of the market excess return in M(1) is below the sample 95% confidence
interval of the data moment (14.8816%). The fit significantly improves when introducing het-
eroskedasticity into consumption growth in M(2), because of the more volatile price dividend
ratio as discussed earlier. Although M(3) incorporates one more state variable, the market re-
turn implied from M(3) is less variable, σprm ´ rfq = 14.5441%, than that implied from M(2).
Here is the interpretation. The unconditional variance of market return can be approximately
decomposed into three components: the variance of pd, the variance of ∆d, and the covariance
between pd and ∆d. M(1) and M(2) by construction impose a strictly positive covariance be-
tween pd and ∆d through their positive exposures to the consumption fundamental shock. The
unconditional covariance between the two in M(3) contains an additional negative term, because
Covpλt, btq ă 0, reflecting the procyclical dividend risk serving as an internal “buffer” against the
countercyclical risk aversion in the economy.16
16As a simplified version of Equation (2.T27), the conditional covariance between the dividend growth and price
changes (ignoring the quadratic term) in M(3) is
Covtppdt`1,∆dt`1q « A1Covtpst`1,∆dt`1q `A2Covtpbt`1,∆dt`1q `A4Covtpnt`1,∆dt`1q
“ A1λtbtσ2c `A2λbbtσ2c ` 0. (2.T29)
Then the unconditional covariance becomes,




Despite failing to fit return variability, the M(1)-implied Sharpe Ratio is within the sample
95% confidence interval of the data point estimate (0.3278). The implied Sharpe Ratio from the
M(3) economy, 0.3681, has the best fit among the three models. The kurtosis moment is also
matched statistically well by all three models. However, the equity return skewness implied by all
three models is indifferent from zero, although M(2) and M(3) do generate negative skewness.
M(2) and M(3) generate the same risk free rate dynamics because they only differ in the
dividend growth processes. Their risk free rate is slightly higher than the one in M(1), but both
risk free rates have means that are within the 95% confidence interval of the data point estimate,
1.4209%.
In addition, I over-identify the models with a set of 18 unconditional first, second, and
cross moments of economic fundamentals and market returns. Table 2.7, as discussed before
in Section 3.3 when I evaluated the fit of the new DGP, also shows that M(1) and M(2) can fit
reasonably well with respect to these unconditional higher moments, with the exception of return-
based volatilities.
2.4.3.3 Duffee Puzzle
In Table 2.10, I evaluate the fit of the theoretical models with respect to the cyclical mo-
ments related to the endogenous part of the Duffee Puzzle, i.e. Facts (f)„(j). To begin with, the
risk aversion channel does not suffice to explain the strongly countercyclical volatility dynamics
of asset prices as I observe in data; thus, M(1) fails to match Facts (f) and (g). Nevertheless,
M(1) matches the endogenous part of the puzzle, the countercyclical Cprm ´∆d,∆cq or Fact (h),
which further demonstrates the advantage of a habit formation framework.
The countercyclical uncertainty nt introduces additional countercyclicality into the vari-
ances of rm and rm ´ ∆d, which are now significantly higher during recession periods and sta-
tistically close to the data moments. Moreover, M(2) improves M(1) towards generating a more
realistic endogenous component. The difference between the two Cprm ´∆d,∆cq values calculated
during recession and non-recession periods is 2.54ˆ 10´5 ´ 2.23ˆ 10´5 “ 0.31ˆ 10´5 in M(2) and
2.45ˆ 10´5 ´ 2.25ˆ 10´5 “ 0.20ˆ 10´5 in M(1), whereas the difference calculated using data is
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2.36ˆ 10´5´ 2.06ˆ 10´5 “ 0.30ˆ 10´5 (one-sided p-value=0.039). The difference in M(2) is within
the 95% confidence interval of the data moment.
Next, I discuss the implications of the comovement state variable bt. The simulation re-
sults further demonstrate the ability of this procyclical exogenous component (driven by bt) to
counterbalance the countercyclical endogenous component in the total amount of risk and thus
resolve the Duffee Puzzle. To be more specific, Table 2.10, Fact (i), shows that M(3) generates
a higher covariance between market returns and consumption growth during non-recession peri-
ods (Cprm,∆cq(Irece.“0) = 2.7672ˆ10´5) than during recession periods (Cprm,∆cq (Irece.“1) =
2.6743ˆ10´5); both point estimates are not rejected by their sample counterparts. In the same
row, M(1) and M(2) without the procyclical comovement state variable bt generate a countercycli-
cal amount of risk.
Lastly, and more importantly, the share of the amount of risk explained by the exogenous
component is already weakly procyclical in M(1) and M(2). This is true because the endogenous
components, which enter the denominator, are countercyclical through the risk aversion chan-
nel. However, without a procyclical exogenous component, M(1) and M(2) do not fit Fact (j).
More specifically, the implied shares during non-recession periods in all three models are statis-
tically close to the sample counterparts: 15.980% in data, 14.136% in M(1), 14.248 in M(2), and
13.443% in M(3). However, the implied shares during recession periods are statistically signifi-
cantly higher in M(1), 13.120%, and M(2), 12.717%, than in the data, 1.322%. Only model M(3)
generates the share, 4.196%, that is within the 95% confidence interval of the data. This in turn
demonstrates the economic significance of the procyclical comovement documented in this article.
2.4.3.4 Price Dividend Ratio Dynamics
In this section, I analyze the dependence of the price dividend ratio on the three state
variables both economically and quantitatively. In Figure 2.5, lines with squares illustrate the
dependence of the price dividend ratio on s (n) given the numerical solution of M(3), conditional
on different combinations of the other two state variables n and b (s and b); regarding different
combinations, I consider mean and critical values for each of the other two variables. Since M(2)
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has only two dimensions, s and n, I fix one when evaluating the relationship between pd and the
other variable as shown in solid lines with triangles. M(1) with only one dimension, s, is depicted
in solids lines with circles.
All lines in the top plot of Figure 2.5 demonstrate the positive relationship between the
price dividend ratio and the surplus consumption ratio, consistent with the literature and the
analytical prediction earlier. Next, the dotted line with squares shows that the price dividend ra-
tio is higher in states of high n (1.4246, the 95% quantile value in the nt simulation), controlling
for the same b. This “high n”–“high PD” line indicates that the DR effect of nt on the valua-
tion ratio via the risk free rate dominates the CF effect via the expected dividend growth in this
model. However, both analytical (see Appendix 2.5) and numerical (here) solutions confirm that
the price dividend ratio does not have a monotonic relationship with n. The bottom plot of Fig-
ure 2.5 shows that, after certain cutoff point around n “ 4.5, the price dividend ratio decreases
with n; namely, the CF effect of macroeconomic uncertainty becomes dominant during periods
with “extremely” bad events (i.e., 0.1% according to the simulation). This non-monotonic rela-
tionship precisely reflects the countervailing DR and CF effects of the macroeconomic uncertainty
state variable, as discussed in the analytical part (see Section 2.4.2.2). In the top plot of Fig-
ure 2.5, the DR effect dominates because the 95% quantile value (1.4246) is less than the cutoff
value (4.5).
Figure 2.6 analyzes the relationship between the price dividend ratio and b, conditional on
s and n. The three lines with squares show the positive relationship between the valuation ratio
and the comovement state variable in M(3) by fixing s and n at mean or critical values, confirm-
ing the dominant CF channel mentioned in Section 2.4.2.2. In addition, the price dividend ratio
implied from M(3) at the “low s”–“n” plane (s “ ´3.5281, n “ 0.3742; dotted line) is lower than
at the “Epsq”–“n” plane17 (s “ ´2.6595, n “ 0.3742; solid line), indicating a positive relationship
between PD and s. Analogously, the price dividend ratio is higher at the “Epsq”–“high n” plane
(s “ ´2.6595, n “ 1.4246; dashed line) than at the Epsq–n plane (solid line), indicating a positive
17Note that the long-run mean of st is by design time-varying in M(2) and M(3), as discussed in Section 2.4.1.
The long-run mean of s in M(1) is constant, s “ ´2.6677, as shown in Table 2.8. In Figure 2.6, I use the uncondi-
tional mean of s simulated from M(3) as the s intercept value for all five lines for consistency.
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relationship between PD and n.18 Both observations are consistent with Figure 2.5. Lastly, the
M(1) and M(2) horizontal lines intersect the Epsq–n plane of M(3) at around b “ 0.45, which is
expected because pb “ 0.4447.
Next, I examine the log price dividend ratio dynamics quantitatively. In Table 2.11, I con-
duct univariate and multivariate contemporaneous regressions of the log price dividend ratio on
the state variables, and confront the parameter estimates and variance decomposition results in
each model with their sample counterparts. In the last row, I note the R2 of the univariate or
multivariate regression within each model.
I obtain the empirical proxies for the three state variables as follows. I follow Wachter
(2006) to construct a monthly empirical proxy for st,
ř108
i“1 φis∆ct´i where φs at the monthly fre-
quency is 0.9957 (Table 2.8) and ∆ct is the AR(3)-de-meaned consumption growth. Because of
the cumulative sum, the empirical proxy for st (thus the sample regressions) starts in March
1968. I then scale the empirical proxy to match the mean and volatility of st implied from the
theoretical model. The monthly empirical proxies for nt and bt are obtained from the DGP esti-
mation results in Table 2.5.
The univariate coefficient estimate of pdt on bt in the empirical regression is 1.2807 (SE=0.1292);
economically, that means that a unit standard deviation increase in bt (0.10) is associated with
1
3 unit standard deviation increase in pdt (0.14). The univariate model explains 12.900% of the
total variability of pdt. The multivariate model has a higher R
2 of 49.587%. The log surplus con-
sumption ratio accounts for 72.779% of the fitted log price dividend ratio variability (or variance
decomposition, VARCpstq ” pbpstqcov ´st,xpdt¯ {var ´xpdt¯=72.779% where xpdt denotes the fitted
value), the macroeconomic uncertainty for 14.102%, and the consumption-dividend comovement
for 13.386%. The log surplus consumption ratio st and the procyclical comovement bt positively
predict pdt in the multivariate regression, while nt has a negative coefficient. Hence, empirically,
the relationship between the log valuation ratio and bt remains significant and positive after con-
trolling for other state variables, providing empirical evidence of the CF channel as discussed in
Section 2.4.2.2.
18“n” (0.3742) and “high n” (1.4246) are within the lower region in the bottom plot of Figure 2.5 where the DR
effect still dominates the CF effect; thus, a positive relationship is expected.
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With the simulated dataset of M(1), the st coefficient of 0.6693 is higher than the sample
95% confidence interval. The regression R2 is 96.933% given that the M(1) economy is spanned
by only one state variable; it is not 100% because the CC channel builds in a non-linearity through
the sensitivity function. The bivariate regression using the simulated dataset of M(2) shows a
significant and positive coefficient estimate of st (0.5564) with a large variance decomposition
percentage (69.091%). The bivariate regression of M(2) appears parsimonious to capture the ad-
ditional non-linearity introduced by the uncertainty state variable, thus obtaining a lower R2 of
only 62.012%. However, the linear models are potentially useful to evaluate first order effects.19
The M(3) model is the only model with the new state variable bt. With the simulated
dataset of M(3), the univariate coefficient estimate of pdt on bt is 1.1146, which is statistically
close to the empirical coefficient estimate. Given that M(3) is a non-linear model with no exact
closed-form solutions, I use the approximate linear conjecture (Equation (2.T25)) underlying
the approximate analytical solution in Section 2.4.2.2, for the multivariate analysis. Thus, the
multivariate regression model has four explanatory variables, tst, nt, bt, b2t u. The multivariate
regression delivers a significant and positive coefficient estimate for st (0.5368) with a 64.317%
variance decomposition percentage; the estimate is within two standard errors of the empirical
coefficient. The bt coefficient estimate is 0.8951, which is higher than the empirical coefficient
(0.5480) but would not be rejected at the 1% significance level. In contrast to the empirical find-
ing on the dominating CF effect of nt on pdt (i.e., a negative nt coefficient), the multivariate
regression results using the simulated datasets of both M(2) and M(3) show a dominating DR
effect (i.e., positive nt coefficients) as also seen in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The M(3) model also un-
derestimates the significance of bt in explaining price variability: the VARC is 6.657% using the
simulated dataset of M(3), but 13.386% using actual data. The R2 of the M(3) approximate
model is 65.255%, suggesting that higher order terms are important in explaining price dividend
ratio.
Lastly, Table 2.11 reveals two more economic insights. First, controlling for macroeconomic
uncertainty and dynamic cash flow comovement, changes in risk aversion play a significant and
19Note that in the long-run risk literature, it is common to use linear approximations.
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dominant role (data VARC = 72.799%) in explaining the price variability even with a rough
proxy. Thus, risk aversion appears to be a more economically important factor in explaining
risky asset prices than are second moment state variables, which is a testable hypothesis for
future research. Second, the data VARCs of the procyclical consumption-dividend comovement
(13.386%) and the countercyclical uncertainty (14.102%) are relatively close. Thus, while the
countercyclical uncertainty is well-acknowledged in the literature, the procyclical dividend risk
introduced in this article appears to also have nontrivial economic significance.
2.5 The Cross Section of Expected Returns
Macroeconomic variables are widely-acknowledged candidates for systematic risk factors
that are correlated with consumption and investment opportunities and thus maybe priced in
the cross-section of expected returns (see Maio and Santa-Clara, 2015). There is a small but
burgeoning literature using macro factors to explain the cross-section of expected returns (see
e.g. Lettau and Ludvigson, 2001; Bansal, Dittmar, and Lundblad, 2005; Bali, Brown, and Tang,
2017).
To enhance the plausibility of the procyclical comovement state variable introduced in
this article, I now examine the cross-sectional pricing abilities of the three state variables. A
four-factor pricing model with market returns and the innovations to the three state variables
is estimated using the Fama and MacBeth (1973) methodology and the 25 size– and book-to-
market–sorted portfolios constructed by Fama and French (1993). The sample period is March
1968–June 2014. Market returns are included to acknowledge systematic financial asset risk fac-
tors that are orthogonal to macroeconomic shocks in a parsimonious way. The first four panels
in Table 2.12 report the portfolio loadings on the four factors, the 5th bin–1st bin (“5-1”) dif-
ferences along each dimension and their significance. The last panel reports the second-stage
cross-sectional regression results for the prices of risk and their significance.
I find that the price of volatility risk is negative (pλninnov=-0.0697, SE=0.0413; Panel E
of Table 2.12). Investors pay for insurance against increases in macroeconomic uncertainty. In
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the cross section, value stocks and small stocks comove more negatively with changes in volatil-
ity than growth and large stocks and thus require higher risk premiums, whereas large growth
stocks exhibit positive betas and thus provide volatility risk insurance. Note that the macroeco-
nomic uncertainty in this paper is simply proxied by consumption growth volatility; its role in
cross-sectional pricing supports the recent findings in Bali, Brown, and Tang (2017) who use the
well-known economic uncertainty index of Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015). In addition, the
price of comovement risk is positive (pλbinnov=0.0474, SE=0.0216; Panel E of Table 2.12)—which
is consistent with the theory in the current paper. Investors consider stocks that covary more
positively with aggregate dividend risk riskier, because dividend risk is procyclical. This is new
to the cross-section of expected-return literature.
Given the cross-sectional findings in Table 2.12, value stocks exhibit higher bt loadings than
growth stocks, and small stocks exhibit higher loadings than large stocks. As the extreme exam-
ple in the 5ˆ5 panel, the loading of the VALUE-SMALL portfolio on the bt innovations in the
four-factor pricing model is significant and positive (pβi,binnov=17.1760, SE=6.3492). Furthermore,
I test the significance of the loading differences between the 5th bin (“VALUE”) and the 1-st bin
(“GROWTH”), conditional on different sizes. For portfolios with above-medium sizes, the “5-1”
differences are significant and positive (8.5369* for the “Size 4” stocks, and 19.6829*** for the
“LARGE” stocks). The empirical value premium is calculated as the average spread in returns
between the 5th bin (“VALUE”) and the 1-st bin (“GROWTH”) stocks across time and across
all sizes. The explained value premium through the comovement channel is calculated as the av-
erage loading difference (“5-1”) multiplied by the price of comovement risk across all sizes. As
an immediate implication, the comovement channel explains 75% of the value premium, that is
0.39% out of 0.51%, through the lens of this model.
This paper provides a framework to evaluate the explanatory power of the economic state
variables for both time-varying price variation and cross-sectional variation in expected returns.
Among the three economic factors motivated from the theoretical model, while in Section 2.4.3.4
I find that changes in risk aversion is a dominant factor explaining aggregate price-dividend ratio
variability (VARC=72.79% according to Table 2.11), but changes in macroeconomic uncertainty
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and cash flow comovement (higher-order-moment factors) account for 94.65% of the explained
cross-sectional variation in expected returns.
2.6 Conclusion
This paper contributes to the literature in the following ways. First, it recognizes and repli-
cates the puzzling finding in Duffee (2005) in which he provides empirical evidence for the pro-




. To resolve the Duffee Puzzle, I decompose
the covariance into two components, providing strong and robust empirical evidence for a pro-





Because the procyclical component dominates, the puzzle is resolved. In contrast, most of the lit-
erature assumes that the amount of risk is acyclical or strictly countercyclical. I establish 10
stylized facts (of which 7 are new) related to the Duffee Puzzle that serve as testable hypotheses
for a proposed theoretical model.
Second, I formulate a new DGP for the consumption-dividend joint dynamics with a mini-
mum number of state variables to be used in consumption-based asset pricing models. The new
DGP features two new state variables: countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty and procycli-
cal consumption-dividend comovement. Both the analytical solutions and estimation results of
this parsimonious DGP demonstrate the ability to accommodate all stylized facts related to con-
sumption and dividend growth, which is an improvement to the existing DGPs in the literature.
Then, I solve a variant of the Campbell and Cochrane model that uses the new DGP and
accommodates the Duffee Puzzle. The three state variables are the procyclical risk appetite and
two new ones from the new DGP. Numerical solutions demonstrate that the revised model fits
all cyclical moments related to the Duffee Puzzle, which is a contribution to the literature. I also
confront the model with a broad array of unconditional fundamental moments, asset price statis-
tics and price dividend ratio variance decompositions to over-identify the model. In particular,
the comovement state variable positively predicts the log price dividend ratio through the cash
flow channel, which is quantitatively confirmed using actual data. Furthermore, a multivariate
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contemporaneous regression of the log price dividend ratio on the three state variables reveals
that the procyclical comovement state variable explains 13% of the fitted log price dividend ratio
variability. Other notable asset pricing implications are (1) a lower equity premium and (2) a
more volatile price dividend ratio. The procyclical amount of dividend risk “hedges” the coun-
tercyclical price of risk and the countercyclical volatility in the total amount of risk, rendering
equity less risky.
To substantiate the plausibility of the procyclical comovement as the new state variable,
I also examine its ability to help price the cross section of expected returns. I find a significant
and positive price of comovement risk: investors demand higher compensation from stocks that
comove more positively with the consumption-dividend comovement. Value stocks have signifi-
cantly higher comovement loadings than growth stocks, which explains 75% of the value premium
in this sample. Second-moment state variables (countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty and
procyclical consumption-dividend comovement) account for 95% of the total explanatory power
of the three state variables in explaining the cross section of asset returns, whereas risk aversion
accounts for 72% of price dividend ratio variability and thus is a dominant factor in explaining
the time variation in market returns.
Appendices
2.A Estimation procedure for the new DGP in Section 2.3.1
The consumption-dividend dynamics in Section 2.3.1 accommodates the Duffee Puzzle
and the time-varying macroeconomic uncertainty, and thus introduces several new parameters. I
provide parameter choices based on a two-step estimation procedure. Consumption growth and
dividend growth have the following joint dynamics:
∆ct`1 “ c` σcrωc,t`1 ` σnrωn,t`1, (2.T1)
nt`1 “ p1´ φnqn` φnnt ` σnnrωn,t`1, (2.T2)
∆dt`1 “ d` φd
`
Vc,t ´ V c
˘` btσcrωc,t`1 ` σdrωd,t`1, (2.T3)
bt`1 “ p1´ φbqb` φbbt ` λbσcrωc,t`1, (2.T4)
Vc,t “ σ2c ` σ2nnt, (2.T5)
V c “ σ2c ` σ2nn, (2.T6)
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where the consumption fundamental shock, rωc,t`1, is a centered Gaussian shock with standard
deviation equal to 1, the consumption event shock, rωn,t`1, follows a centered heteroskedastic
gamma distribution with a strictly positive shape parameter equal to nt and a scale parameter
equal to 1, and the dividend-specific shock, rωd,t`1, follows a centered homoskedastic gamma
distribution with a strictly positive shape parameter equal to Vd and a scale parameter equal to
1. Or, rωc,t`1 „ i.i.d.Np0, 1q; rωn,t`1 „ Γpnt, 1q ´ nt; rωd,t`1 „ ΓpVd, 1q ´ Vd.
The three fundamental shocks are mutually independent. Consumption growth and dividend
growths are observables; the two latent processes in the system are the macroeconomic uncer-
tainty state variable nt and the conditional sensitivity of dividend growth to consumption growth
bt. Vc,t denotes the total consumption conditional variance, which is a linear function of nt. x
denotes the unconditional mean of process x, and φx denotes the conditional mean feedback of
process x to itself or another variable. Here is the full set of parameters in the joint dynamics:
consumption, tc, σc, σn, n, φn, σnnu; cash flow, td, φd, σd, b, φb, λbu.
By design, there is no feedback from the cash flow growth process to the consumption
growth process. The estimation procedure is described with two steps. The first step estimates
the consumption growth system. I use a filtration-based maximum likelihood methodology of
Bates (2006) to estimate the latent time series nt and extract the two consumption shock real-
izations, the fundamental shock prωc,t`1 and the event shock prωn,t`1. The conditional consumption
growth variance and its long-run average is then implied, pVc,t and pV c,t.
The second step takes the dividend growth data, ∆dt`1, and the predetermined state vari-
able levels and shocks from the previous step, tpVc,t, pV c,t, pσc, prωc,t`1u, and finds the cash flow pa-
rameters such that the sum of the log likelihoods of the implied cash flow-specific shock rωd,t`1
is maximized. To provide estimation convenience without loss of statistical power, I first project
dividend growth onto a vector of ones and pVc,t ´ pV c,t, and obtain the estimates for td, φdu. Then, I
use the residuals to estimate the rest of the cash flow parameters. The MLE estimation does not
impose constraints on the non-negativity of bt estimates, but imposes one constraint to ensure a
valid gamma density function for rωd,t`1 at any time stamp t:
´σdVd ě max@tP1,...,T
´
∆dt`1 ´ pd´ pφdppVc,t ´ pV c,tq ´ btprωc,t`1¯ . (2.T7)
A gamma distribution is right-tailed and is bounded below; σd is expected to be negative given
the strongly negative dividend growth skewness; therefore, the zero-mean dividend-specific shock
σdrωd,t`1 is expected to be left-tailed with an upper bound at ´σdVd ą 0. The constraint above
states that the maximum dividend-specific shock is within the upper bound, and thus a gamma
density function at any time stamp t is defined.
2.B Recession identification criteria in simulated monthly series
In the moment matching exercises, data moments and simulation moments during recession
and non-recession months are calculated in Table 2.6. The empirical recession dummy variable
uses the NBER recession indicator (from the NBER website) which is based on patterns in quar-
terly GDP growth. However, theoretical models in this paper do not generate output. Instead, I
use patterns in consumption growth (the only macroeconomic variable in the model) to identify
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recessions in the simulated months. Here is the algorithm:
1. Quarterly Growth: aggregate the monthly consumption growth data into a quarterly
frequency;
2. Standardization: de-mean the quarterly consumption growth by a 49-quarter moving
average (24+1+24), and divide it with its long-term/unconditional standard deviation;
3. Fundamental Cyclical Events: identify the quarters as recessions if there are at least
two consecutive standardized consumption growth drops that are ă ´0.9;
4. Extreme Events: for an extreme event (when standardized consumption growth values
are ă“ ´2), if its adjacent quarter(s) before and/or after exhibit(s) negative standardized
growths, then the extreme event and its adjacent quarter(s) are considered as recession
periods. If the second adjacent quarters before and/or after also have standardized growth
ă ´0.9, then these quarters + adjacent one(s) + extreme event are identified as recession
periods. Evaluate backward and forward until the “ripple” effect is considered diminished,
or ą“ ´0.9.
5. Trough Points with Positive Growths: given the recessions identified in (3) and (4), if
there is a recession period lasting for at least three quarters and the following quarter has
a positive growth rate (usually large), then this quarter is also considered as a recession
period.
I test the algorithm using the actual monthly consumption data, and compare the identified
recessions with the NBER recession periods. This methodology is able to identify 7 out of the 8
NBER recessions between January 1959 and June 2014, with a significant correlation 80%. The
quarterly regression coefficient is 0.9038 (SE=0.0507), which fails to reject the null hypothesis of
1 at the 5% significance level.
2.C Intermediate models in Section 2.4
In this section, I introduce the two intermediate models and the final model as analyzed in
Section 2.4. The first intermediate model “M(1)” is an adapted Campbell and Cochrane model
that features one state variable (the surplus consumption ratio), homoskedastic shocks, constant
expected dividend growth, and a constant consumption-dividend comovement. The second inter-
mediate model “M(2)” is an adapted Bekaert and Engstrom model that builds on M(1) to incor-
porate a countercyclical macroeconomic uncertainty as a salient state variable. Lastly, the final
model in this paper “M(3)” can be viewed as a generalization of M(2) where the consumption-
dividend comovement is now procyclical. All three models price dividend claims.
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• Fundamentals:
M(1): ∆ct`1 “ c` σcrωc,t`1 ` σnrωn,t`1, (2.T1)rωc,t`1 „ i.i.d.Np0, 1q, rωn,t`1 „ Γpn, 1q ´ n, (2.T2)
∆dt`1 “ d` bσcrωc,t`1 ` σdrωd,t`1, (2.T3)rωd,t`1 „ ΓpVd, 1q ´ Vd, (2.T4)
c “ 0.0025, σc “ 0.0029, σn “ ´0.0023, n “ 0.3742,
d “ 0.0025, σd “ ´0.0008, Vd “ 89.9322, b “ 0.4447;
M(2): ∆ct`1 “ c` σcrωc,t`1 ` σnrωn,t`1, (2.T5)
nt`1 “ p1´ φnqn` φnnt ` σnnrωn,t`1, (2.T6)rωc,t`1 „ i.i.d.Np0, 1q, rωn,t`1 „ Γpnt, 1q ´ nt, (2.T7)
∆dt`1 “ d` φdpVc,t ´ V cq ` bσcrωc,t`1 ` σdrωd,t`1, (2.T8)
Vc,t “ V art p∆ct`1q “ σ2c ` σ2nnt, V c “ E pVc,tq , (2.T9)rωd,t`1 „ ΓpVd, 1q ´ Vd, (2.T10)
c “ 0.0025, σc “ 0.0029, σn “ ´0.0023, n “ 0.3742, φn “ 0.9500, σnn “ 0.2772,
d “ 0.0025, φd “ ´568.0871, σd “ ´0.0008, Vd “ 89.9322, b “ 0.4447;
M(3): The new DGP in this paper (as shown in Table 2.5).
• The surplus consumption ratio, M(1)„M(3):
st`1 “ p1´ φsqs` φsst ` λtp∆ct`1 ´ cq. (2.T11)






1´ 2pst ´ stq ´ 1, st ď smax,t
0, st ą smax,t , (2.T12)
st “ logpStq, (2.T13)
smax,t “ st ` 1
2
p1´ S2t q, (2.T14)
M(1): St “
c
pσ2c ` σ2nnq γ1´ φs , (2.T15)
M(2/3): St “
c
pσ2c ` σ2nntq γ1´ φs . (2.T16)
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• The real risk free rates (approximated at the third order for demonstration purpose):
M(1): rft “ ´ lnβ ` γc` γp1´ φsqpst ´ stq ´ 1
2
γ2p1` λtq2σ2c ´ rγp1` λtqσn ´ ln p1` γp1` λtqσnqsn
« ´ lnβ ` γc` γp1´ φsqpst ´ stq ´ 1
2













M(2/3): rft “ ´ lnβ ` γc` γp1´ φsqpst ´ stq ´ 1
2
γ2p1` λtq2σ2c ´ rγp1` λtqσn ´ ln p1` γp1` λtqσnqsnt
« ´ lnβ ` γc` γp1´ φsqpst ´ stq ´ 1
2













rfCC “ ´ lnβ ` γc´ p1´ φsqγ
2
. (2.T19)
2.D Quadratic approximation to the moment generating function of a random
variable that is a linear combination of Gaussian, χ2, and gamma shocks
Suppose a random variable x receives three shocks,
x “ µ` x1ω ` x2pω2 ´ 1q ` x3pε´ αq,
ω „ i.i.d.Np0, 1q,
ω2 „ i.i.d.χ2p1q,
ε „ Γpα, 1q,
(2.T1)
where µ is the unconditional mean of variable x, and txt, x2, x3u are constant coefficients. Recall
the moment generating function (mgf) for a standard Gaussian shock is mgfωpνq “ exppν2{2q,
the mgf for a χ2 shock is mgfω2pνq “ p1 ´ 2νq´1{2, and the mgf for a gamma shock with a unit
scale parameter is mgfεpνq “ p1 ´ νq´α where α is the shape parameter. The three shocks are
uncorrelated. Therefore,
mgfxpνq “ Erexppνxqs
“ exppνµqEtrexppνx1ω ` νx2pω2 ´ 1q ` νx3pε´ αqqs
“ exppνµ´ νx2 ´ νx3αqmgfωpνx1qmgfω2pνx2q `mgfεpνx3q






p1´ 2νx2q´1{2 p1´ νx3q´α










It can be easily shown that the quadratic approximation to ln p1´ xq is ´x´ 12x2. Applying the
quadratic approximation to ln p1´ 2νx2q and ln p1´ νx3q, the mgf becomes,































2.E Solving the theoretical model from Section 2.4 (approximate analytical so-
lution)
In this section, I solve the theoretical model in Section 2.4, or M(3), with an approximate
analytical solution using a similar procedure in the spirit of Bansal and Yaron (2004). The log
linearization of the Euler equation becomes complex with gamma shocks and χ2p1q shocks. Thus,
to derive an “approximate” analytical solution, I use a quadratic approximation to the moment
generating functions of the random variable mt`1 ` rmt`1 (Appendix 2.4), and impose a linear
approximation to obtain the log market return. In this economy, the log valuation ratio pdt has
the conjecture as follows:
pdt “ A0 `A1st `A2bt `A3b2t `A4nt. (2.T1)
The Campbell and Shiller linearization to market return shows,
rmt`1 “ ∆dt`1 ` a1pdt`1 ´ pdt ` a0. (2.T2)
Given equations above, the log market return can be approximately expressed as a linear func-
tion of the state variables and four independent shocks to the economy:
rmt`1 “ d´ φdσ2dn` a1
`
A0 `A1p1´ φsqs`A2p1´ φbqb`A3pp1´ φbqbq2 `A4p1´ φnqn
˘´A0 ` a0
`A1pa1φs ´ 1qst `
`
a1A2φb ` 2a1A3p1´ φbqbφb ´A2
˘
bt
`A3pa1φ2b ´ 1qb2t `
`
a1A4φn ´A4 ` φdσ2d
˘
nt
` `a1A1λt ` a1A2λb ` 2a1A3p1´ φbqbλb ` p1` 2a1A3φbλbqbt˘σcrωc,t`1
` a1A3σ2cλ2b prωc,t`1q2 ` a1 pA1λtσn `A4σnnq rωn,t`1 ` σdrωd,t`1. (2.T3)
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With the approximate logarithm of the Euler equation and by equating the terms for the state
variables, the coefficients in the price-dividend ratio equation are solved:
A1 “γp1´ φsq
1´ a1φs , (2.T4)
0 ă A1 ă γ.
A2 “p1` 2a1A3φbλbq
“
γp1` λtq ´ pa1A1λt ` 2a1A3p1´ φbqbλbq
‰
σ2c ´ 2a1A3p1´ φbqφbb
a1φb ´ 1` a1λbp1` 2a1A3φbλbqσ2c ą 0.
(2.T5)
A3 “
´2a1φbλbσ2c ` 1´ a1φ2b ˘
b






















ξt “ 1´ φna1 ´ a21A1λtσnσnn ` γp1` λtqa1σnσnn, (2.T8)
A4 ă 0 ðñ φdσ2d ă ´12 pA1λta1 ´ γp1` λtqq
2 σ2n.









˘´ rft ` 12V art `rmt`1˘ « ´Covt `rmt`1,mt`1˘“ γp1` λtqloooomoooon
price of consumption risk
ˆ ta1A1λtσ2clooooomooooon
1 . approximate amount of consumption risk in CC
` “a1A2λb ` 2a1A3p1´ φbqbλb ` p1` 2a1A3φbλbqbt‰σ2clooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon














Table 2.1: Models of the Univariate Conditional Variances.
This table presents the estimation results of eight univariate conditional variance models with a constant long-run
mean or with a time-varying long-run mean that is a linear function of the standardized NBER recession indicator
for four variables: consumption growth, log market return, dividend growth, and the non-dividend part of the
market return. Data “Consumption Growth” is the AR(3)-de-meaned change in log real consumption
(non-durable goods and services) per capita (source: BEA). “Market Return” is the change in log real market index
(including dividends) (source: CRSP). “Dividend Growth” is the change in log real dividend level per capita
(source: Shiller’s website). “Market Return–Dividend Growth” is the linear difference between log market return
and log dividend growth. The NBER recession indicator (INBER,t) is obtained from the NBER website
(1=recession; 0=otherwise), the standardized NBER indicator (SNBERt) is predetermined as
pINBER,t ´ EpINBER,tqq{SDpINBER,tq. To obtain the residuals, the four variables are regressed on the NBER
recession indicator to account for the the cyclical conditional mean (if any). Models without qt “Unconditional”
denotes a model with a time-invariant variance. “GARCH” is adapted from Bollerslev (1987) assuming symmetric
heteroskedastic Gaussian shocks. “GED-GARCH” is adapted from Nelson (1991) assuming symmetric
heteroskedastic GED shocks with thick tails. “BEGE-nt-GARCH” is adapted from Bekaert, Engstrom, and
Ermolov (2015) assuming asymmetric heteroskedastic gamma shocks with thick tails. Models with qt see
Section 3.2 for modeling details. Model estimation uses the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) methodology
given the specified shock distributions. The estimations for “GARCH” and “GED-GARCH” use variance targeting.
The robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. Values in bold (italics) are statistically significance at a
significant level of 5% (10%). Underlined models are the best models among the eight models, given the Bayesian
Information Criteria (BIC). N=665 months (1959/02„2014/06).
Panel A. Consumption Growth
Loglikelihood Nparams AIC BIC SNBERt coefficient (SE)
Unconditional 2884.42 1 -5766.84 -5762.34
GARCH 2911.44 2 -5816.87 -5803.37
GED-GARCH 2913.30 3 -5820.59 -5807.10
BEGE-nt-GARCH 2919.62 6 -5827.23 -5800.24
Unconditional, qt 2885.92 1 -5767.84 -5758.84 0.1014 (0.0066)
GARCH, qt 2913.14 3 -5820.28 -5806.78 0.0270 (0.0060)
GED-GARCH, qt 2917.30 4 -5826.59 -5808.60 0.0428 (0.0099)
BEGE-nt-GARCH, qt 2924.92 7 -5835.85 -5804.35 0.1941 (0.0173)
Panel B. Market Return
Loglikelihood Nparams AIC BIC SNBERt coefficient (SE)
Unconditional 1241.50 1 -2481.01 -2476.51
GARCH 1275.84 2 -2547.68 -2538.68
GED-GARCH 1293.13 3 -2580.25 -2566.75
BEGE-nt-GARCH 1307.83 6 -2603.65 -2576.65
Unconditional, qt 1284.04 1 -2566.09 -2561.59 0.6541 (0.0888)
GARCH, qt 1298.05 3 -2590.10 -2576.60 0.6944 (0.0938)
GED-GARCH, qt 1307.41 4 -2606.82 -2588.82 0.6935 (0.1084)
BEGE-nt-GARCH, qt 1309.54 7 -2605.09 -2573.59 0.6077 (0.4930)
Panel C. Dividend Growth
Loglikelihood Nparams AIC BIC SNBERt coefficient (SE)
Unconditional 2374.99 1 -4747.98 -4743.48
GARCH 2441.71 2 -4879.43 -4870.43
GED-GARCH 2485.82 3 -4965.63 -4952.13
BEGE-nt-GARCH 2495.86 6 -4979.73 -4952.73
Unconditional, qt 2376.52 1 -4751.05 -4746.55 -0.0897 (0.0441)
GARCH, qt 2444.05 3 -4882.11 -4868.61 -0.1316 (0.0413)
GED-GARCH, qt 2486.82 4 -4965.63 -4947.63 -0.0714 (0.0620)




Panel D. Market Return–Dividend Growth (Non-Dividend Part of the Market Return)
Loglikelihood Nparams AIC BIC SNBERt coefficient (SE)
Unconditional 1241.08 1 -2480.17 -2475.67
GARCH 1276.97 2 -2549.95 -2540.95
GED-GARCH 1294.55 3 -2583.10 -2569.60
BEGE-nt-GARCH 1303.12 6 -2594.24 -2567.24
Unconditional, qt 1284.03 1 -2566.05 -2561.55 0.6577 (0.0888)
GARCH, qt 1300.38 3 -2594.76 -2581.26 0.6822 (0.0873)
GED-GARCH, qt 1308.63 4 -2609.27 -2591.27 0.6689 (0.0991)
BEGE-nt-GARCH, qt 1313.71 7 -2613.43 -2581.93 0.7571 (0.1036)
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Table 2.2: Parameter Estimates for the Best Univariate Conditional Variance Models.
This table presents the best univariate conditional variance models (denoted with underlines in Table 2.1) of
consumption growth, log market return, dividend growth, and the non-dividend part of the market return. Denotert`1 as the zero-mean innovation at time t` 1, and ht as the conditional variance of rt`1. The best conditional
variance model for consumption growth (Panel A of Table 2.1), log market return (Panel B of Table 2.1) and the
non-dividend part of the market return (Panel D of Table 2.1) is “GED-GARCH-qt”:
rt`1 „ GEDp0, ht, τq;
Vtprt`1q ” ht “ h p1` qtq ` α “r2t ´ h p1` qt´1q‰` β “ht´1 ´ h p1` qt´1q‰ ,
where α` β ă 1, α ą 0, β ą 0; τ ą 0 is the shape parameter of the Generalized Error Distribution. The best
conditional variance model for dividend growth (Panel C of Table 2.1) is “BEGE-nt-GARCH-qt”:
rt`1 “ σprωp,t`1 ´ σnrωn,t`1; rωp,t`1 „ Γpp, 1q ´ p, rωn,t`1 „ Γpnt, 1q ´ nt;
Vtprt`1q ” ht “ σ2pp` σ2nnt; nt “ n p1` qtq ` αn „ r2t
2σ2n
´ n p1` qt´1q

` βn rnt´1 ´ n p1` qt´1qs ,
where αn ` βn ă 1, αn ą 0, βn ą 0; p (σp) is the shape (scale) parameter of the zero-mean homoskedastic
good-environment gamma shock trωp,t`1u, and tntu (σn) the shape parameter of the zero-mean heteroskedastic
bad-environment gamma shock trωn,t`1u; σp, σn, p and tntu are strictly positive to satisfy statistical properties of
gamma distributions. The time-varying long-run conditional mean of the conditional variances is a multiple of the
standardized NBER recession indicator:
qt “ νSNBERt.
More model descriptions and estimation methodologies are discussed in Section 3.2. Robust standard errors are
shown in parentheses. Values in bold (italics) are statistically significant at a significant level of 5% (10%). N=665
months (1959/02„2014/06).
Panel A. Consumption Growth, GED-GARCH-qt?
h α β τ ν
Est. 0.0032 0.0129 0.9856 1.4708 0.0428
SE (fix) (0.0704) (0.0710) (0.3442) (0.0099)
Panel B. Market Return, GED-GARCH-qt?
h α β τ ν
Est. 0.0374 0.1407 0.7668 1.4659 0.6935
SE (fix) (0.0390) (0.0662) (0.1042) (0.1084)
Panel C. Dividend Growth, BEGE-nt-GARCH-qt
p σp n σn αn βn ν
Est. 19.6778 0.0009 0.8751 0.0032 0.5179 0.4124 -0.1114
SE (0.4408) (0.0002) (0.1592) (0.0003) (0.1141) (0.1044) (0.0592)
Panel D. Market Return–Dividend Growth, GED-GARCH-qt?
h α β τ ν
Est. 0.0375 0.1570 0.7621 1.4854 0.6689
SE (fix) (0.0360) (0.0633) (0.1078) (0.0991)
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Table 2.3: Cyclicality of the Conditional Comovements between Consumption Growth and
Market Return Components: Decomposing the Duffee Puzzle.
Given the best univariate conditional variance estimates from Table 2.2, this table formally identifies the cyclicality
of the conditional comovements (correlation in Panel A, covariance in Panel B, and beta in Panel C) between the
innovations of consumption growth and the innovations of different components of the market return using the
DCC-qt framework. In particular, the amount of risk (Covtp∆ct`1, rmt`1q) is decomposed into two components: the
“exogenous” component (Covtp∆ct`1,∆dt`1q) and the “endogenous” component (Covtp∆ct`1, rmt`1 ´∆dt`1q). The
DCC-qt Model The bivariate dependence framework is designed to jointly estimate and test the cyclicality of the







, where Q˚t is the diagonal matrix with the square root of the diagonal element of Qt on the
diagonal (so the diagonal entries of Corrt are strictly equal to 1). The off-diagonal element of Corrt is the
conditional correlation (or equivalently, the conditional covariance) of the standardized disturbance obtained from





























t, and qt is a multiple of the standardized NBER recession indicator,
qt “ νSNBERt.
The DCC Model With ν “ 0 (or a constant long-run mean), the DCC model (Engle, 2002) is a natural null
hypothesis of the DCC-qt model. Implied Conditional Covariance and Conditional Beta Given the
conditional correlation estimates from Panel A of this table and the conditional variance estimates from Table 2.2,
the conditional covariance and the conditional beta of dividend growth to consumption growth innovations are
derived and regressed on the NBER recession indicator (INBER=1 during recessions; 0 otherwise) in Panel B and
Panel C. Other Notations “LL”, loglikelihood; “LR”, likelihood ratio; bpINBERq, OLS coefficient on the NBER
recession indicator. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. Values in bold (italics) are statistically
significant at a significant level of 5% (10%). N=665 months (1959/02„2014/06).
Series 1: Consumption Growth (∆c)
Series 2: Market Return (rm) Dividend Growth (∆d) rm ´∆d
Panel A. Conditional Correlation
Conditional Correlation Parameters: DCC DCC-qt DCC DCC-qt DCC DCC-qt
Q12 0.2022 0.2022 0.2298 0.2298 0.2128 0.2128
(fix) (fix) (fix) (fix) (fix) (fix)
α12 0.0223 0.0227 0.1431 0.1405 0.0211 0.0210
(0.1463) (0.1636) (0.0637) (0.0644) (0.1804) (0.1823)
β12 0.9657 0.9340 0.8300 0.8324 0.9735 0.9740
(0.0740) (0.0830) (0.0255) (0.0262) (0.1147) (0.0502)
ν -0.1539 -0.7999 0.0445
(0.0645) (0.0987) (0.0221)
LL 112.30 116.62 57.62 62.42 17.23 19.08
N(param) 2 3 2 3 2 3
Wald test stats. (H0=DCC) - 5.69 - 65.73 - 4.05
P-value - 1.702% - 0.000% - 4.405%
LR test stats. (H0=DCC) - 8.64 - 9.60 - 3.69
P-value - 0.329% - 0.195% - 5.463%
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Panel B. Conditional Covariance
DCC DCC-qt DCC DCC-qt DCC DCC-qt
bpINBERq pˆ10´5q -0.2849 -0.5030 -0.5358 -0.8919 0.2389 0.3776
SEpbpINBERqq pˆ10´5q (0.1505) (0.2697) (0.2562) (0.2564) (0.0987) (0.0993)
Panel C. Conditional Beta
DCC DCC-qt DCC DCC-qt DCC DCC-qt
bpINBERq -0.1418 -0.3501 -0.3268 -0.7131 0.1850 0.3630




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.5: The New DGP for the Joint Consumption-Dividend Dynamics.
In the new DGP, consumption and dividend growth have the following joint dynamics:
∆ct`1 “ c` σcrωc,t`1 ` σnrωn,t`1,
nt`1 “ p1´ φnqn` φnnt ` σnnrωn,t`1,
∆dt`1 “ d` φd `Vc,t ´ V c˘` btσcrωc,t`1 ` σdrωd,t`1,
bt`1 “ p1´ φbqb` φbbt ` λbσcrωc,t`1,
Vc,t “ σ2c ` σ2nnt,
V c “ σ2c ` σ2nn,
where the consumption fundamental shock, rωc,t`1, is a centered Gaussian shock with unit standard deviation, the
consumption event shock, rωn,t`1, follows a centered heteroskedastic gamma distribution with a strictly positive
shape parameter equal to nt and a unit scale parameter, and the dividend-specific shock, rωd,t`1, follows a centered
homoskedastic gamma distribution with a strictly positive shape parameter equal to Vd and a unit scale parameter.
Or, rωc,t`1 „ i.i.d.Np0, 1q; rωn,t`1 „ Γpnt, 1q ´ nt; rωd,t`1 „ ΓpVd, 1q ´ Vd.
Data As in the empirical part of the paper, I use the AR(3)-de-meaned consumption growth and the original
dividend growth as ∆ct`1 and ∆dt`1 in the DGP estimation. Panels Panels A and B present the estimation
results, where “ADF Test” denotes the augmented Dickey-Fuller tests with the null that the two latent processes,
nt`1 and bt`1, follow unit root processes. Panel C presents the monthly unconditional moments of the three
filtered shocks. Panel D shows the correlations between the business cycle indicators (the NBER indicator and the
detrended consumption-wealth ratio, ycayQ, introduced in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001); source: NBER website and
Martin Lettau’s website) and the three filtered shocks aggregated to the quarterly frequency. Robust standard
errors are shown in parentheses in Panels A, B, and D; bootstrapped standard errors are shown in parentheses in
Panel C. Values in bold are statistically significant at a significant level of 5%. N=665 months (1959/02„2014/06).
Panel A. Estimation Results, Consumption Panel B. Estimation Results, Dividend
∆ct`1 nt`1 ∆dt`1 bt`1
c 0.0025 n 0.3742 d 0.0025 b 0.4447
(0.0001) (0.1609) (0.0003) (0.1018)
σc 0.0029 φn 0.9500 φd -568.0871 φb 0.8824
(0.0001) (0.0264) (139.0511) (0.0468)
σn -0.0023 σnn 0.2772 σd -0.0008 λb 14.0978
(0.0005) (0.1027) (0.0000) (1.3764)
Vd 89.9322
(3.4724)
ADF Test -4.298*** ADF Test -4.764***
Panel C. Moments, Filtered Shocks Panel D. Filtered Shocks and Business Cycle







Mean 0.0017 0.0024 -0.0025 NBER -0.2703 0.2483 0.1480
(0.0374) (0.0179) (0.3387) (0.0649) (0.0653) (0.0667)
S.D. 0.9680 0.4441 8.8643 ycayQ -0.2154 0.0561 0.0350
(0.0348) (0.0554) (0.5913) (0.0658) (0.0673) (0.0674)
Skew 0.1785 5.4390 0.3070
(0.1326) (0.5747) (0.0751)
xKurt 0.4491 40.5216 9.6735
(0.5023) (8.3810) (2.3810)
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Table 2.6: Theoretical Models: Resolving the Exogenous Part of the Duffee Puzzle.
This table evaluates the abilities of three theoretical models to fit Facts (a)„(e) related to the exogenous part of
the Duffee Puzzle as established in Section 3.2. To obtain the sample moments under Column “Data”, I calculate
the unconditional moments of residuals during recession (INBER “ 1) and non-recession (INBER “ 0) periods;
monthly empirical data cover period 1959/01-2014/06. Bootstrapped standard errors are shown in parentheses
under Column “SE”. Similarly, I obtain their theoretical counterparts using the simulated datasets of the
theoretical models under Columns M(1), M(2) and M(3). The algorithm for identifying recession periods in an
endowment economy is described in Appendix 2.2. Moment Symbols σ, volatility; ρ, correlation; C, covariance;
bpx1, x2q, sensitivity of x1 to x2 or Cpx1,x2qσ2px2q ; % of Amount of Risk by Cp∆d,∆cq,
Cp∆d,∆cq
Cprm,∆cq ˆ 100%. Data symbol
∆c, consumption growth; ∆d, dividend growth. Models The three theoretical models are described in Section 3.4
or Appendix 2.3. M(1) is an adapted Campbell and Cochrane (1999) model with the surplus consumption ratio (s)
as the only state variable. M(2) is adapted from Bekaert and Engstrom (2017) with heteroskedastic macroeconomic
uncertainty (n). M(3) is the full model in this paper with procyclical consumption-dividend comovement (b) as the
third state variable. Numerical Solution The models are solved numerically using the “series method”
introduced in Wachter (2005), and simulated for 100,000 months; see details on calibration in Section 2.4.3.1. All
model-implied moments in this paper are calculated using the second half of the simulated dataset, i.e.,
50,001-100,000. Bold values indicate that the simulation moment point estimates are within a 95% confidence
interval of the empirical moments.




s as State Variable - - Yes Yes Yes
n as State Variable - - No Yes Yes
b as State Variable - - No No Yes
(a). σp∆cq (Irece. “ 0) 0.0031*** (0.0001) 0.0032 0.0031 0.0031
σp∆cq (Irece. “ 1) 0.0036 (0.0002) 0.0032 0.0036 0.0036
(b). σp∆dq (Irece. “ 0) 0.0069* (0.0005) 0.00741 0.00741 0.00742
σp∆dq (Irece. “ 1) 0.0060 (0.0006) 0.00741 0.00741 0.00492
(c). ρp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 0) 0.1823*** (0.0565) 0.1577 0.1622 0.1627
ρp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 1) 0.0148 (0.0591) 0.1571 0.1399 0.0639
(d). Cp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 0) pˆ10´5q 0.3916** (0.1523) 0.3703 0.3703 0.3720
Cp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 1) pˆ10´5q 0.0317 (0.1609) 0.3703 0.3703 0.1122
(e). bp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 0) 0.4075*** (0.1419) 0.3686 0.3902 0.3920
bp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 1) 0.0251 (0.1277) 0.3659 0.2900 0.0879
Note: the significance levels for testing the equality of non-recession (Irece. “ 0) and recession (Irece. “ 1) moments
(Wald Test given the covariance-variance matrix from the GMM estimations) are denoted as follow: ***p ă 0.01,
**p ă 0.05,*p ă 0.1.
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Table 2.7: Theoretical Models: Unconditional Moments of the Duffee Puzzle Components.
This table presents 18 unconditional moments from simulated and empirical datasets. Moment Symbols E,
mean; σ, volatility; Skew, scaled skewness; xKurt, excess kurtosis; ρ, correlation; C, covariance; bpx1, x2q,
sensitivity of x1 to x2 or
Cpx1,x2q
σ2px2q ; % of Amount of Risk by Cp∆d,∆cq,
Cp∆d,∆cq
Cprm,∆cq%. Data r
m, log real change in
CRSP market index including dividends. Other details on data, models, model solutions, and simulations are
described in Table 2.6. Bold values indicate that the simulation moment point estimates are within a 95%
confidence interval of the empirical moments.




s as State Variable - - Yes Yes Yes
n as State Variable - - No Yes Yes
b as State Variable - - No No Yes
(1) Ep∆cq 0.0025 (0.0001) 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025
(2) σp∆cq 0.0032 (0.0001) 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032
(3) Skewp∆cq -0.1292 (0.1419) -0.2740 -0.2039 -0.2039
(4) xKurtp∆cq 0.7779 (0.3553) 0.5880 0.4137 0.4137
(5) Heteroskedastic ∆c Innovations Yes No Yes Yes
(6) Ep∆dq 0.0026 (0.0003) 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025
(7) σp∆dq 0.0068 (0.0005) 0.00741 0.00741 0.00738
(8) Skewp∆dq -1.2271 (0.5145) -0.2015 -0.2015 -0.2012
(9) xKurtp∆dq 7.5599 (3.5260) 0.0628 0.0628 0.0626
(10) Heteroskedastic ∆d Innovations Yes No No Yes
(11) ρp∆d,∆cq 0.1587 (0.0514) 0.1558 0.1557 0.1503
(12) Cp∆d,∆cqpˆ10´5q 0.3419 (0.1286) 0.3703 0.3703 0.3574
(13) bp∆d,∆cq 0.3414 (0.1248) 0.3600 0.3598 0.3441
(14) σprm ´∆dq 0.0375 (0.0017) 0.0259 0.0388 0.0362
(15) σprmq 0.0374 (0.0016) 0.0252 0.0377 0.0351
(16) Cprm ´∆d,∆cq pˆ10´5q 2.0978 (0.2371) 2.3799 2.3583 2.5284
(17) Cprm,∆cq pˆ10´5q 2.4398 (0.1817) 2.7501 2.7286 2.8858
(18) % of Amount of Risk by Cp∆d,∆cq 14.014% (4.063%) 13.463% 13.570% 12.385%
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Table 2.8: Non-DGP Model Parameter Choices (˚=annualized).
This table presents the non-DGP parameter choices and the derived parameter values. Following Campbell and
Cochrane (1999), the AR(1) coefficient of the st process (φs) equals the AR(1) coefficient of the monthly log price
dividend ratio. rfCC is the constant benchmark risk free rate and is chosen to match the average real 90-day
Treasury bill rate, which is proxied by changes in log nominal 90-day Treasury index constructed by CRSP minus
inflation rate continuously compounded; the nominal index is constructed by CRSP and the inflation rate is
obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. β is the time discount parameter derived from the rfCC
equation. Monthly data covers the period 1959/01-2014/06.
Non-DGP parameters: Notation Value
Curvature parameter γ 2
st persistence φs 0.9499*
Risk free rate (%) rfCC 1.4854*
Derived parameters:
Time discount parameter β 0.9952*
Steady-state surplus consumption ratio, M(1) S 0.0694
Maximum log surplus consumption ratio, M(1) smax -2.1701
Table 2.9: Theoretical Models: Unconditional Asset Price Statistics (˚=annualized).
This table presents 10 unconditional moments of financial variables from simulated and empirical datasets.
Moment Symbols E, mean; σ, volatility; ac, first-order autocorrelation coefficient. Other details on data, models,
model solutions, and simulations are described in Tables 2.6„ 2.8. Bold values indicate that the simulation
moment point estimates are within a 95% confidence interval of the empirical moments.




s as State Variable - - Yes Yes Yes
n as State Variable - - No Yes Yes
b as State Variable - - No No Yes
(19) ˚ Eprm ´ rfq,% 4.8780 (1.9914) 4.4520 5.9374 5.3537
(20) ˚ σprm ´ rfq,% 14.8816 (0.6109) 8.7437 15.2393 14.5441
(21) exp rEppdqs 35.552 (0.5225) 31.3039 20.9597 20.9983
(22) σppdq 0.3946 (0.0922) 0.1535 0.2882 0.3037
(23) ˚ acppdq 0.9499 (0.0411) 0.9438 0.9416 0.9416
(24) Sharpe Ratio 0.3278 (0.1408) 0.5092 0.3896 0.3681
(25) Skewness -0.6815 (0.2526) 0.1874 -0.1205 -0.1078
(26) Kurtosis 5.5288 (1.2222) 3.5231 3.7325 3.7156
(27) ˚ Eprfq,% 1.4209 (0.1525) 1.3663 1.4239 1.4239
(28) ˚ σprfq,% 1.1229 (0.0503) 0.0219 0.0490 0.0490
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Table 2.10: Theoretical Models: Resolving the Endogenous Part of the Duffee Puzzle.
This table evaluates the abilities of three theoretical models to fit Facts (f)„(j) related to the endogenous part of
the Duffee Puzzle as established in Section 3.2. Other details on data, models, model solutions, and simulations are
described in Tables 2.6„2.8. Bold values indicate that the simulation moment point estimates are within a 95%
confidence interval of the empirical moments.




s as State Variable - - Yes Yes Yes
n as State Variable - - No Yes Yes
b as State Variable - - No No Yes
(f). σprm ´∆dq (Irece. “ 0) 0.0321*** (0.0014) 0.0257 0.0288 0.0317
σprm ´∆dq (Irece. “ 1) 0.0497 (0.0056) 0.0264 0.0537 0.0502
(g). σprmq (Irece. “ 0) 0.0321*** (0.0013) 0.0251 0.0279 0.0308
σprmq (Irece. “ 1) 0.0496 (0.0054) 0.0246 0.0530 0.0497
(h). Cprm ´∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 0) pˆ10´5q 2.0588* (0.1726) 2.2489 2.2284 2.3952
Cprm ´∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 1) pˆ10´5q 2.3637 (0.2354) 2.4519 2.5414 2.5621
(i). Cprm,∆cq (Irece. “ 0) pˆ10´5q 2.4504 (0.1687) 2.6192 2.5986 2.7672
Cprm,∆cq (Irece. “ 1) pˆ10´5q 2.3954 (0.1833) 2.8222 2.9116 2.6743
(j). % of Amount of Risk by Cp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 0) 15.980%*** (5.253%) 14.136% 14.248% 13.443%
% of Amount of Risk by Cp∆d,∆cq (Irece. “ 1) 1.322% (3.297%) 13.120% 12.717% 4.196%
Note: the significance levels for testing the equality of non-recession (Irece. “ 0) and recession (Irece. “ 1) moments
(Wald Test given the covariance-variance matrix from the GMM estimations) are denoted as follow: ***p ă 0.01,
**p ă 0.05,*p ă 0.1.
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Table 2.11: Price Dividend Ratio Variance Decomposition.
This table presents 6 moments on the approximate variance decomposition results of the log price dividend ratio
using the empirical dataset and three simulated datasets of the three theoretical models. The log price dividend
ratio is estimated by univariate and multivariate regression models. Moment Symbols bpxtq, linear regression
coefficient estimate of state variable xt in a univariate or multivariate pd regression, where the linear regression
framework is denoted as pdt “ fp..., xt, ...q. The variance decomposition in a multivariate framework, VARC, ispbpxqCovpx, pfq
V arp pfq where pbpxq is the coefficient estimate and pf is the fitted dependent variable; the sum of VARCs across
all variables is 100%; VARCs are shown in curly brackets. Bold (italics) values indicate that the simulation
moment point estimates are within a 95% (99%) confidence interval of the empirical moments.




s as State Variable - - Yes Yes Yes
n as State Variable - - No Yes Yes
b as State Variable - - No No Yes
(29) bpbtq: pdt “ fpbtq 1.2807 (0.1292) - - 1.1146
R2: pdt “ fpbtq 12.900% (3.608%) - - 7.797%
(30) bpstq: pdt “ fpst, nt, bt, b2t q 0.5815 (0.0384) 0.6693 0.5564 0.5368
VARC,% {72.779%} {100%} {69.091%} {64.317%}
(31) bpntq: pdt “ fpst, nt, bt, b2t q -0.1407 (0.0322) - 0.3222 0.3121
VARC,% {14.102%} - {30.909%} {28.998%}
(32) bpbtq: pdt “ fpst, nt, bt, b2t q 0.5480 (0.1486) - - 0.8951
VARC,% {13.386%} - - {6.657%}
(33) bpb2t q: pdt “ fpst, nt, bt, b2t q 2.3024 (0.9112) - - 0.9157
VARC,% {-0.268%} - - {0.029%}
(34) R2: pdt “ fpst, nt, bt, b2t q 49.587% (4.654%) 96.933% 62.012% 65.255%
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Table 2.12: The Pricing of bt in Cross Section: Factor Loadings and Prices of Risk.
This table reports the summary statistics of the cross-sectional Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions for the 25
size– and book-to-market–sorted portfolios of Fama and French (1993) (source: Kenneth R. French website). In the
first stage, Panels A to D report multivariate factor loadings from regressions of each portfolio excess return on the
market excess return (“Mkt”), the log surplus consumption ratio innovations (“sinnov”), the macroeconomic
uncertainty innovations (“ninnov”) and the procyclical consumption-dividend comovement innovations.
Ri,t ´Rf,t “ βi,0 ` βi,MktpRMkt,t ´Rf,tq ` βi,sinnovsinnovt ` βi,ninnovninnovt ` βi,binnovbinnovt ` i,t.
“5-1” denotes the difference between Portfolio 5 (highest in B/M or largest in size) and Portfolio 1 (lowest in B/M
or smallest in size). “***” denotes 1% significance level, “**” 5% significance level and “*” 10% significance level.
In the second stage, portfolio returns are regressed on the loadings, giving an estimate of the price of risk for each
factor:
ErRis ´Rf “ λ0 ` λMkt pβi,Mkt ` λsinnov pβi,sinnov ` λninnov pβi,ninnov ` λbinnov pβi,binnov.
“VARC” reports the variance decomposition (see Table 2.11 for details). Robust standard errors are shown in
parentheses. Bold (italics) estimates have significance at the 5% (10%) level. N=556 months (1968/03„2014/06).
Panel A. Multivariate Loadings on Market Excess Returns, βi,Mkt
GROWTH B/M 2 B/M 3 B/M 4 VALUE 5-1
SMALL 1.4187˚˚˚ 1.2162˚˚˚ 1.0906˚˚˚ 1.0059˚˚˚ 1.0507˚˚˚ ´0.3680˚˚˚
Size 2 1.3965˚˚˚ 1.1631˚˚˚ 1.0401˚˚˚ 0.9943˚˚˚ 1.1079˚˚˚ ´0.2886˚˚˚
Size 3 1.3271˚˚˚ 1.1191˚˚˚ 1.0011˚˚˚ 0.9421˚˚˚ 1.0503˚˚˚ ´0.2768˚˚˚
Size 4 1.2319˚˚˚ 1.0846˚˚˚ 1.0093˚˚˚ 0.9466˚˚˚ 1.0766˚˚˚ ´0.1553˚˚˚
LARGE 0.9761˚˚˚ 0.9384˚˚˚ 0.8480˚˚˚ 0.8826˚˚˚ 0.9471˚˚˚ ´0.0290
5-1 ´0.4426˚˚˚ ´0.2778˚˚˚ ´0.2425˚˚˚ ´0.1233˚˚˚ ´0.1036˚˚˚
Panel B. Multivariate Loadings on Surplus Consumption Ratio (s) Innovations, βi,sinnov
GROWTH B/M 2 B/M 3 B/M 4 VALUE 5-1
SMALL 15.2272 11.8785 12.4366˚ 10.5175 14.0103˚ ´1.2169
Size 2 10.9073 8.1214 10.9637˚ 10.2815 9.4299 ´1.4774
Size 3 8.3100 6.1493 5.0391 5.0484 9.5382 1.2282
Size 4 8.1334 9.0119 6.8525 5.8844 14.0090 ˚ ˚ 5.8757
LARGE 9.2765 9.1898˚ 9.6577˚ 5.9991 16.1341˚˚˚ 6.8576
5-1 ´5.9506 ´2.6887 ´2.7790 ´4.5184 2.1238
Panel C. Multivariate Loadings on Macroeconomic Uncertainty (n) Innovations, βi,ninnov
GROWTH B/M 2 B/M 3 B/M 4 VALUE 5-1
SMALL ´0.0485 ˚ ˚ ´0.0489˚˚˚ ´0.0499˚˚˚ ´0.0653˚˚˚ ´0.0684˚˚˚ ´0.0199
Size 2 ´0.0446 ˚ ˚ ´0.0415 ˚ ˚ ´0.0444 ˚ ˚ ´0.0666˚˚˚ ´0.0640˚˚˚ ´0.0193
Size 3 ´0.0314 ´0.0419˚˚˚ ´0.0458˚˚˚ ´0.0572˚˚˚ ´0.0648˚˚˚ ´0.0333 ˚ ˚
Size 4 ´0.0342˚ ´0.0384 ˚ ˚ ´0.0354˚ ´0.0405 ˚ ˚ ´0.0634˚˚˚ ´0.0292 ˚ ˚
LARGE 0.0038 ´0.0306˚ ´0.0371˚˚˚ ´0.0427˚˚˚ ´0.0508˚˚˚ ´0.0546˚˚˚
5-1 0.0523˚˚˚ 0.0183 0.0127 0.0226 0.0177
Panel D. Multivariate Loadings on Div.-Cons. Comovement (b) Innovations, βi,binnov
GROWTH B/M 2 B/M 3 B/M 4 VALUE 5-1
SMALL 11.0184 7.0150 11.5856 ˚ ˚ 7.3966 17.1760˚˚˚ 6.1575
Size 2 5.4487 6.8722 4.2486 1.9321 10.3278˚ 4.8792
Size 3 1.9982 1.4142 3.2624 5.8093 4.5245 2.5263
Size 4 ´1.3867 4.3967 5.1377 5.5067 7.1502 8.5369˚
LARGE ´4.9418˚ 0.2228 ´1.3690 5.4284 14.7410˚˚˚ 19.6829˚˚˚
5-1 ´15.9603˚˚˚ ´6.7922 ´12.9546˚˚˚ ´1.9682 ´2.4349
Panel E. Price of Risk (Second-Stage Fama-MacBeth)
λMkt λsinnov λninnov λbinnov
Est. -0.5577 -0.0144 -0.0697 0.0474
SE (0.2682) (0.0155) (0.0413) (0.0216)
VARC 38.55% 3.29% 41.75% 16.41%
R2 41.40%
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Figure 2.1: The Decomposition of the Duffee Puzzle from the Empirical Analyses.
The top panel depicts the empirical estimates of the two components of amount of risk in the Duffee
Puzzle. The solid black line depicts the dynamic conditional covariance of dividend growth and
consumption growth (with instrument); the dashed red line depicts the dynamic conditional covariance of
the non-dividend part of the market return and consumption growth (with instrument). The bottom panel
depicts the time variation in the share of the consumption-dividend conditional covariance in the market
return-consumption conditional covariance (namely, the amount of risk). The conditional covariance
estimates in the two plots are obtained from the “DCC-qt” model estimation results as reported in
Table 2.3. The shaded regions are the NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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Figure 2.2: Annualized Conditional Volatility of the Two Consumption Shocks from the DGP
Estimation.
The plot illustrates the magnitudes and dynamics of the two components of consumption growth volatility.
The solid black line depicts the annualized conditional volatility contributed by the heteroskedastic event
shock rωn,t`1, or a12σ2nnt. The dotted red line depicts the annualized volatility contributed by the
homoskedastic fundamental shock rωc,t`1, or a12σ2c . The dashed blue line depicts the percentage of the
total consumption variance explained by the heteroskedastic component, or
σ2nnt
σ2nnt`σ2c . The shaded regions
are the NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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Figure 2.3: Annualized Conditional Volatility of the Two Dividend Shock Components from the
DGP Estimation.
The plot illustrates the magnitudes and dynamics of the two components of the dividend growth volatility.
The solid black line depicts the annualized conditional volatility contributed by the consumption
fundamental shock rωc,t`1, or a12σ2cb2t . The dotted red line depicts the annualized volatility contributed
by the dividend-specific shock rωd,t`1, or a12σ2dVd. The dashed blue line depicts the percentage of the






t`σ2dVd . The shaded regions are
the NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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The monthly -ltered fundamental shock realizations summarized at the quarterly frequency.
The detrended cosnumption-wealth ratio introduced in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001).











B. Interpreting the Event Shock
The monthly -ltered event shock realizations summarized at the quarterly frequency.
Figure 2.4: Economic Interpretations for the Fundamental Shock and the Event Shock.
The plot provides direct graphical evidence on the economic interpretations of the fundamental shock and
the event shock in the new DGP(Equation (2.T10)). The two shocks are estimated using a filtration-based
maximum likelihood estimation methodology developed by Bates (2006); the estimation results are shown
in Table 2.5. In this figure, the monthly filtered shock realizations—the fundamental shock pωc and the
event shock pωn—are summarized at the quarterly frequency and plotted against two business condition
indicators. Plot A depicts the quarterly fundamental shock against the detrended consumption-wealth
ratio introduced in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001). The magnitudes of the quarterly pωc (detrended ycayQ)
are shown in the left (right) axis. Plot B depicts the quarterly event shock realizations. The shaded
regions are the NBER recession quarters from the NBER website.
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M(2)∼ st, nt,n = 0.3742
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(n= 0.3742,b = 0.4447)
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(n= 1.4246,b = 0.4447)
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(n= 0.3742,b = 0.3014)














P/D of the n-dimension
 
 
M(1)∼ st,s = −2.6595
M(2)∼ st, nt,s = −2.6595
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(s= −2.6595,b = 0.4447)
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(s= −3.5281,b = 0.4447)
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(s= −2.6595,b = 0.3014)
Figure 2.5: Dependence of the Price Dividend Ratio on the State Variables s and n.
The top figure depicts the relationship between PD and exppsq, and the bottom figure depicts the
relationship between PD and n. For M(1), price dividend ratio depends on s only; M(1) is depicted in
solid black lines with circles. For M(2), price dividend ratio is sensitive to s and n; to explore the
dependence of PD on s (n), I fix n (s) at its mean from the simulation, 0.3742 (-2.6595); M(2) is depicted
in solid red lines with triangles. For M(3), price dividend ratio is sensitive to s, n and b. The dimension is
reduced by fixing the other state variables at their mean and critical values (i.e., the 95% quantile value in
the nt simulation, 1.4246, the 5% quantile value in the st simulation, -3.5281, and the 5% quantile value in
the bt simulation, 0.3014); M(3) is depicted in blue lines with squares. Note that, as suggested by theory,
the three solid lines in the top plot coincide; the two solids lines with triangles and squares in the bottom
plot also coincide.
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P/D of the b-dimension
 
 
M(1)∼ st,s = −2.6595
M(2)∼ st, nt,(s = −2.6595,n = 0.3742)
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(s= −2.6595,n = 0.3742)
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(s= −3.5281,n = 0.3742)
M(3)∼ st, nt, bt,(s= −2.6595,n = 1.4246)
Figure 2.6: Dependence of the Price Dividend Ratio on the State Variable b.
The figure depicts the relationship between PD and b conditional on ps, nq. M(1) and M(2) are invariant
of the new state variable b. For M(3), price dividend ratio is sensitive to s, n and b. The
multi-dimensional relationship is reduced by fixing the other state variables at their mean and critical
values (i.e., the 95% quantile value in the nt simulation, 1.4246 and the 5% quantile value in the st
simulation, -3.5281); M(3) is depicted in blue lines with squares.
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3
The Time Variation in Risk Appetite and
Uncertainty
We develop new measures of time-varying risk aversion and economic uncertainty that can
be calculated from observable financial information at high frequencies. Our approach has four
important elements. First, we formulate a dynamic no-arbitrage asset pricing model that consis-
tently prices all assets under assumptions regarding the joint dynamics among asset-specific cash
flow dynamics, macroeconomic fundamentals and risk aversion. Second, both the fundamentals
and cash flow dynamics feature time-varying heteroskedasticity and non-Gaussianity to accom-
modate dynamics observed in the data, which we document. This allows us to distinguish time
variation in economic uncertainty (the amount of risk) from time variation in risk aversion (the
price of risk). Third, despite featuring non-Gaussian dynamics, the model retains closed-form
solutions for asset prices. Fourth, our approach exploits information on realized volatility and op-
tion prices for the two main risky asset classes, equities and corporate bonds, to help identify and
differentiate economic uncertainty from risk aversion. We find that equity variance risk premi-
ums are very informative about risk aversion, whereas credit spreads and corporate bond volatility
are highly correlated with economic uncertainty. Model-implied risk premiums beat standard in-
strument sets predicting excess returns on equity and corporate bonds. A financial proxy to our




It has become increasingly commonplace to assume that changes in risk appetites are an
important determinant of asset price dynamics. For instance, the behavioral finance literature
(see, e.g., Lemmon and Portnaiguina (2006) and Baker and Wurgler (2006) for a discussion) has
developed “sentiment indices,” and there are now a wide variety of “risk aversion” or “sentiment”
indicators available, created by financial institutions (see Coudert and Gex (2008) for a survey).
The “structural” dynamic asset pricing literature has meanwhile proposed time-varying risk
aversion as a potential explanation for salient asset price features (see Campbell and Cochrane
(1999) and a large number of related articles), whereas reduced-form asset pricing models, aim-
ing to simultaneously explaining stock return dynamics and option prices, have also concluded
that time-varying prices of risk are important drivers of stock return and option price dynamics
(see Bakshi and Wu, 2010; Bollerslev, Gibson, and Zhou, 2011; Broadie, Chernov, and Johannes,
2007). Risk aversion has also featured prominently in recent monetary economics papers that sug-
gest a potential link between loose monetary policy and the risk appetite of market participants,
spurring a literature on what structural economic factors would drive risk aversion changes (see,
e.g., Rajan, 2006; Adrian and Shin, 2009; Bekaert, Hoerova, and Lo Duca, 2013). In international
finance, Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2015) and Rey (2015) suggest that global risk aversion is a
key transmission mechanism for US monetary policy to be exported to countries worldwide and
is a major source of asset return comovements across countries (see also Xu, 2017). Finally, sev-
eral papers on sovereign bonds (e.g. Bernoth and Erdogan, 2012) have stressed the importance of
global risk aversion in explaining their dynamics and contagion across countries.
Our goal is to develop a measure of time-varying risk aversion that is relatively easy to esti-
mate and compute, so that it can be compared to other indices and tracked over time. However,
the measure should also correct for deficiencies plaguing many of the current measures. First, it
must control for macro-economic uncertainty; we want to separately identify both the aversion
to risk (the price of risk) and the amount of risk. To do so, we build on dynamic asset pricing
theory. Essentially, our risk aversion measure constitutes a second factor in the pricing kernel
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that is not driven by macroeconomic fundamentals. The modeling framework therefore is related,
but not identical, to the habit models of Campbell and Cochrane (1999), Menzly, Santos and
Veronesi (2004) and Wachter (2006). As in Bekaert, Engstrom and Xing (2009) and Bekaert,
Engstrom and Grenadier (2010), we allow for a stochastic risk aversion component that is not
perfectly correlated with fundamentals. As an important byproduct, we also derive a measure
of economic uncertainty, which constitutes an alternative to recent measures (e.g. Juardo, Lud-
vigson, and Ng, 2015). In the model, asset prices are linked to cash flow dynamics and prefer-
ences in an internally consistent fashion. In contrast, a number of articles develop time-varying
risk aversion measures motivated by models that really assume “constant” prices of risk and
hence are inherently inconsistent (see, for example, Bollerslev, Gibson, and Zhou, 2011), or fail to
fully model the link between fundamentals and asset prices (see e.g. Bekaert and Hoerova, 2016).
Third, as is well-known, asset prices and returns display dynamics with highly non-Gaussian
distributions that are time varying. In fact, a number of articles (see Bollerslev and Todorov,
2011; Liu, Pan, and Wang, 2004; Santa-Clara and Yan, 2010) suggest that compensation for rare
events (“jumps”) accounts for a large fraction of equity risk premiums. To accommodate these
non-linearities in a tractable fashion, we use the Bad Environment-Good Environment (BEGE,
henceforth) framework developed in Bekaert and Engstrom (2017). Shocks are modeled as the
sum of two variables with de-meaned gamma distributions, whose shape parameters vary through
time. The model delivers conditional non-Gaussian shocks, with changes in “good” or “bad”
volatility also changing the conditional distribution of the process. Finally, our data include
macroeconomic fundamentals, asset prices, and options prices. The dynamic asset pricing and
options literatures indirectly reveal the difficulty in interpreting many existing risk aversion indi-
cators. Often they use information such as the VIX or return risk premiums that are obviously
driven by both the amount of risk and risk aversion. Disentangling the two is not straightforward.
Articles such as Drechsler and Yaron (2008), Bollerslev et al. (2009) and Bekaert and Hoerova
(2016) point towards the use of the VIX in combination with the (conditional) expected variance
as particularly informative about risk preferences. Therefore, this paper is also related to the lit-
erature on extracting information about risk and risk preferences from option prices (for a survey,
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see Gai and Vause, 2006).
The use of different asset classes in deriving a single measure of risk aversion imposes the
important assumption that different markets are priced in an integrated setting. This may not
(always) be the case. During the 2007-2009 global crisis, it was widely recognized that arbitrage
opportunities surfaced between asset classes and sometimes within an asset class (for instance,
between Treasury bonds of different maturities, see e.g. Hu, Pan, and Wang, 2013). There may
well be a link between risk aversion and the existence of arbitrage opportunities. That is, in
uncertain, risk averse times, there is insufficient risky capital available, which causes different
asset classes to be priced incorrectly (see, for example, Gilchrist, Yankov, and Zakrajsek, 2009).
While consistent pricing across risky asset classes is a maintained assumption in our benchmark
model, we can easily test for consistent pricing by examining risk aversion measures implied by
different asset classes. We provide an example by comparing risk aversions filtered from risky
assets only and from both risky assets and Treasury bonds.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 presents the model
and estimation strategy in detail. Section 3.4 briefly outlines the data we use. Section 3.5 ex-
tracts risk aversion and uncertainty from asset prices and discusses the links between the risk
aversion estimates and various financial variables. We also examine the behavior of the indices
around the Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers bankruptcies. In Section 3.6, we link our mea-
sures of risk appetite and uncertainty to alternative indices including ones produced by practi-
tioners. In Section 3.7, we discuss the case of risk aversion involving Treasury bonds. Concluding
remarks are in Section 3.8.
3.2 Modeling Risk Appetite and Uncertainty
In this section, we first define our concept of risk aversion in general terms in Section 3.2.1.
We then build a dynamic model with stochastic risk aversion and macro-economic factors affect-
ing the cash flows processes of two main risky asset classes, corporate bonds and equity. The
state variables are described in Section 3.2.2 and the pricing kernel in Section 3.2.3.
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3.2.1 General Strategy
An ideal measure of risk aversion would be model free and not confound time variation
in economic uncertainty with time variation in risk aversion. There are many attempts in the
literature to approximate this ideal, but invariably various modeling and statistical assumptions
are necessary to tie down risk aversion. For example, in the options literature, a number of ar-
ticles (Aıt-Sahalia and Lo, 2000; Engle and Rosenberg, 2002; Jackwerth, 2000; Bakshi, Kapadia
and Madan, 2003; Britten-Jones and Neuberger, 2000) appear at first glance to infer risk aver-
sion from equity options prices in a general fashion, but it is generally the case that the utility
function is assumed to be of a particular form and/or to depend only on stock prices.
Another strand of the literature relies on general properties of pricing kernels. Using a
strictly positive pricing kernel or stochastic discount factor, Mt`1, no-arbitrage conditions imply
that for all gross returns, R,
Et rMt`1Rt`1s “ 1 (3.T1)
It is then straightforward to derive that any asset’s expected excess return can be written as an
asset specific risk exposure (“beta”, or βt) times a price of risk (or λt), which applies to all assets
(see also Coudert and Gex, 2008):
Et rRt`1s ´Rft “ βtλt (3.T2)
where Rft is the risk free rate, βt “ ´CovtpRt`1,Mt`1qV artpMt`1q , and λt “
V artpMt`1q
EtpMt`1q .
Unfortunately, this price of risk is not equal to time-varying risk aversion, and in particular
may confound economic uncertainty with risk aversion. In a simple power utility framework,
it is easy to show that the price of risk is linked to both the coefficient of relative risk aversion
and the volatility of consumption growth, the latter being a reasonable measure of economic
uncertainty.
Our approach is to start from a fairly general utility function defined over both fundamen-
tals and non-fundamentals. Our measure of risk aversion simply is then the coefficient of relative
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risk aversion implied by the utility function. We specify a fairly general consumption process
accommodating time variation in economic uncertainty and use the utility framework to price
assets, given general processes for the cash flows of assets. Therefore, while certainly not model
free, our risk aversion process is consistent with a wide set of economic models that respect no-
arbitrage conditions. Moreover, we can use any risky asset for which we can model cash flows
to help identify risk aversion. The identification of the risk aversion process takes into account
that economic uncertainty varies through time and controls for non-Gaussianities in cash flow
processes.












where C is consumption and Q is a process that will be shown to drive time-variation in risk
aversion. Essentially, when Q is high, consumption delivers less utility and marginal utility in-









where a and γ are positive parameters, and b is an exogenous benchmark parameter or process.
Note that γ (the curvature parameter) is not equal to risk aversion in this framework. In prin-
ciple, all parameters (a, γ, b) could have time subscripts, but we only allow time-variation in b.
Note that the Q process depends on consumption, but we do not allow b to depend on consump-
tion. This excludes internal habit models, for example.
The coefficient of relative risk aversion for this class of models is given by
RRA “ ´CU
2pCq
U 1pCq “ aQ (3.T5)




¯´2 ă 0; in good times when consump-
tion increases, risk aversion decreases.
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For pricing assets, we need to derive the log pricing kernel which is the intertemporal
marginal rate of substitution in a dynamic economy. We assume an infinitely lived agent, facing
a constant discount factor of β, and the HARA period utility function given above. The pricing
kernel is then given by





“ lnpβq ´ γ∆ct`1 ` γ∆qt`1 (3.T6)
where we use t to indicate time, lower case letters to indicate logs of uppercase variables, and ∆
to indicate log changes.
To get more intuition for this framework, note that the Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
(CC henceforth) utility function is a special case. CC use an external habit model, with utility
being a power function over Ct ´Ht, where Ht is the habit stock. Of course, we can also write
Ct ´Ht “ Ct
Qt
(3.T7)
with Qt “ CtCt´Ht . So the CC utility function is a special case of our framework with a “ γ and
b “ H. As Ct gets closer to the habit stock, risk aversion increases. Qt is thus the inverse of
the surplus ratio in the CC article. CC also model qt exogenously but restrict the correlation
between qt and ∆ct to be perfect. The “moody investor” economy in Bekaert, Engstrom, and
Grenadier (2010) is also a special case. In that model, qt is also exogenously modeled, but has its
own shock; that is, there are preference shocks not correlated with fundamentals. In our general
quest to identify risk aversion, we surely must allow for such shocks to hit q as well. The model
in Brandt and Wang (2003) is also a special case but the risk aversion process specifically de-
pends on inflation in addition to consumption growth. In fact, DSGE models in macro-economics
routinely feature preference shocks (see e.g. Besley and Coate, 2003).
In sum, our approach specifies a stochastic process for q (risk aversion), which constitutes
a second factor in the pricing kernel that is not fully driven by fundamentals (consumption
growth).
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3.2.2 Economic Environment: State Variables
3.2.2.1 Macroeconomic Factors
In canonical asset pricing models agents have utility over consumption, but it is well known
that consumption growth and asset returns show very little correlation. Moreover, consumption
data are only available at the quarterly frequency. Because the use of options data is key to our
identification strategy and these data are only available since 1986, it is important to use macro-
economic data that are available at the monthly frequency. We therefore chose to use industrial
production, which is available at the monthly frequency, as our main macroeconomic factor. In
the macro-economic literature, much attention has been devoted recently to the measurement of
“real” uncertainty (see e.g. Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng, 2015) and its effects on the real economy
(see e.g. Bloom, 2009). We add to this literature by using a novel econometric framework to
extract two macro risk factors from industrial production: “good” uncertainty, denoted by pt,
and “bad” uncertainty, denoted by nt.
Specifically, the change in log industrial production index, θt, has time-varying conditional
moments governed by two state variables: pt and nt. The conditional mean is modeled as a per-
sistent process to accommodate a time-varying long-run mean of output growth:
θt`1 “ θ ` ρθpθt ´ θq `mpppt ´ pq `mnpnt ´ nq ` uθt`1, (3.T8)
where the growth shock is decomposed into two independent centered gamma shocks,
uθt`1 “ σθpωp,t`1 ´ σθnωn,t`1. (3.T9)
The shocks follow centered gamma distributions with time-varying shape parameters,
ωp,t`1 „ rΓ ppt, 1q (3.T10)
ωn,t`1 „ rΓ pnt, 1q , (3.T11)
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where rΓ px, 1q denotes a centered gamma distribution with shape parameter x and a unit scale
parameter. The shape factors, pt and nt, follow autoregressive processes,
pt`1 “ p` ρpppt ´ pq ` σppωp,t`1 (3.T12)
nt`1 “ n` ρnpnt ´ nq ` σnnωn,t`1, (3.T13)
where ρx denotes the autoregressive term of process xt`1, σxx the sensitivity to shock ωx,t`1, and





and the set of unknown parameters are θ, ρθ,mp,mn, n, σθp, σθn, ρp, σpp, ρn, and σnn.
In this model, the conditional mean has an autoregressive component, but macro risks
can also affect expected growth. This can both accommodate cyclical effects (lower conditional
means in bad times), or the uncertainty effect described in Bloom (2009). The shocks reflect
the BEGE framework of Bekaert and Engstrom (2017), implying that the conditional higher
moments of output growth are linear functions of the bad and good uncertainties. For example,




˘2ı “ σ2θppt ` σ2θnnt,
Conditional Unscaled Skewness: Et
”`
uθt`1
˘3ı “ 2σ3θppt ´ 2σ3θnnt.
This reveals the sense in which pt represents “good” and nt “bad” volatility: pt (nt) increases
(decreases) the skewness of industrial production growth.
The industrial production process is a key determinant of the consumption growth process,
but we model consumption growth jointly with the cash flow processes for equities imposing the
economic restriction that those processes are cointegrated.
3.2.2.2 Cash Flows and Cash Flow Uncertainty
To model the cash flows for equites and corporate bonds, we focus attention on two vari-
ables that exhibit strong cyclical movements, namely earnings (see e.g. Longstaff and Piazzesi,
2004) and corporate defaults (see e.g. Gilchrist and Zakrajˇsek, 2012).
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3.2.2.2.1 Corporate Bond Loss Rate
To model corporate bonds, we use data on default rates. Suppose a portfolio of one-period
nominal bonds has a promised payoff of exp pcq at pt` 1q, but will in fact only pay an unknown
fraction Ft`1 ď 1 of that amount. Let lt “ ln p1{Ftq ě 0 be the log loss function. Then the ac-
tual nominal payment will be exp pc´ lt`1q. We use default data on corporate bonds to measure
this loss rate and provide more detail on the pricing of defaultable bonds in the pricing section
(Section 3.2.3).
The log loss rate, lt, is defined as the logarithm of the current aggregate default rate mul-
tiplied by the loss-given-default rate. The dynamic system of the corporate bond loss rate is
modeled as follows:
lt`1 “ l0 ` ρlllt ` ρlppt ` ρlnnt ` σlpωp,t`1 ` σlnωn,t`1 ` ult`1 (3.T14)
ult`1 “ σllωl,t`1 (3.T15)
ωl,t`1 „ rΓpvt, 1q, (3.T16)
where
vt`1 “ v0 ` ρvvvt ` σvlωl,t`1. (3.T17)
The conditional mean depends on an autoregressive term and the good and bad uncertainty
state variables pt and nt. The loss rate total disturbance is governed by three independent het-
eroskedastic centered gamma shocks: the good and bad environment macro shocks {ωp,t`1, ωn,t`1}
and the (orthogonal) loss rate shock ωl,t`1. The loss rate shock follows a centered gamma distri-
bution where the shape parameter vt varies through time.
This dynamic system allows macro-economic uncertainty to affect both the conditional
mean and conditional variance of the loss rate process. However, it also allows the loss rate to
have an autonomous autoregressive component in its conditional mean (making lt a state vari-
able) and accommodates heteroskedasticity not spanned by macro-economic uncertainty. There-
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fore, vt can be viewed as “financial” cash flow uncertainty. Note that the shock to vt is the same
as the shock for the loss process itself. If σll and σvl are positive, as we would expect, the loss
rate and its volatility are positively correlated; that is, in bad times with a high incidence of de-
faults, there is also more uncertainty about the loss rate, and because the gamma distribution
is positively skewed, the (unscaled) skewness of the process increases. We would also expect the
sensitivities to the good (bad) environment shocks, σlp (σln) to be negative (positive): defaults
should decrease (increase) in relatively good (bad) times.
The conditional variance of the loss rate is σ2lppt ` σ2lnnt ` σ2llvt, and its conditional unscaled
skewness is 2
´
σ3lppt ` σ3lnnt ` σ3llvt
¯
. The set of unknown parameters are l0, ρll, ρlp, ρln, σlp, σln,
σll, v0, ρvv, and σvl.
3.2.2.2.2 Log Earnings Growth
Log earnings growth, gt, is defined as the change in log real earnings of the aggregate stock
market. It is modeled as follows:
gt`1 “ g0 ` ρgggt ` ρ1gyY mact ` σgpωp,t`1 ` σgnωn,t`1 ` σglωl,t`1 ` ugt`1 (3.T18)
ugt`1 “ σggωg,t`1 (3.T19)
ωg,t`1 „ Np0, 1q. (3.T20)
The conditional mean is governed by an autoregressive component and the three macro factors;
the time variation in the conditional variance comes from the good and bad uncertainty fac-
tors, and the loss rate uncertainty factor. The earnings shock is assumed to be Gaussian and
homoskedastic, which cannot be rejected by the data in our sample.1 A key implicit assump-
tion is that the conditional variance of earnings growth is spanned by macro-economic uncer-
tainty and the financial uncertainty present in default rates. The set of unknown parameters is
tg0, ρgg,ρ1gy, σgp, σgn, σgl, σggu.
1More specifically, we conduct the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for Gaussianity and the Engle test for heteroscedas-
ticity using the residuals of log earnings growth ug (this section), log consumption-earnings ratio uκ (later), and
log dividend-earnings ratio uη (later). We fail to reject the null that the residuals series, after controlling for
heteroskedastic fundamental shocks, are Gaussian and homoskedastic.
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3.2.2.2.3 Log Consumption-Earnings Ratio
We model consumption as stochastically cointegrated with earnings so that the consumption-





which is assumed to follow:
κt`1 “ κ0 ` ρκκκt ` ρ1κyY mact ` σκpωp,t`1 ` σκnωn,t`1 ` σκlωl,t`1 ` uκt`1 (3.T21)
uκt`1 “ σκκωκ,t`1 (3.T22)
ωκ,t`1 „ Np0, 1q. (3.T23)
Similarly to earnings growth, there is an autonomous conditional mean component but the het-
eroskedasticity of κt is spanned by other state variables. The set of unknown parameters is
tκ0, ρκκ,ρ1κy, σκp, σκn, σκl, σκκu.
3.2.2.2.4 Log Dividend Payout Ratio
The log dividend payout ratio, ηt, is expressed as the log ratio of dividends to earnings.
Recent evidence in Kostakis, Magdalinos, and Stamatogiannis (2015) shows that the monthly
dividend payout ratio is stationary. We model ηt analogously to κt and gt:
ηt`1 “ η0 ` ρηηηt ` ρ1ηyY mact ` σηpωp,t`1 ` σηnωn,t`1 ` σηlωl,t`1 ` uηt`1 (3.T24)
uηt`1 “ σηηωη,t`1 (3.T25)
ωη,t`1 „ Np0, 1q. (3.T26)
The set of unknown parameters is tη0, ρηη,ρ1ηy, σηp, σηn, σηl, σηηu.
3.2.2.3 Pricing Kernel State Variables
In the model we introduced above, the real pricing kernel depends on consumption growth
and changes in risk aversion. To price nominal cash flows (or to price default free nominal bonds),
we also need an inflation process. We discuss the modeling of these variables here.
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3.2.2.3.1 Consumption Growth





“ gt`1 `∆κt`1. Therefore,
consumption growth is spanned by the previously defined state variables and shocks.
3.2.2.3.2 Risk Aversion





is, by definition, nonnegative.
We impose the following structure,
qt`1 “ q0 ` ρqqqt ` ρqppt ` ρqnnt ` σqpωp,t`1 ` σqnωn,t`1 ` uqt`1 (3.T27)
uqt`1 “ σqqωq,t`1 (3.T28)
ωq,t`1 „ rΓpqt, 1q. (3.T29)
The risk aversion disturbance is comprised of three parts, exposure to the good uncer-
tainty shock, exposure to the bad uncertainty shock, and an orthogonal preference shock. Thus,
given the distributional assumptions on these shocks, the model-implied conditional variance is
σ2qppt ` σ2qnnt ` σ2qqqt, and the conditional unscaled skewness 2
`
σ3qppt ` σ3qnnt ` σ3qqqt
˘
. We model
the pure preference shock also with a demeaned gamma distributed shock, so that its variance
and (unscaled) skewness are proportional to its own level. Controlling for current business con-
ditions, when risk aversion is high, so is its conditional variability and unscaled skewness. The
higher moments of risk aversion are perfectly spanned by macroeconomic uncertainty on the
one hand and pure sentiment (qt) on the other hand. Note that our identifying assumption is
that qt itself does not affect the macro variables and uq,t`1 represents a pure preference shock.
The conditional mean is modeled as before: an autonomous autoregressive component and de-
pendence on pt and nt. The set of unknown parameters describing the risk aversion process is
tq0, ρqq, ρqp, ρqn, σqp, σqn, σqqu.
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3.2.2.3.3 Inflation
To price nominal cash flows and nominal bonds, we must specify an inflation process. The
conditional mean of inflation depends on an autoregressive term and the three macro factors
Y mact . The conditional variance and higher moments of inflation are proportional to the good
and bad uncertainty factors tpt, ntu. The inflation innovation upit`1 is assumed to be Gaussian and
homoskedastic. There is no feedback from inflation to the macro variables:
pit`1 “ pi0 ` ρpipipit ` ρ1piyY mact ` σpipωp,t`1 ` σpinωn,t`1 ` upit`1 (3.T30)
upit`1 “ σpipiωpi,t`1 (3.T31)
ωpi,t`1 „ Np0, 1q. (3.T32)
The set of unknown parameters is tpi0, ρpipi,ρ1piy, σpip, σpin, σpipiu.
3.2.2.4 Matrix Representation
The dynamics of all state variables introduced above can be written compactly in ma-




and other state variables
Y othert “
„
pit lt gt κt ηt vt qt
1
. Among the ten state variables, the industrial production
growth θt, the inflation rate pit, the loss rate lt, earnings growth gt, the log consumption-earnings
ratio κt and the log divided payout ratio ηt are observable, while the other four state variables,
tpt, nt, vt, qtu are latent. There are eight independent centered gamma and Gaussian shocks in
this economy. The system can be formally described as follows (technical details are relegated to
the Appendix):
Yt`1 “ µ`AYt `Σωt`1, (3.T33)







(10 ˆ 1) is a vector comprised of the state variable levels, and ωt`1 “„
ωp,t`1 ωn,t`1 ωpi,t`1 ωl,t`1 ωg,t`1 ωκ,t`1 ωη,t`1 ωq,t`1
1
(8 ˆ 1) is a vector comprised
of all the independent shocks in the economy.
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Note that, among the eight shocks, four shocks follow the gamma shock dynamics laws—
the good uncertainty shock (ωp,t`1), the bad uncertainty shock (ωn,t`1), the loss rate shock
(ωl,t`1), and the risk aversion shock (ωq,t`1). The remaining four shocks are standard homoskedas-
tic Gaussian shocks (i.e., Np0, 1q). Importantly, given our preference structure, the state vari-
ables driving the time variation in the higher order moments of these shocks are the only ones
driving the time variation in asset risk premiums and their higher order moments. Economically,
we therefore rely on time variation in risk aversion—as in the classic Campbell-Cochrane model
and its variants (see e.g. Bekaert, Engstrom and Grenadier, 2010; Wachter, 2006)—and time vari-
ation in economic uncertainty—as in the Bansal-Yaron (2004) model—to explain risk premiums.
The model implications for conditional asset return variances turn out to be critical in identifying
the dynamics of risk aversion (see also Le and Singleton, 2013).
Our specific structure admits conditional non-Gaussianity yet generates affine pricing solu-
tions.2 The model is tractable because the moment generating functions of gamma and Gaussian
distributed variables can be derived in closed form, delivering exponentiated affine functions of




‰ “ exp „ν 1S0 ` 1
2
ν 1S1ΣotherS11ν ` fSpνqYt

, (3.T34)
where S0 (10 ˆ 1) is a vector of drifts; S1 (10 ˆ 4) is a selection matrix of 0s and 1s which picks
out the Jensen’s inequality terms of the four Gaussian shocks; Σother (4 ˆ 4) represents the
covariance of the Gaussian shocks. The matrix fSpνq is a non-linear function of ν, involving the
feedback matrix, and the scale parameters of the gamma-distributed variables. See Appendix A.1
for more details.
3.2.3 Asset Pricing
In this section, we present the model solutions. First, we formally define the real and pric-
ing kernel as a function of the previously defined state variables. Assuming complete markets,
2Previous research by Bekaert, Engstrom and Xing (2009) and Bekaert and Engstrom (2017) also combines time
variation in economic uncertainty with changes in risk aversion.
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this kernel prices any cash flow pattern spanned by our state variable dynamics. Second, asset
prices of two risky assets—defaultable corporate bonds and equities—are derived. The solution
of the model shows that asset prices are (quasi) affine functions of the state variables, which is
crucial in developing the estimation procedure in this paper. In particular, we derive approxi-
mate expressions for endogenous returns to use in estimating the model parameters, and a risk
appetite index.
We also show how to price nominal bonds, but they do not feature in our main estimation
procedure because they often function as flights-to-safety assets and it is conceivable that much
more intricate modeling is necessary not to break the implicit assumption of a unique pricing
kernel (and one risk aversion process) pricing all risky assets. We test market integration between
risky assets and Treasury bonds formally in Section 3.7.
3.2.3.1 The pricing kernel
Taking the ratio of marginal utilities at time t ` 1 and t, we obtain the intertemporal
marginal rate of substitution which constitutes the real pricing kernel denoted by Mt`1. As Equa-
tion (3.T6) indicates, it has the same form as the pricing kernel in the Campbell and Cochrane
model, however, the kernel state variables and kernel shocks are quite different. Unlike the CC
model, changes in the log surplus consumption ratio (the inverse of risk aversion) are not per-
fectly correlated with the consumption growth shock, and consumption growth is heteroskedastic.
The real pricing kernel in our model follows an affine process as well:
mt`1 “ m0 `m12Yt `m11Σωt`1, (3.T35)
where m0, m1 (10ˆ1), m2 (10ˆ1) are constant scalar or matrices that are implicitly defined
using Equations (18)–(23) and (27)-(29). To price nominal assets, we define the nominal pricing
kernel, rmt`1, which is a simple transformation of the log real pricing kernel, mt`1,
rmt`1 “ mt`1 ´ pit`1, (3.T36)
“ rm0 `Ăm12Yt `Ăm11Σωt`1, (3.T37)
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where rm0, Ăm1 (10ˆ1) and Ăm2 (10ˆ1) are implicitly defined. The nominal risk free rate, Ărf t, is
defined as ´ ln tEt rexp prmt`1qsu which can be expressed as an affine function of the state vector.
3.2.3.2 Asset prices
In this section, we further discuss the pricing of the two risky assets—corporate bonds and
equities. The Appendix contains detailed proofs and derivations.
3.2.3.2.1 Defaultable Nominal Bonds
Above, we assume that a one period nominal bond faces a fractional (logarithmic) loss
of lt. Given the structure assumed for lt and Equation (34), the log price-coupon ratio of the
one-period defaultable bond portfolio is
pc1t “ ln tEt rexp prmt`1 ´ lt`1qsu (3.T38)
“ b10 ` b111 Yt, (3.T39)
where b10 and b
11
1 are implicitly defined. Consider next a portfolio of multi-period zero-coupon de-
faultable bonds with a promised terminal payment of C at period pt`Nq. As for the one-period
bond, the actual coupon payment will be less than or equal to the promised payment with the ac-
tual coupon, and the ex-post nominal payoff is given by exp pc´ lt`nq. We ignore the possibility
of early default or prepayment. Then, the price-coupon ratio of a one-period defaultable bond at
period pt`N ´ 1q, PC1t`N´1, is exp
`
b10 ` b111 Yt`N´1
˘
. Given the Euler equation and the law of
iterated expectations, it then follows by induction that all farther dated zero-coupon nominally




“ bN0 ` bN 11 Yt. (3.T40)
The assumed zero-coupon structure of the payments before maturity implies that the unexpected
returns to this portfolio are exactly linearly spanned by the shocks to Yt.
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3.2.3.2.2 Equities
Equity is a claim to the dividend stream; let Pt denote the ex-dividend price of the claim,






















When n “ 1, F 1t “ Etrexppmt`1 `∆dt`1qs can be expressed as an exact exponential affine function















Therefore, by induction, any summation term with ną1 can also be expressed as an exponential
affine function of the state vector. Therefore, the price-dividend ratio is the sum of an infinite
number of exponential affine functions of the state vector.
3.2.3.3 Asset Returns
Given that the log price-coupon ratio of a defaultable nominal corporate bond can be ex-
pressed as an exact affine function of the state variables, it immediately implies that the log
nominal return (before maturity), rcbt`1 “ pct`1 ´ pct, can be represented in closed-form. For
equities, the log nominal equity return is derived as follows, reqt`1 “ ln´PDt`1`1PDt Dt`1Dt Πt`1¯. It is
therefore a non-linear but known function of the state variables. We approximate this function
by a linear function (See the Appendix for details). Note that this procedure is very different
from the very popular Campbell-Shiller (1988) model to approximate returns with a linear ex-
pression. Because they approximate the return expression and then price future cash flows with
approximate expected returns, their procedure accumulates pricing errors. We approximate a
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known quasi-affine pricing function in deriving a return expression.
To account for the approximation error, we allow for two asset-specific homoskedastic
shocks that are orthogonal to the state variable innovations. As a result, the log nominal asset
returns have the following dynamic factor expression,
rit`1 “ rξi0 ` rξi11Yt ` ri1Σωt`1 ` εit`1, (3.T45)
where rit`1 is the log nominal asset return i from t to t`1, @i “ teq, cbu; rξi1 (10 ˆ 1) is the loading
vector on the state vector; ri (10 ˆ 1) is the loading vector on the state variable shocks, and εit`1
is a homoskedastic noise term with unconditional volatility σi.
Rather than exploiting the pricing restrictions on prices, we exploit the restrictions the
economy imposes on asset returns, physical variances and risk-neutral variances. Given Equa-
tion (3.T45) and the pricing kernel, the model implies that one period expected log excess re-
turns are given by:





















´ m11S1ΣotherS11ri ´ 12 ”ri1S1ΣotherS11ri ` σ2i ı . (3.T46)
As shown earlier, Ăm1 and ri are vectors containing the sensitivities of the log nominal pricing
kernel and the log nominal asset returns to the state variable shocks, respectively. The symbols
σppxq, σnpxq, σvpxq and σqpxq represent linear functions of state variables’ sensitivities to the
good uncertainty shock (ωp,t`1), the bad uncertainty shock (ωn,t`1), the loss rate shock (ωl,t`1)




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 σqq
1
,3
σqpĂm1q “ Ăm11Σ‚8 “ γσqq ą 0, where γ ą 0 follows from concave utility and σqq ą 0
implies positive skewness of risk aversion in Equation (3.T27). It immediately implies that an
asset with a negative sensitivity to the risk aversion shock exhibits a higher risk premium when
risk aversion is high. That is, for such an asset, σqpriq ă 0; then, it can be easily shown that
σqpriq` ln ”1´σqpĂm1`riq1´σqpĂm1q ı « σqpriq´ σqpriq1´σqpĂm1q ą 0. Expected excess returns thus vary through time
and are affine in pt, nt, vt (macroeconomic and cash flow uncertainties) and qt (market-specific
risk aversion).
The physical conditional return variance is obtained given the return loadings of Equa-
tion (3.T45):
V ARit ” V ARtprit`1q “ ´σppriq¯2 pt ` ´σnpriq¯2 nt ` ´σvpriq¯2 vt ` ´σqpriq¯2 qt
` ri1S1ΣotherS11ri ` σ2i , (3.T47)
where S1 is defined in Section 2.2.4. See Appendix A.1 for more details. The expected variance
under the physical measure is time-varying and affine in pt, nt, vt and qt.
The one-period risk-neutral conditional return variance is:


















qt ` ri1S1ΣotherS11ri ` σ2i . (3.T48)
Note that the functions in Equation (3.T48) are affine transformations from the ones in Equa-
tion (3.T47), using the “σpmq” functions. Under normal circumstances, we would expect that
the relative importance of “bad” uncertainty, the loss rate’s uncertainty and risk aversion in-
creases under the risk neutral measure relative to the importance of “good” uncertainty. In Equa-
tion (3.T48), this intuition can potentially be formally established as σnpmq, σlpmq, σqpmq are
positive and σppmq is negative. For example, as derived above, σqprm1q “ γσqq is strictly positive.
3Matrix Σ‚j is the j-th column of the shock coefficient matrix in the state variable process, or Σ in Equa-
tion (3.T33).
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3.3 The Identification and Estimation of Risk Aversion
and Uncertainty
In what follows, we describe our general estimation philosophy which is focused on retriev-
ing a risk aversion process that can be traced at high frequencies, and then outline the method-
ology in detail. The first step is the identification of macro-economic and cash flow uncertainties;
the second step is the actual estimation of the remainder of the model parameters and the identi-
fication of risk aversion.
3.3.1 General Estimation Philosophy
While there are 10 state variables in the model, there are only four latent state variables
that drive risk premiums and conditional physical and risk neutral variances in the model as
described in Equations (3.T46)–(3.T48). Three of these state variables, good uncertainty, pt, bad
uncertainty, nt and cash flow uncertainty, vt, describe economic uncertainty. We want to ensure
that these variables are identified from macro-economic and cash flow information alone and are
not contaminated by asset prices. We therefore pre-estimate these variables. This constitutes the
first step in the estimation methodology.
Given the dynamics of these variables, there are a variety of ways that we can retrieve risk
aversion from the model and data on corporate bonds and equities. However, an important goal
of the paper is to make risk aversion observable, even at high frequencies. Under the null of the
model, asset prices, risk premiums and variances are an exact function of the state variables,
including risk aversion. It thus follows that (market-wide) risk aversion should be spanned by
a judiciously chosen set of asset prices and risk variables. Given our desire to generate a high
frequency risk aversion index, we select these instruments to be observable at high frequencies
and to reflect risk and return information for our two asset classes. In particular, we assume
qt “ χ1zt, (3.T49)
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where zt is a vector of 6 observed asset prices and ones. The instruments include (1) term spread
(the difference between the 10-year and 3-month Treasury bond yield), (2) the credit spread
(the difference between Moody’s BAA yield and 10-year Treasury bond yield), (3) a “detrended”
dividend yield, (4) the realized equity return variance, (5) the risk-neutral equity return variance,
and (6) the realized corporate bond return variance.
The term spread may reflect information about the macro-economy (see e.g. Harvey, 1988)
and was also included in the risk appetite index of Bekaert and Hoerova (2016). The credit
spread and dividend yield have direct price information from the corporate bond and equity
market respectively and thus reflect partially information about risk premiums. Ideally, we would
include information on both risk-neutral and physical variances for both equities and corporate
bonds, but we do not have data on the risk neutral corporate bond return variance. We use the
realized variance for both markets, rather than say an estimate of the physical conditional vari-
ance, because realized variances are effectively observed, whereas conditional variances must
be estimated. Given a loading vector χ, the risk aversion process can be computed daily from
observable data.
So far, the methodology is reminiscent of the FAVAR literature (see Bernanke, Boivin,
and Eliasz, 2005) and Stock and Watson (2002), where unobserved macro-factors are identified
using large date sets of observable macro-data using a spanning assumption. However, in contrast
to the above literature and all “principle component” type analysis, we exploit the restrictions
the economy imposes on risk premiums, and physical and risk neutral variances to estimate the
loadings of the time-varying risk aversion process. That is, our risk aversion estimate is forced
to have the (dynamic) properties of risk aversion implied by the above model: it is an element
of the pricing kernel, which must, in turn, correctly price asset returns and be consistent with
observed measures of return volatility under both the physical and risk-neutral measures. To do
so, we adopt a GMM procedure detailed in Section 3.3.3. Imposing the model restrictions and no
arbitrage through a positive pricing kernel also differentiates the estimation from the approach
taken in Bekaert and Hoerova (2016).
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3.3.2 Identifying Economic Uncertainty
Given that there is no feedback from risk aversion to the three uncertainty state variables,
we can pre-estimate the uncertainty factors without using financial asset prices.
First, we use the monthly log real growth rate of industrial production to measure θt. In
the system for θt, described in Equations (3.T8)–(3.T13), there are three state variables, which
we collect in Y mact , {Y mact “ „θt pt pnt1 .4
We denote the filtered shocks, {ωmact “ „pωp,t pωn,t1 .
The system is estimated using Bates (2006)’s approximate MLE procedure (see the Appendix for
details).
Second, we must determine the latent cash flow uncertainty factor vt, which represents the
conditional variance of the log corporate bond default rate. Recall that we assume loss-given-
default is a constant, and thus the log corporate bond default rate is the log loss rate plus a
constant. The dynamics of the variables are described in Equations (3.T14)–(3.T17). Note that
conditional on the model parameters, the residuals of the vt process are observed and thus the
conditional variance can be estimated recursively as in a GARCH process. Thus, the estimation
here is exact maximum likelihood, using the correct de-centered gamma density function for the
ωl,t`1 shock. Denote the estimated loss rate shape parameter as pvt, and the loss rate shock aspωl,t`1.
3.3.3 Identifying Risk Aversion
To identify the risk aversion process and the parameters in the spanning condition (Equa-
tion (3.T49) above), we exploit the restrictions the model imposes on return risk premiums (eq-
uities and corporate bonds), physical variances (equities and corporate bonds) and risk neutral
4In the remainder of the paper, a hat superscript is used to indicate estimated variables or matrices.
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variances (for equities only). The estimation is a GMM system in which we use the same instru-
ments as the ones used to span risk aversion (zt). Apart from the χ parameters, we must also
identify the parameters in the kernel (β, the discount factor, and γ, the curvature parameter),
and the scale parameter of the preference shock, σqq. Note that the level of risk aversion is also
driven by the qt process, so that γ and β are not well identified. We impose γ “ 2 and β “ 0.999.
The GMM system thus has 8 unknown parameters,
Θ “ rχ0, χtsprd, χcsprd, χDY 5yr, χrvareq, χqvareq, χrvarcb, σqqs ,
where the notation is obvious, and DY 5yr refers to the detrended dividend yield, described later.
Before the moment conditions can be evaluated, we must identify the state variables and their
shocks, the pricing kernel, and the return shocks. The estimation is therefore intricate and we
now describe the various steps in some detail. For each candidate pΘ “ rpχ1, pσqqs vector:
1. Identify the implied risk aversion series given the loading choices, pqt “ pχ1zt. We impose a
lower boundary of 10´8 on qt during the estimation. This is consistent with the theoretical






0). It is also consistent with the distributional assumption for qt which is the positive shape
parameter of the ωq shock.
5
2. Identify the state variable levels (Yt) and shocks (Σωt`1).
The parameters of the following state variable processes, tθt, pt, nt, lt, vtu, are pre-determined
according to Section 3.3.2. For the remaining cash flow state variables tpit, gt, κt, ηtu, we
estimate the parameters in each iteration using simple projections. To identify the risk
aversion-specific shock in the risk aversion process, we first project pqt`1 on pqt, pt, pnt, pωp,t`1
and pωn,t`1 to obtain the residual term puqt`1, and then divide it by pσqq to obtain the pref-
erence shock pωq,t`1 (see Equations (27)–(29)). We later exploit the implied residual vari-
ance and unscaled skewness calculated using the distributional properties of gamma shocks
as two moment conditions. Now, given the choice of pχ, a full set of state variables levels,
5However, for the best model, the minimum q is 0.32 and the boundary is non-binding.
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pYt “ „ pY mac1t pit lt gt κt ηt pvt pqt
1
, and the eight independent shocks, pωt`1 includ-
ing pωqt`1, can be identified.6
3. Identify the nominal pricing kernel.
Consumption growth in this model is (endogenously) implied by two state variables, real
log earnings growth and (changes in) the log consumption-earnings ratio. Given consump-
tion growth (i.e., gt `∆κt), the risk aversion process pqt, γ and β, the monthly nominal kernel
is obtained: prmt`1 “ lnpβq ´ γ∆ct`1 ` γ ppqt`1 ´ pqtq ´ pit`1.
Constant matrices related to the log nominal kernel—rm0,Ăm1,Ăm2 (as in the affine represen-
tation of the kernel; see Equation (3.T37))—are implicitly identified.
4. Estimate the return loadings.
In this step, we obtain the loadings of nominal asset returns on the state variable shocks,
controlling for time-varying conditional means. Note that there are 8 state variables tθt, pt, nt, pit, gt, κt, vt, qtu
affecting the pricing kernel. The remaining state variables, tlt, ηtu, correspond to cash flow
state variables in the corporate bond and equity markets. We estimate the loadings by
simple projections, assuming the asset-specific approximation shock is homoskedastic:
rit`1 “ ξi0 ` ξi11 pYt ` ri1 pΣpωt`1 ` εit`1, (3.T50)
where rit`1 is the log nominal return for asset i, pΣ and pωt`1 are identified previously, and
εit`1 has mean 0 and variance σ2i . To obtain asset moments, ri1 is the crucial shock loading
vector, but we also need pσi.
5. Obtain the model-implied endogenous moments.
We derive three moments for the asset returns: 1) the expected excess return implied by
the model (using the pricing kernel), RP i; 2) the physical (conditional expected) return
6The parameters obtained from this substep are pi0, ρpipi, ρpiθ, ρpip, ρpin, σpip, σpin, σpil, σpipi, l0, ρll, ρlp, ρln,
σlp, σln, σll, g0, ρgg, ρgθ, ρgp, ρgn, σgp, σgn, σgl, σgg, κ0, ρκκ, ρκθ, ρκp, ρκn, σκp, σκn, σκl, σκκ, η0, ρηη, ρηθ, ρηp,
ρηn, σηp, σηn, σηl, σηη, v0, ρvv, ρvl, q0, ρqq, ρqp, ρqn, σqp and σqn.
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variance, V ARi, which only depends on the return definition in Equation (3.T50) and 3)
the risk neutral conditional variance, V ARi,Q, which also uses the pricing kernel. The ex-
pressions for these variables are derived in Equations (3.T46)–(3.T48) where pt, nt, vt,qt, ri,
Σother and σi have been estimated in previous steps.
6. Obtain the moment conditions εpΘ; Ψtq . Given data on asset returns and options, we use
the derived moments to define 7 error terms that can be used to create GMM orthogonality
conditions. There are three types of errors we use in the system. First, neither risk premi-
ums nor physical conditional variances are observed in the data, but we use the restriction
that the observed returns/realized variances minus their expectations under the null of the
model ought to have a conditional mean of zero:
ε1pΘ; Ψtq “
»———————–
´reqt`1 ´Ărf t¯´yRP eqt
RV AReqt`1 ´ zV AReqt´rcbt`1 ´Ărf t¯´yRP cbt
RV ARcbt`1 ´ zV ARcbt
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
, (3.T51)
where rit`1 is the realized nominal return from t to t ` 1, rft is the risk free rate, and
RV ARit`1 is the realized nominal variance from t to t` 1 defined as the sum of the squares
of the log high-frequency returns from t to t ` 1 (see the Data section for details). Here
Ψt denotes the information set at time t. The risk neutral variance can be measured from
options data (see Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan, 2003), and so we use the error:
ε2pΘ; Ψtq “
”
QV AReqt ´ zV AReq,Qt ı , (3.T52)
where QV AReqt is the ex-ante risk-neutral variances of r
eq
t`1 calculated from the data. We
assume that ε2pΘ; Ψtq reflects model and measurement error, orthogonal to Ψt. Finally, we
also construct two moment conditions to identify σqq, exploiting the model dynamics for
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uqt`1 (i.e., the shock to the risk aversion process as in Equation (3.T27)):
ε3pΘ; Ψtq “
»—– ppuqt`1q2 ´ ppσqqq2pqt
ppuqt`1q3 ´ 2ppσqqq3pqt
fiffifl (3.T53)
Let ε1,2pΘ; Ψtq “
„
ε1pΘ; Ψtq1 ε2pΘ; Ψtq

. Under our assumptions these errors are mean
zero given the information set, Ψt. We can therefore use them to create the usual GMM
moment conditions. Given our previously defined set of instruments, zt (7 ˆ 1, including a
vector of 1’s), we define the moment conditions as:








fiffiffiffiffifl “ 0lomon37ˆ1 . (3.T54)
Note that to keep the set of moment conditions manageable, we only use two moment con-
ditions for the identification of σqq. Denote gtpΘ; Ψt, ztq (37 ˆ 1) as the vector of errors
at time t, and gT pΘ; Ψ, zq (37 ˆ 1) the sample mean of gtpΘ; Ψt, ztq from t “ 1 to t “ T .
Then, the GMM objective function is,
JpΘ; Ψ, zq ” Tg1T pΘ; Ψ, zqWgT pΘ; Ψ, zq,
where W is the weighting matrix. We use the standard GMM procedure, first using an
identity weighting matrix, yielding a first stage set of parameters pΘ1. We then compute the
usual optimal weighting matrix as the inverse of the spectral density at frequency zero of





pErgtp pΘ1; Ψt, ztqgt´jp pΘ1; Ψt´1, zt´1q1s. (3.T55)
Then, the inverse of pS is shrunk towards the identity matrix with a shrinkage parameter of
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0.1 in obtaining the second-step weight matrix W2:
W2 “ 0.9 pS´1 ` 0.1I37ˆ37, (3.T56)
where I37ˆ37 is a identity matrix of dimension 37 ˆ 37. This gives rise to a second-roundpΘ2 estimator. To ensure that poor first round estimates do not affect the estimation, we
conduct one more iteration, compute pS2p pΘ2q, and produce a third-round GMM estimator,pΘ3. Lastly, the asymptotic distribution for the third-step GMM estimation parameter is,
?
T p pΘ3 ´ Θ0q Ñ
d
Np0,Avarp pΘ3qq, where {Avarp pΘ3q “ pG1T p pΘ3q pS´12 GT p pΘ3qq´1 and
where GT denotes the gradient of gT .
Because the estimation involves several steps and is quite non-linear in the parameters, we in-
crease the chance of finding the true global optimum by starting from 24,000 different starting
values for pχ drawn randomly from a large set of possible starting values for each parameter. The
global optimum is defined as the parameter estimates generating the lowest minimum objective
function value.
3.4 Data
Because we combine macro and cash flow data to estimate the dynamics of the state vari-
ables, with financial data in the GMM estimation, we use the longest data available for the vari-
ous estimations of the state variable dynamics. The estimation of the macroeconomic uncertainty
state variables uses the period from January 1947 to February 2015, and the estimation of the
loss rate uncertainty state variable uses data from January 1982 to February 2015. For the GMM
estimation, the sample spans the period from June 1986 to February 2015 (T=345 months). All
estimations are conducted at the monthly frequency.
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3.4.1 State variables
Our output variable—delivering three state variables (θt, pt and nt)—is the change in log
real industrial production where the monthly real industrial production index is obtained from
the Federal Reserve Bank at St. Louis. Inflation (pi), is defined as the change in the log of the
consumer price index (CPI) obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
The fifth state variable, the log corporate bond loss rate (l), is defined as the log of the
default rate on all U.S. corporate bonds multiplied with the loss-given-default rate (LGD). As
commonly assumed in empirical research, LGD is a constant parameter, and is set to 1 (without
loss of generality). Specifically, the monthly default rate is obtained by first dividing the total
dollar amount of speculative-grade debt that is in default by the total par amount of speculative-
grade debt outstanding (source: Moody’s “Corporate Default and Recovery Rates”). Then, we
take the average of these monthly corporate bond default rates from the past six months.
The sixth state variable, real earnings growth (g), is defined as the change in log real earn-
ings per capita. Real earnings is the product of real earnings per share and the number of shares
outstanding during the same month. The seventh state variable, the log consumption-earnings
ratio (κ), uses real consumption and real earnings. Real monthly consumption is defined as the
sum of seasonally-adjusted real personal consumption expenditures on nondurable goods and ser-
vices; the consumption deflator is different from the CPI. The source for consumption is the U.S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The source for earnings is Shiller’s website. To obtain per
capita units, we divide real consumption and real earnings by the population numbers provided
by the BEA.
The eighth state variable, the log dividend payout ratio (η), uses the log ratio of real
dividends and real earnings. Therefore, given g and κ, consumption growth is implicitly de-
fined; given g and η, dividend growth is implicitly defined. Real dividend and earnings per share
are available from Shiller’s website. We use the 12-month trailing dividends and earnings, i.e.,
E12t “ Et´12 ` ...Et´1 where Et denotes the monthly earnings. There are no true monthly earn-
ings data because almost all firms report earnings results only quarterly. According to Shiller’s
website, the monthly dividend and earnings data provided are inferred from the S&P four-quarter
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totals, which are available since 1926. Calculating 12-month trailing values of earnings and divi-
dends is common practice to control for the strong seasonality in the data. Total market shares
are obtained from CRSP.
3.4.2 Financial Variables
Daily equity returns are the continuously compounded value-weighted nominal market
returns with dividends from CRSP. The monthly return (req) is the sum of daily returns within
the same month. To create excess returns, we subtract the one-month Treasury bill rate, also
from CRSP. We use the square of the month-end VIX index (divided by 120000) as the one-
period risk-neutral conditional variance of equity returns (QV AReq) which is obtained from the
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) and is only available from the end of January 1990.
We use the VXO index prior to 1990, also from CBOE. We construct the monthly one-period
physical conditional variance of equity returns (PV AReq) in two steps. First, we calculate the
monthly realized variance as the sum of the squared daily equity returns within the same month;
then, we project the monthly realized variance onto the lagged risk-neutral variance and the
lagged realized variance to obtain the monthly PV AReq, as in Bekaert, Hoerova, and Lo Duca
(2013).
The daily corporate bond market return is the continuously compounded log change in
daily Dow Jones corporate bond total return index (source: Global Financial Data). The monthly
return (rcb) is the sum of daily returns within the same month. The conditional variance under
the physical measure (PV ARcb) is the projection of monthly realized variance onto the lagged
realized variance and the lagged credit spread (defined as the difference between the month-end
BAA yield and the 10-year zero-coupon Treasury yield).
We also obtain the 10-year log Treasury bond market return (rtb) from DataStream. We
calculate the monthly realized variance as the sum of the squared daily bond returns within the
same month; then, we project the monthly realized variance onto the lagged risk-neutral variance
and the lagged realized variance to obtain the monthly PV ARtb. The risk-neutral variance of
Treasury bond returns is obtained as follows. Prior to 2003, the monthly risk-neutral conditional
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variance of Treasury bond returns (QV ARtb) is calculated using the Black-Scholes formula with
the 10-year Treasury bond option data with expiration as close as possible to 90 days. After
2003, we use the TYVIX series from CBOE, a 10-year U.S. Treasury Bond Volatility Index which
is calculated analogously to CBOE’s VIX. We find that the Black-Scholes risk-neutral variance
(our calculation) is 0.98 correlated with the TYVIX for the period after January 2003.
In attempting to span risk aversion, we use some observed financial variables. The term
spread is the difference between the 10-year Treasury yield and the 3-month Treasury yield,
where the yield data is obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The credit spread
is the difference between Moody’s BAA yield and the 10-year Treasury bond yield. The de-
trended dividend yield is calculated as the difference between the raw dividend yield and an
moving average term that takes the 5 year average of monthly dividend yields, starting one year
before, or DY 5yrt “ DYt ´ř60i“1DYt´12´i where DYt denotes the dividend yield level at time t
(the ratio of 12-month trailing dividends and the equity market price).
3.5 Estimation Results
In this section, we describe the estimation of the state variable processes, and the actual
risk aversion process.
3.5.1 State Variable Dynamics
3.5.1.1 Macro-economic factors
We estimate the model in Equations (3.T8)–(3.T13) over the full sample (January 1947 to
February 2015) using the approximate likelihood procedure of Bates (2006) (for more details, see
the Appendix). While we entertained a number of alternative model specifications, the current
model was best in terms of the standard BIC criterion. The parameter estimates are reported in
Table 3.1. Industrial production features slight positive auto-correlation and high realizations of
“bad” volatility decrease its conditional mean significantly. The pt process is extremely persistent
(almost a unit root) and quasi Gaussian, forcing us to fix its unconditional mean at 500 (for
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such values, skewness and kurtosis are effectively zero). The nt process has a much lower mean
featuring an unconditional skewness coefficient of 0.50 ( 2?
16.14
) and excess kurtosis of 0.37 ( 616.14).
It is also less persistent than the pt process.
We graph the conditional mean and the pt and nt process in Figure 3.1 together with
NBER recessions. The strong countercyclicality of the nt process and the procyclicality of the
conditional mean of “technology” or output growth are apparent from the graph. We also con-
firmed it by running a regression of the three processes (conditional mean, pt, and nt) on a con-
stant and a NBER dummy. The NBER dummy obtains a highly statistically significant positive
(negative) coefficient for the nt (conditional mean) equation. The coefficient is in fact positive
in the pt equation as well, but not statistically significant. In fact, the nt regression features an
adjusted R2 of almost 45%.
In Figure 3.2, we plot the conditional variance of industrial production and its conditional
skewness. Clearly, macro-economic uncertainty is highly countercyclical, and thus exposure to
such uncertainty may render asset prices countercyclical as well. Interestingly, the scaled skew-
ness coefficient is procyclical. This arises from the fact that, while unscaled skewness is counter-
cyclical, the countercyclicality of the variance in the denominator dominates.
3.5.1.2 Cash flow dynamics
The key variable here is the corporate bond loss rate, of which the dynamics are described
by Equations (3.T14)–(3.T17). Estimation here is considerably simpler because the previous
estimation delivered filtered estimates of pt, nt, ωp,t and ωn,t. Therefore, we can essentially use a
linear projection to retrieve the estimates for Equation (3.T14) and then use regular maximum
likelihood to estimate the conditional variance process specified in Equations (3.T15)– (3.T16).
The results are recorded in Table 3.2.
The loss rate process is persistent with the autocorrelation coefficient close to 0.88. The pt-
process does not significantly affect the loss rate process, neither through the conditional mean or
through shock exposures. However, the ωn,t shock has a statistically significant effect on the loss
rate process; moreover nt affects the loss rate’s conditional mean with a statistically significant
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positive coefficient. The conditional variance is also persistent (with an autoregressive coefficient
of 0.91).
In Figure 3.3, we plot the conditional moments of the loss rate process, including the vt
process. Note that vt is only weakly countercyclical. In fact, a regression of vt on a constant
and a NBER dummy, yields a NBER coefficient of 0.202 (t Stat = 0.941). Not surprisingly, the
conditional mean of the loss rate is countercyclical, partly through its positive dependence on
the nt process. The conditional volatility also appears countercyclical, which is the combined
result of a weakly countercyclical vt process and a strongly countercyclical nt process (σln being
positive). The loss rate process is naturally positively skewed through the positively skewed ul-
shocks and its positive dependence on ωn. This is confirmed by Figure 3.3, showing the average
conditional skewness to be 0.63. However, the scaled skewness dips in recessions, because the
conditional variance is so strongly countercyclical. In Figure 3.4, we decompose the conditional
variance of the loss rate in its contributions coming from vt, pt and nt. The dominant source of
variation is vt but its relative importance drops in recessions when the relative importance of nt
increases, reaching almost 40% in the Great Recession. The pt process has a negligible effect on
the loss rate variance. Clearly, the loss rate variance has substantial independent variation not
spanned by macro-economic uncertainty.
With the loss rate process estimated, the dynamics of the other cash flow state variables
(earnings growth, the consumption earnings ratio and the payout ratio) follow straightforwardly.
We can simply use linear projections of the variables onto previously identified state variables
and shocks. The results are contained in Table 3.3. Earnings growth is less persistent than the
two ratio variables. All variables load positively on industrial production growth but the coef-
ficients are not statistically significant. The nt state variable has a positive effect on the condi-
tional mean of the consumption-earnings and dividend-earnings ratio, indicating that in reces-
sions these ratios are expected to be larger than in normal times. This makes economic sense as
consumption and dividends are likely smoothed over the cycle whereas earnings are particularly
cycle sensitive (see also Longstaff and Piazessi, 2004). The same intuition explains why the ratio
variables load positively on ωn shocks and earnings growth loads negatively on this shock. The
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ωp and ωl shocks do not have a significant effect on these state variables.
The projections implicitly define the variable specific shocks, which are assumed (and
demonstrated, see Footnote 1) to be homoskedastic. Table 3.3 indicates that they still feature
substantial and significant variability. We do not impose any correlation structure on these
shocks, and Table 3.4 shows that they are quite correlated. Essentially, because earnings growth
is quite variable, the ratio variables are positively correlated with one another and negatively
correlated with earnings growth. When we do asset pricing with the model, this correlation struc-
ture must be accounted for (see below). The correlations with the other state variable shocks and
between these state variable shocks (ωp, ωn, ωl) ought to be zero in theory and the table shows
that they are economically indeed close to zero.
3.5.2 Risk Aversion
Here we report results regarding the estimation process for risk aversion. Recall that we
assume risk aversion to be spanned by 6 financial instruments. In Table 3.5, we report some prop-
erties of these financial instruments. First, all of them are highly persistent. This is the main rea-
son we use a stochastically detrended dividend yield series (AR(1)=0.982) rather than the actual
dividend yield series (AR(1)= 0.991), which shows a secular decline over part of the sample that
induces much autocorrelation. This decline is likely due to American tax policy and therefore
not likely informative about risk aversion (see e.g. Boudoukh et.al, 2007). Second, the various
instruments are positively correlated but the correlations never exceed 85% so that we should
not worry about multi-collinearity. Perhaps surprisingly, the term spread is also positively corre-
lated with the 5 other instruments, even though it is generally believed that high term spreads
indicate good times, whereas the yield and variance instruments would tend to be high in bad
times. Third, 4 of the instruments show significant positive skewness. This is critical as we have
assumed that the risk aversion dynamics are positively skewed through its gamma distributed
shock (see Equation (3.T29)), and we need the linear spanning model to be consistent with the
assumed dynamics for risk aversion.
Table 3.6 reports the reduced form estimates in the spanning relation. The system esti-
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mates 8 parameters with 37 moment conditions. The test of the over-identifying restrictions fails
to reject but we investigate the fit of the model along various dimensions in more detail later.
The significant determinants of the risk aversion process are the dividend yield, realized equity
return and corporate bond return variances and the equity return risk neutral variance. The
positive coefficient on the risk neutral and the negative coefficient on the physical realized eq-
uity return variances is consistent with the idea that the variance risk premium may be quite
informative about risk aversion in financial markets (see also Bekaert and Hoerova, 2016). The
implied risk aversion process shows a 0.40 correlation with the NBER indicator and is thus highly
counter-cyclical.
In Table 3.7, we estimate the dynamic properties of the risk aversion process according to
Equation (3.T27). All the parameters are estimated by OLS, except for the σqq parameter, which
is delivered by the GMM estimation (see Section 3.3.3). The process shows moderate persistence
(an autocorrelation coefficient of 0.63) but the conditional mean surprisingly shows a significant
positive loading on pt, which accounts for 77% of the variation in the conditional mean. Risk
aversion shocks do not load significantly on the macro-economic uncertainty shocks and therefore
most of their variation is driven by the risk aversion specific shock. It appears that economic
models that impose a very tight link between aggregate fundamentals and risk aversion, such as
pure habit models (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) are missing important variation in actual risk
aversion. In addition, risk aversion is much less persistent than the risk aversion implied by these
models; the autocorrelation coefficient of the surplus ratio process in the CC model is 0.99 at the
monthly level; the first-order autocorrelation coefficient of qt derived in this paper is 0.63.
While the test of the over-identifying restrictions fails to reject, Table 3.8 examines in more
detail how well the estimated dynamic system fits critical asset price moments in the data. The
model over-estimates the equity premium but is still within one standard error of the data mo-
ment.7 In contrast, the corporate bond risk premium is under-estimated by about 2 standard
7Bootstrapped standard errors for the five asset price moments (equity risk premium, equity physical variance,
equity risk-neutral variance, corporate bond risk premium, and corporate bond physical variance) use different
block sizes to accommodate different serial auto-correlations, to ensure that the sampled blocks are approximately
i.i.d.. In particular, Politis and Romano (1995) (and later discussed in Politis and White, 2004) suggest looking for
the smallest integer after which the correlogram appears negligible, where the significance of the autocorrelation
estimates is tested using the Ljung-Box Q Test (Ljung and Box, 1978).
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errors relative to the data moment. The model implied variance moments are all quite close to
their empirical counterparts. Finally, the table also reports the model-implied variance and un-
scaled skewness of the risk aversion innovation, σ2qqqt and 2σ
3
qqqt (respectively).
Of all the asset return moments examined here, the only observed one is the risk neutral
variance (the VIX index). Because we have filtered state variables, we can therefore compare
how well this process fits the actual observed risk neutral variance at each point in time. Fig-
ure 3.5 graphs the empirical and model implied risk neutral variance. While the model fails to
match the distinct spikes of the VIX in several crisis periods, the fit is remarkably good, with the
correlation between the two series being 87.26%.
3.6 Risk Aversion, Uncertainty and Asset Prices
In this section, we first characterize the link between risk aversion and macroeconomic
uncertainty, on the one hand and asset prices, on the other hand. We compare the time variation
in risk aversion and macroeconomic uncertainty and document how our measures correlate with
extant measures of uncertainty and risk aversion.
3.6.1 Risk Aversion, Macro-Economic Uncertainty and the First and
Second Moments of Asset Returns
Figure 3.6 graphs the risk aversion process, which in our model is:
raBEXt “ γ exppqtq. (3.T57)
The weak countercyclicality of the process is immediately apparent with risk aversion spiking in
all three recessions, but also showing distinct peaks in other periods. The highest risk aversion of
11.58 is reached at the end of January in 2009, at the height of the Great Recession. But the risk
aversion process also peaks in the October 1987 crash, the August 1998 crisis (Russia default and
LTCM collapse), after the TMT bull market ended in August 2002 and in August 2011 (Euro
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area debt crisis).
How important is risk aversion for asset prices? In this article’s model, the priced state
variables for risk premiums and variances are those entering the conditional covariance between
asset returns and the pricing kernel and therefore are limited to the risk aversion qt, the macro-
economic uncertainty state variables, pt and nt and the loss rate variability vt. In Table 3.9, we
report the loadings of risk premiums and variances on the 4 state variables. To help interpret
these coefficients, we scaled the projection coefficients by the standard deviation of the state vari-
ables so that they can be interpreted as the response to a one standard deviation move in the
state variable. For the equity premium, by far the most important state variable is qt which has
an effect more than 10 times larger than that of nt. The effects of pt and vt are trivially small.
The economic effect of a one standard deviation change in qt is large representing 54 basis points
at the monthly level (almost as high as the average equity premium). For the corporate bond pre-
mium, nt and qt are again the most important state variables, with nt now generating the largest
effect. A one standard deviation increase in nt increases the corporate bond risk premium by
8 basis points at a monthly basis, about 1/3 of the average monthly premium. The coefficients
for variances are somewhat harder to interpret, but nt and qt remain the most important state
variables with the former (latter) more important for corporate bond (equity) variances. Because
the relationship between asset prices and state variables is affine, we also compute a variance
decomposition, coefficientˆ Covpxt,MomtqV arpMomtq where x P tp, n, v, qu and Mom represents an asset price
moment like the equity risk premium, or corporate bond physical variance. These variance pro-
portions add up to one. In the model, 95% of the equity risk premium’s variance is driven by
risk aversion; only 29% of the corporate bond risk premium is driven by risk aversion, while more
than 70% is accounted for by “bad” macro-economic uncertainty. Similarly, the physical equity
variance is predominantly driven by risk aversion (73%) while 99% of the corporate bond return’s
physical variance is driven by bad macroeconomic uncertainty. Nevertheless, macro-economic
uncertainty also accounts for 27% of the variance of the physical equity variance. It would be log-
ical that the risk neutral variance would load more on risk aversion and less on macroeconomic
uncertainty than the physical variance and this is indeed the case, with risk aversion accounting
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for 87% of the variance of the risk neutral variance.
Bekaert, Hoerova and Lo Duca (2013) argue that the variance risk premium houses much
information about risk aversion. Is this true in our model? To answer this question, we compute
the model-implied variance risk premium as the difference between the risk neutral variance and
the physical variance. A projection on the 4 state variables reveals that 97.4% of the variance of
the variance risk premium is accounted for by risk aversion. Conversely, regressing risk aversion
on the variance premium, the coefficient is 149.83 with a t-stat of 112.41, and the R2 is 97.3%.
Through the lens of our model, the variance premium is clearly a good proxy for risk aversion.
Finally, because the state variables perfectly explain conditional first and second moments
of asset returns in the model, they should help predict realized returns and variances in the data.
We test this in Table 3.10. We regress realized monthly excess returns and variances in both the
equity and corporate bond markets on 1) the 4 state variables, or 2) the model-implied condi-
tional moment (either the conditional risk premium or the conditional variance). Not imposing
the model restrictions on how the state variables combine to the model implied conditional mo-
ment, only slightly decreases the adjusted R2, except for equity returns where the R2 decreases
from 5.6% to 0.1%. In this case, the coefficient on the model implied moment is about 0.67 and
not significantly different from 1, but it is borderline significantly different from zero. For corpo-
rate bond risk premiums, the coefficient is higher than 1, and not significantly different from one.
Not surprisingly, the R2s are higher for the realized equity and corporate bond variances hov-
ering around 21–22%. The coefficients on the model-implied conditional moments are too high
mostly because we under-estimate the conditional variances. When investigating the coefficients
of individual state variables, risk aversion significantly predicts both returns and both realized
variances. Bad economic uncertainty predicts the realized variances and equity returns, but not
bond returns. The loss rate variance only significantly predicts bond return variances. The last
line reports correlations of the implied risk premiums (the fitted values) with the NBER recession
indicator, showing all of them to be significantly countercyclical.
Given the vast literature on return predictability, it is informative to contrast the predic-
tive power of our model implied premiums with the predictive power of the usual instruments
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used in the literature. We do this exercise out of sample as the literature has shown huge biases
due to in sample over-fitting (Goyal and Welch, 2008). Our model premium candidates are ei-
ther derived from a projection of excess returns on the 4 state variables (Model 2) or the actual
model-implied risk premium (Model 1). We consider three empirical models, depending on the
instruments used: 1) dividend yield, 2) dividend yield, term spread and credit spread, 3) physical
uncertainty and variance risk premium estimate. These instruments are equity market centric
and for corporate bond returns, we replace the physical uncertainty by the physical uncertainty
derived from corporate bond returns. We then generate out-of-sample predictions for the risk pre-
miums according to the various empirical models by starting the sample after five years of data
and then running rolling samples to generate predictions from the five-year point to one month
before the end of the sample. For the model implied risk premiums, Model 1 uses whatever the
model predicts the premium to be. For Model 2, the projections are also conducted in a rolling
fashion, but note that the construction of the state variables uses information from the full sam-
ple. With those competing risk premium estimates in hand, we then run simple horse races by
estimating:
rt`1 ´ rft “ a Modpt, iq ` p1´ aq Emp Modpt, jq ` et`1, for i “ 1, 2, j “ 1, 2, 3. (3.T58)
The results are reported in Table 3.11. For the model implied risk premiums (Model 1), the “a”
coefficients are quite close to 1.0. Only when confronted with the empirical model facing the
spread variables, is its coefficient significantly below 1.0 for the corporate bond risk premium.
Model 2 fares less well, with the coefficients only being above 0.5 for the equity return regressions
when the model is pitted against empirical models 2 and 3. We conclude that our model seems
to capture the predictable variation better than the fitted values extracted from standard instru-
ments used in the literature. While the model premium is not strictly out of sample, the model
imposes numerous restrictions relative to the empirical models.
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3.6.2 An Uncertainty Index
An advantage of the risk aversion process we estimated is that because of its dependence
on financial instruments it can be computed at even a daily level. Unfortunately, our filtered
macro-economic uncertainty variables were extracted from industrial production which is only
available at the monthly level. Here we consider whether we can use the financial instruments to
approximate macro uncertainty. First, total macro-economic uncertainty, the conditional variance
of industrial production growth, is a function of both pt and nt, σ
2
θppt ` σ2θnnt where the coeffi-
cient estimates of σp and σn are provided in Table 3.1. In Table 3.12, we show the coefficients
from a regression of uncertainty on the financial instruments used to span risk aversion. The R2
is almost 48% and uncertainty loads significantly on all instruments except for the realized eq-
uity variance. Unlike the risk aversion process, uncertainty loads very strongly on credit spreads
and the physical corporate bond variance. The term spread also has a significant negative effect
on uncertainty (and no effect on risk aversion). This makes sense as flattening yield curves are
associated with future economic downturns. The table also reports regressions from the two com-
ponents in macro-economic uncertainty, bad and good uncertainty, onto the instruments. Clearly,
the variation in macro-economic uncertainty is dominated by the bad component and the coeffi-
cients for the bad component projection coefficients are very similar to those of total uncertainty.
From this analysis, we create an uncertainty index which represents the part of total uncertainty
that is explained by the financial instruments:
uncBEXt “ χunc1zt. (3.T59)
In Figure 3.7, we graph the financial instrument proxies to uncertainty and risk aversion
for comparison. The correlation between actual uncertainty and risk aversion is 49%; when we
use the proxy the correlation increases to 68%. Obviously, most of the time crisis periods feature
both high uncertainty and high risk aversion. There are exceptions however. For example, the
October 1987 crash happened during a time of relatively low economic uncertainty. It also ap-
pears that at the end of the 90s, macro-uncertainty seems to secularly increase, consistent with
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the Great Moderation ending around that time (see also Baele et al., 2015).
Bloom (2009) has argued that uncertainty precedes bad economic outcomes. We regress
future real industrial production growth at various horizons on our uncertainty index—its finan-
cial proxy and the actual one—and the risk aversion process. In addition, we use the VIX as
suggested in Bloom (2009). The results are in Table 3.13. We use Hodrick (1992) standard errors
to accommodate the overlap in the data. Panel A shows univariate results. All indices predict
growth with a negative sign at the one month, one quarter and one year horizons. Our financial
instrument uncertainty index generates the highest R2 by far. This suggests that it is indeed
macro uncertainty predicting output growth, with the VIX having much lower predictive power
in univariate regressions. This result is confirmed in multivariate regressions. In Panel B, we use
our risk aversion index (raBEX), financial uncertainty index (uncBEX), and the VIX simulta-
neously. The financial uncertainty index comes in statistically significant for all horizons. Risk
aversion (with a positive sign) and the VIX squared (with a negative sign) are only significant at
the annual horizon. Thus, our uncertainty index dominates the VIX index in terms of its predic-
tive power for real activity. Panel C shows that the financial uncertainty proxy also dominates
the actual economic uncertainty (unctrue), which is only significant at the quarterly horizon.
3.6.3 Correlations with Extant Measures
In this section, we examine how correlated our risk aversion and uncertainty indices are
with existing measures. For risk aversion, we consider three categories: risk aversion indices
based on “fundamental” habit models, sentiment indices and commercially available risk aver-
sions indices. For uncertainty, we focus on the recent uncertainty index developed by Jurado,
Ludvigson and Ng (2015) and the Baker, Bloom and Davis (2016) political uncertainty measure.
Recall that in an external habit model such as Campbell and Cochrane (1999), the curva-
ture of the utility function is a negative affine function of the log “consumption surplus ratio,”
which in turns follows a heteroskedastic autoregressive process with shocks perfectly correlated
with consumption growth. We follow Wachter (2006) and create a “fundamental” risk aversion
process from consumption data and CC’s parameter estimates, which we denote by RACC . Ta-
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ble 3.14 shows that it is only weakly correlated with our risk aversion measure but the corre-
lation is still significantly different from zero. Clearly, the asset pricing literature should start
accepting that risk aversion shows higher frequency movements inconsistent with the focus on
low frequency changes tightly linked to consumption growth as in the extant habit models. Work
by Bekaert, Engstrom and Grenadier (2010) and Martin (2017) also suggests the existence of
more variable risk aversion in financial markets.
The behavioral finance literature suggests that the sentiment of retail investors may drive
asset prices and cause non-fundamental price swings. As a well-known representative of this
work, we use the sentiment index from Baker and Wurgler (2006). The index is based on the first
principal component of six (standardized) sentiment proxies including: the closed-end fund dis-
count, the NYSE share turnover, the number and the average first-day returns of IPOs, the share
of equity issues in total equity and debt issues, and the dividend premium (the log-difference of
the average market-to-book ratios of payers and nonpayers). We denote their index by SentBW .
High values mean positive sentiment so we expect a negative correlation with our risk aversion
indicator, and indeed the correlation is significantly negative but still relatively small at -0.16.
Because the Baker-Wurgler index relies on financial data, it may not directly reflect the
sentiment of retail investors. Lemmon and Portnaiguina (2006) and Qiu and Welch (2006) there-
fore suggest using a consumer sentiment index such as the Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index
(MCSI). The correlation with this index is also negative, as expected, and larger in absolute mag-
nitude at -0.26; note that we obtain higher correlation with a pure consumer sentiment index
than SentBW derived from financial variables.
Finally, many financial services companies create their own risk appetite indices. As a well-
known example, we obtained data on the Credit Suisse First Boston Risk Appetite Index (RAI).
The indicator draws on the correlation between risk appetite and the relative performance of
safe assets (proxied by seven to ten-year government bonds) and risky assets (equities and emerg-
ing market bonds). The underlying assumption is that an increasing risk preference shifts the
demand from less risky investments to assets associated with higher risks, thus pushing their
prices up relative to low-risk assets (and vice versa). The indicator is based on the cross-sectional
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linear regression of excess returns of 64 international stock and bond indices on their risk, approx-
imated by historic volatility. The slope of the regression line represents the risk appetite index.
The index shows a -0.48 correlation with our index and is thus highly correlated with our concept
of risk aversion.
Our uncertainty measure only uses industrial production data. Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng
(2015) use the weighted sum of the conditional volatilities of 132 financial and macroeconomic
series, with the bulk of them being macroeconomic. They have three versions of the measure
depending on the forecasting horizon, but we focus on the one month horizon, which is most
consistent with our model (MUCJLN ). The correlation with our uncertainty index is highly
significant and substantial at 80%.
Macroeconomic uncertainty may be correlated with political uncertainty, which has re-
cently been proposed as a source of asset market risk premiums (Pastor and Veronesi, 2013).
Baker, Bloom and Davis (2016) create a policy uncertainty measure, based on newspaper cover-
age frequency, which we denote by UCBBD. The index shows a highly significant correlation of
0.34 with our uncertainty index. One advantage of UCBBD relative to the Jurado et al. (2015)
measure is that it can also be computed at daily frequency. However, our financial proxy to un-
certainty can also be computed at the daily frequency.
Monthly indices may hide important variation within the month in uncertainty and risk
aversion. To demonstrate this, Figure 3.8 shows how the indices behaved around two critical
events in the recent global financial crisis: the Bear Stearns collapse and bail out and the Lehman
Brothers bankruptcy. In general, Bear Stearns’ woes generated less effect on our measures than
did Lehman Brothers, as expected. To be more specific, Figure 3.8 plots 2-month intervals of
daily risk aversion indices (top plots) and daily financial uncertainty indices (bottom plots)
around the two events. By the end of February and March 2008, the qt index reached 0.57 and
0.44, respectively; the difference is small, considering the substantive time variation in the full
sample. However, our daily risk aversion index climbed to 1 on March 16th, the day of Bear
Stearns bailout. The uncertainty index also kept increasing until that day. Uncertainty and
risk aversion drop steeply afterwards. During August and September 2008, both risk aversion
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and uncertainty gradually increase, with qt rising to above 1 on the day of Lehman Brothers’
bankruptcy—which is the same value reached during Bear Stearns’ collapse. However, as the
magnification of the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy became clear to financial market participants,
both risk aversion and uncertainty continues to rise, with qt rising to 3.88 on October 10th which
corresponds to the coordinated global action by central banks to lower interest rate.8
3.7 The Curious Case of Treasury Bond Markets
We only used risky asset classes to create the risk appetite index. Under the null of the
model, the pricing kernel should price all asset returns. A very important asset class is Treasury
bond returns. Given a process for inflation, it is straightforward to price Treasury bond returns
with our model. It is also the case that for bonds returns we cannot only compute physical re-
turn variances, but also have risk neutral variances (see Data section). Therefore, we considered
formally whether the different asset classes are “integrated,” meaning priced by the same pricing
kernel. Interestingly, the term structure literature has a long tradition with “preferred habitat”
theories, suggesting different clienteles and different pricing for different parts of the term struc-
ture (see also Guibaud, Nosbusch and Vayanos, 2013). However, for our purposes, the problem
with considering Treasuries as determining general risk aversion is that they are often viewed
as the benchmark “safe” assets and are subject to occasional flights-to safety (see Baele et al,
2017). This makes it ex-ante unlikely that a simple pricing model such as ours can jointly price
the three assets classes.
To formally test this, we conduct two exercises. First, we simply use our pricing kernel
derived from equity and corporate bond returns and test whether it can price bond returns and
bond variance swaps. To be specific, market integration is tested by evaluating the fit of 3 bond
return moments (risk premium, physical and risk-neutral variance) where the model-implied
moments are priced by our pricing kernel. According to the test results in Table 3.15, we reject
8On October 8th, the Federal Reserve and the central banks of the EU, Canada, UK, Sweden and Switzerland
cut their rates by half a point. China’s central bank cut its rate by .27 of a point. This was done to lower LIBOR,
thus lowering the cost of bank borrowing. Overnight bank lending rates dropped in response, indicating a potential
turning point in the crisis. (Source: Guardian, “Global rate cuts helps ease overnight interbank rates,” October 8,
2008)
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the market integration hypothesis because none of the Treasury bond market moments is within
the 95% confidence intervals of the empirical point estimates.
Second, we created an “integrated” risk aversion process using asset moments from both
risky (equity and corporate bond) and “safe” (Treasury bond) asset markets. To be more specific,
we include two more instruments from the Treasury bond market to span the integrated risk
aversion process: realized and risk-neutral Treasury bond return variances. In addition, we fil-
ter this risk aversion index using moments from risky and safe assets; thus, three asset moments
are added to the GMM system: the risk premium, physical variance and risk-neutral variance of
Treasury bonds. The resulting risk aversion index is negatively correlated with our risk aversion
index (with a -0.157 correlation) and procyclical instead of countercyclical (with a -0.267 corre-
lation with the NBER indicator).9 We conclude that the current model is inadequate to price
Treasury bonds and their role in asset markets deserves more scrutiny.
3.8 Conclusion
We formulate a no arbitrage model where fundamentals such as industrial production,
consumption earnings ratios, corporate loss rates, etc. follow dynamic processes that admit time-
variation in both conditional variances and the shape of the shock distribution. The agent in
the economy takes this time-varying uncertainty into account when pricing equity and corporate
bonds, but also faces preference shocks imperfectly correlated with fundamentals. The state vari-
ables in the economy that drive risk premiums and higher order moments of asset prices involve
risk aversion, good and bad economic uncertainty and the conditional variance of loss rates on
corporate bonds. We use equity and corporate bond returns, physical equity and corporate bond
return variances and the risk neutral equity variance to estimate the model parameters and si-
multaneously derive a risk aversion spanning process . Risk aversion is a function of 6 financial
instruments, namely the term spread, credit spread, a detrended dividend yield, realized and
risk-neutral equity return variance, and realized corporate bond return variance.
We find that risk aversion loads significantly and positively on the risk neutral equity vari-
9Detailed estimation results and time series are available upon requests.
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ance and the realized corporate bond variance, and negatively on the realized equity return vari-
ance. Risk aversion is much less persistent than the risk aversion process implied by standard
habit models. It is the main driver of the equity premium and the equity return risk neutral vari-
ance. It also accounts for 73% of the conditional variance of equity returns with the remainder
accounted for by bad macro uncertainty. These proportions are reversed for the corporate bond
risk premium and the corporate bond physical variance is almost entirely driven by bad macro
uncertainty. Hence, different asset markets reflect differential information about risk appetite ver-
sus economic uncertainty. Our model-implied risk premiums beat standard predictors of equity
and corporate bond returns in an out-of-sample horse race.
While our risk aversion measure is correlated with some existing risk appetite and senti-
ment indices, the simplest approximation may be the variance risk premium in equity markets
which is 98.7% correlated with our risk appetite index.
Because the spanning instruments are financial data, we can track the risk aversion index
at higher frequencies. Similarly, we obtain a financial proxy to economic uncertainty (the condi-
tional variance of industrial production growth) which can be obtained at the daily frequency as
well. This measure is 80% correlated with the well-known Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015) mea-
sure, extracted from macro data. The financial proxy to economic uncertainty predicts output
growth negatively and significantly and is a much stronger predictor of output growth than is the
VIX. We plan to make both our risk aversion and uncertainty indices available on our websites
and update them regularly, which could potentially be useful for both academic researchers and
practitioners.
Appendices
3.A The state variables
3.A.1 Matrix representation of the state variables
In this section, we show the matrix representation of the system of ten state variables in
this economy. The ten state variables, as introduced in Section 3, are as follows,
Yt “ rθt, pt, nt, pit, lt, gt, κt, ηt, vt, qts1 ,
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where tpt, ntu denote the upside uncertainty factor and the downside uncertainty factor, as la-
tent variables extracted from the system of output growth (i.e., change in log real industrial
production index); pit represents the inflation rate; lt represents the log of corporate loss rate; gt
represents the log change in real earnings; κt represents the log consumption-earnings ratio; ηt
represents the log dividend payout ratio; vt represents the cash flow uncertainty factor, as the
latent variable extracted from the system of corporate loss rate lt; qt represents the latent risk
aversion of the economy. The state variables have the following matrix representation:
Yt`1 “ µ`AYt `Σωt`1, (3.T60)
where ωt`1 “ rωp,t`1, ωn,t`1, ωpi,t`1, ωl,t`1, ωg,t`1, ωκ,t`1, ωη,t`1, ωq,t`1s (8 ˆ 1) is a vector com-
prised of eight independent shocks in the economy. Among the eight shocks, the conditional vari-
ance, skewness and higher-order moments of the following four centered gamma shocks—ωp,t`1,
ωn,t`1, ωl,t`1, and ωq,t`1 —are assumed to be proportional to pt, nt, vt, and qt respectively. The
underlying distributions for the rest four shocks are assumed to be Gaussian with unit standard
deviation.
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The constant matrices are defined implicitly,
µ “
»——————————————–
p1´ ρθqθ¯ ´mpp¯´mnn¯ ” θ0
p1´ ρpqp¯ ” p0












ρθ mp mn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ρp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ρn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ρpiθ ρpip ρpin ρpipi 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ρlp ρln 0 ρll 0 0 0 0 0
ρgθ ρgp ρgn 0 0 ρgg 0 0 0 0
ρκθ ρκp ρκn 0 0 0 ρκκ 0 0 0
ρηθ ρηp ρηn 0 0 0 0 ρηη 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ρvv 0





σθp ´σθn 0 0 0 0 0 0
σpp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 σnn 0 0 0 0 0 0
σpip σpin σpipi 0 0 0 0 0
σlp σln 0 σll 0 0 0 0
σgp σgn 0 σgl σgg 0 0 0
σκp σκn 0 σκl 0 σκκ 0 0
σηp σηn 0 σηl 0 0 σηη 0
0 0 0 σvl 0 0 0 0
σqp σqn 0 0 0 0 0 σqq
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
. (3.T63)
Given the moment generating functions (mgf) of gamma and Gaussian distributions, we
show that the model is affine, @ν P IR10,
MY pνq :“ Et
“
exppν 1Yt`1q
‰ “ exppν 1µ` ν 1AYtqEt “exppν 1Σωt`1q‰
“ exp
„
ν 1S0 ` 1
2




where S0 “ µ (10 ˆ 1),
S1 “
»——————————————–
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0












σηpi σηg σηκ σ
2
ηη
fiffiffifl (cov-var matrix of tωpi, ωg, ωκ, ωηu), (3.T66)
fSpνq “ ν 1A`
»——————————————–
0
´σppνq ´ ln p1´ σppνqq






´σvpνq ´ ln p1´ σvpνqq




σppνq “ ν 1Σ‚1, (3.T68)
σnpνq “ ν 1Σ‚2, (3.T69)
σvpνq “ ν 1Σ‚4, (3.T70)
σqpνq “ ν 1Σ‚8, (3.T71)
where M‚j denotes the j-th column of the matrix M .
3.A.2 Consumption growth
Consumption growth in this economy is endogenous defined and can be expressed in an
affine function:
∆ct`1 “ gt`1 `∆κt`1 (3.T72)
“ c0 ` c12Yt ` c11Σωt`1, (3.T73)
(3.T74)
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where c0 “ g0 ` κ0, c1 “
“


















In this section, we solve the model analytically. First, given consumption growth and
changes in risk aversion, the log of real pricing kernel of the economy is derived as an affine func-
tion of the state variables. Next, we show that asset prices of claims on cash flows from three
different asset markets can be expressed in (quasi) affine equations. The model is solved using
the non-arbitrage condition. The goal of this section is to derive the analytical solutions for the
expected excess returns, the physical variance of asset returns and the risk-neutral variance of
asset returns in closed forms. The implied moments are crucial for the estimation procedure.
3.B.1 The real pricing kernel
The log real pricing kernel for this economy is given by,
mt`1 “ lnpβq ´ γ∆ct`1 ` γ∆qt`1 (3.T76)
“ m0 `m12Yt `m11Σωt`1, (3.T77)
where m0 “ lnpβq ` γpq0 ´ g0 ´ κ0q, m1 “
“




γpρqp ´ ρgp ´ ρκpq











As a result, the moment generating function of the real pricing kernel is, @ν P IR,




¨ exp tr´νσppm1q ´ ln p1´ νσppm1qqs pt ` r´νσnpm1q ´ ln p1´ νσnpm1qqsntu











where m0, m1, m2, S1, and Σ
other are constant matrices defined earlier, and
σppm1q “ m11Σ‚1, (3.T80)
σnpm1q “ m11Σ‚2, (3.T81)
σvpm1q “ m11Σ‚4, (3.T82)
σqpm1q “ m11Σ‚8. (3.T83)
Accordingly, the model-implied short rate rft is,
rft “ ´ ln tEt rexppmt`1qsu (3.T84)
“ ´m0 ´m12Yt (3.T85)
` rσppm1q ` ln p1´ σppm1qqs pt ` rσnpm1q ` ln p1´ σnpm1qqsnt (3.T86)








“ rf0 ` rf 12Yt. (3.T89)
To price nominal assets, we define the nominal pricing kernel, rmt`1, which is a simple transforma-
tion of the log real pricing kernel, mt`1,
rmt`1 “ mt`1 ´ pit`1, (3.T90)
“ rm0 `Ăm12Yt `Ăm11Σωt`1, (3.T91)
where rm0 “ m0 ´ pi0, Ăm1 “m1 ´ “0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0‰1, and














The nominal risk free rate Ărf t is defined as ´ ln tEt rexpprmt`1qsu.
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3.B.2 Valuation ratio
It is a crucial step in this paper to show that asset prices are (quasi) affine functions of the
state variables. It is especially not obvious for equity price-dividend ratio, of which we provide
proofs below. First, we rewrite the real dividend growth in a general matrix expression:
∆dt`1 “ gt`1 `∆ηt`1
“ h0 ` h12Yt ` h11Σωt`1, (3.T93)
where h0 “ g0 ` η0, h1 “
“















































and Fnt Dt is the price of zero-coupon equity that matures in n periods.
To show that equity price is an approximate affine function of the state variables, we first
prove that Fnt p@n ě 1q is exactly affine using induction. First, when n “ 1,




“pm0 ` h0q ` pm12 ` h12qYt ` pm11 ` h11qΣωt`1‰(
“ exp “pm0 ` h0q ` pm12 ` h12qYt‰
¨ exp tr´σppm1 ` h1q ´ ln p1´ σppm1 ` h1qqs pt ` r´σnpm1 ` h1q ´ ln p1´ σnpm1 ` h1qqsntu






pm11 ` h11qS1ΣotherS11pm1 ` h1q
ı*
“ exp `e10 ` e111 Yt˘ , (3.T97)
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where m0, m1, m2, h0, h1, h2, S1, and Σ
other are constant matrices defined earlier, and
σppm1 ` h1q “ pm11 ` h11qΣ‚1, (3.T98)
σnpm1 ` h1q “ pm11 ` h11qΣ‚2, (3.T99)
σvpm1 ` h1q “ pm11 ` h11qΣ‚4, (3.T100)
σqpm1 ` h1q “ pm11 ` h11qΣ‚8, (3.T101)
and e10 “ m0 ` h0 ` 12
“pm11 ` h11qS1ΣotherS11pm1 ` h1q‰, and
e11 “m2 ` h2 `
»——————————————–
0
´σpm1 ` h1q ´ ln p1´ σppm1 ` h1qq






´σvpm1 ` h1q ´ ln p1´ σvpm1 ` h1qq
´σqpm1 ` h1q ´ ln p1´ σqpm1 ` h1qq
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
. (3.T102)
Now, suppose that the pn´ 1q-th term Fn´1t “ exp
`






































en´10 ` en´111 Yt`1
˘‰
“ exp `en0 ` en11 Yt˘ , (3.T103)
where en0 and e
n1
1 are defined implicitly.
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3.B.3 Log nominal equity return
We apply first-order Taylor approximations to the log nominal equity return, and obtain a
linear system,













“ ∆dt`1 ` pit`1 ` ln
«
1`ř8n“1 exp `en0 ` en11 Yt`1˘ř8
n“1 exp
`
en0 ` en11 Yt
˘ ff




en0 ` en11 Y¯
˘
en11









en0 ` en11 Y¯
˘ Yt
“ rξeq0 ` rξeq11 Yt ` req1Σωt`1, (3.T105)
where reqt`1 is the log nominal return of asset i from t to t ` 1, rξeq0 is constant, rξeq1 is a vector of
state vector coefficients, and req is a vector of shock coefficients. Thus, this step involves linear
approximation.
More generally, to acknowledge the errors that are potentially caused by the linear approx-
imations (the Taylor approximation in log price-dividend ratio in the return equation), we write
down the return innovations for asset i with an idiosyncratic shock:
rit`1 ´ Et `rit`1˘ “ ri1Σωt`1 ` εit`1, (3.T106)
where Et
`rit`1˘ is the expected return, ri (10 ˆ 1) is the asset i return loadings on selected state
variable innovations (the choice of which depends on the asset classes), and εit`1 is the Gaussian
noise uncorrelated with the state variable shocks but may be cross-correlated (with other asset-
specific shocks). The Gaussian shock εit`1 has an unconditional variance σ2i .
3.B.4 Model-implied moments
In this section, we derive three model-implied asset conditional moments— expected excess
returns, physical and risk-neutral conditional variances of nominal asset returns. The moments
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are crucial in creating the moment conditions during the third step of model estimation.
3.B.4.1 One-period expected excess return
We impose the no-arbitrage condition, 1 “ Etrexpprmt`1 ` rit`1qs (@i P{equity, treasury bond,
corporate bond}), and obtain the expected excess returns. Expand the law of one price (LOOP)
equation:
1 “ Etrexpprmt`1 ` rit`1qs
“ exp “Etprmt`1q ` Etprit`1q‰
¨ exp
!”
´σppĂm1 ` riq ´ ln´1´ σppĂm1 ` riq¯ı pt ` ”´σnpĂm1 ` riq ´ ln´1´ σnpĂm1 ` riq¯ınt)
¨ exp
!”






pĂm11 ` ri1qS1ΣotherS11pĂm1 ` riq ` σ2i ı* , (3.T107)
where Ăm1, ri, σi, S1, and Σother are constant matrices defined earlier, and
σppĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚1,
σnpĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚2,
σvpĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚4,
σqpĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚8. (3.T108)
Given the nominal risk free rate derived earlier using real pricing kernel and inflation, the nomi-
nal excess return is,





















´ Ăm11S1ΣotherS11ri ´ 12 ”ri1S1ΣotherS11ri ` σ2i ı (3.T109)
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where
σppriq “ ri1Σ‚1, (3.T110)
σnpriq “ ri1Σ‚2, (3.T111)
σvpriq “ ri1Σ‚4, (3.T112)
σqpriq “ ri1Σ‚8, (3.T113)
σppĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚1, (3.T114)
σnpĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚2, (3.T115)
σvpĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚4, (3.T116)
σqpĂm1 ` riq “ pĂm11 ` ri1qΣ‚8. (3.T117)
3.B.4.2 One-period physical conditional return variance
The physical variance is easily obtained given the loadings:
V ARtprit`1q “ ´σppriq¯2 pt ` ´σnpriq¯2 nt ` ´σvpriq¯2 vt ` ´σqpriq¯2 qt
` ri1S1ΣotherS11ri ` σ2i . (3.T118)
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3.B.4.3 One-period risk-neutral conditional return variance
To obtain the risk-neutral variance of the asset returns, we use the moment generating
function under the risk-neutral measure:
mgfQt prit`1; νq “ Et “exp ` rmt`1 ` νrit`1˘‰Et rexp prmt`1qs
“ exp  Etprmt`1q ` νEtprit`1q(
¨ exp
!”
´σppĂm1 ` νriq ´ ln´1´ σppĂm1 ` νriq¯ı pt)
¨ exp
!”
´σnpĂm1 ` νriq ´ ln´1´ σnpĂm1 ` νriq¯ınt)
¨ exp
!”
´σvpĂm1 ` νriq ´ ln´1´ σvpĂm1 ` νriq¯ı vt)
¨ exp
!”






pĂm11 ` νri1qS1ΣotherS11pĂm1 ` νriq ` ν2σ2i ı*
{ exp tEtprmt`1qu
{ exp tr´σppĂm1q ´ ln p1´ σppĂm1qqs pt ` r´σnpĂm1q ´ ln p1´ σnpĂm1qqsntu






“ exp  νEtprit`1q(
¨ exp
"„



























where Apνq “ exp  12 “pĂm11 ` νri1qS1ΣotherS11pĂm1 ` νriq ´Ăm11S1ΣotherS11Ăm1 ` ν2σ2i ‰(, and
σppĂm11 ` νri1q “ pĂm11 ` νri1qΣ‚1, (3.T120)
σnpĂm11 ` νri1q “ pĂm11 ` νri1qΣ‚2, (3.T121)
σvpĂm11 ` νri1q “ pĂm11 ` νri1qΣ‚4, (3.T122)
σqpĂm11 ` νri1q “ pĂm11 ` νri1qΣ‚8. (3.T123)
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The first-order moment is the first-order derivate at ν “ 0:
EQt prit`1q “ BmgfQt prit`1; νqBν |ν“0
“ Etprit`1q ` σppĂm1qσppriq1´ σppĂm1q pt ` σnpĂm1qσnpr
iq
1´ σnpĂm1q nt ` σvpĂm1qσvpr
iq




Note the similarity between Etprit`1q ´ EQt prit`1q from this equation and the equity premium
derived before using the no-arbitrage condition. The second-order moment is derived,





























` ri1S1ΣotherS11ri ` σ2i . (3.T125)
3.C Variables and parameters
Symbol
θt change in log real industrial production index or growth
pt positive uncertainty factor
nt negative uncertainty factor
ωp,t “good environment” shock
ωn,t “bad environment” shock
Y mact technology factors consisting of tθt, pt, ntu
ωmact technology shocks consisting of tωp,t, ωn,tu
pit change in log historical consumer price index
upit independent state variable shock of pi
ωpi,t inflation shock
lt log corporate bond loss rate
ult independent state variable shock of l
ωl,t loss rate shock
gt change in log earnings
ugt independent state variable shock of e
ωg,t earnings shock
κt log consumption-earnings ratio
uκt independent state variable shock of κ
ωκ,t log consumption-earnings ratio shock
ηt log dividend payout ratio
uηt independent state variable shock of η
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ωη,t log dividend payout ratio shock
vt loss rate shock shape parameter
qt risk aversion
uqt independent state variable shock of q
ωq,t risk aversion shock
Yt a vector of 10 state variables
ωt a vector of 8 independent shocks
∆ct change in log consumption
mt log real pricing kernelrmt log nominal pricing kernel
y1t nominal short rate
PCt price-to-coupon ratio of one period defaultable bond
PDt price-dividend ratio





expected return for assets i
uit asset-specific shock of assets i
V ARit´1 model-implied one-period physical conditional return variance of assets i
V ARi,Qt´1 model-implied one-period risk-neutral conditional return variance of assets i
zt a vector of observable asset prices / instruments
PV ARit empirical one-period physical conditional return variance of assets i for t+1
QV ARit empirical one-period risk-neutral conditional return variance of assets i for t+1
Symbol
θ¯ unconditional mean of growth
mp sensitivity of output growth on lagged upside uncertainty
mn sensitivity of output growth on lagged downside uncertainty
p¯ unconditional mean of positive uncertainty factor
n¯ unconditional mean of negative uncertainty factor
ρp autocorrelation coefficient of positive uncertainty factor
ρn autocorrelation coefficient of negative uncertainty factor
σθp scale parameter of growth to “good environment” shock
σθn scale parameter of growth to “bad environment” shock
σpp scale parameter of positive uncertainty factor to “good environment” shock
σnn scale parameter of negative uncertainty factor to “bad environment” shock
j0 * constant in Variable j process
ρjj * autocorrelation coefficient of Variable j
ρjyp * sensitivity coefficient of Variable j to positive uncertainty factor
ρjyn * sensitivity coefficient of Variable j to negative uncertainty factor
ρjyθ * sensitivity coefficient of Variable j to output growth factor
ρjy * rρjp, ρjn, ρjxs
σjp * scale parameter of Variable j to “good environment” shock
σjn * scale parameter of Variable j to “bad environment” shock




σjj *** scale parameter of the state variable gamma shock u
j
t
σvl scale parameter of the vt to the loss shock
µ constant vector in the state variable system (10 ˆ 1)
A autocorrelation vector in the state variable system (10 ˆ 10)
Σ scale / volatility parameter matrix of the 8 shocks (10 ˆ 8)
c0 constant in the consumption growth process
c1 sensitivity vector of consumption growth to state variable shocks
c2 sensitivity vector of consumption growth to state variable levels
m0 constant in the real pricing kernel process
m1 sensitivity vector of real pricing kernel to state variable shocks
m2 sensitivity vector of real pricing kernel to state variable levels
ri return loadings on state variable shocks
σi unconditional volatility of u
i
t
χ risk aversion loadings on observed asset prices
* for all j P tpi, l, g, κ, η, v, qu:
** for all j P tpi, g, κ, ηu:
*** for all j P tl, qu:
3.0
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Table 3.1: The Dynamics of the Macro Factors
This tables reports parameter estimates from the model below using the monthly log growth rate of U.S. industrial
production from January 1947 to February 2015. This system involves latent processes (good shape parameter
governing positive skewness pt and bad shape parameter governing negative skewness nt) and is estimated using
the MLE-filtration methodology described in Bates (2006).
θt`1 “ θ ` ρθpθt ´ θq `mpppt ´ 500q `mnpnt ´ nq ` uθt`1
pt`1 “ 500` ρpppt ´ 500q ` σppωp,t`1
nt`1 “ n` ρnpnt ´ nq ` σnnωn,t`1
, where
uθt`1 “ σθpωp,t`1 ´ σθnωn,t`1
ωp,t`1 „ γ˜ppt, 1q
ωn,t`1 „ γ˜pnt, 1q
σpp ą 0
σnn ą 0.
Standard errors are in parentheses. Note that “ ωn,t loading” in Column “θt” is -σθn; “ ωn,t loading” in Column
“pt” (“nt”) is `σpp (`σnn).
θt pt nt
mean 0.00002 500 16.14206
(0.00045) (fix) (2.14529)






ωp,t loading 0.00011 0.55277
(0.00001) (0.07073)
ωn,t loading -0.00174 2.17755
(0.00014) (0.15027)
LL 2861.30797
BIC -5648.85 AIC -5700.62
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Table 3.2: The Dynamics of the Corporate Loss Rate
This tables reports parameter estimates for the corporate loss rate model using monthly data from January 1982 to
February 2015. The mean equation of the loss rate is as follows,
lt`1 “ l0 ` ρlllt ` ρlppt ` ρlnnt ` σlpωp,t`1 ` σlnωn,t`1 ` ult`1
ult`1 “ σllωl,t`1
ωl,t`1 „ γ˜pvt, 1q,
where the variance equation is,
vt`1 “ v0 ` ρvvvt ` σvlωl,t`1.
Teh mean equation is estimated by projection, the variance equation by MLE. Standard errors are in parentheses.
Mean Equation
l0 ρll ρlyp ρlyn σlp σln
-0.3463 0.8779 0.0001 0.0047 -0.0004 0.0177
(0.0911) (0.0209) (0.0002) (0.0010) (0.0004) (0.0039)
Variance Equation
σll v0 ρvv σvl
0.0599 0.8544 0.9051 0.1820
(0.0008) (0.1867) (0.0205) (0.0203)
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Table 3.3: Cash Flow Dynamics
Parameters of cash flow processes are shown in Equation (3.T18) for the log earnings growth, Equation (3.T21) for
the log consumption-earnings ratio, Equation (3.T24) for the log dividend-earnings ratio, and Equation (3.T30) for
the inflation rate. Estimation is by simple linear projection. Bold (italic) coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values.
Robust errors are shown in parentheses. The sample period is 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
earnings growth log CE log DE inflation
gt`1 κt`1 ηt`1 pit`1
drift 0.0285 0.1101 -0.1005 0.0031
(0.0273) (0.0453) (0.0337) (0.0014)
AR 0.6619 0.9400 0.9188 0.3973
(0.0432) (0.0088) (0.0103) (0.0500)
θt 0.7932 0.8494 1.2237 -0.0718
(0.6214) (0.8104) (0.8420) (0.0315)
pt -5.29E-05 4.42E-05 -2.55E-05 -2.07E-06
(5.66E-05) (7.10E-05) (7.48E-05) (2.84E-06)
nt -0.0006 0.0049 0.0053 -7.04E-05
(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0006) (1.94E-05)
ωp,t`1 loading -8.63E-05 4.94E-05 5.34E-05 -4.83E-06
(1.16E-04) (1.42E-04) (1.46E-04) (5.87E-06)
ωn,t`1 loading -0.0029 0.0061 0.0063 8.27E-05
(0.0011) (0.0014) (0.0014) (5.60E-05)
ωl,t`1 loading 0.0010 -0.0014 -0.0014
(0.0009) (0.0011) (0.0011)
Gaussian shock volatility 0.0465 0.0568 0.0582 0.0023
(0.0018) (0.0021) (0.0022) (0.0001)
Adjusted R2 (conditional mean) 55.58% 98.19% 97.89% 20.58%
Table 3.4: Shock Correlations
ωp,t`1: good uncertainty shock rΓppt, 1q;
ωn,t`1: bad uncertainty shock rΓpnt, 1q;
ωl,t`1: loss rate-specific shock rΓpvt, 1q;
ωg,t`1: log earnings growth-specific shock N(0,1);
ωκ,t`1: log C/E-specific shock N(0,1);
ωη,t`1: log D/E-specific shock N(0,1);
ωq,t`1: risk aversion-specific shock rΓpqt, 1q.
Bold (italic) coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values.The sample period is 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
ωp ωn ωpi ωl ωg ωκ ωη ωq
ωp 1 -0.1129 0.0000 -0.0316 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ωn 1 0.0000 0.0246 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ωpi 1 0.0937 0.1083 -0.0215 -0.0604 0.0175
ωl 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0788
ωg 1 -0.6989 -0.6798 0.0684




Table 3.5: Financial Instruments Spanning Risk Aversion
This table presents summary statistics of the 6 financial instruments that are used to span our risk aversion
measure: “tsprd” is the difference between 10-year treasury yield and 3-month Treasury yield; “csprd” is the
difference between Moody’s BAA yield and the 10-year zero-coupon Treasury yield; “DY5yr” is the detrended
dividend yield where the moving average takes the 5 year average of monthly dividend yields, starting one year
before; “rvareq” and “rvarcb” are realized variances of log equity returns and log corporate bond returns,
calculated from daily returns; “qvareq” is the risk-neutral conditional variance of log equity returns; for the early
years (before 1990), we use VXO and authors’ calculations. Bold (italic) coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values.
Block bootstrapped errors are shown in parentheses. The sample period is from 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
tsprd csprd DY5yr rvareq qvareq rvarcb
Correlation Matrix
tsprd 1 0.3524 0.2583 0.1266 0.1240 0.2949
csprd 1 0.5063 0.4793 0.5999 0.5340
DY5yr 1 0.1675 0.1641 0.3101




Mean 0.0179 0.0231 -0.0030 0.0029 0.0040 0.0002
Boot.SE (0.0006) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (1.45E-05)
S.D. 0.0116 0.0075 0.0061 0.0059 0.0037 0.0003
Boot.SE (0.0003) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0014) (0.0005) (3.86E-05)
Skewness -0.2322 1.7891 0.0959 8.1198 3.7225 4.2227
Boot.SE (0.0810) (0.2515) (0.1882) (1.5951) (0.5123) (0.6872)
AR(1) 0.9669 0.9642 0.9822 0.4311 0.7461 0.5775
SE (0.0137) (0.0143) (0.0083) (0.0489) (0.0360) (0.0442)
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Table 3.6: Reduced-Form Risk Aversion Parameters
This table presents the two-step GMM estimation results for risk aversion, , qt “ χ1zt, estimated using equity
market and corporate bond market asset prices. The utility function curvature γ is fixed at 2. The first-step weight
matrix is an identity matrix; the second-step weight matrix builds on the Newey-West spectral density function
with 5-month lags, and then is shrunk towards an identity matrix where the shrinkage parameter is 0.1. The GMM
system also consistently estimates σqq. Therefore, the system has 8 unknown parameters. The p-value of Hansen’s
overidentification test (J test) is calculated from the asymptotic χ2 distribution with the degree of freedom being
29 (37-8). Bold (italic) coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values. Efficient standard errors are shown in parentheses.
























Table 3.7: Structural Risk Aversion Parameters.
This table presents the model-implied risk aversion process parameters. “Projection”: coefficient estimates are
obtained from simple projection. “GMM”: the scale parameter of the risk aversion innovation which is estimated in
the GMM framework (Table 3.6). The second and third panels report the variance decomposition results of the
conditional mean and shock structure of pqt`1, denotes with“VARC”. In the second panel, V ARC “ βx covppy,xqvarppyq )
where py “ pEtppqt`1q. VARC in the third panel is calculated using the residual, pqt`1 ´ pEtppqt`1q. Bold (italic)
coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values. Robust and efficient standard errors are shown in parentheses. The sample
period is 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
pqt`1 “ q0 ` ρqqpqt ` ρqppt ` ρqnpnt ` σqppωp,t`1 ` σqnpωn,t`1 ` uqt`1,
uqt`1 “ σqqωq,t`1,
ωq,t`1 “ rΓpqt, 1q.
Structual Risk Aversion Parameters, qt`1
˝ Projection ˝ GMM
Constant pt nt qt ωp,t`1 ωn,t`1 ωq,t`1
Est -0.1040 0.0006 0.0056 0.6293 0.0004 -0.0009 0.1211
(SE) (0.0835) (0.0002) (0.0010) (0.0412) (0.0004) (0.0034) (0.0067)
Conditional Mean Variance Decomposition (60.70% of Total Variance)
pt nt qt
VARC 77.15% 1.68% 21.17%
Shock Structure Variance Decomposition (39.30% of Total Variance)
ωp,t`1 ωn,t`1 ωq,t`1
VARC 0.35% 0.30% 99.35%
Table 3.8: Fit of Moments.
This table evaluates the fit of conditional moments of equity and corporate bond returns. That is, Column “Model”
reports the averages of the relevant model-implied conditional moments. The “Empirical Averages” represent the
sample averages of the excess returns (for “Mom 1” and “Mom 4”), the sample average of empirical conditional
variances (for “Mom 2”, “Mom 3”, and “Mom 5”). In “Mom 6” and “Mom 7”, “Risk Aversion Innovation” is uqt`1
in Equation (3.T27). The variance and unscaled skewness rows compare the average model-implied conditional
moments with the unconditional moments. Bolded number(s) denote a distance of less than 1.645 standard errors
from the corresponding point estimate, and italicized number(s) a distance of more than 1.645 but less than 1.96
standard errors. Block bootstrapped standard errors are shown in parentheses; we allow the block size to vary for
different moments, block sizes=[0 6 15 1 10] for Mom 1 to Mom 5, respectively. Asymptotic standard errors
(standard deviation divided by square root of the number of observations) are reported for Mom 6 and Mom 7.
The sample period is 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
Moment Model Empirical Average Boot.SE/SE
Mom 1 Equity Risk Premium 0.00749 0.00530 (0.00246)
Mom 2 Equity Physical Variance 0.00310 0.00286 (0.00051)
Mom 3 Equity Risk-neutral Variance 0.00369 0.00397 (0.00049)
Mom 4 Corporate Bond Risk Premium 0.00289 0.00388 (0.00050)
Mom 5 Corporate Bond Physical Variance 0.00027 0.00024 (0.00003)
Mom 6 Risk Aversion Innovation Variance 0.00823 0.00906 (0.00215)
Mom 7 Risk Aversion Innovation Unscaled Skewness 0.00246 0.00246 (0.00134)
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Table 3.9: Asset Prices and the State Variables.
The asset conditional moments are explained by tpt, nt, vt, qtu. The coefficients are scaled by the standard
deviation of the state variable in the same column, and then multiplied by 10000 for reporting purposes. VARC is
coefficient*Covpxt,Momtq
V arpMomtq where x P tp, n, v, qu and Mom is from Mom 1 to Mom 5. The variance decomposition is
reported in a bold italic font.
Model-implied coefficients of moments on state variables {pt, nt, vt, qt}
Moment pt nt vt qt
Mom 1 Equity Risk Premium 0.1286 4.6231 0.0039 54.0505
VARC 0.014% 4.449% 0.000% 95.537%
Mom 2 Equity Physical Variance 0.0651 2.5845 0.0006 5.5008
VARC -0.031% 26.640% 0.000% 73.391%
Mom 3 Equity Risk-neutral Variance 0.0652 2.5454 0.0006 11.2064
VARC 0.011% 12.646% 0.000% 87.343%
Mom 4 Corporate Bond Risk Premium 0.0752 7.6016 -0.0200 3.8662
VARC -0.143% 71.227% -0.001% 28.918%
Mom 5 Corporate Bond Physical Variance 0.0009 0.3137 0.0007 0.0015
VARC -0.090% 99.865% -0.001% 0.226%
Table 3.10: Predicting Realized Excess Returns and Variances.
This table reports the regression coefficients of realized excess returns and realized variances of equity and
corporate bond. The coefficients are scaled by the standard deviation of the state variable in the same row, and
then multiplied by 100 for reporting purposes. “Model-Implied Moments” are risk premiums (for realized excess
returns) and physical variances (for realized variances). Bold (italic) coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values. The R2
is adjusted. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. The sample period is 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
reqt`1 ´ rft RV AReqt`1 rcbt`1 ´ rft RV ARcbt`1
pt -0.1648 0.0190 -0.1098 -0.0003
(0.2584) (0.0312) (0.0922) (0.0014)
nt -1.2623 0.1695 0.0044 0.0093
(0.2928) (0.0354) (0.1045) (0.0016)
vt -0.3478 0.0410 -0.1089 -0.0029
(0.2359) (0.0285) (0.0842) (0.0013)
qt 0.6562 0.1047 0.1262 0.0036
(0.1866) (0.0226) (0.0666) (0.0010)
Model-Implied Moments 0.6671 3.8517 1.6610 3.8195
(0.4018) (0.4017) (0.8376) (0.4250)
Corr w/ NBER 0.45 0.54 0.61 0.65
R2 5.6% 0.1% 21.8% 21.0% 1.2% 0.8% 22.0% 18.9%
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Table 3.11: Out-Of-Sample Exercise.
This table analyzes in-sample (see Section 3.3.3) and out-of-sample risk premium estimates of equity returns and
corporate bond returns. “Realized” indicates the realized excess returns. “Mod (1)” indicates the in-sample
(full-sample) estimates of model-implied risk premiums, the dynamics of which are determined by tpt, nt, vt, qtu.
“Mod (2)” indicates the out-of-sample estimates of model-implied risk premiums. Define a 60-month rolling window
from t´ 60 to t´ 1, then project one-period ahead excess returns on the 4 state variables, use the coefficient
estimates to obtain Etprt`1 ´ rftq, repeat. We also consider three out-of-sample empirical models that use three
instruments sets (subsets of zt), respectively: (1) dividend yield, (2) divided yield + term spread + credit spread,
(3) physical uncertainty plus variance risk premium estimate. The table then reports the optimal combination of
Mod and Emp Mod estimate. Least Square standard errors are shown in parentheses. Bold (italic) coefficients have
ă5% (10%) p-values. R2 is adjusted. The (full) sample period is 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
Least-Square Estimate of a inrt`1 ´ rft “ aˆModpt, iq ` p1´ aq ˆ Emp Modpt, jq ` et`1
i “ 1, 2; j “ 1, 2, 3
˝ Equity: ˝ Corporate Bond:
Mod (1) Mod (2) Mod (1) Mod (2)
Emp Mod (1) 0.8262 0.4843 1.0155 0.2553
(0.1095) (0.0995) (0.1365) (0.1161)
Emp Mod (2) 0.9613 0.6618 0.8236 0.4748
(0.0934) (0.0870) (0.0841) (0.0903)
Emp Mod (3) 0.8305 0.6216 0.9238 0.4719
(0.0810) (0.0801) (0.1090) (0.0903)
Table 3.12: Uncertainty Index.
This table presents regression results of the filtered macroeconomic uncertainty (from industrial production growth)
on the set of instruments used to determine risk aversion. “Total” is the total industrial production growth
variance, which is a function of pt and nt, σ
2
θppt ` σ2θnnt. “ˆ103” in the header means that the coefficients and their
SEs reported are multiplied by 1000 for reporting convenience. Bold (italic) coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values.
Robust and efficient standard errors are shown in parentheses. The R2 is adjusted. The sample period is 1986/06
to 2015/02 (345 months).
(ˆ103) (ˆ103) (ˆ103)
Total VARC Upside VARC Downside VARC
constant -0.006 0.006 -0.012
(0.005) (0.000) (0.005)
χtsprd -0.573 -2.38% -0.005 5.21% -0.568 -2.54%
(0.112) (0.002) (0.113)
χcsprd 1.919 61.33% -0.006 4.05% 1.925 60.98%
(0.246) (0.005) (0.247)
χDY 5yr 1.083 19.83% -0.063 84.69% 1.146 21.21%
(0.234) (0.005) (0.235)
χrvareq -0.318 -4.81% -0.022 -0.41% -0.296 -4.39%
(0.399) (0.008) (0.401)
χqvareq 1.243 14.28% 0.066 8.08% 1.177 13.24%
(0.673) (0.014) (0.676)
χrvarcb 14.829 11.76% 0.158 -1.61% 14.671 11.49%
(5.910) (0.124) (5.933)
R2 47.72% 44.35% 47.95%
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Table 3.13: On the Predictive Power of Risk Aversion Index and Uncertainty Index on Future
Output Growth.
This table reports the coefficient estimates of the following predictive regression,
θt`k “ a` b1xt ` rest`k, (3.T126)
where θt`k represents future industrial production growth during period t` 1 and t` k (řkτ“1 θt`τ ) and xt
represents a vector of current predictors. We consider (1) our risk aversion index raBEX , (2) our uncertainty index
uncBEX (financial proxy), (3) the risk-neutral conditional variance (the square of the month-end VIX (after 1990) /
VXO (prior to 1990) index divided by 120000), QV AR, and (4) the true total macroeconomic uncertainty filtered
from industrial production index unctrue. The coefficients are scaled by the standard deviation of the predictor in
the same column for reporting purposes. Hodrick (1992) standard errors are reported in parentheses, and adjusted
R2s are in %. Bold (italic) coefficients have ă5% (10%) p-values.
raBEX uncBEX QV AR unctrue
A. Univariate
1m -0.002 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002
(0.001) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)
7.9% 19.2% 6.5% 12.9%
1q -0.005 -0.008 -0.005 -0.007
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
13.9% 34.9% 15.3% 26.3%
4q -0.006 -0.016 -0.008 -0.010
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004)
2.0% 15.2% 3.7% 6.2%
B. Multivariate (1) R2
1m 0.000 -0.003 0.001 19.4%
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000)
1q 0.002 -0.008 -0.001 35.3%
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
4q 0.013 -0.021 -0.005 18.4%
(0.002) (0.005) (0.002)
C. Multivariate (2) R2
1m 0.000 -0.002 0.001 -0.001 19.1%
(0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)
1q 0.002 -0.006 -0.001 -0.003 36.7%
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
4q 0.013 -0.022 -0.005 0.001 17.4%
(0.002) (0.005) (0.002) (0.003)
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Table 3.14: Alternative Risk Aversion and Uncertainty Measures.
This table report the correlation between our risk aversion and economic uncertainty indices and existing measures.
For risk aversion (Panel A), we consider three categories. A.1) We follow Wachter (2006) to create a fundamental
risk aversion process from inflation-adjusted (real) quarterly consumption growth (
ř4 0j“0∆ct´j); A.2) we consider
the well-known sentiment index by Baker and Wurgler (2006) from the behavior finance literature, and the
Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index (that directly measures the consumer sentiment); A.3) we also consider an
industry index, the Credit Suisse First Boston Risk Appetite Index. For economic uncertainty (Panel B), we
consider B.1) the macroeconomic uncertainty index created by Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015), and B.2) the
Economic Policy Uncertainty Index created by Baker, Bloom, and Davis (2016). Correlations are calculated using
overlapping samples at the monthly frequency. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. Bold correlation
coefficients have ă5% p-values.
A. Correlations with Extant Risk Aversion Indices
A.1) “Fundamental” Habit Model:
Wachter (2006) / Campbell and Cochrane (1999) 0.1228
A.2) Sentiment Index: (0.0536)
Baker and Wurgler (2006) -0.1554
(0.0533)
Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index -0.2603
(0.0521)
A.3) Industry Index -0.4770
Credit Suisse First Boston Risk Appetite Index (0.0475)
B. Correlations with Extant Uncertainty Indices
B.1) Macroeconomic Uncertainty:
Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015) 0.8003
(0.0324)
B.2) Political Uncertainty:
Baker, Bloom, and Davis (2016) 0.3438
(0.0507)
Table 3.15: Market Integration Test.
This table tests market integration by evaluating the fit of Treasury bond return moments priced using the pricing
kernel extracted from risky assets. Column “Model” reports the averages of the relevant model-implied conditional
moments. The “Empirical Averages” represent the sample averages of the excess returns (“Mom 1”), the sample
average of empirical conditional variances (“Mom 2”, “Mom 3”). Bolded number(s) denote a distance of less than
1.645 standard errors from the corresponding point estimate, and italicized number(s) a distance of more than
1.645 but less than 1.96 standard errors. Block bootstrapped standard errors are shown in parentheses; we allow
the block size to vary for different moments, block sizes=[0 14 13] for Mom 1 to Mom 3, respectively. The sample
period is 1986/06 to 2015/02 (345 months).
Moment Model Empirical Average Boot.SE
Mom 1 Treasury Bond Risk Premium -0.00366 0.00285 (0.00117)
Mom 2 Treasury Bond Physical Variance 0.00111 0.00035 (0.00004)
Mom 3 Treasury Bond Risk-neutral Variance 0.00113 0.00043 (0.00003)
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Figure 3.1: Filtered state variables extracted from industrial production growth.
The shaded regions are NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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Figure 3.2: Model-implied conditional moments for industrial production growth.
The shaded regions are NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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Model-implied conditional mean of the loss rate, Et[lt+1]
conditional mean
E(lt+1) = !2:2237




Model-implied conditional volatility of the loss rate, V olt[lt+1]
conditional volatility
V ol(lt+1 ! E(lt+1)) = 0:1856






Model-implied conditional skewness of the loss rate, Skewt[lt+1]
conditional skewness
Skew(lt+1 ! E(lt+1)) = 0:6269





Model-implied loss rate shcok shape parameter, vt
Figure 3.3: Conditional moments of the loss rate.
The shaded regions are NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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Figure 3.4: Decomposition of the conditional variance of the loss rate.
The shaded regions are NBER recession months from the NBER website. The green dashed line depicts
the ratio of the unconditional variance of ult`1 to the unconditional variance of the total loss rate
disturbance, or 1-R2 from the projection.
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Figure 3.5: Model-implied and empirical risk-neutral conditional variances of equity market
returns.
The shaded regions are NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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Figure 3.6: The Time Variation in the Risk Aversion. Risk aversion is γ exppqtq.
The shaded regions are the NBER recession months from the NBER website.
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Figure 3.7: Risk aversion index (solid blue/left y-axis) and Uncertainty index (dashed red/right
y-axis).
According to Section 3.4, both the risk aversion index denoted as raBEX “ γ exppqtq and the uncertainty
index denoted as uncBEX are functions of a set of financial instruments. See Equations (3.T49) and
(3.T59). Correlation between the two series is 67.94%. The shaded regions are NBER recession months
from the NBER website.
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Figure 3.8: qt and Uncertainty Index at Daily Frequency Around the Bear Stearns and Lehman
Brothers Collapses in 2008.
We calculate and plot our daily indices one month before and after the collapses.
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